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this process, because the next step after the election
is a genuine, full-blown dictatorship!
Parliament began less than a week ago when the
government laid its legislation on the table and said,
'We will put it through next week", and with less
than a week of public discussion it now says, 'We
will allow less than 3 hours debate". This legislation
allows the Minister, whoever he may be, to
requisition the use of property of any kind that is
used or may be used in or is connected with the
operation of any vital industry!
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The motion does not allow for a Committee stage.
No time has been set aside for the Committee to
discuss the details of the legislation and the
government's intentions -and that debate is
supposed to be of benefit to the courts or anyone
affected by the legislation.
The motion stipulates that all remaining stages be
completed by 1 p.m. Honourable members know
what will happen at 1 p.m.; the second reading
debate will not have been completed.

The legal profession particularly needs time to
examine carefully those sort of powers. They are
greater than the powers provided to our democracy
during wartime. This is not wartime - or so we
thought until 10 days ago!

This fundamental Bill requires a second-reading
debate of more than 2 hours. When leave to bypass
the Committee stage is refused - as it certainly will
be - the Chairman of Committees will say, as he
did last night, that no debate is allowed. That
significant comment was made last night by the
Chairman of Committees.

The Minister for Industry and Employment is aware
that we are in a wartime situation. He is determined
to destroy any organisation or individual who
stands in his way. The Bill is his weapon. It was
adjourned for less than one week and now the
Minister has given the House only 3 hours to debate
it.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair must
intercede and say that the Chairman of Committees
was acting properly at the direction of the House.
There should be no reflection on the Chairman of
Committees.
Mr Kennan - That is the Nuremberg defence.

The Bill provides that if only a part of the
government decides that a media organisation is
offensive to it that it can take over that organisation
and determine the way in which it operates. The
catch-all phrase at the end of the Bill limits the
generality of the foregoing provisions and then
provides that the Minister may do anything that
pops into his or her mind. This provision removes
the fundamental rights not only of individuals,
businesses and organisations but also of Parliament.
One purpose of Parliamentary debate is to allow an
opportunity for extensive discussion during the
Committee stage of the debate. Some horrendous
issues are contained in the legislation, which the
government should be forced to explain to
Parliament. It should also explain how it intends to
put them into effect. This is important because
under the Interpretation of Legislation Act what is
said in Parliament can be taken into account when
the courts must decide on the government's intent,
that is, if the government has any intention of
allowing the courts to be involved. Under the
legislation the government could declare the courts
to be a vital industry and it could take them over. It
could determine what the judges should do and
how they should do it, so broad are the provisions.

Mr ROPER - I am describing the way the
government has forced the Chairman of Committees
to act. That is the way the government has forced
you, Mr Speaker, and the Chairman of Committees
to act, and that is to not to allow debate on the Bill.
There will be no Committee stage so members of the
opposition will not have the opportunity to question
the Minister about the draconian powers he intends
to confer on himself and his colleagues.
The legislation is another example of a guillotine
motion being used. As I have said a number of times
during this session, in the two years before the
election seven or eight guillotine motions were
moved, three of which were on Appropriation and
Supply Bills that had been debated for more than 20
hours. In effect, the guillotine motion has been
moved before any member has spoken on this Bill,
apart from the Minister delivering the
second-reading speech.
The legislation is more important than the
Companion Animals Bill or any other Bill that has
come before Parliament and the government is
prepared to allow only 3 hours for members to
debate it.
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There will come a time when the community will
become aware of what is happening in this place that there has been no opportunity for Parliament to
debate important measures. The legislation now
before the House provides unprecedented,
dictatorial powers for any government. That power
deserves the full consideration of Parliament, but
that consideration will not be given.
Mr HEFFERNAN (lvanhoe) - This Bill is similar
to the Bill that was introduced in the other place and
debated during the last sessional period of
Parliament. It is totally wrong to say this Bill deals
with a new area in industrial relations. If honourable
members took the opportunity of reading the Bill
introduced by the former government, they would
have seen that it contained what this Bill contains.
I remember well that when the Labor Party had
control in the other place prior to the Nunawading
re-election WorkCare Bills were rushed through that
place.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
interjection. I ask the honourable member for
Ivanhoe to come back to the question of time.
Mr HEFFERNAN -It is relevant to go back in
history to see how other Bills were treated by the
former government. The former Minister for Police
and Emergency Services would know all about that.
The boot is now on the other foot. The opposition
should not lecture the government about what the
people of Victoria should or should not know.
The SPEAKER -Order! The debate is on the
question of time.
Mr HEFFERNAN -It is obvious that the Labor
Party when in government lost contact with the
community. There are only 27 opposition members,
and if ever a goverrunent had a mandate to
introduce legislation in this manner, it is this
government.
The opposition is an absolute disgrace!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
interjection on my left. I ask the honourable member
for Ivanhoe to come back to the question of time and
not to stray from what is a narrow debate.
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Mr HEFFERNAN - The government's industrial
relations policy was run during the election; the
opposition knew about it. In my electorate the main
issue Labor Party campaigners ran was industrial
relations. They put it on the agenda. The most
draconian leaflets were put out against me in my
electorate. However, my vote went up.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have cautioned the
honourable member for Ivanhoe several times. He
must come back to the question of time. I am sure
the antics that went on during the election are
interesting to him and to other honourable members,
but they are not interesting to me.
Mr HEFFERN AN - Prior to the election the
government indicated the urgency of the Bills.
Change is required and on 3 October the
community's vote reflected a recognition of that fact.
The government is perfectly justified in moving to
make Victoria a better place in which to work and a
better place for our children to grow up in.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - On the question of
time: as honourable members know, I am slow to
anger, but I am getting very angry about the way the
Parliament is being treated. This is a black day. I
want the government to consider the notion that
abuse of the Parliament is a politically transmitted
disease that passes through time and across
governments and the table in the House. I have seen
that in and around this place for 25 years. The way
the Parliament has been treated and the way the
level of abuse has increased is recorded in the
history of this place.
Today we have reached the lowest point in the
history of the Parliament. We do not have time to
consider a Bill of which Josef Stalin and Adolf Hitler
would have been proud. They would have
embraced this Bill on the basis that it is being rushed
through without members of Parliament from either
side of the House, let alone the community, having
the opportunity to discuss it.
I want the government to understand that people on
my side of politics are chuckling about this Bill.
They are happy about having the authority in the
future, because, as we all know, the wheel of fortune
turns. I want the government to know that I will
remember how it handled this Bill.
Mr Gude - Time!
Mr BAKER - Time is the essence of my remarks.
I am arguing that it is a travesty of the principles of
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Westminster democracy not to allow sufficient time
to consider a Bill of this influence. The import of it is
that the Minister, who, on my perusal of his
background, could not run a country chookhouse,
will be able to take over every country chookhouse,
any company that takes his fancy and even BHP! To
cite a less extreme proposition, Black and Decker
(Australasia) Pty Ltd recently moved offshore
because it decided that this business community was
not an appropriate environment.
Under the Vital State Industries (Works and
Services) Bill a Labor government could take
over-The SPEAKER - Order! On the question of time.
Mr BAKER - As all honourable members know
from reading the history of the Westminster
Parliamentary system - on which, Mr Speaker, you
have heard me speak before - time is a critical
component of the system. The time interval to allow
proper discussion in the House and for third parties
outside to consider the proposals is particularly
relevant for Bills that relate to business or taxes and
charges or - in the words of the classics - add to
the burden of the people.
I have had no chance and the shadow Minister
responsible for industry and industrial relations, the
honourable member for Broadmeadows, has had no
chance - that is, no time has been allowed - to
take the proposed measure to the business
community in the city and ask, ''What do you think
of this; is this workable; might it present a Significant
threat to the way that you conduct your operations
in the future?"
Especially in recent weeks I have had quite a bit to
say about the need to restore confidence in the
Victorian community - The SPEAKER -Order! You must relate
confidence to time.
Mr BAKER - We need time to be able to deal in
this place with the crisis of confidence. I would start
with the Parliament, particularly by allowing
honourable members a decent length of time during
which to consider proposed legislation that forms
part of a package. Honourable members are not
dealing with just one Bill - repulsive to me as it
is - that will have Significant consequences for the
community; we are dealing with - and have been
over the past week and during this week - a
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package that turns the State back to the outmoded
and put-away concepts of free market - The SPEAKER - Order! I ask for a sprinkling of
"time" through the honourable member's speech.
Mr BAKER - Honourable members need time to
deal with important issues such as those contained
in the package and its various elements. It is absurd.
I ask: how can one expect the community particularly those affected by the package of
legislation - to have any confidence in Parliament
when members of the community know that the
legislators have rushed it through and that there has
been no opportunity for consultation? The new
members, the oncers who have just arrived and are
sitting up on the mezzanine level, have had no time
to consult with members of the business community
or other constituents who will be affected by the
components or elements of the package that has
been presented to the House. This is the stuff of
eastern European politics before the recent
revolution! It is the same sort of jackboot,
heavy-handed and ham-fisted approach that
honourable members read about in the past. It does
honourable members no good. We will suffer
collectively as a Parliament if we do not allow
enough time for matters to be properly considered,
especially matters of such weight and import.
As the member shadowing the Treasury portfolio,
on the last count I have some eight pieces of
proposed legislation before the House. No time is
available for me to pick up on the import of the
legislation or to assess where it dovetails into the
crazy rush for a redistribution of wealth and pain on
a scale that has not been witnessed in this State since
the 1920s. The opposition needs time to consider
those matters properly and wisely and to pay proper
a ttention to them.
I sound a warning, particularly to new members of
Parliament, that abuse of the Parliament is a
politically transmitted disease; and the opposition
will remember the way in which the government
has brought this Parliament into disrepute.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - This has been yet
another extraordinary display by the opposition. It
has been said that the time available for debate on
this legislation is being restricted. The opposition
clearly does not have any substantive arguments
against the Bill but simply wants to use all the time
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available to engage in political tactics and to argue
repetitively on the question of time.
This legislation is not new. Its concept has been
debated by my side of politics for over a year and
was passed by another place during the term of the
former Parliament. It was debated and then left on
the Notice Paper of this House because the then
Labor government did not want to bring the
legislation on for debate. To hear the honourable
member for Sunshine tell this House that he will
never forget reminds me that the community will
never forget the suffering caused by the former
Minister and his colleagues.
There is a new order in this State and a new sense of
responsibility and opportunity. The opposition has
quickly fallen back into its normal practice of
opposition for the sake of oppOSition. In its
contributions on time today the opposition did not
offer one new fact to the Parliament. That is a clear
tactic by the opposition, one that is bereft of any
constructive comment. The opposition uses up as
much time as possible and debates the question of
time repetitively rather than debating the substance
of the Bill.
The Bill is not difficult and there has been plenty of
time for opposition members, when in government
and during the election campaign, to come to grips
with its ramifications. Their colleagues in another
place have already debated it and, even given the
fact that those in the Upper House never talk to
those in the Lower House, I cannot believe members
of the opposition in this place were unaware of the
content of the earlier Bill.
The argument on time today does nothing more
than illustrate to the community that the opposition
has not changed. It is bereft of ideas and of the
capacity to debate the fundamental issues dealt with
in the legislation. Substantial time is still available
for members to make a constructive contribution to
the debate.
Mr Roper - There is no time for the Committee
stage.
Mr KENNETI - Contributions to the
second-reading debate would allow opposition
members to raise most of the points they wish to
raise. When his party was in government the
honourable member for Coburg was renowned for
driving pieces of legislation through the House. He
has had great joy over the past few days referring
back to what was done by Liberal administrations,
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yet he drove legislation, which Parliament wanted to
discuss, through this House in very much the same
way the government is doing now.
This debate is a dear indication that the honourable
member for Coburg is comfortable where he is
today: he can waste the time of the House and waste
opportunities for members on his side of the House
by incessantly arguing on the question of time. He
has no new information and he denies members of
the opposition the opportunity of making valuable
contributions to the debate.
If members of the opposition have valuable
contributions to make, let them make those
contributions. Let us not have this charade of
members on the opposition side of the House
getting up to push for their own personal
promotions or trying to secure positions they held in
a former administration.

This debate has not resulted in good contributions
from the opposition; it has been a low-watermark in
the opposition's obstruction. The opposition is bereft
of ideas and wants to be able to go back to its rank
and file and say, "Sorry, we did not put the points
you wanted us to put. We spent the whole two and a
half or three hours on the question of time".
There is ample time. If honourable members
opposite had any real concerns they would use the
time to debate the contents of the Bill.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) -It gives me no
pleasure to be involved in a debate of this type
given, firstly, that the Bill has been brought on for
debate today and, secondly, the severe time
constraints proposed in the motion moved by the
Leader of the House. Therefore, I move:
That the expression "} p.m." be omitted with a view of
inserting in place thereof the expression "}2 midnight.".

If the House had until midnight to debate the Bill at
least all members of the House with an interest in
the Bill, and I hope for a change that would include
some honourable members opposite, would have
some opportunity to put their views on it.

Even if each honourable member curtailed his or her
contribution to suit the limited time available, if we
are constrained by the 1 p.m. cut-off every member,
or even every interested member, could not possibly
have the opportunity to put his or her views and
represent his or her constituents in this debate.
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It does the Leader of the House no credit whatever

to move a motion of the type he has. He seems not to
understand that the position he occupies is
extremely important in the Westminster system. If
he does not accept my word for that, perhaps he
would like to read May on the matter. If he studies
the position of the Leader of the House as it operates
in the Westminster system, not only in Australia but
in the House of Commons, he will understand that
the role of the Leader of the House is in part to
defend and uphold Parliamentary principles.
The motion before the House subverts the basic
Westminster principle that the House should have
an adequate opportunity of considering legislation
that comes before it. The action of the Leader of the
House on this Bill and in relation to previous Bills
subverts a basic principle on which any democratic
legislative body should operate. That is understood
just about everywhere else in the Western World,
but it appears that the Leader of the House is
prepared to throw out those tried and true
Parliamentary principles for the sake of some
momentary political advantage.
If the Leader of the House really thought about it, he

would realise that it would make no difference to
the future good government of Victoria if the House
had the further opportunity to debate the legislation
for the remainder of the day, rather than just until 1
p.m. The very worst that could happen would be
that this House might see the flaws in the proposed
legislation and amend the Bill that has been
introduced into the House. That is the worst that
could happen from the point of view of the
government. At best, the government might end up
with legislation that would better serve the interests
of the people of Victoria during its term of
government, during the life of the Parliament and,
furthermore, as the honourable member for
Sunshine pointed out, it might also leave incoming
governments with much more acceptable legislation
than this government is proposing to leave for
future generations.
The Premier suggested that the honourable member
for Coburg, in his previous responsibility as Leader
of the House, had used the gag in a similar manner.
The record simply does not confirm that. It is simply
not true. The honourable member for Coburg in his
two years as Leader of the House moved the
equivalent motion on only seven occasions,
compared with what must be close to the equivalent
motion having been moved on seven occasions in
the past six sitting days.
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Similarly, the honourable member for Ivanhoe
attempted to draw an analogy with the debate on
the Accident Compensation Bill in 1985. One has to
acknowledge that the honourable member for
Ivanhoe simply did not check his facts. Had he
checked his facts, he would have seen that the
second-reading speech on the Accident
Compensation Bill was made in the Legislative
Assembly on 2 July 1985. There were then extensive
periods of debate over a number of days in the
Legislative Assembly. The Bill was in fact not passed
through the Legislative Council until 24 July, which
was 22 days later. Honourable members should
compare those 22 days with the couple of
Parliamentary days the government is proposing to
allow for the passage of this Bill through this House
of Parliament and the other place.
If the House of review performs on this Bill in the

same way as it has on other Bills over the past few
days, the legislation will probably pass through that
House on the same day that it passes through this
House - perhaps today. If leave is refused in the
Upper House, it will pass through tomorrow. That is
the sort of timetable the government is trying to
force on Parliament. Not only does it contrast
woefully with the record of the previous Labor
government and the conduct of the honourable
member for Coburg as Leader of the House, but also
it contrasts starkly with the entire history of
Parliamentary debate in Victoria.
No-one has been able to point out a precedent where
a piece of proposed legislation of major Significance
to the people of Victoria - employees, employers,
customers and others - has been passed through
Parliament and passed into legislation with the
unseemly haste that the Leader of the House is now
proposing. As has been put by previous speakers,
the reality is that the only instance where one would
have seen this sort of dragooning of the
Parliamentary process, this sort of subversion of the
Parliamentary process, is in the dictatorships that
one saw in Eastern and Central Europe until a very
few years ago.
I ask members of the government, particularly those
on the back bench who are new to this system and
who do not have the same experience in Parliament
as some of us, to recall what was the product of
Eastern and Central European Parliaments being
treated in the post-war period in the way this
government is attempting to treat this Parliament in
1992.
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Last Friday evening at short notice I had a meeting
of interested members of the Werribee community
in my electorate office to consider the various Bills
that had been introduced into the House during that
week.
That may not be the type of thing that frontb~nch
members of the Liberal Party do, but I believe it is
important for the members of my community to be
informed about the legislation I am expected to
debate and vote on in this House. It may not be
relevant to the Liberal Party but it is relevant to my
party and the people I represent.
The overwhelming fact that came out of that
meeting was that people are alarmed at what they
have heard and what they understand to be the
effects of the legislation. They want more time to
consider the Bill; however, the first opportunity I
shall have to meet with them again will be 8 p.m. on
Friday. Even if my amendment is passed, the people
I represent will still not have had the opportunity of
putting forward their views. I want to put forward
their concerns in a considered and thorough way
and other honourable members also want and
should have that right. Unless my amendment is
passed and time for the debate is extended to
12 midnight tonight that right will be denied.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister for
Industry and Employment has moved that the time
allotted for debate on the Bill be until 1 p.m. this
day, to which the honourable member for Werribee
has moved an amendment to substitute the
expression "12 midnight" for the expression
"1 p.m.". The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of
the motion.

Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr

Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr lW.
Spry, Mr
SteggalJ, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batche\or, Mr
Coghill, Or
Co\e,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr

Marple,Ms
MicalJef, Mr
MildenhalJ, Mr (Teller)
Pandazopou\os, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr (Teller)
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 60
House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

Ayes, 60
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,Mr
Dean,Mr
Ooyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs (Teller)
Finn,Mr

Madellan, Mr
McNamara,Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.

Ashley,Mr
BHdstien,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,Mr
Dean,Mr
Ooyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs (Teller)
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs

Madellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.}.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
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Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGilI,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr w.o.
McLellan,Mr
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Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr (Teller)
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sand on, Mr (Teller)
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Yaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - This Bill
provides legislation without precedent in Victoria
and Australia. It is driven by an ideological desire of
the government to take total control of the lives of
everyone in this State - and it does simply that.
Because public discussion of the Bill has been so
curtailed - and certainly there has been very little
time to prepare for debate here - people do not
understand the extraordinary extent of the
provisions of the Bill, which are all-embracing.
One need only look at the definition of "vital
industry" to see how all-embracing it is. Clause 3
defines "vital industry" as:
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... any industrial, commercial, fanning or public or
welfare service activity, and any undertaking, project
or work whether or not (a) conducted for reward or profit;
(b) a publiC or private sector activity; or

(c) conducted by a single operator ...

That definition is almost without limit. Obviously
the draftsperson has been asked to draw up a Bill
that can be applied to every human activity in
Victoria.
The term "vital industry" is a complete misnomer
because the Bill does not seek to define a vital
industry or to stipulate a trigger mechanism for
declaring an industry to be vital. It becomes a
self-fulfilling prophesy.
''Vital industry" effectively means any activity
declared by the Governor in Council to be vital. The
Governor in Council is not restricted in his power to
declare an industry vital by determining the vital
characteristics of the industry.
Mr Honeywood - What about milk?
Mr KENN AN - All the other sorts of essential
services legislation make some endeavour to define
what is essential and make some endeavour to say
that before powers are exercised, the issues and the
industry concerned - and its services - must be
regarded by community standards as essential. That
does not require the community, the Governor in
Council or a court to judge whether the industry is
vital.
An industry may not in any sense be vital. It may be
a corner store that the Minister of the day suddenly
wants to declare vital so he or she can take it over
and run it. This Bill is absolutely without precedent.
Anything can be declared vital. There is no
threshold or trigger mechanism for that declaration.
A defined set of circumstances need not exist before
an industry is declared vital. Services need not be
cut off or interrupted; things can be proceeding quite
normally and suddenly, for example, the Melbourne
stock exchange can be declared vital. The
government could move in and suspend the rules,
and companies would no longer be required to
make disclosures, and so on.
That is the effect of the Bill. No doubt the
government will say, ''That was not intended". But
that is what it says every time issues are raised about
Bills which have not been read properly by members
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of the government and which have been brought in
here at short notice. We saw it again today when the
Employee Relations Bill was dealt with -legislation
that will make industrial action illegal and will affect
State awards. Then government sources said, 'That
was not intended," and no doubt amendments will
be moved.
No-one can say this Bill is anything other than a
thorough attempt to take over every type of human
activity in Victoria and put it in the hands of the
government. Why else would it extend to single
operators and to the non-profit sector as well as the
private sector in the narrowest sense? Why else
would it have the private sector included? This runs
across the scale of human activities in Victoria.
No doubt if the government of the day wished, it
could take over any voluntary organisation, any
local organisation, any local sporting organisation or
any charitable institution. The government would
not need to take over the whole industry; it could
take over part of the industry. If it did not like a
particular group of people in one part of the
industry, it could declare that industry a vital
industry under clause 4(1)(a).
A knitting mill at Seymour could be declared a vital
industry and be taken over by the Minister of the
day. Under clause 8(2)(h) the banks that are
providing facilities to that knitting mill could be
directed by the Minister to give effect to the Act.
If the government wanted to take over a company or

help the directors or shareholders of a company it
could declare the company a vital industry and tell
the banks and other providers of credit to make
financial provision for that company under
favourable terms, and it would be a criminal offence,
with massive penalties applying for non-observance,
if the credit provider failed to follow that instruction.
The government could take over a company to help
a company friendly to it and the Minister of the day,
possibly under a trust arrangement with the
Minister's family as directors, could instruct the
State Electricity Commission of Victoria to provide
free electricity or instruct contractors to carry out the
expansion of the company. There is no restriction to
this.
A company run by a friend of the Minister or the
family of the Minister that was seeking to float the
company, but was having some trouble with the
rules of the Australian Stock Exchange Ltd, - -
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Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr KENNAN - The honourable member for
Warrandyte does not understand the provisions in
the Bill; he thinks they are restricted to milk, but
they are not. I understand the pointless nature of his
interjection because he has not read the Bill or
understood its provisions and he is rabbiting on
about it. As I was saying, if that company, friendly
to the Minister, was having difficulty with the rules
of the Australian Stock Exchange the Minister could
declare the trading of securities as a vital industry,
take over the stock exchange and in so far as the
rules relate to one particular company, suspend
those rules and engage in market manipulation. It
would be a criminal offence for the Chairman of the
Australian Stock Exchange to interfere.
It is ironic and hypocritical that a government which

proposes to be on about small government is
introducing this type of legislation. It is
nationalisation at every level.
The government does not understand the conflict of
interest that could arise, but this will emerge as it
develops some history of its own. The government
has already done things that will haunt it in the
future. It wants to run the State as a private sector
operation, as a private family company.
This Bill is part of its key election platform; it enables
the Minister of the day to take over any company,
farming operation, corner store or local tennis club
and run it like his own company, to the advantage of
his mates and supporters. It is as crude as that.
It is like one of the 15th or 16th century city states of

Europe where the autocrat would run things to line
his own pocket. Former President Marcos of the
Philippines had nothing on this. The hundreds of
pairs of shoes that belonged to Imelda Marcos have
nothing on this. If one of the Minister's mates was
running a shoe manufacturing company it could be
declared a vital industry and the supplier of raw
materials could be directed to deliver material to
that company. If there were any interference
massive penalties would apply.
The government does not want to bother with
proper Parliamentary debate on and approval of its
actions. Clause 4(2)(a) refers to the meeting of either
House of Parliament, but it contains no requirement
for either House of Parliament to debate the issue or
approve it. All the Houses of Parliament have to do
is to meet. The government could pull one of its
stunts and adjourn to the garden - pOSSibly to a
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marquee, which it could declare a "vital industry" and direct CUB to deliver grog and caterers to
deliver food on favourable tenns!
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr KENNAN - The poor old member for
Warrandyte is still rabbiting on about milk.
Obviously he has the wrong Bill. He thinks that we
are debating the dairy industry. I shall turn to the
dairy industry.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr KENNAN - This will enable the soon-ta-be
Minister for Agriculture to declare the fann of one of
his relatives a vital industry, to take it over and then
direct that goods and services are supplied to it on
favourable tenns. That is what is to be done, and he
admits it! By interjection he has admitted that is
what it is about!
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! The honourable member for Broadmeadows
should lower his voice; otherwise, we will have an
occupational health and safety problem in the
Chamber!
Mr KENNAN - We now have the putative
Minister for Agriculture on the record as saying that
is exactly what they are about. They want to get into
the private sector and run it. They want to look after
their mates.
The potential powers contained in the Bill are
extraordinary. If the government does not like the
way that Coles Myer is running a department store,
it can declare the store a vital industry and direct the
things the store can sell and cannot sell, how many
people it can employ and what hours it can open. It
can direct what assets must be maintained and place
a prohibition on or requisition any product. It can
direct other manufacturers to supply the Coles Myer
department store with goods. Under paragraphs (f)
and (h) of clause 8(2), if anyone gets in the Minister's
way, or if an organisation or officer fails to do the
best it or he can to carry out that direction, a penalty
of 2500 penalty units can be applied. Each penalty
unit has a value of $100.
This is an extraordinary Bill. It enables the
government to regulate every corner of a person's
activities, whether one is a newsagent or selling
hamburgers, or a sporting venue or sporting club.
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No sphere of activity is free from the scope of the
Bill. The government is sending out threats, just as
the Premier made threats about superannuation
when he was Leader of the Opposition. I remember
that at the time when those threats were made the
longest serving member of Parliament was in
hospital with high blood pressure. I remember
mentioning that fact to members of the coalition
party. I said a member who was getting on in years
and who was seriously ill was being threatened, but
those coalition members used the Nuremberg
defence. They said, 'That wasn't me, mate. I can't
defend this action". That threat was made
knowingly by the fonner Leader of the Opposition
in circumstances that were calculated to damage the
health of a member of Parliament; but the defence
used by coalition members was, '1t wasn't me,
mate!" Honourable members know what happened
at Nuremberg: the defence failed. One could say that
the gag was moved on Nazi officers right through
the trapdoor.
The Bill contains the same heavy-handed
intimidation that we saw in Parliament last year.
The coalition is consistent. It says, 'We will get our
way. We will threaten you personally, and if your
health is a problem we won't be taking that into
account. We will put you out on the street. We will
'chop you off at the knees".
As the honourable member for Sunshine said, the
Supreme Court could be declared a vital industry,
told when to sit, what cases to hear and what
decisions to make, and anyone who got in the way
could be fined. The court would have to impose
fines for non-cooperation. A person who said, '1 will
not be part of the Nuremberg defence and I will not
take authoritarian orders," would be called up
before a tame judge and fined. The government
should move amendments if that is not to be the
case.
As with a number of other Bills, the government will
not allow the Bill to go to the Committee stage,
which would enable the opposition to question the
appropriate Minister and examine the Bill clause by
clause. The Minister for Industry and Employment
will say, as he did yesterday, '1 have not read the
Bill; I cannot remember; I received a pay rise but I
cannot remember when. I could not understand
what another Minister said yesterday but I will not
have a discussion on it".
The government is acting in the same manner as it
did last night when it said, '''The press can come into
this place while we conduct proceedings in the
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middle of the night". The government could ask the
courts to operate in the middle of the night or
declare the courts a vital industry. It could exclude
the press from the courts by saying that the courts
could be hampered by the glare of publicity.
The possibilities are endless. The government could
take over the food industry. The Minister for
Agriculture could declare that certain crops must be
grown, certain products must be promoted and
others must be withheld. The government will be
able to direct what activities are to be promoted,
rejected or maintained, particularly if a Minister has
a vested interest or has mates, family or others
involved in those activities. The government could
declare an industry a vital industry and shut down
its competitors.
So much for free competition! It is the government's
ideology of free enterprise: what it likes is freedom
for government members. The government does not
like a free, open and competitive market. It will be
the first to use regulations to the disadvantage of
competitors. Members of the government will say,
''You had better regulate them because they are
giving us trouble". That is the double standard that
is proposed in this Bill.

A Minister should not have the authority to declare
a particular industry a vital industry and then
requisition the use of property for or in connection
with the operation of it. The government could take
over a classification of farms on behalf of vested
interests and requisition machinery for use on those
farms. Anyone who failed to cooperate would be
dead in the water because of the massive penalties
proposed in the Bill.
The court system could be declared a vital industry
and have to sit between 12 midnight and 12.30 a.m.
with no press presence. As bizarre and ludicrous as
it seems, those are possibilities under this Bill.
The government has given us until 1 p.m. today to
debate the Bill. It will not go into Committee. If I can
put it rhetorically, we will never be given an
explanation for this. Parliament will be convened in
the still of the night for about 30 seconds and then it
will go away. People will look back and say, ''How
long has this been going on? What is happening?
Why weren't we told?" They will not be told
because it will all have happened during the most
disgraceful three weeks of this Parliament. It is a
disgrace! Filthy vested interests! The government is
lining its pockets!
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Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr KENNAN - You didn't tell your constituents
what you were going to do!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member should address his remarks
through the Chair!
Mr KENNAN - That is quite right, Mr Deputy
Speaker. Through the Chair, the honourable member
for Wimmera did not tell his constituents what the
Bill meant and they will not be told now. If the
government has nothing to hide, why does it not
add a few weeks to the session? It is the great
prophet of new work practices. Parliament will sit
for three weeks in six months. But we are available
on Saturdays and Sundays. We are available until
Christmas. The honourable member for Wimmera
wants to get back to his farm. He is a part-timer.
This is just an indulgence, a bit of pocket money.
Mr S. J. Plowman interjected.
Mr KENNAN - There's another part-timer!
Mr S. J. Plowman interjected.
Mr KENNAN - I ask the Minister to withdraw
the phrase "self-appointed". He knows it is wrong. I
was appointed on the recommendation of the Chief
Justice, along with several others, in 1987. I find the
phrase "self-appointed" offensive.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Broadmeadows found
offensive a term used by the Minister. I ask the
Minister to withdraw it.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - Was it the fact that I called him a
hypocrite?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member found offensive the word
"self-appointed" in reference to a position he
occupied.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN - At your request,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I withdraw.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The word
''hypocrite'' is also unparliamentary and I ask the
Minister to withdraw it.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN - I withdraw.
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Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - As a former
Speaker of this House the Minister knows very well
that re tractions ought to be made without
qualification, but he has been unable to do it.
If the government has nothing to hide, why will it
not take this Bill into Committee and extend the
sitting of the Parliament? We are available. I am sure
that public opinion about whether Parliament
should sit for several more weeks between next
Friday and Christmas for public debate would be in
the affirmative. Terrible silence on the merits of that
question! His Excellency's Speech is growing more
embarrassing hour by hour. It was full of talk about
Parliamentary procedures being properly followed.

In its February-March 1989 review the Institute of
Public Affairs, which is generally regarded, rightly
or wrongly, as a right-wing think-tank, carried a
statement by someone called Nick Greiner about the
importance of giving the opposition a chance to
consider and debate measures and of providing time
for the circulation of material and proper debate.
What Mr Greiner said is highlighted by the Vital
State Industries (Works and Services) Bill because it
is the most thoroughgoing Bill of its kind that I have
ever seen.
Mr Leigh - You said that yesterday!
Mr KENNAN - No, I didn't. Mr Greiner is
quoted as saying:
The opposition provides a check and balance, and with
a government which is prepared to allow the
opposition to exercise its rights under the Westminster
system, constant pressure can be applied to the
government in order that it performs.
Mr Greiner went on to say about his own
performance as Premier:
Legislation is no longer forced through the Parliament,
but rather members are given notice of the legislation a
considerable time prior to its introduction. More
important pieces of legislation are left on the table to
allow maximum debate outside the Parliament prior to
its movement through the Houses.

So much for Mr Greiner. I should report to the
House that he is working as a consultant. I am sure
he would be available - in fact, I am sure he would
be prepared to do it on a voluntary basis - to come
to Victoria and counsel the government on proper
Parliamentary behaviour. Perhaps we should invite
him or perhaps one of the Presiding Officers of this
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place might think it a good idea to invite him. No,
that will not occur because the Presiding Officers
would not want to be seen to be partisan. Perhaps
one of them could invite the Institute of Public
Affairs to ask their distinguished contributor to
advise Parliament on proper procedures. It would
hardly be advice based on some left-wing view.
Mr Leigh - Tell us about it!
Mr KENNAN - I will tell you about it again.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy
Speaker would not want to hear repetitive debate in
the Chamber; he would prefer the honourable
member to return to the Bill.
Mr KENNAN - I am glad I was pulled up
before I repeated what I had said. It occurred to me
as I was almost provoked by disorderly interjection
into repeating myself that I might incur your wrath,
Mr Deputy Speaker.
One can understand the discomfort of the Minister
at the table, the Minister for Energy and Minerals,
because he was Speaker of the Parliament for some
time. When he came back into Parliament in
oppOSition, no-one was quicker than the former
Speaker to take points on Parliamentary procedure
and to try to second-guess the then Speaker. Like
any other person who is on the record as supporting
proper Parliamentary procedures or any person who
has any feeling for democracy or a fair go, the
Minister for Energy and Minerals must be deeply
embarrassed by the performance of the government.
The Bill covers all industries, including the banking
finance, and agriculture industries. It covers single
operators and corporate operators, and individuals
can be picked out. The government can tell
operators what to do. The government can take the
running of a business out of the hands of company
directors.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr KENNAN - If some milk operator in the
electorate of a Minister were in a bit of trouble, a
Minister could come in and declare the operations a
vital industry and start telling local dairy farmers
what they should do.
Mr Leigh - Rubbish!
Mr KENNAN - The honourable member for
Mordialloc says that he thinks the provision is
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rubbish. It is rubbish and, in accordance with the
views of the honourable member, it should come out
of the Bill, along with many of the other provisions.
Just as the member for Mordialloc cannot believe it
and says that it is rubbish, it remains a fact that
shareholders will have no say in someone taking
over and running an industry or business. The
Minister will be able to declare a public or private
company a vital industry, come in and run it and
relieve the directors of their responsibilities, and
then the shareholders will have no say.
This Bill will allow all company law rights and
conditions to be thrown out the window, even when
shareholders have substantial amounts of life
savings or superannuation locked up in private or
public companies. That fact alone ought to mean
that this Bill should be released for public disclosure
and comment.
This Bill ought to have been sent to the Institute of
Directors of Australia, the Australian Stock
Exchange Ltd, every peak employer body and every
union, community group and individual in the State.
The full ramifications of the Vital State Industries
(Works and Services) Bill should have been pointed
out to those groups and they should have been
asked for their comment on the Bill. Parliament has
not had that opportunity and it will not get it now.
The next time people will hear about this Bill will be
when the ugly incidents occur.
The coalition claimed before the election - it does
not say it now because the pUblicity it is receiving
gives the lie to the claim - that, if it were elected, a
huge amount of revenue would flow to Victoria
after 3 October. It thought that there would be a
huge rise in investor confidence in this State, almost
out of proportion to the rest of the country, and
believed that suddenly the money would start
flowing to Victoria. A month later no-one on the
government side suggests that; instead there is an
atmosphere of worry and uncertainty.
Recently, a cartoon appeared in the Age that told
people they should back a horse called Let's Elope
because there might be an exodus to Queensland.
Through this Bill investors from other States and
countries are being told that, if they want to invest
their money in this State, the laws of this State will
provide that their money is subject to the whim of
the Minister. The government will be able to
expropriate businesses in the sense of taking over
and running them leaving directors and
shareholders with no say.
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This Bill will serve only to damage investor
confidence in Victoria. Foreign investors are
particularly interested in the laws relating to
expropriation, restrictions on the moving of assets,
the withdrawal of assets at a particular time and the
freedom to deploy investment.
Perhaps the Minister for Education, a former
executive of General Motors Holden's Automotive
Ltd in the Philippines, will explain whether the
Philippines government was able to move in and
take over that company without consulting the
directors or the shareholders. That mayor may not
have been the case, but I would be surprised if it
were, and it is certainly not the situation now. All of
the countries in Asia that are becoming increasingly
wealthy and progreSSively democratic are
modernising their laws so that foreign investors can
come in and invest with confidence, in the
knowledge that government will not arbitrarily
intervene in the operations of their businesses.
That is not what this Bill will do. Just as the
employer relations legislation takes us back to the
19th century law of master and servant, so this Bill
takes Victoria back to being an autocratic State
where the government can move in.
Under this Bill the Minister of the day will be able to
take over corporations and tell them that they are no
longer obliged to publish accounts. A company with
a problem - a dairy or food producer, say - will be
able to go to the government and say it does not
want to publish annual accounts in a certain year
because it is not faring too well, and it will be
possible for the Minister to declare it a vital
industry, after which it will not need to publish
annual accounts. It will be possible for that to occur
in the case of a bank. They could do that with any
industry one can think of.
It really is an extraordinary situation. It may be said
by government members that they did not mean it,
that that is not what it is about. Unfortunately, that
is exactly what it says.

Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr KENNAN - The main advocate of the Bill is
the honourable member for Mordialloc. Let that stay
on the record! In legal terms the instructions were to
do two things: let the Bill be drawn in such wide
terms that any form of human activity or
corporation could be declared a vital industry
without restriction; and, secondly, once that has
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happened, let the Minister of the day have
absolutely unlimited power.
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advisers in every country that may be considering
foreign investment in Victoria asking for their
comments on it.

Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr Leigh - Run Victoria down!
Mr KENNAN - The honourable member for
Mordialloc suggests that the Bill is designed to stop
Mr Halfpenny from doing heaven knows what.
In the debate on time the Premier said that this Bill
was debated in a similar form in the Upper House.
The second-reading speech on the Bill to which he
was referring, however, was very different and
talked about smashing vested interests - as the
proponents of the Bill saw them - in the meat
industry. It was very specific.
If one reads that second-reading speech one will

understand that the proponents of that Bill were the
running dogs of some activities in relation to a
particular abattoir. Some of those matters have come
out in court. Some of those court proceedings were
adjourned and it may not be proper to go further
into the details of some of the matters concerning
provocation and other matters that came out in the
Magistrates Court in the Western District.
The second-reading speech on this Bill is very
different. If the government of the day wished to
declare the motor car industry, or one part of it, a
vital industry, it could do that. It could declare
General Motors Holden's Automotive Ltd a vital
industry and tell it to supply products at half the
cost at which it was previously supplying those
products. If General Motors did not do as it was told
it would be liable for massive penalty units.
The government could tell General Motors on what
terms and conditions it could undertake production.
The government could say it was sick of the
Commodore; that because General Motors was not
performing well enough it was sick of the company;
and that the company was to stop producing that
model and to produce only a particular class of
motor vehicle or to make only vehicle parts. The
government would not have to care about the rights
of directors and shareholders in the United States of
America.
Under clause 8(2)(e) of the Bill the government could
requisition the use of property of any kind which is
used or may be used for or in connection with the
operation of General Motors.
The Bill needs to be published widely. Copies of the
Bill should be sent to every firm of investment

Mr KENNAN - I thought that was what the
honourable member for Mordialloc would say. He
knows how damaging it would be if the Bill were
sent to a group of foreign investors. The honourable
member for Mordialloc said that if you sent this Bill
to foreign investors you would be running Victoria
down. I could not agree more. That is what he said
and he cannot get out of it. That mouth does let it all
come out. He spoke with total honesty. I do not
reflect on him in any way by that comment.
The opposition will send the Bill to every foreign
investment house in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
the United States of America and Germany and ask
them whether it is good or bad.
Mr W. D. McGrath - They will say, ''Very good!"
Mr KENNAN - Let it be on the record that the
honourable member for Wimmera says they will say
it is very good. One can see the sophisticated
corporate investors in Tokyo, with budgets and
turnovers many times the size of those of an
Australian State, saying, 'We will put our investors'
funds in Victoria. We know the government can take
them over, but the honourable member for
Wimmera is well known as a genius - he can take
our investment over and run our business for us".
It will be good! Foreign investors, the commercial

giants and the captains of industry and investment
from Tokyo will get enormous confidence from
knowing that they are now putting their assets in the
hands of the honourable member for Wimmera,
perhaps the Attorney-General and perhaps the
honourable member for Ivanhoe, who would have a
backbench committee led by a group of
backbenchers and chaired by the honourable
member for Mordialloc. The four tigers, the Asian
countries that have had unparalleled economic
growth, will say, ''Yes, we have a lot to learn from
these people". In fact, there could be the most
massive finance and capital relocation ever seen in
history. Investment will flood in. The Nikkei index
might never recover. The money will start pouring
in!
Let us send a message to the President-elect. We will
say, ''Bill, have a look at this Bill because this is even
better". He and perhaps Professor Wright, the
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economic adviser, the great Harvard professor, will
look at this Bill and will have some of the big
American institutions investing in Victoria because
our captains of industry, the Ministers of the Crown,
will come over and run their businesses. The
Americans would not have a bar of it.
One thing that has been essential to increased
Taiwanese investment in this country is changes in
the Federal legislation disposing of any notion of
expropriation. Taiwan is our fifth-largest trading
partner. The changes in expropriation have been the
key factor in our relationship. I was in Taiwan on
two occasions last year discussing these matters
with senior Taiwanese government Ministers, and
tha t change was referred to time and again. The
shareholders and companies - people with very
large foreign reserves -want to know whether, if
they invest capital in this State, they can move it
around. They do not want any suggestion of
expropria tion.
In conclusion, the fact is that the Bill enables the
Minister of the day to take over any public or private
corporation - a single operator or a big company; to
run the business; and to requisition materials from
any suppliers of goods and services - any
machinery, credit, anything required for the running
of the business. It has to be handed over on payment
of a penalty.
This is not be the proper time for Parliamentary
debate or disclosure on the Bill. We will send the Bill
to everyone in Victoria and overseas, and we will
ask for their comments. We will test over time
whether the honourable member for Wimmera is
right and whether people in other places think it is a
good thing that the government and the legislature
in Victoria now have laws in place that will enable
the government of the day to expropriate a property
and to take over and run a business, displacing
investors and ignoring the interests of shareholders.
I am absolutely confident that people will be
appalled.
We will oppose every clause of the Bill and we
suggest that the government extend the time for
debate in Committee. We will oppose every clause
because this is a fundamentally damaging Bill. It
will damage the interests of Victoria and Victorians.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Wimmera) - I thought
the most encouraging thing about the comments of
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition was that he
spoke about food and agriculture. It is the first time
in 10 years that I have heard him speak on this
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subject. When he was Minister he did not give a
second thought to food and agriculture. Yet here
today he is prophesying that the food and
agriculture industries could be badly affected by the
legislation.
No wonder the Minister for Energy and Minerals
was uttering the word "hypocritical", even though it
was unparliamentary to do so. At times the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition tests one's patience.
The philosophy currently adopted by the opposition
is very different from the philosophy it adopted
when it was in government and it used the
provisiOns of the Essential Services Act against the
milk industry. Not too much was said when the
Labor Party was in the box seat. The former
government brought in the Police Force to assist in
getting milk out of the factories and to ensure that
trucks took the milk to the processing plants. The
then government did not say that was going over
the top to stop a strike. Such action suited that
government because it believed it could belt dairy
farmers around the ears to show them who was the
boss. People wonder why the Minister for Energy
and Minerals was uttering "hypocritical"!
The opposition claims that the honourable member
for Broadmeadows is a man of intelligence. As the
honourable member for Swan Hill says by
interjection, he is a Queen's Counsel, but he is trying
to run an argument that does not stand up. The Bill
contains provisions for which food processing plants
have been crying out for 5 or 10 years. It is about
time that industry received some support.
I shall refer the House to statistics on the meat
industry. In 1982 Victoria accounted for 24 per cent
of the national cattle slaughter but by 1992 that
figure had dropped to 19 per cent. In 1982 Victoria
accounted for 36 per cent of the national sheep
slaughter but by 1990 it accounted for only 29 per
cent. For the decade to 1990 national meat exports
declined by only 2 per cent while in Victoria they
slumped by 38 per cent.
Who is to blame for that? The opposition blames the
managers of the processing plants and the farmers,
but who is bringing about the disruption? It is the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union and
its mates from the Trades Hall Council. That is why
the opposition has launched an over-the-top attack
to defend some of the wrongs that have gone on in
the food processing area during the past 10 years.
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I shall refer to statistics supplied by the Meat and
Allied Trades Federation. Figures for the R. J.
Gilbertson meat processing plant are as follows:
between 29 May 1989 and 22 October 1990 there
were 58 full-day stoppages and 62 partial-day
stoppages with approximately 47 000 man-hours
lost. Those figures are for one processing plant.
Figures for the Gilbertson group are as follows:
between 4 September 1989 and 19 October 1990
there were 33 full-day stoppages, and 21 partial-day
stoppages. Between 23 March 1990 and 2 October
1990 some 14000 man-hours were lost.
The cost of those industrial problems is borne not
only by Victoria's agricultural industries but also by
the people the opposition is supposed to
represent - the employees. They are the ones who
have been missing out on wages and entitlements.
The government will create a climate for Victorian
workers that will ensure they have the right to work
and are not hijacked by a few militant union officials.
Earlier this morning I was talking to the honourable
member for Shepparton about forklift drivers going
on strike at the local Ardmona fruit processing plant.
A handful of forklift drivers in a food processing
company was able to completely stop a production
chain. The pickers and the processors could not
continue to work because of the actions of half a
dozen forklift drivers.
When the shifts changed the night shift workers
said,'We want to earn some money. We are here to
work. We want to get on with the job" -and they
were able to convince the next shift of forklift drivers
to recommence operations. But where did the orders
for the stoppage come from?
Mr Kilgour - Melbourne!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - That's right, the orders
came from Melbourne, from a power-hungry union
official.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
MrW. D. McGRATH - Listen to the boy who
duplicates how-to-vote cards!
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death of it. They will welcome the Vital State
Industries (Works and Services) Bill, because they
know the government will use its authority to
ensure workplaces are efficient, whether they be in
the processing industry, the water industry, the
sewerage industry or the transport industry.
Mr Kennan interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - When the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition was the Minister for
Transport we saw trams jammed along Bourke
Street. What a dolly of an example of how to handle
industrial relations!
An Honourable Member - It cost us the
Olympics.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - Exactly. One can only
imagine what visitors to Melbourne thought when
they saw a long line of trams jammed in Bourke
Street, all because of the previous government's
inability to handle industrial relations. Yet
opposition members carry on as though they are the
champions of the workers and are the only ones who
have industrial relations know-how.
Industrial disputation has had a devastating effect
on the meat industry over the past few years. From
July 1989 some 200 000 days have been lost in export
meatworks and more than $100 million of export
earnings has been forgone. Those dollars would
have been very handy given the current financial
situation.
Manufacturing industry and the farming
community are looking forward to the passing of the
Bill. There is nothing more soul destrOying for a
farmer than to send his stock to the abattoirs to be
killed and processed or to the saleyards only to hear
that the workers are on strike. All of a sudden his
stock are placed in holding pens, sometimes in poor
conditions, for up three weeks.
During that time the quality of the product
deteriorates. It is ridiculous that agricultural
producers who are trying to provide good quality
products for the Australian domestic or export
markets have10 suffer that interference and
inconvenience for no real purpose.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Micallef - Democracy is a nuisance!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - His credibility is shot,
without my worrying too much about him. Such
situations occur too often in the processing
industries, and hardworking employees are sick to

Mr W. D. McGRATH - All members of the
community value democracy, but I wonder where
the honourable member for Springvale stands. He
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never had any regard for democracy when he sat on
this side of the House.
The Minister for Industry and Employment has
done an excellent job with the Bill. I also
congratulate Geoff Craige, a member for Central
Highlands in the other place, who flagged this
legislation 12 months ago. Notification of the
legislation was on the record well before the State
election. The community knew the coalition would
introduce vital industries legislation if it were given
a mandate. The coalition's priorities were industrial
relations, WorkCare and vital industries. They were
all key factors in its election platform. The people of
Victoria gave the coalition that mandate: that is why
there are 61 members on this side of the House and
only 27 members on the opposition benches. The
Victorian community is well aware of the legislative
changes the new government wanted to introduce to
bring about improved productivity and a better
return on investment. All national and international
companies now know that Victoria has a
government that will support the people who are
prepared to invest in Victorian industry.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition addressed that
critical issue in his contribution. He said he would
advise companies in other parts of the world that
Victoria was not a good place for investment. When
those companies are aware of the way vital
industries will be protected in Victoria it will
provide the green light necessary to encourage them
to invest in this State.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition suggested
there was not adequate time for debate to take place
on the Bill, but this year the former government of
which he was a member provided only 29 sitting
days for Parliament up until the 3 October election. I
fail to understand how the opposition can now
criticise the new government for proViding three
weeks for this sessional period. In arguing the
question of time on various Bills over the past two
weeks the opposition has taken up more than
8 hours. If one does not wonder about the credibility
of members of the opposition one must worry about
their intelligence. If the opposition wants time to
debate this and other Bills it should get on with the
debate on the subject matter rather than on the
question of time.
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That has happened in the past but it will not happen
when this legislation is passed. There are certain
times of the year in many industries when it is
important that everyone gets on with the job and
works up to 24 hours a day. When that happens
vital industries want the opportunity of being able
to proceed effectively and to their optimum.
We do not want tomato growers bringing their
produce down from Shepparton or Echuca to the
Heinz factory to find the factory closed because of
some industrial disputation so that their produce is
left to rot at the factory gates. There is an optimum
time for the harvesting and processing of produce,
whether it be tomatoes, meat or wheat, and at that
time everybody involved must work in unison to
ensure the best results. With good quality
agricultural foodstuffs Victoria can capitalise on its
export potential. With the Bill the government will
be able to give support to the people who are vital to
Victoria.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I join with the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition in opposing the
Vital State Industries (Works and Services) Bill or
perhaps it would be more appropriately named the
vital anything Bill because it seems to be about
anything, anywhere, any time. So long as we say it is
vital we can target anything. The Bill goes much
further than State and private industries; it covers
any type of service or organisation in the public,
private or community sector. So long as the Minister
deems that it is a vital industry he or she can
intervene with draconian results.
The Bill marks the beginning of the Kennett brave
new world. It is part of a package of legislation that
includes other Bills that will be rammed through this
place later today and in the following days. The Bills
that have been rammed through this House in the
past few sitting days have taken away entitlements
such as the leave loading and given certain
entitlements to other people. So far all they have
done in the first few days is redistribute resources;
they have taken away entitlements from people
employed by the State and given them to the
employers. This is the first of the Bills that will
fundamentally alter the system; it takes us back to
the days of masters and servants.
Mr Finn interjected.

Victoria agriculture is looking forward to this type
of legislation. I do not want the Victorian wheat
industry to suffer as a result of railway strikes or of
militant members of the Electrical Trades Union of
Australia shutting down the grain elevators system.

Mr LEIGHTON - The honourable member for
Tullamarine shakes his head and I guess he is lucky
that the House has until only 1 p.m. to debate this
Bill. I am only the third member who has had an
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opportunity of participating in this debate. Had the
honourable member for Tullamarine had the
opportunity of participating in the debate he would
be sorely embarrassed when one considers the
situation in his electorate and his new-found friends,
the workers from the now decommissioned Caloola
Training Centre. Had he had an opportunity of
participating in this debate he would have to go
back and explain to his constituents, including those
who used to work at Caloola, that under this Bill
they would have been locked up twice in the 1980s;
once in 1985 and again in 1988, all as a result of the
industrial policies that would have flowed from this
Bill. He would have had to intervene and send in the
police to undertake the duties of the staff. He would
have locked up the staff who had a legitimate right
to take industrial action.
If the honourable member for Tullamarine is

prepared to accept his responsibilities as a member
of the government it is incumbent on him to
demonstrate his views on this Bill but, more
importantly, to go back to his constituents and
explain the circumstances under which he would
lock them up. He would have to justify why he
would have had done so in 1985 and 1988.
Mr Baker - Put them in chains as well; give him
a whip!
Mr LEIGHTON - This Bill fundamentally alters
the system. The parties opposite used to pretend
concern about the rights of the individual. They
tried to maintain that pretence when talking about
the right of the freedom of association and the right
to operate in and out of the system, as well as the
right to sit down collectively or individually with
employees, under the auspices of the government's
Employee Relations Bill.
That is not the case with this Bill. It withdraws basic
fundamental rights, and particularly the right to
strike - the ultimate right of any person employed
for a wage or salary, to withdraw his or her labour.
In one fell swoop it removes the right not only
enjoyed by workers in the Western World, but also
that now clearly emerging in Eastern bloc countries.
The government has not had the courage to allow
sufficient debate here and in the community about
that right. In a similar way as was evident during
debate on the Employee Relations Bill, the
government is moving any penalties that may arise
from industrial action from the realm of common
law to the criminal law system.
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The final clause of the Bill imposes substantial
sanctions upon people engaging in what would
otherwise be their legitimate right. It imposes fines
of up to $25 000 for organisations and officers of
those organisa tions.
If the system is not broken, why fix it? The system is

not broken.
An Honourable Member - It is broken!
Mr LEIGHTON - Look at the figures - and I
am proud to be judged by them! During the 10 years
of the previous Labor government administration,
on average 189.7 days per 1000 employees were lost
each year due to industrial disputation. That can be
compared with the 1972 to 1981 period, under the
previous Liberal administration, when 787 days per
1000 employees were lost each year. Likewise, one
must recognise the nature of any industrial
disputation because more than 80 per cent of
industrial disputes are settled within the first 24
hours of their commencement. That sort of industrial
disputation will fall within the ambit of this Bill. I
ask again: if the system is not broken, why fix it? It
will definitely need fixing quickly because of this
government!
The Bill demonstrates how much confidence the
government has in its Employee Relations Bill. The
government wants us to believe, in this new era of
employee relations, that everything will be
sweetness and light; that individual workers will sit
down with their employers to quietly and
cooperatively negotiate individual or collective
agreements; and to work through matters such as
work force efficiency factors.
If that is the case, why the need for the Bill? Despite
many of the draconian provisions within the
Employee Relations Bill, which outlaws almost
every form of industrial action and imposes criminal
sanctions for taking such action, the government is
still nervous that a union will slip through the net.
The government must obviously feel that a result of
its action will be massive industrial disputation, and
that is why it is introducing this Bill.

Some people-have suggested to me that the Bill has
some redeeming features. I do not agree with them,
but it is said that when the Labor Party was in
government it had some difficulty working through
the privatisation debate and the degree of
corporatisation that the State should have. This Bill
takes the community down the road to
nationalisation of industries. Any Minister can,
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under any circumstances, nationalise an industry,
service or organisation. That is an enormous
responsibility and it invites abuse of power.
A future government may declare the Herald-Sun a
vital industry and rewrite its headlines. It may go a
step further and rewrite history!
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definition of "officer" extends that further to anyone
who has a role in a union, including a shop steward,
or anyone else who serves on a union committee, or
who is an officer of a union. I see a potential danger
in that situation similar to the Moore v. Doyle case in
New South Wales or situations in Queensland,
which could apply here.

The Bill is poorly drafted, as were other Bills, and
will have unintended consequences. The Deputy
Leader of the National Party referred to the
agricultural and meat industries. An abattoir and the
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union may
negotiate a collective agreement. However, the
National Farmers Federation may object to some of
the provisions in that agreement and demand that
the government intervene. In the past the
government has said that it does not have the power
to intervene and that there is a proper place for the
resolution of any conflict involving employers and
employees. However, the government will now
have the power under the provisions of this Bill to
intervene. What will it say to the National Farmers
Federation? How will it answer the criticisms of
some of the far-right organisations that it is
becoming squeamish because it is not using the
powers contained in the Bill?

The definition of "vital industry" is broad. It goes
beyond the definition of "industry" and it goes
beyond anything that is "vital". The clause makes
two or three attempts to define "vital industry" to
ensure that everything that moves is roped into that
definition, including whether an action is for reward
or profit, through a whole range of industries, or
anything that is so declared by the Governor in
Council.

It is disappointing that we will not have an

The government is trampling across important
Westminster traditions, including the separation of
powers between Parliament, the executive arm of
government and the judiciary.

opportunity to go into the Committee stage because
it would then enable the definitions contained in the
Bill to be explained by the Minister. The government
is closing the debate at 1 p.m. An opportunity will
not be provided for a Committee stage so that the
expressions contained in clause 3 can be explained,
for example, that of "interference". Obviously that
will relate to industrial action such as a strike, a
stoppage, bans or limitations; but it certainly will not
stop there. An interference could be a union that is
critical of the government, or an interference could
be the editor of the Age who criticises the
government for something it has done. The Minister
will have power not only to intervene in a dispute,
but also to take over a newspaper such as the Age
during a period of industrial dispute. It could write
the headlines and articles, and the public will not
have the opportunity of being informed.
Clause 3 also defines "officer". Under the
Conciliation and Arbitration Act there has been a
clear understanding of what "officer" means in
respect of an industrial organisation. In the case of a
trade union, an "officer" means a person elected to
be an official, either paid or honorary. The definition
contained in the Bill is stretched to include more
junior officials, such as organisers. However the

The Essential Services Act is already on the statute
book. I believe the Act should be repealed, although
it does encompass those industries one would have
thought to be vital or essential. The Act covers
obvious areas such as transport, fuel, light, power,
water and sewerage. The government is not satisfied
with that list, so it has drafted this Bill. It does not
intend repealing the Essential Services Act, but
instead has taken a bigger bite of the cherry.

The Bill does not respect those traditions. The
executive arm of government is not only given wide
power that should be more appropriately reserved
for Parliament, but also it will carry out functions of
the judiciary.
The government has paid lip-service to this place
and has conceded that there is no obligation on
Parliament to debate such a Bill. The Bill expresses
the role of Parliament in the negative; it provides
that, until Parliament expresses a view to the
contrary, the decision of the Minister to invoke the
Bill stands.
On a number of occasions during this sessional
period a guillotine motion has been moved without
allowing adequate time for the House to approve
the actions of the government.
The government is overriding recOgnised principles
such as the right of a worker to strike and replacing
that right with industrial conscription. As the
honourable member for Broadmeadows said in a
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radio program earlier this week, one has to go back
to Germany in the 1930s or South Africa at the
height of apartheid to find an analogy for industrial
conscription, such as the slave labour camps in
Germany or the bussing in of blacks under the
apartheid system. No longer will workers have free
and democratic rights to withdraw their labour:
members of organisations will be liable to fines up to
$25 000 and an organisation may be fined $250 000.
That is the sort of power the government has been
exercising over the past couple of days.

Cunningham, Mr
Oollis, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr

I urge the government to examine its principles and
the powers it is establishing for itself before it rams
this measure through another place.

Read second time.

Sand on, Mr (Teller)
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson, Mrs

Motion agreed to.

The SPEAKER - Order! Is leave of the House
granted to proceed to the third reading forthwith?

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 60
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean, Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs (Teller)
Finn, Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCilI, Mrs
McCrath, Mr J. F.
McGrath, Mr W. D.
McLellan, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr (Teller)
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F.
Plowman, Mr S. J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E. R.
Smith, Mr I. W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr (Teller)
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr

Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Leave is
refused.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 9.
Clauses agreed to.
Reported to House without amendment.

Third reading
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 60
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Mr (Teller)
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr (Teller)
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
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Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr

Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith,Mrl.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Cog hill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms (Teller)
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or (Teller)
Wilson, Mrs
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comes to work practices its members would rather
go to lunch than listen to a serious matter.
Standing Order No. 143 provides that in Committee
a question shall be put that each clause stand part of
the Bill. A reading of Standing Orders Nos 140 to 147
shows that the intention is that the whole purpose of
the Committee stage is for clause-by-clause
consideration of Bills to provide an opportunity for
members from either side to raise matters on
individual clauses with the Ministers in charge of
Bills.
The proceedings of the House are logically
devised - as we have been intensely aware in
recent days -in consequence upon one another.
Therefore in debate about the adjournment time of a
Bill an endeavour is made to concentrate the debate
around the issue of time rather than, for instance,
having a clause-by-clause debate because it is
anticipated under the procedures of our Parliament
that there will be a Committee stage, which would
be the appropriate time for raising issues clause by
clause.
The intention is that a more general discussion of the
Bill rather than a clause-by-clause analysis takes
place during the second-reading debate. It is said
that that is the appropriate time for general matters
to be debated and the Committee stage is for a
clause-by-clause analysis.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, Standing Order No. 143 requires
that when a Bill is considered in Committee a
question shall be put that each clause stand part of
the Bill. Standing Orders Nos 140 to 147-The SPEAKER - Order! The House will come to
order. I ask honourable members to resume their
seats.
Ms Kimer - Off to the silver service!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the House does not
come to order I shall suspend the sitting. That is
called a hollow threat!
Mr KENNAN - Another example of the
government's double standards is that when it

The rules are that with the exception of one or two
clauses debate on each clause must be limited to that
clause but one can speak for an unlimited number of
times about each clause. Those rules are relevant
and consequent upon the Standing Orders and our
conventions relating to how Bills are dealt with. That
scheme is especially highlighted by Standing Order
No. 143 which states:
A question shall be put that each clause ... stand part of
the Bill.

It is also highlighted by Standing Order No. 147,
which states:
The Bill having been fully considered ...

That means that the Committee stage has been gone
through and a clause-by-clause analysis has taken
place. Standing Order No. 105 deals with the
guillotine, and I hasten to add that I am not
suggesting that either you, Mc Speaker, or the
Deputy Speaker departed from what was required
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in that respect. However, something requires
correction. Standing Order No. 105(d) states:
For the purpose of bringing to a conclusion any
proceedings which are to be brought to a conclusion on
the expiration of the time allotted ... the Chair; and, in
the case of the consideration of any Bill in Committee
or on any of the remaining stages, shall then put ...

Effectively it puts all the clauses together and there
can be no debate. What happens in respect of
Standing Order No. 105(d) is a different procedure.
The report to the Speaker should be different from
what happens when the ordinary process in
Standing Orders Nos 140 to 147 is adopted. When
the ordinary process is adopted and the Chairman
reports to the Speaker that the Committee has gone
through the Bill, the Bill is adopted either with or
without amendments.
Those words convey the impression that there has
been a proper Committee debate and that the
Committee has gone through the Bill as envisaged in
Standing Order No. 143 with a separate question
being put on each clause and the ordinary
opportunities being available for debate. It is a
completely different situation when we have what
can be described, without reflecting on any
individual, as a bogus procedure - that is, a
procedure under Standing Order No. 105(d), where
there is no debate at all-and not the usual
procedure set out in Standing Order Nos 140 to 147.
When I rose to speak I was advised that under the
terms of the Standing Orders I could not speak. The
Committee did not have the opportunity to go
through the Bill, as envisaged in Standing Orders
Nos 143 to 147. Therefore, it was unwittingly
inaccurate for the Chairman of Committees to report
to the Speaker that the Committee had gone through
the Bill, because it had not.
For the reasons expressed in the introductory words
of Standing Order No. 105(d) - that is, to bring the
debate to a conclusion - all of the questions were
put under Standing Order No. 105(d). The
Committee did not go through the Bill in the manner
enVisaged by Standing Order No. 143, which
provides that a question shall be put that each clause
stand part of the Bill. Nor was the Bill reported in
accordance with Standing Order No. 147 because
that Standing Order reads:
The Bill having been fully considered, the Chairman is
directed to report the Bill ... to the House.
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The Committee did no more than go through the
procedure set out in Standing Order No. 105(d); it
simply voted, without any discussion.
As I understand it, Standing Order 105(d) requires
all clauses to be put together. In fact, I do not think
Standing Order No. 105 would allow the clauses to
be put separately. They should be put together
without debate, when the Committee stage has not
taken place.
To anyone who was watching it could not be said
that the Bill was fully considered. In fact, an attempt
was made to avoid the Committee stage of the
debate. Indeed, the time allotted for the Committee
stage under the Standing Orders is 2 hours another point in support of my argument. Once a
Bill goes into Committee, no other time limit is
relevant and the House must allow 2 hours for the
debate. The purpose of that is to provide the
Committee with a fair and reasonable time for
debate, even when it conducts only a cursory
clause-by-clause examination of the Bill.
If the ordinary procedure is followed, the

Committee goes through the Bill. However, in this
instance and in the instances yesterday, the
Chairman of Committees reported to the Speaker
that the Committee had gone through the Bill when
that had not occurred, and the report should show
that it did not occur.
In such a case when the Chairman reports to you,
Mr Speaker, he ought to report that, due to the
operation of Standing Order No. 105 there was no
Committee debate; that Standing Order No. 105(d)
came into operation and that all the clauses were put
and voted on in the Committee, but that no debate
took place and the Committee did not fully consider
the Bill in the way envisaged by Standing Order
No. 147.
He should also outline in his report the reasons why
that occurred and explain that time had run out and
that Standing Order No. 105(d) was enforced to
ensure that the Committee did not go through the
Bill but that there was a vote on the whole lot,
holus-bolus,.as happened in this case.
I suggest that, when this happens in the future because it is likely to occur a number of times - the
report should be worded differently from the
Chairman's report when the Committee has gone
through the Bill clause by clause.
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The Chairman of Committees did nothing wrong in
this case, but different procedures exist. A different
procedure was adopted in this instance and the
report to the Speaker ought to reflect that difference.
The SPEAKER -Order! I understand what the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition is saying. Both the
Chairman and the Speaker were constrained by the
resolution of the House to conclude the debate by
1p.m.

The Deputy Leader of the Opposition has raised a
number of points to do with the traditions of this
House. It has long been a tradition that the
Chairman of Committees reports to the House. I will
consider the points raised during the suspension of
the sitting.
Debate interrupted.
Sitting suspended 1.25 p.m. until 2.4 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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been the cost of Mrs McNiece's employment over
recent years?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The House would be aware that yesterday I brought
Peter Spyker's secret army to the attention of the
House. On the question of the cost to the taxpayer, it
was more than $1.3 million per annum. I have since
been advised that I missed probably one of the most
expensive group of friends of all; I certainly missed
all the consultants. I was staggered to learn that
more than 20 staff were available to the former
Minister for Transport - and I raised this in the
House yesterday, too.
On the question put to me concerning one Kay
McNiece, I do not want to be seen to be totally
critical of the former Minister, because I believe in
giving credit where it is due. The former Minister
ran one highly successful service. To my surprise, it
was a train service. It was known in the Ministry as
the gravy train. I am informed that under the former
government this was the only train that never ran
late in all the time that Peter Spyker was Minister.

Honourable members interjecting.

EMPLOYMENT OF CROWN COUNSEL
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I refer the
Attorney-General to a statement she made in the
House yesterday when she said that she had made
available all documents relevant to the appointment
of Greg Craven as Crown Counsel. Will she explain
why she has not made available the advice prepared
by the Victorian Government Solicitor?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) -In asking a
question yesterday the honourable member for
Melbourne misrepresented what I said in the House
on 28 October. He said that I had made a statement
which, after checking Hansard, I found I had not
made. He appears to have embarked upon the same
sort of strategy today.
I have a dear recollection that at question time
yesterday I referred to advice received from the
Victorian Government Solicitor and said that I did
not propose to table that advice.

FORMER MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - My question without
notice is addressed to the Minister for Public
Transport. I refer to Kay McNiece, who worked
almost full time as a media consultant for Peter
Spyker in the recent election campaign. What has

Mr BROWN - My colleagues interject, "All
aboard". One had to be very special to get aboard
the Labor Party's gravy train. The party ticket was
one element in being eligible to step aboard.
Preferably one would be a friend of the party, a
party hack, a union member or generally a fellow
traveller; that would suffice. The gravy train
stopped every pay day at Transport House. One of
the main beneficiaries was Kay McNiece.
On the question put to me, I am aware that in
1988-89 Kay McNiece received $9945 from an
assignment from the Public Service Board. In April
1989 she received $57 000 from the former Ministry
of Education. That was to promote the then
government's literacy - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - It was literacy, not literally. When
one considers that challenge, I suppose the former
Treasurer and the former Minister for Transport
might have been worth the $57 000 she charged. I
notice that her friendship with the former Minister
for Transport started in April 1989, when he was in
charge of Community Services Victoria; at that time
she worked for Peter Spyker as press secretary for
five days and received $3440 for the service. When a
person boards the gravy train, he or she can get $696
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a day. Naturally, plenty of people would like to get
part of that action.
But it gets better, or it gets worse, depending on
whether one is a recipient or a long-suffering
taxpayer in this State. From there that lady
progressed to where the gravy train really hit the
tracks - Peter Spyker became the Minister for
Transport in Victoria. In 1990 she received $15 557 as
a temporary employee. During the second year of
her employment she received $113 093 as both a
temporary employee and a consultant. In 1991-92
she received $70901 as a consultant, and in 1992-93
she received an additional $40 000 as a consultant. In
other words, between April 1990 and September
1992 - the year of the election - she received from
the Public Transport Corporation an amount of
$239751. If that is not bad enough, there is more to
come!
I asked my departmental officers, "Surely she did
not receive that much money -nearly $250 000in just over two years?" They said, "Of course,
Minister, that does not include the roads allocation".
I inquired of my colleague in the other place as to
how much she got from VIC ROADS, and I was told
tha t from December 1991 to September 1992 - the
election year - she got an additional $152594 from
VIC ROADS. Between April 1990 and September
1992 this friend of the Labor Party and the former
Minister for Transport received $392 345.
Since I became aware of this information last night I
have been able to assess that she has received a
staggering $511 232 to date.
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When any member of the Labor Party talks about
snouts in the trough Victorians should listen,
because members of the Labor Party invented the
practice and turned it into an art form. They set up
the model; they perfected it.

EMPLOYMENT OF CROWN COUNSEL
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - In view of the fact that
the advice prepared by the Victorian Government
Solicitor said that the appointment of Greg Craven
as Crown Counsel was not appropriate, will the
Attorney-General explain to the House why the
Order in Council appointing Mr Craven, which she
signed on 27 October, provides for a payment of
$4649 in back pay to 7 October?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I have
explained the duties and functions of Crown
Counsel to the honourable member for Melbourne
on a number of occasions. I have given him the
Order in Council appointing the Crown Counsel
and, to allow him to make comparisons, I have also
given him other Orders in Council appointing the
other Crown Counsel; and yesterday I tabled those
documents at his request.
When the honourable member first raised the issue
last week I offered to sit down and explain the
situation to him, but he refused my offer. Yesterday
and again today he has misrepresented what I have
said to the House, and I believe he owes the House
an explanation.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Melbourne, on a point of order.

Mr Gude - It could be more.
Mr BROWN - It could well be more and
probably is. From invoices I have been able to find I
have ascertained that she has received more than
$500 000 in four years. This woman was effectively
Peter Spyker's press secretary during the recent
election campaign for the State seat of Mordialloc.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Minister for
Public Transport to curtail his answer.
Mr BROWN - I shall wind up by making two or
three points: while this woman received $500 000
and while she received tens of thousands of dollars
during the build-up to the election campaign she
spent most of her time working to assist the return
to Parliament of the former Minister for Transport, a
role she failed miserably to fulfil.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) -Mr Speaker, I did not
misrepresent anything to the House.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may raise a point of order, but he should
inform the Chair of its substance before he launches
into supporting information.
Mr COLE - My point of order is that the
Attorney-General is not answering the question,
which concerns advice she received that the
appointment she made on 7 October was illegal and
so had to be backdated. Given that that was done
through an Order in Council, I asked the
Attorney-General to inform the House of the advice
she received saying that it could be backdated and
that the person involved could be paid for a position
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he did not hold at the time. That is the substance of
the question, which the Attorney-General is not
answering.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is for the Chair to
decide whether the answer being given by the
Attorney-General is relevant to the question. Given
that the House has a long history of allowing
Ministers to answer in the way they see fit so long as
the answers are relevant, at this stage I judge that
the Minister's answer is relevant.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The
honourable member for Melbourne has been given
the relevant information, which I suggest he read
instead of listening to the scuttlebutt put about by
others.
Mr Cole - You will not table the document.
That's just not true!
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the honourable member for Melbourne
asked why provision has been made for a payment
of $4649 backdated to 7 October, and the
Attorney-General has not answered the question.
She has not explained to the House why she
intervened to ensure that the payment was made.
The SPEAKER - Ore r! The honourable
member for Coburg will be well aware that a
Minister mayor may not answer a question and that
the Chair cannot force a Minister to reply. All the
Chair is able to do is to ensure that the answer is
relevant. The degree to which a Minister answers a
question is up to him or her. I do not uphold the
point of order.
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students an understanding of other cultures. It also
gives them skills that will help them to gain
employment, especially as increasing numbers of
Victorian firms begin trading internationally.
All languages are important. Although the learning
of Asian languages is important, we must not forget
about European languages. The quality of the
learning of languages is the key, rather than what
might be called the volume of the languages learned.
It is important that students become proficient in
languages and that when they leave secondary
colleges they are able to speak languages fluently.
The government will encourage language learning
as much as it can; it has taken some initiatives in that
regard, but it believes the previous government's
policy of forcing students to learn languages was
inappropriate.
It is important for students to learn languages other
than English at primary school. The government
encourages that and, as with many things, teachers
are the key. There must be more professional
development for teachers, and when they finish their
training they should be fluent in the languages they
teach. The government's initiatives will provide,
firstly, greater encouragement to teachers of
languages other than English in primary schools;
better coordination of language teaching between
primary and secondary schools; and an
improvement in the professional development of
teachers.

The government will be working closely with
overseas governments to obtain assistance and
provide teacher work experience on an exchange
basis.

LANGUAGES OTHER THAN ENGLISH
Dr NAPTHINE (Portland) - Will the Minister
for Education inform the House of initiatives being
taken by the government concerning the teaching of
languages other than English in Victorian schools?
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
thank the honourable member for Portland for his
question and for the work he is doing in Portland,
particularly the encouragement he has given the
Portland Secondary College in its teaching of
languages other than English.
One of the government's highest priorities is
encouraging high-quality learning in languages
other than English, the reasons for which are
obvious. Firstly, the learning of such languages gives

Yesterday I had discussions with the Honourable
Savino Mellilo, the Under-Secretary of State
Education in Italy, who was welcomed to the House
by you, Mr Speaker. He has agreed to enter into
discussions that will significantly increase the
assistance from the Italian government for learning
the Italian language and for work experience to be
provided through teacher exchange arrangements.
That opportunity did not exist under the previous
government. The coalition government believes that
model can be used in relation to a number of other
countries as well.
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ABOLITION OF ANNUAL LEAVE
LOADING
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I direct my question to
the Minister for Health Services. In view of the
Minister's statement to the House last Friday that
awards are legally binding and should be complied
with until there are changes to the law, will she
explain to the House why St Vincent's Hospital has
said in a memorandum that its advice from the
Department of Health and Community Services is
that, effective from 29 October, there will be no
payments of accrued leave loadings? Will the
Minister explain to the House why her advice to
Parliament last Friday appears to have been ignored
by her department and individual hospitals?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health Services) - I
repeat what I said to the House last Friday: the
Department of Health and Community Services has
acted and will continue to act legally. In his
statement to the House on 27 October the Treasurer
said there would be a termination of the 17.5 per
cent annual leave loading from that date. It is a
pro-active responsibility of the department to advise
its employees that the direction from the Treasurer
will be maintained. I have no reservations about
saying that the department has acted properly,
responsibly and legally.
At some future time the law will enforce the
direction the Treasurer gave. There are many
precedents for budgetary initiatives to occur on a
certain date and to be implemented from that date.
In the event of the law not going through, payment
will be made to those employees, but there is no
doubt about the legitimacy of the action taken by the
department and the notices that were sent out.

COMPUTERISATION OF SERVICES IN
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - Will the
Attorney-General outline to the House the standard
of computerisation of services within the
Department of Justice and under her administration?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - Mr Speaker, I
am sure you and members of the previous
Parliament will recall the many occasions on which
the former Attorney-General, the honourable
member for Broadmeadows, spoke about the way he
was bringing the court system into the 20th century,
how he had thrown out the quill pens and installed
computers and how everything was moving along
well in that regard.
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Honourable members may also recall that the
honourable member for Broadmeadows had a spell
as Minister for Transport when he also became
involved in - The SPEAKER - Order! On the question!
Mrs WADE - He was involved in automated
procedures that I understand cost the State a
considerable amount.
On the first day I turned up for work after the
election I was shown to the Attorney-General's
office, which was a much better office than the one I
recalled from my previous experience in the
department, but there was a certain amount of
embarrassment about the computer on the desk. I
was immediately assured that this computer would
be removed because it was a totally useless
computer and I should not be expected to have any
dealings with it. In fact I was told it was a computer
antique, and I imagine it has probably since been
taken to the Scienceworks museum at Spotswood.

I thought I should look at the other computer
facilities in the office so I made a start in the large
Ministerial advisers' area, which had a staff of
10 prior to the election. The computers with which
they were provided were also of an antique variety.
In answer to the honourable member for Doncaster,
I have not been in a position to do a full audit of the
computer facilities in the department, but I have
received a report on the court system that surprised
me in view of the many claims made by the former
Attorney-General about bringing the courts into the
20th century. I am advised by officers that the
Supreme Court has little in the way of computer
equipment apart from a few personal computers.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
Attorney-General to conclude her answer.
Mrs WADE - Mr Speaker, I am endeaVOuring to
advise the honourable member for Doncaster over a
considerable amount of noise in the Chamber.
The SPEAKER - Order! If there are any more
interjections from either side of the House I shall
conclude question time. I ask the Attorney-General
to conclude her answer.
Mrs WADE - The County Court is partially
computerised, but I am advised there are
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considerable problems with the Magistrates Court
system, which requires excessive amounts of money
to be spent on updating it. I advise the honourable
member for Doncaster that, as a result of defects in
the system, no fines have been able to be collected
since last April.
Mr Kennan - What, no fines?
Mrs WADE - Fines that have been imposed by
the courts have not been collected since last April. In
total, approximately $90 million worth of fines is still
outstanding, a significant proportion of which is due
to problems with the computer system. Some
improvements will need to be made in this area,
subject of course to the financial problems we have
inherited as a result of the previous government's
financial ineptitude.

ABOLITION OF ANNUAL LEAVE
LOADING
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Is the Minister
for Industry and Employment now prepared to table
in this House all the documents held in his
department relating to the government's decision to
remove the 17.5 per cent annual leave loading, and
advice given by his department to other
departments about whether other departments
should currently be paying that leave loading?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Broadmeadows for his question. The answer is no.

DEAKIN UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
Mrs HENDERSON (Gee long) - With regard to
the proposal to establish a city campus for Deakin
University in the disused wool store on the
waterfront in Geelong, will the Minister for Planning
advise what action has been taken to obtain funds
for this proposal from the Commonwealth Better
Cities program?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
State and Commonwealth governments entered into
an agreement, under the former government, for the
first round of Better Cities funding. The project
referred to by the honourable member - a campus
of Deakin University being established in the former
wool store in central Geelong - was not part of that
program, but was listed for a second round of
funding.
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In the course of reviewing with other Ministers the
second round of funding I have taken that particular
project as a separate matter. I have written to the
Deputy Prime Minister asking him to treat it as a
special project and seeking early approval of it so
that the project may proceed at an early date.
Officers of my department have discussed with
officers of the Deputy Prime Minister's Ministerial
office, and at departmental level, whether that is
possible, and have received a very sympathetic
response from the Deputy Prime Minister, which
leads us to be most encouraged about the prospects
of his approval of that grant.

ABOLITION OF ANNUAL LEAVE
LOADING
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - In view of the
fact that the Minister for Industry and Employment
has advised the House that he will not table the
documents I referred to in my previous question,
will he advise whether he will make them available
under the freedom of information legislation?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Broadmeadows for his question. The answer is yes.

CONTAMINATION OF
DANDENONG-5PRINGVALE WATER
BOARD SITE
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - Will the
Minister for Natural Resources advise the House of
the current status of the investigation into the
contamination of the site previously occupied by the
Dandenong-Springvale Water Board?
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The site occupied by the former
Dandenong-Springvale Water Board has been the
subject of some investigation by Melbourne Water
and the Environment Protection Authority to
determine the level of dioxin contamination in the
pondages.
A series of tests has been undertaken and a number
of contributing premises have been eliminated. The
work is continuing. It will be possible in the near
future to say what industry has been the source of
the contamination. Workers at a number of factories
in the area and at the site itself have been advised of
the need to have some testing undertaken. That is
now occurring. An announcement of the industry
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tha t has been identified as the source of the
contamination will be made shortly.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS BILL
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I declare that this Bill is an urgent
Bill, and I move:
That this Bill be considered an urgent Bill.

Required number of members rose indicating
approval of motion being put.

Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer, Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr
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Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or (Teller)
Wilson, Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the time allotted for the remaining stages of the
Bill be until 9 p.m. this day.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 58
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Mr (Teller)
Ooyle, Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiIl, Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.

McLe\lan, Mr
Mac1e\lan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr (Teller)
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith,MrI.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs

Marple, Ms (Teller)
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr

Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Once again
the government thinks Parliament is a joke. Within a
23-hour period there will have been guillotined
through this place a Bill to reduce the wages and
salaries of every person working in the public and
private sectors.
The Vital State Industries (Works and Services) Bill,
which has been guillotined, gives Ministers of the
day the power to take over, regulate and expropriate
every piece of human activity and property in this
State and run it as they see fit, and the guillotine on
this Bill will operate at 9 p.m. this evening. It comes
on top of two other Bills that have been guillotined
in a 23-hour period.
Never in the history of any Australian Parliament
has a community been treated with such contempt
and disregard.
The Employee Relations Bill is all over the place. As
reported in today's Australian Financial Review, there
has been a backdown by the government on penalty
rates. Clauses 172(2) and 25 of the Bill eliminate
penalty rates.
An advertisement in this morning's Age says that
anyone interested in the government's new
employment and industrial relations arrangements
should apply for a particular booklet, but those
people covered by Federal awards should read no
further. That is a vicious, calculated,
misleading - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member must direct his remarks to the question of
time.
Mr KENNAN - With respect, Mr Speaker, I am
talking about an advertisement that was placed in
this morning's Age that refers to this legislation. The
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advertisement is misleading, and that is why it is
inappropriate for the Bill to be adjourned until 9 p.m.
The Bill makes it a criminal offence for employees
under State or Federal awards to take industrial
action and imposes penalties, and yet the
government's advertisement in the Age stated that a
Federal employee need read no further!
Mr KENNEIT (Premier) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, this is a narrow debate on the question
of time. We are happy to have these matters raised
during the debate but it is absurd for the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition to attempt to raise the
opposition's arguments during the debate on the
question of time. I said earlier that sufficient time for
deba te on these ma tters will be provided. They
should not be raised during this debate, which is
strictly confined to the issue of time.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is
demonstrating that the legislation is extremely wide
ranging and that, therefore, sufficient time should be
provided for all the issues to be fully canvassed. The
Deputy Leader of the Opposition is saying that the
time being provided for debate is inadequate for
those issues and the advertisement to be properly
canvassed.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has asked the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition to come back to
the question of time on two occasions. He has used a
number of outside points to illustrate his remarks,
and each time I have challenged him he has come
back to the question in the nick of time. I do not
uphold the point of order, but I assure the Premier
that should the honourable member stray from the
question of time I will caution him.
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Subject to
points of order and other matters that might arise,
the time allotted for the debate will allow 2 minutes
for each clause. This Bill throws out the system of
industrial relations as we know it and, like another
Bill, it puts out on the street people who were
employed in quaSi-judicial or judicial positions.
The government of the day is unable to understand
why a matter that fundamentally affects people's
rights should be given more time for debate rather
than less. The government does not have regard for
people's rights. It does not think that putting judges
and quasi-judicial tribunal members out of business;
making it a criminal offence for the first time in this
country to take industrial action; and running an
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advertisement that informs people that if they are
Federal award members they need not worry about
the legislation, when in reality it imposes new
criminal as well as civil liabilities, are matters that
require an adjournment. Questions will be raised
about the advertisement.
There will not be time for proper consideration of
the Bill if it is barrelled through the House by 9 p.m.
today. It raises a whole range of issues that affect
individual rights, whether they relate to unfair
dismissals, penalty rates, criminal offences or the
secondary boycott that is so wide it applies to any
form of industrial action and will require detailed
debate during the passage of the Bill, quite separate
from the time it has been sitting in the House.
More time is needed for debate on a Bill that
imposes a whole range of civil and criminal
liabilities for people, whether they are under State or
Federal awards, and apparently requires
amendments to bring it in line with the
government's latest policy position.
The government has not made clear its policy
position and its intentions concerning the details of
the Bill, and now says it will move amendments, but
still it proposes that the Bill be wrapped up and
passed through this House by 9 p.m. We will not
have notice of amendments.
I notice that one of this morning's newspapers
reports that when the attention of the government
was directed to the fact that the Employee Relations
Bill applies to federal award cover a spokesman or
government source said that it was the
government's intention to amend the Bill.
Fundamental changes will have to be made to the
Bill.
In restricting the debate to only between now and 9
p.m., the government is not prOViding any time to
give notice of amendments. The opposition does not
know whether amendments will be moved or
whether the government will again treat us with the
same discourtesy it has shown over the past seven or
eight days and move the amendments when the Bill
is in the Upper House.
The issues to which I have referred are fundamental.
They come on top of the fact that all honourable
members - at least on this side of the House have been extremely busy because of the 23-hour
specials - the Bill prOViding for the removal of the
17.5 per cent annual leave loading and the Vital
State Industries (Works and Services) Bill. As a
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result we have not been able, as we would in the
normal course, to take the time to go out and advise
people of the provisions of the proposed legislation.
The introduction of the Bill in this manner is an
absolute insult to the people of the State of Victoria
and to Parliament. It is humiliating to the institution
of Parliament that the government has come in and
guillotined the debate on the Bill.
The Employee Relations Bill is part of the national
agenda. It is being considered on a national level by
members of the media and other people. Let the
message go out that the government treats the
Parliament and people of Victoria with contempt
because it will not provide more than the time
between now and 9 p.m. for debate on the whole
package. Let the message go out to the people of
Victoria and other parts of Australia, including New
South Wales where Mr Greiner said they would
proceed with a sense of priority and decorum, that
this is an outrage!
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I put to the House that a
Bill of the size of the Employee Relations Bill is not
capable of being adequately considered by the
House in the four and a half hours that the
government proposes to allow for the debate. Any
Bill of more than 180 clauses, many of them
complex, requires detailed consideration. Even if the
second-reading debate were not to be conducted
tonight, only 90 seconds would be available for
discussion of each clause.
Honourable members opposite have made much of
the debate conducted in 1985 on the Accident
Compensation Bill. They said it was rammed
through this place and the other place by the former
government. I invite honourable members to
compare the 4.5 hours the government is providing
for the debate on this complex Bill with the debate in
1985 on the Accident Compensation Bill - 28 hours,
31 minutes spread over five days in this House and
more than 12 hours in the Legislative Council. The
Bills are of similar complexity. A detailed paper on
the Accident Compensation Bill had been put out
some six months before the debate was conducted.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! I invite the honourable member to
concentrate on the question of time in respect of the
debate on the Bill before the House. It seems to me
he is dwelling unduly upon legislation of past years.
I invite him to return to the Bill and remind him that
the Speaker has been strict in his application of the
rules governing the debate on the matter of time. I
shall follow the example set by Mr Speaker.
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Mr ROPER - I remind you, Mr Acting Speaker,
that during debates on similar motions on at least
half a dozen occasions members on the other side
have referred specifically to the debate on the
Accident Compensation Bill as an example of the
time required to debate legislation.
The types of legislation this House debates are of
such complexity and public importance as to require
adequate time to be set aside to debate them. A Bill
that contains more than 100 clauses requires
Significant and detailed debate not only on the
second reading but also at the Committee stage.
I remind members opposite that this legislationwhich they keep reminding us is from seven years
ago - was considered in detail by this Parliament
for more than 40 hours. While the amendment I am
about to move does not provide adequate time for
debate on this matter, it does provide more time. I
move:
That the expression "9 p.m." be omitted with a view of
inserting in place thereof the word "midnight".

Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - I
support the amendment. The House has spent a lot
of time debating the question of time because the
government has pushed important legislation
through this House without adequate time for
consultation or debate. I ask that on this occasion the
Premier and the Minister for Industry and
Employment, who is the Leader of the House,
consider the opposition's request for a 3-hour debate
followed by time for the Committee state to allow
for adequate consideration of the Bill.
The shadow Minister for industry and employment
has had only a week to consider the Bill and I am
sure he has many questions to ask during the
Committee stage. The time allowed by the
government for the Committee stage will provide
only 1 minute to consider each clause.
I understood the Premier to say by way of the
Governor's Speech and at other times that he was
anxious to encourage good debate in this House and
proper respect for Parliament. If he is serious about
that, he should do something to restore the high
standing of Parliament in the community instead of
letting the Leader of the House ignore the
opposition's request for cooperation on this matter.
I support the amendment and request that the three
and a half hours that have been allocated for the
entire debate be increased to six and a half hours.
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This Bill is of grave importance and, however
members view it, to have less than six and a half
hours of debate would not be in the best interests of
the government, the opposition or the community.
Again, I ask that the Premier and the Leader of the
House reconsider their position on this matter. There
is nothing to stop them doing that. Some Bills yet to
come before this House are likely to be put through
quickly, including the Bill to introduce uniform
legislation relating to the mutual recognition of
regulatory standards and the Bill to establish the
Treasury Corporation of Victoria. Those Bills are
understood and accepted and, in fact, deal with
matters that were proposed by the opposition; yet in
this Bill there are many issues to explore. Paul Kelly
said in his recent book that the role of leaders was
not only to seek reform but also to achieve
community acceptance of that reform. One of the
ways of ensuring that the community does not
accept reform is to provide inadequate information
and inadequate opportunity for debate.
I support the amendment and urge that in this case
the Leader of the House and the Premier reconsider
the situation, not only from a political point of view
but also from the point of view of the general
community and the status of Parliament.
House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiIl,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J. F.
McGrath, Mr W. D.
McLellan,Mr

Noes, 27
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Dr
Wilson,Mrs

Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Dr
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
The SPEAKER - Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
section 85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975, I am of the
opinion that the second reading of this Bill requires
to be passed by an absolute majority.

Ayes, 58
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
EllioH, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
KenneH,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
PescoH,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F. (Teller)
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E. R.
Smith, Mr I. W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr

Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - In some ways
this Bill is at least as important in turning society on
its head and disrupting established institutions as
anything else the government is doing. The Bill
contains proposals that are now the centre of
national debate and, no doubt, will remain the cause
of real heat over the next six months.
The government has fallen victim to people who
have strong ideological views and who are
proposing the most completely deregulated market
system in any Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) or
democratic country. Everyone supports moves
towards better management and work practice
change, greater productivity and the adoption of
world-best practice, and everyone is acutely aware
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of the need for both the private and public sectors in
this country to be up to the standards of our
competitive nations, particularly those in Asia.
However, the necessary changes can be made within
the existing system.
This is an ideological debate, and the coalition
parties in this State and this country are adopting
ideologies that are increasingly rejected in other
parts of the world. Yesterday those policies were
strongly rejected by the people of the United States
of America.
The economies we admire, particularly those in Asia
and Western Europe, have grown because of
significant government support for and involvement
in, as President-elect Clinton terms it, infrastructure
and urban renewal. But the coalition government
does not believe in that approach, which is reflected
in the proposals outlined by Professor Reich, one of
Mr Clinton's key advisers.
The right wing ideological themes of deregulation
and decreasing government investment and
participation in the economy can be seen running
through the Bill. In that sense the Prime Minister's
One Nation statement is the ideological demarcation
line between the Federal Labor government and the
opposition on the one hand and the government and
the Federal opposition on the other.
Strong government leadership in overseas
economies has resulted in significant investment in
both infrastructure and what may be called the
furniture of modem cities - that is, transport,
communications and so on. Governments in
Germany and Japan, for example, have also
encouraged collective bargaining in the private
sector, which has been supported by unions and
management, employee and employer alike. Their
successful collective endeavours are mirrored by the
Federal government's approach to enterprise
bargaining.
Most people agree about the need to expand and
accelerate such programs. Yet what is frightening
Victorian employers and employees and concerning
political and economic commentators is that the
Employee Relations Bill is a high-water mark in the
scorched-earth, deregulation policies of the coalition
parties. The extent of deregulation proposed in the
Bill is almost unknown in countries that belong to
theOECD.
The wage-fixing principles that we have grown up
with since the Harvester decision in the early 1900s
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are unique to Australia. Although countries such as
Japan, Germany, France and the United States of
America do not have centralised wage fixing
systems they still have systems of collective
bargaining. That framework includes detailed
labour laws that ensure bargains are adhered to and
is underpinned by rational processes for bargaining
between unions and management.
The collective bargaining systems that operate in
Germany and Japan, for example, are underpinned
by a strong sense of corporatisation and by a sense
of commitment by employers and employees alike
to the success of their enterprises, whether in the
public or the private sector. Employees and
employers at all levels of enterprise are committed
to improvement and productivity. They realise that
if their enterprises are to thrive and their standards
of living are not to suffer they must work together.
That approach to improvement and productivity has
come about through collective bargaining, under
which employers and groups of employees,
represented by their unions, come together to strike
collective bargains that are based on common
purposes, not divided purposes.
The Bill is a world first, because the government is
not only jettisoning the centralised wage-fixing
system and the protection that that ensures but also
turning its back on enterprise bargaining, whether
under the existing system that covers more than
250 ()()() employers or the sorts of collective
bargaining arrangements that exist in other
countries.
The Bill is a world first among OECD countries
because it represents total and utter deregulation. It
is the law of the jungle. In many instances
individuals will be absolutely on their own in a way
that would be unheard of in countries such as the
United States of America, Japan, Germany or France.
The government is obsessed with issues such as
closed shops, but a different approach is taken in
those countries. After 51 per cent of employees in
workplaces in the American motor vehicle industry
agree, a collective bargain is struck and everyone
must be part of that bargain and the union.
The Bill represents a set of ideological precepts
pushed by the government. Recently someone said
to me - and there is a lot of truth in it - that in
Victoria and nationally the Liberal and National
parties are dealing with some ideological obsessions
that were in their heads when they were last in
government and in their time on the opposition
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benches they have not listened to the former
government and the community.
Members of the coalition parties are now realising
their ideological obsessions about bogeys of ten
years ago while the world has moved ahead and
rejected a lot of that approach. The extreme
deregulationist approach represented by this Bill has
nothing to do with enterprise or collective
bargaining. It has nothing to do with productivity. It
has nothing to do with fairness, best practice or
international competitiveness.
There is nothing in the Bill about any of those issues.
The Bill simply seeks to deregulate and throw
everyone out into the jungle. For some reason the
government believes if deregulation occurs and
division and exploitation of employees takes place
companies will somehow be more productive, more
enterprising and will obtain better results. That has
not been the experience or practice of any countries
the government would like to refer to as a model or
of any of our world trading partners.
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There are breaches of countless principles of
fairness. In other countries - and I cannot
emphasise this too much - even where there are no
centralised wage-fixing arrangements or where
collective bargaining has existed for a long time,
there are still extensive labour laws. In the United
States of America, which many members opposite
regard as the heaven of free enterprise and
deregulation, the labour laws are quite extensive.
Clause 18 is an incredible provision. It aims to get
rid of the law altogether. Mr Boyle of the Small
Business Association was quoted in the newspaper
as having said that the Bill will allow an employer to
employ whatever employee he or she likes for
whatever hours of the week he or she likes and pay
the person whatever he or she likes. I shall come
back to that.
Many aspects of this Bill, for instance the awards,
are not prescriptive. Anything can be put into an
award. It will allow the new commission to make an
award for someone to work 8 hours a day, 7 days a
week for $25 a week. There is no bottom line to the
awards. Clause 18 says that it does not matter.

Even if the government wants to get rid of the
decentralised wage-fixing system the action it is
taking is unnecessary. The Bill is part of an agenda
aimed at pursuing an ideological obsession to
destroy unions and accrued leave payments, as
witnessed at midnight yesterday when the Bill
proposed to take money from the pockets of
employees and give it to employers. That shift has
taken place without a framework covering collective
bargaining.

Mr KENNAN - It is wonderful: the government
has just introduced a vital industries Bill which
envisages a world record level of government
interference in the private sector for an ideologically
disguised purpose that is to destroy a specific union
or group of unions and yet it introduces a Bill that
simply deregulates.

A document recently published by the Federal
government, Best and Fairest, described a revolution
in the work place, including Sheraton Towers,
Daimaru and other projects in Victoria and Australia
where current conditions have been modified
through flexible measures introduced by employers
in return for greater levels of productivity and
adjustments.

Clause 18 appears to say it does not matter what the
law says; anything in an agreement is okay. It really
is an endorsement of the greed-is-good, Gordon
Gekko doctrine that has been rejected. Anyone who
has seen the film Wall Street would know how
rampant that way of thinking is here. There is no
guarantee of equal pay. Men can be paid differently
from women. They can be paid half.

Everybody comes out of that with a fair deal.
Productivity can improve; outmoded practices can
be put to one side and the corporation can thrive. In
that context, regardless of whether it is an enterprise
bargain in Australia or a collective agreement in
other countries, it happens with a sense of purpose.
It does not happen simply by, in a vacuum,
transferring the money from the pockets of
employees to the pockets of employers, which is
what this government's agenda seems to be all about.

Mrs Tehan interjected.

Mrs Tehan - They are paid on their skills.
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr KENNAN - I am grateful for the
interjections of the Minister for Health Services and
the honourable member for Portland who seem to
support the principle of inequality. When I say that
the Bill will legitimise women being paid half the
rates of men they say that is right. The Minister for
Health Services says she believes men are twice as
skilled as women. That is an extraordinary
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proposition especially for the Minister for Health
Services, but she apparently believes it. The Bill
legitimises unequal pay.
Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mr KENNAN - Nothing the Minister for Health
Services can say negates the proposition that the Bill
legitimises unequal pay for men and women doing
the same job with the same skills.
The SPEAKER -Order! There is far too much
interjection from the government benches, especially
the front benches.
Mr KENNAN - Mr Speaker, they believe that
under this Bill women might get paid twice as much
as men but they defy reality. They have a wonderful
belief in the market. They believe the market cures
all. Our world trading partners do not believe it.
OEeD countries and other trading partners do not
believe it. This belief in the market is peculiar to the
conservative parties in this country and the Minister
for Health Services and the honourable member for
Portland believe their interjections reinforce it. I do
not doubt the strength of their beliefs in those
propositions; they really do believe in total
deregulation. They do not believe in government
controls. They want to let the market rip.
Their ideology is impure but I do not doubt for
1 minute that they genuinely hold that belief. If they
are wrong inequities will be visited on people. At
the end of the day it has nothing to do with creating
a more productive culture and making corporations
and enterprises wealthier and stronger. It will mean
the destruction of multiculturalism. We know there
are some shadows in the opposition parties in this
country and that some members of conservative
parties have genuine commitments to
multiculturalism but others do not.
When it comes to individual bargaining positions
one cannot be expected to believe the market will
treat people with a good command of English just as
fairly as it might treat people who do not have a
good command of English or who by reason of
having recently arrived in this country or other
circumstances are not in as strong a bargaining
position as someone else who is more articulate. If
the government expects one to believe the market
will provide that level of fairness it is wrong; it is a
responsibility the government is trying to avoid and
foist on other people.
Mrs Tehan - We are offering them jobs.
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Mr KENNAN - You are chopping their jobs!
You are raiSing the debt and providing a
scorched-earth approach that will drive industry out
of this State. The government's scorched-earth
policy is increasingly raising fears and trepidation
not only in this State but also around this country. It
reaches a high-water mark in the Bill.
The Bill throws people out to fend for themselves in
the market. That is exactly what the government
wants to do and, without doubt, it believes that is a
good thing. The Bill will break the link with
workplace bargaining reform and will destroy and
break down long-term productivity growth because,
rather than being aimed at achieving productivity
and efficiency the Bill is aimed at weakening the
position of employees and giving employers a free
hand.
It is generally believed by business, unions and
other governments that the result of this policy will
be that good and large employers will continue
dealing with unions and continue to behave in a
collective way. They will ignore the provisions of the
Bill that theoretically enable them to conquer and
divide their work forces. The Bill will enable a firm
such as the Ford company in Broadmeadows to have
a collective bargaining position with one set of
conditions for Vietnamese workers, another for
Turkish workers and yet another for individual
female workers or an individual group of male
workers. I do not believe Ford would do it but the
Bill allows that sort of thing to happen.

I believe enlightened, responsible and productivity
oriented employers will ignore the ideological
obsessions in the Bill but in the area of small
business there will the capacity for exploitation in a
whole range of areas. An anecdote in a small
business on 5 October could have had the boss
saying, ''You are all working an extra hour a day, no
morning or afternoon tea and if you do not like it
you can go out the door". The Premier today said
that is the new order. I am sure that will be the case.
In a scheme of total deregulation one cannot
guarantee that unscrupulous or desperate employers
will not seek a transfer, as the government did at
midnight, from one pocket to the other. It was
reported in the Age recently that employee relations
will be by ultimatum, not by negotiation. In many
cases that will be individual ultimatums, not
bargaining. If the government were serious about
workplace reform and about pushing productivity it
would adopt what the former State Labor
government and the Federal government
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introduced - that is, workplace bargaining and
enterprise bargaining at both the State and Federal
levels to promote reform. Examples of that reform
are reported daily. The Bill sweeps away the award
system and promotes a policy of ultimatum that will
retard labour mobility and, rather than enhancing
the allocation of labour, it will make it more difficult.
The penalty rates issue is interesting on that point.
As it is currently drafted clause 172(2) requires all
existing awards to delete penalty rates. It then says
that the existing awards go out of business on
1 March next year. It says that if one is employed
and does not enter into an individual agreement it is hard to imagine how one can have an agreement
by force of statute -one is then frozen on one's old
award but it is the old award minus the penalty rate
because, in combination, clauses 25(2) and 172(2)
knock the penalty rates out of the existing award. It
is clear, as the Australian Financial Review reported
today, that the government has backed down on this
proposal just as the Minister for Industry and
Employment backed down on personal pay levels.
The Minister's spokesman is quoted today as saying
it is a drafting mistake - some drafting mistake!
This minor matter of penalties - amounting to
15,20,25 or perhaps 30 per cent of someone's
take-home pay - is some drafting mistake!
Not for 1 minute do I believe it is a drafting mistake.
We know this matter has been given anxious
consideration by employers and has been carefully
considered by the lawyers, Freehill Hollingdale and
Page - known as Freehills. The Bill is drafted in
such a way that some drafting instructions have
obviously gone missing somewhere - particularly
in the way a number of clauses each contain two
sentences. It has been done in such haste that the
drafting instructions have not been put into a proper
Bill form. This is not a Bill but a collection of drafting
instructions.
No doubt the government will tell us how much it
has paid its legal advisers for this Bill; but are the
legal advisers so incompetent as to make a mistake
such as this? It has been the government's
intention - consistent with its rhetoric - to get rid
of penalty rates; now it has backed down. Not for 1
minute do I believe there has been a drafting
mistake!
The Minister for Industry and Employment no
doubt can make available to the public and to
industry all documents held by Freehills and his
department; they should shed some light on this. He
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should comply with my request because if the
government is into the business of open and
accountable government we want to know the facts
just as we want to know why private firms are
charging $300 an hour to tell people about the
provisions!
This Bill makes the law of the jungle apply because
if at 1 March you change jobs or if after that date you
are not in employment, as soon as you get a new job
you must go on to an individual contract or a
collective contract.
There is no umbrella by way of protection through
awards in those circumstances. The only people who
will obtain the benefit of the frozen and tired old
awards, stripped of their penalty rates, are those
who are employed prior to 1 March under old
awards and who continue after 1 March. They get
that coverage only until they change jobs - then
they are out on their own! It really is a half-truth that
penalty rates are retained in some sense because
they are retained in a frozen form for an
ever-dwindling number of employees.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr KENNAN - Not in this Bill; the combination
of clauses 25(2) and 172(2) removes penalty rates. If
the Minister wishes to retain them in the old awards
to continue after 1 March, he will}:lave to move an
amendment.
Mr Gude - Which he will.
Mr KENNAN - In this House?
Mr Gude - We'll see how we go.
Mr KENNAN - He does not intend to move an
amendment in this House. It is policy on the run!
Perhaps we should listen to talkback radio to see
how it goes! He might do a few things on the run,
ring up a few firms of lawyers, dust off the drafting
instructions, consult the lawyers, and do a few other
things on the run. He might amend it, guillotine it,
or even put an advertisement in the Age and say, '1f
you are a Federal employee, do not worry".
I come to clause 36. Federal employees should be
very worried because they will be subject to the new
form of criminal penalty that applies to Federal
awards. Look at clause 36(I)(h)! Tell me it does not
apply to Federal awards! Is that another drafting
slip?
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Someone must be making these slips; the Minister
employed a private firm to do the drafting - he will
have a substantial damages case against the firm!
I should like to look at the contracts because this
government believes in private enterprise. Now the
government is starting to produce Acts of
Parliament where there can be two sentences in one
subsection. Look at clause 37(3)! Is that the drafting
we will end up with? When the Bill is enacted, the
then section 37(3) will be such that no-one will know
whether the first or second sentence applies. This
cannot be serious; this is a set of drafting
instructions that has not been put in the form of
legislation.
The Bill will have to be tidied up. It should not pass
through Parliament in this sessional period. It is a
mess and a disgrace. It is particularly disgraceful
that, by force of this Bill, people can now be sent to
gaol unexpectedly after an advertisement is inserted
in the newspaper by the government. This
morning's Age tells Victorians, '1f you work under a
Federal award, do not worry" - but then this
afternoon it introduced this Bill! The government
may have some people in gaol in a few months, yet
it says the proviSions of the Bill do not apply.
Who is telling the truth? Unfortunately the courts
will have to apply the Act when it passes. It may not
be much of a defence, a mitigation penalty, to say, '1
was misled by the Minister's advertisement". You
can say to the court, '1t does not apply" but the
court will say, "You have just committed this
whiz-bang offence".
The government will say, 'We are very tough on
industrial action in this State; we will make it a
criminal offence. The way we have drafted it, there
is no protection under Federal awards". The rest of
Australia will be very interested and that is why the
Minister's spokesman this morning was reported as
saying a mistake had been made. The truth is the
government intended to make the provisions as
wide as possible.
The government now recognises much of the Bill is
unworkable. It recognises that national heat will be
applied and just as it has run away on the question
of penalty rates and Parliamentary salaries, so it will
run away on this.
The government will have to do much work over the
weekend on drafting unless it wishes to move some
other blanket amendments in this place. However,
we will not help the government because the Bill is a
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mess. The government has gone outside and had the
Bill drafted. As a government it has adopted a policy
that one side of the community can have access to all
the information and all the intellectual property of
the government.
I now ask the government, through the Minister for
Industry and Employment, to table any documents
and, under the freedom of information provisions,
make available any document, Crown copyright, or
intellectual copyright of the Crown of proposals
submitted for this legislation, and whether there has
been a waiver.
If no waiver has been effected, what steps is the
government taking to protect the money that others
may be collecting by exploiting the inside track on
this intellectual property? If it does not offer
protection, perhaps the taxpayers collectively should
take some action. Unless there has been a waiver the Attorney-General usually can waive it -and the
intellectual property remains the property of the
taxpayers and Crown, any money received in
respect of it must be accounted for by the
government of the day.

I shall be interested to know what steps have been
taken on that. That is a very ugly side to the way the
government has gone about this. Not only is it
introducing the law of the jungle but it will have a
law of the jungle to enable a select group of people
to profit through prior knowledge of that law. Other
people have been given the right to exploit the
intellectual property in the law of the jungle; the
government has done so without regard to the
taxpayers. No doubt there will be a lot of bluster
about this but the facts are these: all documents held
in all the government departments relating to this
matter ought now be made available so we can
examine them.
There is no disadvantage test for contracts. There are
no realistic minimum standards in the Bill. The new
awards can say anything. If you work under an old
award, it will be frozen; then you rot away in an
ice-age condition. If you are to submit yourself to the
new commission - which can be done only with the
consent of all employers and employees - the new
commission can award anything. Anything goes! I
suppose they treat it with all the hilarity of a Cole
Porter song!
It is not so good if you are an employee. You can go
to the commission and it will say, 'There are no

minimum standards here. We will award 60 hours
minimum and $125.30 pay a week".
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The Bill has another aspect to it: it gets rid of the
notion of full-time work. According to this
legislation everyone becomes a casual because the
stand-down provisions are so broad that if you
happen to operate a department store, and work is
maybe a little slow - perhaps a sunny day in
summer and the customers have gone to the beach
instead of shopping - there is a shortage of work
for the employer and he can send the employees
home. The stand-down clause is a beauty!
Everyone becomes a casual. You will not know how
many hours a week you are contractually obliged to
work - perhaps 38, 40 or 45 hours a week. If
businesses are having quiet days, employees can be
sent home.
Everyone becomes a casual. The intention is to
achieve total flexibility of employment. If one takes
annual leave one's pay could be based on the weeks
in which one earned the least pay. It is not based on
an average four weeks throughout the year, but the
worst four weeks! If an employee has been sent
home 60 per cent of the time during four weeks of
the past 50 weeks his holiday pay will reflect that
and he will receive a small amount. He will have lost
his 17.5 per cent annual leave loading and will
average approximately $90 a week for his annual
leave. That is fairness!
The Premier said earlier that this is the new order,
and he is right. This is the haves getting from the
have-nots; the fat people getting fatter and the thin
people withering away.
Employees will incur fines for industrial action.
Clause 36 states:
(1) Participation in industrial is unlawful if (a) It occurs while a relevant award or collective
employment agreement is in force.

Subclauses (a) to (h) set out the conditions under
which one cannot participate in industrial action. A
lawyer advising a client would not want to put his
home on the line when giving advice about the
provisions of this clause because he could end up in
the slammer instead of his client if he were wrong.
Employees cannot take any industrial action if an
award or collective employment agreement is in
force or if it relates to a claim, dispute or grievance
where a procedure for settlement is set out. It is
impossible to tell whether the criminal law could be
invoked in many of these provisions. The same
applies to whether a contact or agreement with
another employer is affected by industrial action. It
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is virtually impossible for workers to take industrial
action under these provisions.
One can imagine employees in one factory saying
that workers in a factory opposite were receiving
extra conditions that they were not receiving and
that they wanted to obtain those benefits. Under
these prOVisions they could not take industrial
action to obtain improved benefits and the Essential
Services Act or the Vital State Industries (Works and
Services) Act could be invoked. Secret ballot
provisions also apply.
Subclause (h) of clause 36 will involve workers
under Federal awards because it states that
participation in industrial action will be a crime if:
it is engaged in for the purpose of causing loss or
damage to the business of an employer other than the
employer of the employees engaged in the action or it
otherwise amounts to a secondary boycott or a third
party dispute.

The provisions on secondary boycotts are so wide
that an employee in a department store who inhibits
the customers moving around that store may be
involved in a secondary boycott.
Industrial action is now a crime. The scope of
subclause (h) is not limited to employees under
Victorian awards. It would be used by Federal
authorities if something in a Federal Act or award
legitimised that action.
The penalties are $1000 for an individual and 50
times that for a union. So much for the statement by
the government that this does not apply to Federal
employees. I wonder who drafted this provision. It
will be interesting when all the drafting instructions
between the legal firms, the Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the
government and Parliamentary Counsel are
obtained. The opposition wants to see all the
material and will make a freedom of information
application if necessary.
The drafting instructions were settled some time ago
and there was obviously not time to put them in the
form of a single sentence. The Bill has been drafted
in such a rush that it makes matters that would
happen every day of the week a criminal offence.
The draftsmen have not been given the time to have
one sentence for one subclause.
Some people cannot look at themselves in the mirror
in the morning with a clear conscience. The
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government and its advisers ought to look at
themselves and consider whether they are acting
fairly. Is this the standard they would apply to
themselves, their families or their own employees? I
suspect not. This is a shame, and the government
ought to be ashamed of itself.
I have said repeatedly that the things that get you
have already happened. You cannot undo them.
When the opposition obtains the document it will
get to the bottom of this and the public will know.
The government will use its numbers so the
legisla tion will pass through both Houses of
Parliament, but people will suffer and be hurt, and
the way the government has acted will colour their
judgment.
Through this unfair and vicious Bill employees,
unions and employers will be deprived of the
low-cost and timely dispute resolution that was the
hallmark of the Industrial Relations Commission.
During the last Parliament the then government
introduced a Bill to make greater provision for the
protection of the judiciary. It was dear from some
unguarded statements by members of the then
opposition that it was lining up members of the
judiciary, and certainly quaSi-judicial tribunals, such
as the Industrial Relations Commission and the
workers compensation judges of the Accident
Compensation Tribunal. That Bill was rejected in the
Upper House, and the honourable member for
Portland thinks it is funny.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr KENNAN - Exactly. The honourable
member for Portland displays the venom and malice
shown by the government in naming a particular
judge at the Accident Compensation Tribunal. This
legislation is being introduced with particular
malice. It is malice towards people on a named hit
list and people associated with it ought to be
ashamed of themselves because at the end of the day
they will be dragged down. They will be party to
legislative targeting of political discrimination and
viciousness towards individuals; people who were
appointed to tribunals to age 65 or 70.
Commissioners of the Accident Compensation
Tribunal have the title and protection equivalent to
those of County Court judges and have
superannuation. It speaks volumes for what can
happen to individuals.
One should remember the James Baldwin statement
to Angela Davis:
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If they can come to me in the evening, they will be here
for you in the morning.

If you are a judge or a member of the Industrial
Relations Commission with some certainty of tenure
and independence so that you can dispense your
justice without fear or favour, you would not expect
to be thrown out on the street with no
superannuation or compensation. What sort of
standard will the government apply to individuals?
It will make every worker a casual employee.

Parliament would sit many more days of the year if
members of the government got paid only for the
days they attended. Parliament would sit through to
Christmas Eve if that were the case, but if a woman
is an employee in a shop and it is a quiet afternoon
she will be sent home without pay, and that could be
the week before Christmas. Her family will suffer,
but the honourable members opposite will be
drawing their salaries whether or not they are
present in this place, you can bet your boots on that.
Why not apply the same standards to yourselves?
One has observed the work practices of the coalition
in the past week. Honourable members opposite do
not want to apply any of this ideology to
themselves; it is all right for others, but it is not so
good for them.
The Bill does not contain a mechanism to deal with
minimum standards such as those that apply to
some agreements in schedule 1; but in the case of
frozen awards, there is no review at all. In his
second-reading speech the Minister said that the
government will review some matters; but that
occurred only because on the Sunday television
program, the Sunday before last, Laurie Oakes
seriously embarrassed Or Hewson, the Federal
Leader of the OppOSition, when he asked, "How are
you going to have a system of frozen awards? You
are going to rot. There will be a minimum and, as
time goes on and other people get rises, you will be
left with a frozen mechanism". Or Hewson blustered
his way through it and the following day the
Australian tore him to shreds.
It was too late to amend the Bill because it was set in

concrete at that time, but I bet if we were to see the
drafting instructions we would find out that when
Or Hewson was not able to answer those questions
it was decided to slip the line saying that there
would be a review of that matter into the
second-reading speech.
This measure will affect the pay and conditions of
families, but that does not mean anything to the
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government. The government does not care whether
people suffer because their standard of living
declines. It does not matter to the government at all.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
Mr KENNAN - Last night the honourable
member for Warrandyte suggested an important Bill
was a small Bill because it was only four pages. The
fact that it provided for the expropriation of
property and it allowed the Minister to take over
everything under the sun does not matter. If the
honourable member measures Bills by their
length - if that is the level of his mentality - he
should give a little time to this Bill.
The fact is that existing award conditions, minus
penalties, are frozen. Penalties have been removed
from the existing awards and new awards made by
the proposed commission, under clause 25, cannot
include penalties. Agreements can say anything.
The Federal coalition is embarrassed by the
Victorian government's lack of candour. Dr Hewson
gave an appalling performance, and his colleagues
Mr Reith, the Federal shadow Treasurer, and
Mr Howard, the Federal shadow Minister for
industry, have endeavoured to put some distance
between themselves and Dr Hewson on the one
hand and the Premier of Victoria on the other.
The fair way to deal with leave loading and penalty
rates is through enterprise bargaining, but there is
no concept of fairness and justice in the Bill. Fairness
and justice has been dereguIated by the government.
It is a matter of what the strong can extract from the
weak. The leader of a small business group said that
the provision contained in the Bill will "allow us to
do what we want". It is not a matter of fairness or
community standards. It is not a matter of
agreement between two equally placed parties.
It is the law of the jungle. Everyone will be thrown
into the law of the jungle, because under clause
172(2) penalty awards will be removed and they will
be illegal in the new awards. There is no mechanism
for review. After 1 March it will be dog eat dog.
Individual bargaining is really a unilateral
determination. Unlike Victoria, around the world
democratic countries have recognised that there is a
power imbalance between employers and
employees and that is why there are labour laws in
the United States of America and Germany. That is
why the master and servant Act was repealed in
1892. That is why the International Labor
Organisation has standards that apply in hitherto
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civilised communities such as this, but this
government says, 'We do not recognise that power
imbalance; we will take away all the legislative
underpinning; and all those countries are wrong".
The government suggests that an ethnic person, who
has recently arrived in Victoria, who does not have a
good command of English, but who is desperate for
work because of his many dependants, will be just
as able to strike an individual bargain with a
sophisticated employer as 30 others in a queue
applying for the same job. We know that is unfair
and that it is nonsense, and so do the other countries
I mentioned earlier, which have taken a more
civilised approach.
We know about the ideological position taken by the
government, because New South Wales had its
legislation knocked out when workers were given a
choice, and they decided not to opt out of their
awards. In Victoria the government has decided to
crash through its provisions by a total deregulation
that will force people out of their awards. For that to
occur there had to be total deregulation.
One thing is certain under the Bill, there will be a
redistribution from wages to profits in many
organisations. Wages will decline overall. This is not
a policy about productivity or about enterprise. It is
a policy about screwing people; it is as crude as that.
It is not a matter of opting out of an award to
achieve a higher level of productivity. It is not a
matter of saying that we have a safety net and it is
possible to achieve a higher level of productivity by
opting out of the award and having more flexibility.
The Bill will allow people to have their wages and
conditions unilaterally reduced.
The notion that the legislation will create flexibility
is a nonsense. The purpose of flexibility should
enhance productivity, but that can be done only
when there is a real and genuine commitment to a
collective agreement for change, and not by putting
different people on different levels of pay when they
do the same work. The Bill will allow different rates
of pay for men and women, different ethnic groups
and other individuals. Coles Myer Ltd could have a
men's agreement, a women's agreement, a Greek
agreement, an agreement for 20 to 25-year-olds, an
agreement for 30 to 40-year-olds and an agreement
for 40 to 45-year-olds, and a whole host of
agreements that override the collective agreement.
The Bill is absolute nonsense. It provides the
capacity for the exploitation of employees and the
creation of high levels of division. The Premier and
the Minister when they held their former positions
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of Leader of the Opposition and shadow spokesmen
on industrial relations claimed that workers would
keep the salary and conditions they had been
receiving, but now as Premier and Minister they
have put in place legislation that will remove the
17.5 per cent holiday loading and penalty rates.
Earlier the House was told by the Chair that there
was no commitment to go the Committee stage,
when amendments are able to be moved; so the
process of democracy has been truncated and defied.
On any view of the amendments that could be
made, penalty rates will not be included in the new
awards, and, under the Bill, they will be frozen in
the old awards.
There are a number of points that will not be dealt
with during the time allotted for the debate. For
example, an employee will get a copy of the
agreement forming the employment contract only if
he or she requests it. The agreement will be signed
only if the employee requests it. I understand an
individual agreement must be in writing only if the
employee requests it in writing. Those provisions
are contained in clause 10.
One need only consider the case of a sophisticated
employer and an employee who does not speak
English well! And if the government advertising we
have seen to date is any indication of the
information that will be provided to the community,
we will find that the government has wilfully misled
the community. The agreement has to be in writing
only if an employee asks for it. No suggestion has
been made that an employer must direct to the
attention of the employee the rights that an
employee may have. Why would that not be
inserted? If the brains behind the drafting of the Bill
were people with a shred of fairness, why would
they not say, '1f I am to be on board in this exercise I
want some element of fairness". Where is that
element of fairness in the Bill? Where are the rights
of the employee laid out? Those rights must be
provided to them.
An agreement has to be in writing only if the
employee so requests, and the employee will receive
a copy only if he or she requests it. If employees
break individual employment agreements they will
be liable to fines of up to $1000.
Clause 167 returns Victoria to the pre-1892 position
of master and servant. An agreement may lead to a
situation where an employee has to pay an amount
to an employer for unsatisfactory behaviour,
unsatisfactory attendance or disobedience.
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That provision is not being applied to the
Parliament, so an honourable member who turns up
late for a division, as the honourable member for
Mordialloc did last night, will not have to pay a fine.
If honourable members go to sleep in this place, as a
number have done after midnight, they will not be
fined under clause 167.
An employee who is not nice enough to a customer
and lacks the total charm required in a store on a
particular afternoon will have to shell out to the
employer.
I do not believe the booklet referred to in the Age
advertisement was available at 2 o'clock -it is
probably in the word processor being changed
because the government does not know what it is all
about or whether amendments to the Bill will be
moved in this place.
Under the Bill industrial action becomes a crime.
The people of this State should know that there is
nothing to prevent an employer from compelling a
new employee to take conditions less than the old
award conditions, less than the current award
conditions or less than the conditions that the
employer gave someone doing the same job at the
same level of skill an hour before.
There is no time limit on individual agreements. The
collective agreements are not collective agreements
in any real sense. Other employees may have
individual agreements, and those who are party to a
collective agreement can also have an individual
agreement. It will be chaotic! No central register of
agreements is established. Individual agreements do
not have to be in writing, and the collective
agreements are secret under this legislation. So
much for accountability and open government!
No-one will know what any of the industrial
conditions will be in the State any more.
That is nasty because it is a recipe for disaster. One
can see the fingerprint throughout this legislation,
the divide and rule mentality, the haves and the
have-nots. Who will be the loser and who will be in
a position to reap the benefit? To use the Premier's
phraseology, the fat man will get fatter and the thin
man thinner.
Under the Bill the employer can put pressure on
individual employees to take less than the collective
agreement provides for. He can say, ''Sorry, the
collective agreement was signed yesterday but you
will work alongside these people" - there may be
500 of them - "you are desperate and because you
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need the job you will receive $35 a week less; take it
or leave it". Someone who is desperate will take the
job.
What sort of society is that, with one person working
alongside 500 others who are receiving a higher
salary? The Bill legitimises victimisation,
discrimination and exploitation. Other countries do
not have such draconian measures; they have labour
laws. Where there is collective bargaining the
countries concerned have a notion of fairness, but
fairness and justice have gone out the window with
this legislation.
Under the Vital State Industries (Works and
Services) Bill - which was guillotined - the
government can declare an industry a vital industry
and take it over and tell that industry what to do.
Also, the courts can be declared a vital industry. If a
judge does not do as he is told he can be fined. That
is a heavy-handed approach by government. That
Bill was not allowed to be debated in Committee.
The Employee Relations Bill will not go to the
Committee stage. It contains shameful provisions.
The only changes that can be made to a collective
agreement during its lifetime are those that will get
rid of uncertainty and ambiguity. Apart from that, a
collective agreement cannot be varied during its life.
What an absurdity! What is the sense if employers
and employees have an agreement that cannot be
varied by mutual agreement during its life. Under
this legislation that ambiguity cannot be removed.
Unforeseen circumstances will occur on both sides.
Injustices may arise between one side or another. It
is utter stupidity to have a provision such as clause
12 that prevents the variation of an agreement under
any circumstances. So much for the claim that this
has something to do with labour market fleXibility; it
has a lot to do with exploitation and inflexibility.
The new award system is irrelevant because awards
can be made only if all relevant employers and
employees agree. There are no awards in the
workplace unless one union covers a majority of the
employees. In a workplace where a number of
unions cover a number of employees but none of
those unions covers a majority of the employees,
there cannot be any awards. The award system has
no minimum.
Who will constitute the commission? Presumably
they will be people who do the government's
bidding. The jungle tiger will be on the bench
growling at the employees because there are no
minimum provisions. What sort of fairness is that?
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The provisions of the Bill are draconian because the
government wants to freeze the old awards and
create new awards that are so unattractive and
difficult that people will not opt back in. It should be
remembered that the Minster for Industry and
Employment said on television the other night that
the Bill is a win-win situation; it is win-win for
employers in some circumstances. It is hard to see
how employees could win. It is nonsensical to say
that one can opt in and out of the new system of
awards that replace the old system. One cannot opt
back into that system as we know it. It is a
demolition of the impartial and fair tribunal which
speedily settles disputes on wages and conditions
and which has certain established and publicly
known minimal standards beyond which it will not
move.
What is behind these provisions? The government
wants to drive people into individual contracts. The
only real flexibility is individual contracts, and
individual contracts override collective contracts. A
situation could arise where everyone is on spoken
but unwritten individual contracts, everyone is a
casual employee and the system is completely
chaotic. No-one will know what the going rate in an
industry is; no-one will know what a fair thing is;
and no-one will have enough information to know
whether they are being exploited when compared
with other people. That is what the Bill is all about.
In the context of agreements, an employer can
demand the elimination of overtime and shift rates
regardless of what hours of the day or night are
worked. An employee can be required to work SO,
60, 70 or 80 hours a week, including weekends. Rest
and meal breaks are eliminated and employees can
be required to work 10 or 12 hours without a break.
It is time the advertisements and the propaganda

reflected the true contents of the Bill. The
government ought to take the legislation away and
rewrite it. It will be passed through this House by 9
p.m. today, so it is well on the way to being law.
People should not believe the advertisement. The
Bill does apply to Federal employees. Do not believe
the government's advertisement in today's Age! It
does not tell the truth. The advertisement does not
say what the Bill says. It is important that people
know that. The opposition will continue to examine
this measure, as will others.
This particularly nasty Bill imposes new criminal
sanctions on people, and to tell them it does not
apply is a pretty vicious little stunt. The government
ought to take out another advertisement and
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apologise to the people. We know the government
thinks Parliament is a joke. Perhaps it thinks people
going to gaol is a joke, in a sick sort of way. Perhaps
it thinks Parliament and judges and holiday pay and
a happy Christmas are part of a big joke.

and it will get a few more cents out of the workers'
pockets and into its own. That seems t~ ~e the
government's attitude. There are no mlrumum
standards for new awards. An example of an
abstruse clause is clause 18 of the Bill, which states:

Telling people the penalties do not apply to them
and having them end up in the slammer is nasty,
and a Minister who is responsible for spreading that
misinformation should not hold office. Knowing
that and saying that the Bill must go through this
House by 9 p.m. today and not undertaking to move
amendments to it while knowing that the
advertisement is misleading is disgraceful
behaviour. I wonder whether someone was paid to
write the advertisement and what the contract was
and whether the Minister will table the contract. I
wonder whether someone in the private sector is
responSible for the advertisement. How much was
he paid? We will find out. All these matters are
building up by the hour.

A contravention of any of the provisions of this Act
does not-

Despite what the government says, Aus~~lia is not a
particularly high wage country. Austraha IS No. 14
out of 16 on the table of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (DECD).
This ideological obsession with driving down wages
and redistributing from wages to profit does not
stand up to analysis. It will engender horrific
hostility and resentment.
Let us consider what a vicious farce the provisions
of clause 14(2) are. Under this Bill everyone becomes
a casual employee. If you are a shop assistant and
the shop is quiet, you will be sent home, even
though the shop may remain open. If you think you
are employed to work 40 hours a week, you might
find yourself working only 15 hours. Instead of
earning $2000 in four weeks, you might earn $400.
Under Part l(a) of Schedule 1 that will be lawful.
Fairness is abolished under this Bill. The whole
concept of fairness is deregulated.
One week's cumulative sick leave under the old
award of minimum rates for conditions of maternity
and paternity leave will be frozen and will apply to
agreements. There is no mechanism for review. The
only capacity for review will probably ~e by anoth~r
Act of Parliament, pOSSibly through a Bdl brought In
at midnight and guillotined to 12.45 a.m., which will
reduce the provisions. It seems that the government
is still angry about having been out of office for a
decade; the vindictiveness is not out of its system so
it is punishing the people a bit more - a bit more
retribution. It has reviewed its private trust
company, because that is how it runs government,

(a) make an employment agreement illegal; or
(b) . except as provided in this Act, make the agreement

or any provision of it unenforceable or of no effect.

That means that you can have anything, no matter
what the standards are. I put this on the record
because it may be relevant in the future
interpretation of this clause. It seems to ~~ the .
intention of the Parliament - the OppOSItion wtll
vote against it - that this will be the deregulatory
king-hit. Despite all the other convenient areas of
minimums, the purpose of clause 18 is to say, ''Don't
worry about anything because everything is law~.
unless you can find a section in the Act that says It IS
unenforceable". I do not remember anything like
that in the Bill, although it may be there. Unless you
can find that specific bit, anything goes.
Section 4 and Schedule 1 are a farce. Any degree of
. exploitation and unfairness is lawful; nothing ~ too
low for this government. All other matters are Just
ultimatums. If you move from one job to another
you are out on your own. According to a headline in
the Australian Financial Review, the Premier is
backing down on weekend penalty rates. Is ~s
another case of his not living up to what he saId?
When we asked the Minister a few minutes ago, he
would not square up to it. He said we would see.
Apparently he told the Australian Financial
Review-Ms Kimer - And the nurses!
Mr KENN AN - I think accuracy is being
deregulated. That is what is happening. The fact is
that we do not know whether there will be
amendments. Under the Bill as it stands, if you are
on an old award as at 1 March, your penalty rates
will go and you will be left to rot, and there will be
no mechanism for review. If you want to move, you
are off your award and out trying to negotiate an
individual contract.
Mr Leighton -And you won't lose a cent!
Mr KENNAN - You won't lose a cent and
everything you have got you keep! However, the Bill
does not say that. The Bill takes it all away. No
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wonder Mr Reith and Mr Howard were upset. I
wonder whether we will see this at the Federal level.
I am sure the experience of Victoria's scorched earth
policy disaster will frighten them all off. Already
Mr Howard is making major concessions in this
area, just as this government is being forced to do.
There is no protection of redundancy payments.
Where is the encouragement for flexibility and
mobility of labour if you are on this rotting award?
You will rot further if you go out for an individual
contract because there will be no protection of your
redundancy payment if you move. Where is the
encouragement for flexibility and mobility?
The Bill is so driven by the government's desire to
drive down wages and conditions and open up the
field for exploitation that it makes no sense at all.
The stand-down provisions are very extreme indeed.
Clause 14(4)(b) is a little beauty that makes
everybody a casual. It states the employment
agreements must contain provisions:
for the standing-down of employees who cannot be
usefully employed because of any reason for which the
employer cannot reasonably be held responsible.

The clause does not state that its provisions apply if
there is a stoppage of business or the machinery
breaks down - or any of those usual reasons for a
stand-down - but that the employer is not
necessarily responsible for a failure of an anticipated
number of customers arriving at a shop on any
given day. Therefore, the employer can say, 'Tm
sorry; you are meant to be here five days or 40 hours
a week, but today is not a very good day, it is a bit
quiet and I do not have useful employment for you.
It is not my fault that enough customers have not
arrived. You can go home with no pay and come
back tomorrow". The concept of full-time
employment is abolished by the Employee Relations
Bill. No-one will be in full-time employment unless
he or she happens to be on a quarter of a million
dollars as a permanent head, with a quarter of a
million dollars bonus - Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr KENNAN - It is all very well for honourable
members opposite not to whinge; they have copped
all of what has happened comfortably. I am
concerned that - Dr Napthine interjected.
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Mr KENNAN - The interjections highlight the
government's defensiveness. No denial has been
heard that the effect of clause 14(4)(b) will be to
make everyone a casual employee. Perhaps that is
why the government does not want the Bill to go
into its Committee stage! Perhaps the government is
afraid that members of the opposition might want to
ask the Minister for Industry and Employment a
question and it might not be good enough for him to
say that he does not know - or he may have to
change his mind.
Perhaps he will put out another press release or put
another false advertisement in tomorrow's
newspapers. Will we see an advertisement
tomorrow that says that all Victorians are casuals?
Will we see an ad that tells the truth, which is that
all Victorians will be casual employees? Will the ad
say that there will be no minimum rates of pay and
that the four weeks pay will not necessarily be the
average, it can be equivalent to the lowest four
weeks pay the employee has received? I ask the
government: what about some truth in government?
I suggest that the Minister for Industry and
Employment go away and get some advice from the
raft of advisers and others from whom he gets
advice in the private sector.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNAN - I ask the Minister for Industry
and Employment to tell the House what Freehill
Hollingdale and Page are charging $300 an hour to
tell people? A week ago Freehills were booked out
until Christmas. Have people been told that federal
awards are included; have they been told that
people will be casual employees? I invite anyone
who has been to any of the seminars to give
members of the opposition a call, because I should
like to know what they have been told.
I ask the government to make available to
Parliament tomorrow - but preferably tonight after
the suspension of the sitting for dinner - all the
information that Freehills have provided and the
mass of disinformation that Freehills have provided.
They have been advisers to the government before
and after the election. The Minister for Industry and
Employment has done nothing to protect Crown
copyright but has handed over all of the material so
that it can be exploited. I ask: what is the quality of
the information that has gone out? I hope it is at a
better level than the information the Minister has
been given, because the fact of the matter is that
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everyone becomes a casual employee Wlder the
provisions of the Bill.
I invite the Minister for Industry and Employment
not to take out a big ad again but to place an ad in
the classified section of the newspapers in which he
can spell out what people will or will not get as a
result of the Employee Relations Bill. He should
spell out the fact that everyone will become a casual
employee. He should just spell out the really ugly
bits of the Bill. He should not put in what was in the
ad today, that is, that the Bill does not affect federal
awards or that people can ring to obtain a booklet.
The ad was wrong. How could a booklet be
available? If it has been printed, it will go through
the most rapid succession of reprintings of any
document in history. It will have to be reprinted
almost daily if not hourly to keep up with the
number of changes that will have to be made to the
Bill.
The Bill abolishes public holidays as a concept.
Although the concept of public holidays will be
abolished by the Bill, Parliament did not sit on
Melbourne Cup Day, did it? I ask that rhetorically.
What another little ripper! The government does not
apply the provisions of the Bill to what it does.
Neither does it apply the provisions that establish
everyone as a casual employee. There are a lot of
people not being usefully employed in this House at
the moment but they are still drawing a salary,
apparently. It is extraordinary!
I refer to Wlfair dismissal as provided by clause 4l.
An employee can gain access to the employee
relations commission only if there is agreement by
his or her employer to go to the commission. No
effective system of appeal is provided by the Bill.
The jurisdiction of the commission can be ousted by
agreement, so the notion of being able to go to a fair
and impartial body to resolve an Wlfair dismissal is
gone. Effectively that system no longer exists
because if one reads all the qualifications to the
system one finds it is effectively all gone.
Other honourable members want to speak on the Bill
and they will refer to a host of other aspects of the
proposed legislation. As the debate will go only
Wltil 9 p.m. tonight and honourable members know
the Bill in its current form may not be the final shape
of the measure, I make just a few further comments.
Over the past 10 years the then opposition in this
House persistently refused to agree to the former
government's endeavours to increase the jurisdiction
of the Magistrates' Court from $25 000 to $40 000.
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Now, to drive home an ideological point, the
government is giving the Magistrates' Courts, in
respect of claims for penalties and so on, unlimited
jurisdiction!
Clause 37(1) potentially gives employers the power
to sue Wlions or individual employees for millions
of dollars. I ask: why has the government suddenly
turned aroWld on this issue? The answer is: simply
because of vengefulness and vindictiveness and its
desire (0 introduce pWlitive measures. If picketing
activities are engaged in, no protection will be given
against civil liability so that industrial action is in
effect unlawful.
Clause 182(c) is a particularly nasty provision that
should be included in the suggested advertisement
in the classified section of the newspapers. It
prevents the Trade Unions Act from providing any
protection in circumstances where a secondary
boycott is put in place. Honourable members will
realise that a secondary boycott includes any
industrial action. The result will be that if a person
or Wlion engages in a secondary boycott that person
or Wlion will be liable for criminal conspiracy
charges and all the awards of Wlions that protect the
Wlions and individuals will not have any force. The
protection is taken away as just yet another huge
stick is used to smash the heads of people who want
to exercise rights recognised by the conventions of
the International Labour Organisation (ILO), and
those exercised in COWl tries with which Australia
would want to compare itself, that is, the rights that
are exercised in practice if not in law throughout
Australia.
Clause 163 makes it a criminal offence for an
employee to breach an employment agreement. The
result will be that when someone goes out to work it
will be a pretty hazardous business for him or her.
Any Victorian could commit a criminal offence if he
or she is 5 minutes late for work. It is a pretty
breathtaking number. Each day, when people go to
work, they will be liable to criminal prosecution!
Perhaps the cartoon in the Age was right and people
will say ''Let's elope"! Perhaps the scorched earth
policy that is being imposed on the State by the
government and its vicious methods, together with
the hazards and criminal liabilities, will result in
people leaving Victoria. Let there be no doubt that
from 1 March next year the one big crime in this
State will be to be an employee. That is what the
Employee Relations Bill is about. That is what
permeates the Bill.
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As I said, a host of other issues will be referred to by
other honourable members. As I said also, the Bill
breaches ILO conventions. It does so in clause 106
which provides investigative powers that amount to
no less than an ongoing Royal Commission
investigating both union and employer groups.
Clause 106(c) is another example and provides a
registrar with ongoing Royal Commission powers.
The Minister for Health Services talked about how
she wanted to get bureaucracies out of everything.
When it comes to heavy-handedness this Bill sets
new standards. The lack of protection against
common-law liability penalties for industrial action
is an example of breaches of the conventions.
The industrial relations commissioners will simply
be sacked. The Premier said that the government
was for everyone in Victoria; that is, a government
for people that the government happens to like. This
Bill will affect people who have permanent
employment, superannuation and the like. The
government will just snap its fingers and the
Accident Compensation Commission judges will be
kicked out. The employees will be told they must
fend for themselves and will be asked to seek
individual contracts and casual employment.
Soon casual work will be the only work available in
this State. The Bill is a load of nonsense! What
incentive will exist to encourage workplace reform if
everyone is working casually? That will be
combined with the fact that the umpire has gone.
The umpire has been sent off. The government is
running a football match and has taken away the
umpires. If one team wants to put on a few extra
players and do some ankle tackling, that will be fine.
If the people want to lob a few bricks from the
sidelines as the team passes by, that will also be fine.
This Bill is for the jungle. It is vicious and divisive. It
applies to both State and Federal awards and
imposes new criminal sanctions.
The Bill is not about productivity and it will not do
what the government's rhetoric now or before the
election said it would do. Even Mr Reith and
Mr Howard are worried about this legislation. It will
cause great damage and inflict harm on a large
number of people, if not most people. I suspect that
it will cause harm in most Victorian homes and will
divide Victoria. It will make Victoria a laboratory
and, instead of people wanting to come and live
here, they will go elsewhere. The old concept of a
fair go will not exist in Victoria under this vindictive
government which introduces legislation into this
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place without adequate notice and makes every day
a legal adventure.
Employees will not know how long they will last.
An employee could be sent home at 10 a.m. or at
12 midnight, or if he is a bit late arriving at work he
will have committed a criminal offence as well as
being liable to civil penalties. The Bill will mean that
a worker who is not very nice to a customer will
have to fork out. During and after a day at work the
reasonable, well-intentioned worker could go
backwards financially.
The government has the audacity to talk about being
a government for all Victorians and about being
concerned about getting people back to work. This
government is about punishing, ruling and acting in
a crude 19th century way.
I challenge anyone to say that this Bill will not have
that effect. It should be redrafted and brought back
next March so this House has time to consider it.
It is likely that the government will be embarrassed

about the way the Bill is drafted. I am sure the
Premier will consult his advisers before next week to
try to cobble together a series of amendments to
bring the Bill into line with the government's
ever-evolving policy. That is not good enough. If the
government wants to apply to itself and this
Parliament some semblance of Parliamentary
standards, let Parliament sit through continuously
until Christmas to debate this and other pieces of
legislation.
The government will rue the day it barrels this
obscenity through the House. The opposition should
not complain about that because Kennett will be
well and truly gone if he continues acting in this
way.
The opposition takes no pleasure in this because this
legislation will hurt people. Governments should
not hurt people; they should help people. The
people do not know about this legislation which will
hurt them.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) - The House
has just heard a two-and-a-half hour diatribe that
gives the lie to the concerns of opposition members
that they want to participate and be involved in
government. Government members have had to put
up with that diatribe because the honourable
member for Broadmeadows has been waiting for the
press gallery to fill up so a few words can be written
down. We all know his habit of raising his eyes
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heavenwards towards the gallery and waiting for
the audience to arrive. Well, they did not arrive.

to trust my word on the matter I refer them to two
great Labor heroes.

It was a shame we had to wait for two and a half
hours of repetition and put up with that diatribe.
Perhaps the media have become tired of the
member's performance and his efforts at trying to
entertain the gallery. We have also had to put up
with that two-and-a-half hour diatribe to
camouflage the fact that members opposite do not
have a great deal of knowledge or expertise in the
area they are purported to represent; that is, the
interests of workers. Indeed, when the honourable
member gets in his car and drives out to the Toorak
of the western suburbs, Ivanhoe, instead of to the
electorate he purports to represent, he will be
listening to classical music on his stereo. Will he
think of the workers he is supposed to represent, or
is he more concerned about organising the numbers
for the leadership challenge that is likely to occur
after the next Federal election? Is he more concerned
about the union organisers who are behind him?

Two of their fellow comrades have finally realised
the illness that Labor governments have inflicted on
Australia and Victoria over the past decade. I refer
to the Labor hero, the Honourable Brian Burke, the
fonner Premier of Western Australia - the stamp
licker and a man touted by some opposition
members as being a future Prime Minister of
Australia! An article in the Age of 30 October this
year in relation to the 17.5 per cent annual leave
loading issue quotes Mr Burke, when he was
Premier of Western Australia, as suggesting that the
leave loading should be reviewed because the
economy could no longer afford it.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I listened intently to the
lengthy speech of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. There was silence in the House and I
ask that members of the opposition accord the same
courtesy to the honourable member for Warrandyte.
Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Springvale to withdraw that comment.
Mr Micallef - I withdraw.
Mr HONEYWOOD - It was interesting to note
the rush to the defence of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition a moment ago. We enjoyed two and a
half hours of personal vilification against the
government. It is interesting to hear the cries of foul
from the other side of the House in his defence.
What a performance we had to put up with!
The tables have now been turned because the true
conservatives are now sitting opposite and are
trying to defend the indefensible. They are the
troglodytes living in the past and justifying past
employee relations practices. When I use the term
conservative I don't use it lightly because the
opposition is clinging to the past work practices that
were often bludgeoned from powerless employers.
Do members opposite remember the word
"employers"? They do exist. If members do not wish

If the economy of Western Australia could not
afford annual leave loadings in the 1983 recession
how can the government, having inherited the
paltry Victorian economy, hope to ignore leave
loadings when examining work practices and
employee relations reform? A great Australian
Labor Party hero admitted publicly that when the
economy is not going well there is a need to sacrifice
some of the things workers bludgeoned from
employers when times were better. Mr Burke has
. gone back to licking stamps - there are a few stamp
lickers on the other side of this House!

The former Federal Minister, Mr Clyde Cameron,
has recently been making a name for himself by
doing the dirty on the Labor Party. Clyde Cameron
was a true believer and a man who understood
work practices, unlike most honourable members
opposite. An article entitled ''Victoria right to
abolish holiday loading" published in the Herald-Sun
of 29 October 1992 states:
The Victorian government was right to abolish holiday
leave loading for employees who were not entitled to it
in the first place, the architect of the loading, Mr Clyde
Cameron, said yesterday ...
The "carelessness of those who drafted the legislation"
also saw the loading paid to employees who never
worked overtime, Mr Cameron said.
"It was never intended that a worker should get more,
but it was never intended they should get less than
their average weekly wage while on holidays, either,"
he said.

It is interesting to hear what Mr Cameron has to say

about the union bosses that run members of the
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opposition and who preselected some of the new
members of this House:
'1t is a case of union officials sitting on their swivel
chairs waiting for the boss's cheque to come in with the
union dues.

They no longer go out to collect union dues because
they bludgeoned employers into paying them a
while ago. The article continues:
"Union delegates don't even bother to see their
members-

we all know that except in some left-wing unions, which has seen their
membership dwindle and a basic understanding of
rights ignored".

Honourable members opposite go down to the
Trades Hall to get their marching orders. We used to
see the chauffeured cars lined up there prior to
question time while former Ministers were getting
their orders from union bosses. Anyone who has
seen that knows they have lost touch with the
workers, but because of the Labor Party's
preselection rules and regulations they can come
into this House as supposedly defending the rights
of workers.
How many honourable members opposite, like the
honourable member for Broadmeadows, live in the
Toorak of the west and purport to represent real
working class areas? How many actually talk to
their constituents?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition was heard in silence and I ask
honourable members on the opposition side of the
House to extend the same courtesy to the
honourable member for Warrandyte.
Mr HONEYWOOD - I recall last year being a
guest of the then Victorian government at a function
attended by multi function polis delegates from
Japan. They were the Japanese businessmen that the
shadow Minister for industry and industrial
relations constantly referred to in his speech, when
he said that we must get Japanese businessmen
on-side with our employee relations practices.
Instead of hearing positive remarks about investing
in Victoria I recall that I sat stunned at that function,
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listening for more than an hour to the shadow
Minister giving an apologist perspective on how we
were finally getting the unions around to doing the
right thing. He said that we were trying and
apologised for the mistakes of the past.
I can speak Japanese. The businessman sitting next
to me said that if he had been in my shoes he would
have been ashamed because the Japanese do not
wash their dirty linen in public. Yet the shadow
Minister, followed by a union official, spoke at an
investment dinner and apologised for our industrial
relations record during the 10 years of Labor
government and for our work practices that made
us-Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD - Were you there? I was
there. Those attending that function heard apology
after apology extended to the Japanese - it made
me sick! I wondered what had happened to the
positive perspective.
Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD - The Leader of the
Opposition talks about my $10 000. Her package is
approximately $120 000 or $130 000 a year. She has
hung on to her driver. At least she lives in her
electorate. If the government were to say that the
$10000 was justified because of extra responsibility,
for example, the Leader of the Opposition would say
no - but she takes her $130 000 each year!
The opposition referred to so-called productivity
improvements that had been extracted from
employees in the past. What did Victorian
employers get for the 3 per cent productivity
increase paid to Victorian employees? Employers
gained the ability to pay their workers through an
automatic banking system rather than having to pay
them in cash - they got nine-tenths of nothing! Yet
talk of a wonderful so-called productivity
improvement was bandied about by honourable
members opposite and by union organisations as
though Australian and Victorian workers had
genuinely been improving their productivity.
In the meantime a ship going into Singapore or
Hong Kong can be off-loaded in two and a half
hours whereas in Australia we now have it down to
48 hours. Isn't it wonderful to think that
productivity improvements such as the ability of an
employer to pay wages through a bank account
rather than in cash have been achieved in the past 10
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years? We have really gone places in the
international community, haven't we?
Honourable members have heard a great deal about
the problems Victoria has had in relation to
enterprise bargaining. What has the Queensland
Premier, Wayne Goss, done with enterprise
bargaining agreements? He inherited the South East
Queensland Electricity Board and Power Brewing
agreements but has not moved to change those
agreements.
He has not moved to return to the bad old days
when workers did not get their extra day off each
week, were regimented into working set hours and
had no flexibility, so that working mothers could not
come in early so that they could pick up their kids
after school. Although there was a lot of rhetoric
around a t the time of the Queensland election
campaign, before Mr Goss won government, he has
not since moved to change - as happened in the
State Electricity Commission dispute, the workers
voted with their feet!
The workers have said that they want a flexible
working arrangement, and the Premier of
Queensland had turned a blind eye because he has
not been willing to go back to the mistakes of the
past. He has not been willing to defend the
indefensible. He has not been willing to be a
troglodyte and has gone along with the new
arrangement.
In New South Wales a similar situation applies.

Indeed, I can well recall that under the previous
government I spoke on a Bill on industrial relations
reform some months ago and cited the New South
Wales legislation. In that legislation clause after
clause and paragraph after paragraph contains
protection mechanisms for workers. There are
safeguards in any industrial relations legislation
designed to ensure that when the employer and the
employee for the first time sit down and talk about
their workplace as a ..:ommon working unit instead
of it being a case of "us and them", they will, for a
change, be able to actually extract benefits for both
parties. They will be able to negotiate a package that
suits individual workers and employers.
That sort of arrangement would suit working
mothers, for example, who at the moment are told
they have to work from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m, which
means that their children are latchkey children
waiting for their mothers and fathers to arrive. Our
legislation, as distinct from the previous
government's legislation, attempts to change this
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approach and will allow working mothers to go to
work earlier and leave sooner if that is negotiated
with the employers. In that way children can see
their parents, even when both parents have to work
to pay taxes and mortgages, which the previous
government promised it would not increase.
It was a pledge, not a promise. How many

constituents have honourable members had come to
their offices saying that both parents have to work
because of the economic ruin the Labor government
forced on Victoria? We have tried to create an
umbrella of genuine family policy, a genuine policy
for working women that will allow flexible working
hours. I put it to the Leader of the Opposition that in
this way the working mother can sit down with the
employer and arrange flexible working hours so that
she can be at home an hour after school finishes.
What is wrong with that? I put it to honourable
members opposite that working mothers will be
some of our biggest supporters. They know the
benefits that will be gained through the legislation.
From my work experience with a Japanese cargo
company in Tokyo some years ago I have some
knowledge of company-based unions. Every worker
in that company of some 800 Japanese employees
belonged to the one union. The benefit of that was
tha t once a fortnight, in our own time, we would
arrive at work half an hour earlier and we would sit
down in a group with the most senior manager and
the most junior secretary or assistant in the
department and discuss problems in the workplace
and how we could solve those problems for the
benefit of the company and, therefore, for our
benefit.
As a result, not only did we feel a part of the
company or organisation and not only did we feel as
though our efforts were recognised, but also twice a
year we received bonuses. What were those bonuses
based on? They were based on real productivity
improvements. They were based on the profit of the
company, which was calculated so that workers
could have a stake in the profits.
What is wrong with that for a change? It is better
than living in fairyland, in the dreamland of the
196Os, when we rode on the sheep's back and times
were good and unions were able to leap from one
company to another setting up more and more rorts
in the system. Times have changed, but honourable
members opposite have not changed. They are still
defending work practice rorts that were arranged
back in the time when Australia was leading the
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industrialised countries, back in the time when
Victoria could stand proud -not now.
I also worked at the Shell Geelong refinery and
encountered the first dispute in that company in the
1980s. It was to do with walking-in-the-rain rates.
Everyone was paid double time and a half even if it
looked like it would rain, but the workers wanted a
walking-in-the-rain allowance for walking from
point A to point B.
Mr Gude - They had the best wet weather gear

possible.
Mr HONEYWOOD - Yes, they did, and
sometimes a bus was provided. But just in case they
got wet when walking from one point to another
they needed a special allowance on top of the
4-hour, double time, on-call allowance and the $35 a
week volunteer roster allowance. Even if they were
not called in, they were paid $35 a week to be on the
roster. The walking-in-the-rain allowance was a
good dispute to start my time at the refinery.

In the oil industry union organisers simply told

workers, "Turn off the pipe because then the
government will cave in. Mr Cain has caved in
before and he will cave in again. It will only take a
day or two, so turn off the pipeline and the oil
industry will cave in". Why did the union
movement pick on the oil industry? It was because
once work practices were enshrined in that industry
the unions could leapfrog to the next industry, and
so it went on. The best rorts were put into the one
happy parcel.
The days when industries such as the oil industry
had a licence to print money have gone, partly
because of the overregulation of industries like the
oil industry. Industries are so regulated that they
cannot sneeze without being told what to do, and
Australia has not been able to increase its national
productivity. That is especially the case with
Victoria's productivity. Businesses have to be able to
make a profit and to give a genuine return to their
shareholders so that they can pass on those benefits
to the workers.
Union organisers and many of the unionised
workers - in fact, an increasing majority of
workers - want to sit down and negotiate with
their employers, which this legislation will allow.
Old union organisers and some new ones who are
seeking preselection are defending the indefensible
and trying to hang onto work practices of the 1950s
and 1960s in an attempt to save their own power,
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positions and salaries. They have twisted the arms of
honourable members opposite so that they will vote
against legislation such as this, which Queensland
under Wayne Goss as Premier and New South
Wales under a Liberal-National party coalition have
already put in place and which that great Labor
hero, Brian Burke, thought would be good as well.
The real troglodytes, the true conservatives, are
defending the indefensible. It does not matter
whether we are trying to help working women or
whoever else. Those opposite will still depend on
the old rorts and practices in the system. The voters
of this State made a clear choice on 3 October. They
knew we would bring in these changes. They knew
that what was needed was to turn the State around
through change. All we have seen in the past three
weeks is opposition members fighting that change.
Why are they fighting it? It is a case of self-interest.
How can they pOSSibly not operate in a dynamic
world environment? How can they turn their backs
and carry on with socialist philosophical
experimentation that has failed in every country that
has tried it? Yet we have the ridiculous situation of
employees in this State not being allowed to talk to
their employers, who sometimes have employed
them for 20 or 30 years and who sometimes have
seen them through bad times when there has been
no profit.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD - I am not surprised by the
cries from the members of the opposition because
most of them would not have employed anyone.
Most of them would not know what it is like to run a
business. They received pay cheques from the union
movement or from the Public Service while waiting
to become members of Parliament and paying
homage to the unions to which they belong. They
come into this place without the experience of
running a business, and that is why the State was
ruined during 10 years of Labor government.

The Labor Party does not know how to employ
people. Under the former government employees
signed their own contracts, and I refer to
Mr Parkinson and company. People got $500 000 for
heaven knows what! Is it not interesting how the
lady who was employed by the former Minister for
Transport was able to negotiate her own package? Is
it not interesting that Mr Parkinson's wife was able
to negotiate a contract of employment with the
previous government? Members of the opposition
are telling us to ignore what they did when they
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were in government; they are saying we should
ignore the way they let party hacks negotiate their
own terms and conditions.
The Labor Party wants to depend on the archaic
award system that other States are trying to get rid
of as fast as possible. Other countries do not believe
in award systems because they believe in reward for
effort, flexible work practices and incentives.
Members of the opposition have never had to
employ people or try to make a business work, but
they come into this place and purport to represent
the so-called party of reform, change and dynamic
socialism. Dynamic socialism will be remembered as
the reason for present and future generations of
Victorians paying off the huge debt created by the
former government.
Members of the opposition are whingeing and
carping about the $100 property tax, but it will raise
$80 million in revenue. The previous Treasurer, the
honourable member for Northcote, concealed in one
year $1300 million of debt, and because of that the
government is criticised for implementing a
so-called inequitable property tax. The levy will go
one-fifteenth of the way to plugging the hole left by
the former Treasurer.
Members of the opposition do not want workers to
negotiate with employers; they do not want Victoria
to become the State admired throughout the country
and the world for being reformist and for rewarding
individuals for effort. They do not want employers
and employees to work together for dynamiC and
productivity-based change.
Members of the opposition have wasted time
whingeing about the question of time. The House
heard a 2-hour diatribe from the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, and I suppose the House can now
look forward to a contribution from the honourable
member for Springvale!
Members of the Labor Party have become the true
conservatives of this State, and they will be
remembered for that for years to come.
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - In the
1960s women banded together against a government
and a system that failed to address the question of
equality. In 1992 women will have to do that again
because of industrial legislation being put forward
by the coalition. Thirty years ago when women
received 65 per cent of the pay men received a
woman called Zelda d' Aprano chained herself to the
fence of the then Conciliation and Arbitration
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Commission and launched a campaign against
unequal pay. Women boarded Melbourne trams and
offered only 65 per cent of the fare because they
received only 65 per cent of the pay men received.
Those women made their point and eventually in
1969 equal pay was granted as a matter of principle,
although it was not always paid in full.
Victorian women cannot believe that this Bill- it
does not mention equal pay because equal pay
provisions are included in awards and not in
legislation - means that once again women have to
fight for equal pay. Who would have believed that
30 years down the track this government would set
itself up as a reformist government and would wipe
out equal pay for women.
Earlier I was described by the honourable member
for Warrandyte as a conservative. I am happy to be a
conservative on this issue. To conserve the rights of
women to equal pay is something of which I and my
party are proud and, like Zelda d' Aprano, we will
not allow women's rights to be undermined by the
Bill, even when it is passed.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -On a point
of order, Mr Deputy Speaker, the Leader of the
Opposition is referring to a matter that is not
mentioned in the Bill.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte should have
the opportunity of raising his point of order in
silence. I am having difficulty hearing his remarks,
and I ask the House to come to order.
Mr HONEYWOOD - The Bill contains nothing
about unequal pay for women and, therefore, I put it
that the remarks of the Leader of the Opposition are
not relevant to the debate. She is raising this issue to
score political points, and I ask you, Mr Deputy
Speaker, to make her address the Bill.
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - On
the pOint of order, Mr Deputy Speaker, when I
listened to the address given by the honourable
member for Warrandyte I got the feeling that he had
not studied this issue carefully, and he has just
proved that I was right. He indulged in ideological
rhetoric. This Bill gives an employer the right to set
aside awards, and equal pay is provided for in
awards. If awards disappear, so does equal pay.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I do not
uphold the point of order. It is a long-held tradition
of this House that honourable members make
peripheral remarks at the beginning of their
speeches and draw their remarks together at a later
time. The Leader of the Opposition is not straying
from that tradition.
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - As the
Leader of the Opposition I put the government on
notice: if it takes away women's rights and equal
pay, our access to penalty rates and our rights to
assemble and to withdraw our labour, we will fight,
just as Zelda d'Aprano fought. We will not fight
back - because the Bill is about Fightback! - but
we will fight on. In her book Suffrage to Sufferance
Janine Haines says:
Every day I·go to work I am struck by the maleness of
Parliament and its consequences ... this preponderance
of men meant that their priorities dominated debates
and the legislative program.

The Bill is no exception. It does nothing for Victorian
women; in fact it stacks the odds against them. It is
legislation drawn up by the boys for a few of the
boys - but only a few of them. The honourable
member for Warrandyte was wrong: productivity is
not achieved by confrontation but by cooperation.
As the honourable member should know an
enterprise bargain has recently been reached at the
Shell oil refinery through cooperation, not
confrontation. Nevertheless, the Employee Relations
Bill will set worker against worker and worker
against employer. Every country whose economy is
doing well has refused to go down that road.
When an economy falters most often it is women
who pay the highest price and who have to manage
on diminished family incomes. That is a well-known
historical fact; and that is what is happening in
Victoria as a result of the recession. Women always
pay a higher price in tough times. But the
government is expecting women to pay twice. My
party and I believe that price is too high, and when
the Victorian community fully understands the
ramifications of the Bill they too will realise that the
price the government is asking women to pay is too
high.
After an election of half-truths we are now seeing
the effects of the lies and the real price to be paid by
women and workers under the Kennett industrial
plan. The attack on women and workers has not
been launched on only one front. They are being
attacked by regressive taxes and charges, which fall
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more heavily on low-income earners, many of
whom are women, than they do on high-income
earners, most of whom are men.
The woman who helps me with my housework
came in the other day and said, ''Who do they" that is, the government -"think they are? I don't
have $100, but you" - meaning me - "have the
money to pay the extra taxes". What could I say
except, 'That's right"?
The next step in the attack on women is the
proposed abolition of the Law Reform Commission.
The major sin of the commission - so members on
the other side of the House would have us believe is that it has improved conditions for women by
increaSing the community's knowledge of family
law and the trauma of rape, domestic violence and
child abuse. More than that, the law reform
commission was just about to do the unthinkable: it
was about to examine gender bias in the law. As
Beatrice Faust is reported as saying in today's
Age-Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -On a point
of order, Mr Speaker, I accepted your ruling that the
Leader of the OppOSition was entitled to make a
Wide-ranging contribution to the Bill. For nearly
20 minutes we have had to listen to her referring to
child abuse and women's rights, as well as quotes
from Suffrage to Sufferance - which I admit is a good
book. Yet we have heard very little from the Leader
of the Opposition about the contents of the Bill. If
she wishes to have a debate on women's issues and
women's rights she should put a motion on the
Notice Paper.

The Leader of the Opposition has strayed a long way
from the Bill. Child abuse has nothing to do with an
industrial relations Bill. I ask you to bring her back
to the Bill before the House.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Although I do
not uphold the point of order, as the honourable
member for Warrandyte rose to his feet I was
considering interrupting the Leader of the
OppOSition, who was pre-empting the debate on
another Bill listed on the Notice Paper dealing with
the Law Reform Commission. I ask her to return to
debating the Bill.
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - The
third prong of the government's attack on women is
the Employee Relations Bill, which does not
encourage cooperation but returns employees to the
days of the Master and Servant Act and which,
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together with the Vital State Industries (Works and
Services) Bill, removes the remaining right of
workers to strike if they wish.

Bill will come back to haunt the government. That
does not matter so much; what matters is the effect it
will have on the community.

In the 19th century women were servants without
rights. Who would have thought that in the 1990s
women would be asked to resume that role? In any
civilised society that aims to move forward change
occurs through processes of involvement and
participation. It occurs through identifying and
developing commitments to particular goals, after
which change is implemented. In any proper process
the implications of change are analysed, and usually
harmful effects are identified and action taken to
alleviate them.

It is interesting that the former Premier of New
South Wales, Mr Greiner, made the same mistake
with his industrial relations Bill. His failure to
analyse the impact on women was one of the most
significant factors in his fall from grace in that State.
I wonder what advice the Premier of Victoria has
had on the impact of this Bill on women. The
women's policy coordination unit has been
transferred to the Department of Justice. The
Premier has made a mistake in not considering
women important enough to remain in his portfolio.

I do not believe sufficient consideration has been
given to the impacts of the Bill on women. If the
government had considered the impacts I believe
some of the provisions in the Bill would have been
removed.

It is clear from the New Zealand experience that
negotiating individual contracts has hit hard the
wages and conditions of women and young people
in the service sector. It will be no different in
Victoria under the Kennett Bill. The gap between
workers' wages will grow, with powerful workers
protected by powerful unions getting their share of
the spoils. That is not new. Any study of wage
systems will demonstrate that. The greatest gender
gap in any industrial relations system occurs with
this form of individual contracts. In the United
States of America, Canada and Japan where wages
are negotiated at the enterprise level without a
central award framework it is accepted that there is
unequal power. The smallest gap in the earnings of
men and women is in countries such as Sweden
where wage-fixing is centralised. Why? If the people
who drafted this Bill had asked they would have
received a simple answer. Women characteristically
have weak bargaining power and are vulnerable to
exploitative contracts in decentralised systems.
ProductiVity, which is at the base of enterprise
bargaining, is hard to measure in many sectors
where women are employed. Women are
particularly vulnerable in negotiating individual
contracts as a result of those unequal powers.
Women are vulnerable when English is not their first
language. They feel ill-prepared to negotiate their
hard-won contracts, to bargain with employers or
their highly paid professional personnel managers.
The Bill will remove women from the protection of
the award structure and will throw them at the
mercy of the m.arket. Women have traditionally
done badly in the free market. Again that is a matter
of history.

The Bill is about private not public interest. It
embodies the philosophy of the Premier, who
believes in the survival of the fittest. If the Premier
has his way we are to have a fat man's recovery.
Mr E. R. Smith - What?
Ms KIRNER - You may well ask, ''What?'' If he
had bothered to read the Australian Financial Review
or the Age the honourable member for Glen
Waverley would have discovered that his Leader's
definition of a recovery is where the fat man gets
fatter so that the thin man can get fatter.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
Ms KIRNER - I am quoting him. I would not
expect him to use non-sexist language, just as I
would not expect the Treasurer to understand the
use of sexist terms.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
Ms KIRNER - Whether a person works in the
private or the public sector, he or she is entitled to
certain rights; but this Bill denies workers their
fundamental rights, which is why Victorians are so
concerned about it.
People are not opposed to moving towards a tighter
and more progressive form of enterprise bargaining;
but they object to this government's abuse of
fundamental human rights. When Victorians come
to understand what the coalition is proposing, the

The government has a blind belief in the efficiency
and equity of the marketplace. Women know there
is no equity in the marketplace. It is important for
labour legislation to provide for the protection of
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equity and the rights of employees to withdraw
labour and to assemble, but those issues are not
covered by the Bill. Instead those rights are attacked.
The Bill is phrased in the same rhetoric as that
experienced in Mrs Thatcher's England 10 years ago.
It has been practised in England for the past 10 years
and has led to a disastrous social structure. The
government has only to consider the position in the
United Kingdom to recognise that it is not rhetoric
but the truth. All the government's policies are in
this Bill: privatisation, individual contracts, selling
off of the public sector and workers being left on
their own in negotiating contracts. They are all from
Thatcher's England. Where did that leave the United
Kingdom? Honourable members should closely
examine what has happened to that country.
The ultimate obscenity that led the United Kingdom
to that position was the treatment of 30 000 miners
as economic statistics. The British Prime Minister,
Mr Major, and his small inner group said the jobs of
those 30 000 workers were to go in the name of
productivity and efficiency. There was no talk of
social justice or human rights which ought to be put
together with efficiency so that true effectiveness
was achieved. Mr Major said the jobs of those
workers had to go but the people of the United
Kingdom stood up and said, liNo, Mr Major, either
you go or you back off."
That position has not been reached in Victoria.
Fortunately we have not suffered 10 years of these
antediluvian and far-right policies. I have no doubt
that that is the government's intention and that it
will be the long-term effect. The community has not
been fully informed about the Bill. Even the Minister
responsible for the Bill has changed his mind and
has provided different views on penalty rates to the
public. When the community is fully informed it
will stand up and be counted on the amendments
that the government is insisting on with the measure.
There are unique circumstances for women in the
Bill. A much higher percentage of women workers
are employed under State awards. State awards are
the first target of the proposed legislation. Some
55 per cent of female workers and only 28 per cent of
male workers will be affected by the Bill. The points
1 am making today are crucial for a large proportion
of the public sector work force: teachers, nurses and
hospital employees. All those people stand to lose a
great deal if Victoria is to return to Liberal ideology.
Maternity leave almost did not get into the Bill at all.
Mrs Henderson - But it did!
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Ms KIRNER - Yes, it did, and we know why it
did. The Minister for Industry and Employment,
who cares so much about the rights of women, left
maternity leave out of the original Bill.
Or Napthine - The original Bill is here.
Ms KIRNER - It is just as well the honourable
member for Portland is not on his feet. The
honourable member knows where the original Bill
is. The original draft did not have maternity leave in
it. The only reason it has been included in this Bill is
because the women of Victoria, and particularly the
women of the Liberal Party, insisted on it. They said
to the then shadow Minister, 'What do you think
you are doing?" Those women may have said that
the original draft would have showed the Liberal
Party, at least its male members, for what it was. The
Bill protects the rights of women to take maternity
leave but it has been relegated to a 12-month unpaid
position. That is the private sector norm or
minimum. It is different from the 12 weeks paid
leave that is currently in the teachers' award.
Or Napthine -It is not in the awards now.
Ms KIRNER - Who opposed the application for
universality recently in the Industrial Relations
Commission? It wasn't the government, was it?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! It is an
interesting exchange across the floor but the Leader
of the Opposition should speak without assistance.
Ms KIRNER - I have already made it clear that
equal pay provisions are not part of the Bill and
awards that protect equal pay may be abolished
under the Bill. The removal of penalty rates will
have a special effect on workers.
It is useful in this context to take a concrete example.

A registered nurse in a private hospital currently
earns $837 a week including penalty rates. If her
employer wants her to opt out of an award her
individual contract states that she loses penalty rates
or she does not have a contract. Many nurses are
married women who work on Friday, Saturday and
Sunday because that suits the balance of care in their
families. Firstly, they will not work those days if
they do not get penalty rates and many of them have
said that to the opposition and also to the
government. Secondly, if they did work they would
suffer a drop of $201 a week. What an impost that
would be on the family of a nurse. That is not a fat
cat's pay, not the much-abused public servant's
pay - that is a nurse's pay. This is happening at the
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same time that pay increases are being introduced
for government members.

believe it is important for the workers of this State to
have that control back in their own hands.

In its policy document before the election the now
government dearly said that Victorian workers
would not be 1 cent worse off. That is right, nurses
will not be 1 cent worse off, they will be $200 worse
off! The Bill will disrupt the lives of Victorians and
Victorian families and I believe the community will
oppose it.

The conservative parties in this State went to the
people of Victoria on 3 October with an agenda for
creating jobs. Victoria needs a job creation project
more than anything else and the measures being
introduced into Parliament will create jobs. The
previous government did nothing about creating
jobs; it seemed to believe that the current situation
would continue.

Women in Australia have had to fight for every
advance they have made in wages, conditions and
jobs, in the law, in the prevention of domestic
violence and in the banning of guns in homes where
domestic violence is suspected. Every inch along the
way women have had to fight and they will not give
up now. Even if the Bill is passed they will not take
calmly being recognised again as unequal partners
in the industrial relations system. They will not cop
it and nor should they.
The fight for rights over the past three decades has
changed women. They will not cop it any more. No
longer can those in power forget the rights of
women. This Bill forgets the rights of women and
the government will pass it at its peril in its current
state without proper debate. It will not happen
straightaway but in the longer term when people
recall this debate they will remember that the
women of Victoria are saying to representatives on
your side of the House, 'We are citizens; we have
rights; we have expectations of the government. We
will insist that the government meet our
expectations and respect our rights".
Mc PERRIN (Bulleen) - This is one of the key
Bills that is being introduced to Parliament and it
will have a massive effect on the people of Victoria
in its ability to create jobs. The Leader of the
Opposition has just made a most condescending
speech about women. Early today the Minister for
Public Transport mentioned the case of a woman on
the gravy train who earned $500 000 in a little more
than two years. I would have thought that a woman
who could earn in excess of $500 000 in two years
was certainly capable of negotiating her own
employee contract.

Victorians wanted a change and they voted for a
change. The Bill is a key part of that change and a
Significant feature of the Bill is its title, the Employee
Relations Bill. It will empower the employees, the
beneficiaries of this Bill, to take control of their lives
and to negotiate their own terms and conditions.
Previously that was done by somebody else. We

It is important for the number of industrial disputes

in this State to be reduced. An example was the tram
strike that lasted for five weeks when trams were
lined up from one end of Bourke Street to the other
while the unions dosed down this State. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition who was then the Minister
for Transport was responsible for that. Another
example of industrial disputes was given to us by
the Minister for Agriculture today when he
mentioned the meatworkers union under Wally
Curran that virtually closed down the meat
industry. Those examples are on the record.
Without doubt the people of Victoria wanted a
government and an industrial relations system that
was more productive. We need that productivity to
get Victoria out of the mess that the incompetent
former Labor government left it in. The Bill is
significant in that it provides a flexible industrial
relations system that will benefit many workers. I
pick up the point made by the honourable member
for Warrandyte about the impact it will have on the
flexibility of women in part-time jobs to negotiate
their conditions and have better lifestyles. This Bill
empowers the workers and actually puts power
back into the hands of the workers and away from
the unions. It will also give Victorians the freedom
of choice. It will allow workers to join unions if they
wish to but they will not be forced to do so. That is a
key part of the Bill.
The other Significant impact of the Bill is that it will
go a long way towards making Victoria more
internationally competitive and that will create more
jobs for our people.
When one e)(amines the history of industrial
relations, one realises that the contents of the Bill are
not unusual. I remember studying industrial law
when I was completing my degree course. I studied
a comparison between the Victorian system and the
contract system as it applied particularly in the
United States of America. What has been put
forward today in the Bill is not new; the concept has
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been around for a long time. Other countries have
been operating the contract system for many years.
There is no doubt that the contract system has
proved beneficial to many countries that are now
surpassing Australia's economic output.
Historically, there is nothing wrong with the Bill.
Similar provisions have been adopted successfully
in many countries.
There is much support for the Bill. The opposition
should remember that Victorians voted at the
election to install this industrial relations legislation.
The 30 October 1992 edition of Business Forum
contains an interesting article headed "Employee
Relations Bill on the Move". It states:
The VECCI has welcomed the introduction of the
Employee Relations Bill to Parliament and has urged
employers to work through the possibilities offered to
them within the legislation, prior to March 1 next year
when it must be fully implemented. The VECCI
General Manager ... said the Bill represented a
substantial reform package that requires careful
consideration and it would be regrettable if it attracted
a knee-jerk reaction.

The opposition has adopted a knee-jerk reaction.
The article further states:
Employers must ensure that the full benefits of
collective or individual agreements are realised for
their employees and themselves. They are not to be
feared but should be seen as the way to make for a
more harmonious and productive work place.

Clearly, the employer organisations support the Bill
and the reforms included therein.
A key aspect of the Bill and a major step forward is
the move away from the adversarial approach. The
contract provisions will allow employers to take
control, meaning less control for the unions. As a
result of examples of union beliefs I will give the
House, honourable members will come to
understand why it is important that control should
be taken from the unions and placed into the hands
of workers.
The ability to actually create jobs is a key aspect of
the Bill. The opposition has been careful not to
mention the September unemployment figures.
They disclose that 248 000 Victorians were
unemployed at the end of September. Doubtless, the
policies of the opposition when in government were
the direct cause of such unemployment. It is said
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that unemployment in Victoria runs at about 12 per
cent, but, in my opinion, it is much higher. The Bill
attempts to tackle that problem.
One example of the success of flexible industrial
relations is the SPC Ltd agreement. The workers at
the company's Shepparton cannery realised that the
plant would have closed had they not arrived at a
more positive industrial relations agreement. The
effect has been that the company has returned to a
healthy trading position. All workers have retained
their jobs and their conditions have now been
restored to those existing in their previous awards.
I refer to another article from the 30 October edition
of Business Forum. The headline states, ''Trades Hall
Rule over Victoria must end". Everyone is sick of the
Trades Hall Council controlling Victoria and must
agree with the headline. The article states:
The Victorian Trades Hall Council Secretary, Mr John
Halfpenny, called a general strike to bring the State to
its knees.

We know that strike is set for next Tuesday,
10 November. I would like opposition members to
listen to this quotation because they may come to
understand how much damage the Labor Party and
John Halfpenny have caused to Victoria. The article
further states:
In the last 10 years similar strikes and stunted

productivity from uncooperative unions has cost
Victoria $9 billion in lowered productivity.

In other words, $9000 million-worth of jobs have
been lost to Victoria under the Labor government.
That trend must be stopped because a $9 billion loss
is an absolute disgrace.
The article further states:
The impact of a general strike on productivity and our
image to the rest of the world will be even more
devastating particularly at a time when we need to
re-build our reputation following Moody's recent
downgrading of our financial status.

The impact of that downgrading and how it will cost
Victorian taxpayers has already been debated here.
The actions of the unions have been
counterproductive because, as the article states,
Victoria has lost $9 billion-worth of business. The
government wishes to ensure that such a loss never
happens again; the government will create every job
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possible and retain every piece of business possible.
It will ensure that $9 billion-worth of lost business

and lost jobs never occurs again.
The Bill will allow employer-employee contracts to
be productive. I refer to today's Herald-Sun - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERRIN - I want to show you what your
government did!
The article states:
Victoria's 4000 private bus and coach drivers were
yesterday close to clinching pay rises of up to $60 a
week under a pace-setting enterprise agreement.

That is what the Bill is all about: to introduce flexible
negotiations to benefit the workers. The article states
that the drivers will receive:
... an immediate $40 a week increase with the
remainder flowing through in two instalments in the
next 20 months.

The government's industrial relations system is
flexible; it will allow workers to negotiate to their
benefit. The article further states:
In return, drivers' rostering and allowance

arrangements would be overhauled.

That is simple commonsense. The article continues:
This will give Victoria's 750 private bus operators
crucial flexibility in these key areas.

We need more flexible arrangements not only for
bus drivers but across the board. Employees will
reap the rewards. The article further states:
The executive director of the association, Mr Kevin
Norris, said... '1t represents a breakthrough in
securing the future of the industry".

That is what we should be doing; it is important to
create and keep jobs in Victoria. Mr Norris is
reported as saying:
... We had been attempting to restructure the award
without success for five years.

What government has been in power for the past
five years at the State and Federal levels? The
Australian Labor Party. It has been difficult to get
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agreements off the ground when such an agreement,
as publicised in today's newspaper, has taken five
years to be produced.
Mr Norris further states:
I believe all parties benefit from the deal and therefore
expect them to endorse it.

Benefits exist all around: to employers and
employees. Victoria will be better off when it is able
to create and keep jobs. The bus drivers agreement is
the type of arrangement we wish to put in place
throughout Victoria.
The Bill will abolish compulsory unionism and
makes it clear that the old rule of no ticket, no start,
is out. People will no longer be forced to join a trade
union. That provision is important because the
Federal government is urging many unions to
amalgamate, with the consequence that unions are
becoming more powerful.
Many people in the public sector are concerned
about the way their union leaders are behaving. I
refer honourable members to an article in the
Herald-Sun of 30 August which reports an interview
with Mr Deller, Vice-President of the State Public
Services Federation of Victoria. The article appeared
about a month before the election, so the community
was able to see the type of union leader who was in
charge of public sector unions. The article states:
Bill Deller is the vice-president of the 26 OOO-strong
State Public Services Federation and says he is an
avowed communist and Trotskyist.
He is determined to "shut down" Victoria to stop
coalition privatisation of government services and a
major cutback in the Public Service.

This is the person who is determined to stop the
coalition's policies of reducing public sector
employment. He will create unemployment and
misery. The article further states:
"This is war and we make no bones about it," he said of
the coalition's plans for government.

This communist Trotskyist is still back in the 1920s
because he is talking of a war between the working
class and the proletariat. This is the person leading
the State Public Services Federation! The article
continues:
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Mr Deller was part of a left-wing takeover last year of
the formerly moderate, white-collar Victorian Public
Services Association.
He says the general president of the renamed
association, Ms Kay McVey, and the Treasurer,
Mr Rodney Diggens, are also Trotskyists and members
of a group known as Communist Intervention.

These are the union leaders who are leading the
public sector union. These are the people that the
Labor Party puts forward as being responsible and
not being involved in the strike of 10 November. The
article further states:
... the new State Public Services Federation ... is in a
powerful position to cause maximum disruption to
State services.
"We will stop at nothing to prevent the Liberals' plan
for the public sector," Mr Deller said.
He said the union would "close the airports, stop the
import and export of all commodities and stop the live
sheep export trade".

This is a disgrace. This is why the government has to
stop people being forced to join unions. Many public
sector employees are disgusted at the views
expressed by Mr Deller i ~his article:
He said there would be confrontation similar to the
Australian Pulp and Paper Mills dispute at Burnie in
Tasmania, ''but on a much grander scale".

This is war all right. He wants to close our export
industries and cause disruption on a grander scale
than occurred in Tasmania. The article further states:
Mr Deller said the "war" would be fought across the
public sector potentially involving up to 290 000 public
servants and all public sector unions.
Under the planned campaign, hospitals, schools, all
government departments, the SEC, the Gas and Fuel
Corporation, the waterfront and airports would be hit
by industrial turmoil.

This person is threatening the people of Victoria a
month before the election. The article goes on to
state:
"As a Trotskyist, the world is very clear to me", Deller
said. ''I see things more clearly because I am able to
discern the differences quicker and without favouritism
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to one particular stream of politics, be it Liberal or
Labor," he said.
''I want a planned, organised socialist system in
Australia. Stalin and Stalinism should not be confused
with socialism or communism - I am talking about a
genuine socialist system".

This is the union leader who is running the public
sector unions, together with John Halfpenny, and
will close down the State on 10 November.
Significantly, the Australian Labor Party has never
once said that the strike is bad for Victoria and
should not go ahead. It is 100 per cent behind
Mr Deller and his Trotskyist mates. Many people
read that article and on 3 October they made a clear
choice and said they did not want any of that. They
wanted a government that would fix up the
industrial relations system and put people back to
work. That is what I want; that is what my
colleagues and my constituents want: new jobs.
They do not want to see the trams lined up in
Bourke Street as they were some time ago.
One of the key elements of the Bill is that it provides
a safety net for employees. It preserves the rights of
employees to long service leave, hours of work,
annual leave, sick leave, maternity leave and
paternity leave.
I remember 1984 when I was concerned that many
young people were not getting jobs and I asked the
Victorian Employers Federation to provide me with
a list of all the State awards that did not contain
junior rates - in other words, awards where juniors
coming from school had to be paid the adult wage.
Many State awards do not have junior rates, which
does not allow young people to gain work
experience, become productive and move up
through the system. The builders labourers award
does not have junior rates. Honourable members
remember the Builders Labourers Federation and
Norm Gallagher and the legislation that was
introduced by the former Labor government. It is a
model for the rest of Australia. The legislation gave
the government the authority to take control of the
union, its property, assets and bank accounts. It
empowered the government to sack its executive
and made it illegal for other unions to have dealings
with that union. That legislation was not introduced
by a conservative government, but a Labor
government.
The Employee Relations Bill does not go as far as
that because it does not give the government the
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authority to sack officials or take control of their
assets or bank accounts.
We have not introduced legislation like that
introduced by the former government. Yet the Labor
Party has the audacity to say that this legislation is
draconian. I was here in the House when that Bill
was debated.
Under the former government there was a myriad of
State awards which made it impossible for young
people to get jobs. However, if this Bill creates one
job for a young person it will have done a good job.
We want flexible industrial relations and the Bill and
the proposed amendments that I have here will help
achieve that. I do not know whether the 45
amendments will be moved during the Committee
stage. I believe they will make the Bill a little more
attractive to the community. The Bill is not radical.
The employment contracts it will put in place are
similar to those in other countries like Germany and
Japan. Those countries have cooperative unions that
work with employers to produce productivity
savings so that the rewards are passed on to workers
and they are also passed on to the employers as well.
Everyone wins, unlike the situation described by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition who suggested
that only the employers would have a win/win
pOSition. Employers will win and so too will
employees.
The people of Victoria were threatened on 3 October
because the union movement undertook a concerted
campaign to encourage people not to vote for the
coalition. But notwithstanding that campaign and
the articles written by Mr Deller, the community
voted for a government that would create jobs and
tackle unemployment so that people would have
freedom of choice and a chance to control their lives.
Workers want to be involved in negotiating their
conditions. They do not want others negotiating
them. They would like the opportunity to get out of
the unions. If they are given the chance of
negotiating their working conditions they will opt
for those that suit them best. The Bill will provide
the workers of Victoria with the flexibility they want
so that they can control their lives. I support the Bill
and the government for the same reasons that the
people of Victoria voted as they did on 3 October.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I accept in terms
of logic the previous speaker is a hard act to follow.
Some conservative speakers have demonstrated
their anti-union views. I am concerned about the
conservatives whose eyes nearly popped out of their
heads when the activities of communist union
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officials were referred to. It is amazing that the
members get so excited. It would be a good idea for
some of them to have a cold shower to curb those
tendencies before things get out of hand.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - The honourable member for
Bulleen spoke about the SPC Ltd agreement and the
positive aspects of life under the award system,
which can be opened up by enterprise bargain
agreements. I thank the honourable member for
Bulleen for his argument in support of the existing
system. It was excellent.
We do not like the government to tell us how to suck
eggs, but back in 1981 one of the worst and most
turbulent periods of industrial strife in Victoria's
history occurred at Loy Yang where the Builders
Labourers Federation was on strike for
approximately 9 months. The Thompson
government was forced to pay approximately
$12 million of taxpayers' money for the nine months
that the workers were on strike. If the government
wants to tell us how to conduct industrial relations it
has a lot to learn. That period in 1981 was an
absolute disgrace. A lot can be said about the former
government but it must be conceded that we led the
way in our dealings on industrial disputation. That
is well documented and accepted. It is a credit to the
former Cain and Kirner governments.
Mr E. R. Smith - But you gave in every time!
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale does not need assistance.
Mr MICALLEF - I am enjoying the protection of
the Chair. Please keep it up.
The cornerstone of the attack on the trade union
movement has been described by the ACTU
secretary, Bill Kelty, as the most disgraceful and
anti-human rights legislation that has ever been
introduced into a democratic country. Bill Kelty and
Lindsay Fox have been going around the country
encouraging employers to provide jobs for young
people. They are a pretty good partnership. It is
important to take notice of people like Bill Kelty
when he says that the legislation is a disgraceful
attack on human rights.
It is a sad day for democracy that we should be

debating this legislation, let alone suffering the time
constraints that have been placed on this
back-to-the-future legislation. The government
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believes it is progressive to go back 500 years to give
a basis for its views. The legislation makes a
mockery of the government's view about going back
to one's roots. By ramming through this anti-union
legislation with indecent haste the government has
been divisive. It has broken the promises it gave
before the election that not one person would lose
1 cent. During the past few days many people have
found they will probably lose hundreds of dollars.
That broken promise will come back to haunt the
government.
This legislation, together with the Vital State
Industries (Works and Services) Bill, the WorkCover
legislation and the legislation that abolishes the
Public Service Board, is part of an attempt by the
government to turn Victoria into a police State,
which is sad for democracy in this State. The trade
union movement will not take this approach lying
down because across the board - even the
conservative trade union leaders who are known not
to support industrial disputes are fully behind the
strike action - it will act in concert with its
members.
A few years ago the Herald and the Sun were critical
of the anti-union approach taken by the Polish
authorities to the Solidarity movement. Under the
provisions of the Bill it is a criminal offence to go on
strike. At least Solidarity was able to go on strike. It
is a sad day when there are fewer democratic rights
in Victoria in 1992 than there were in Poland some
years ago in a hard line Communist regime.
Kroger and his commissars have learnt a lot from
the dictatorships around the world; they have
picked the eyes out of the repressive legislation in
non-democratic countries. The trade union
movement has traditionally played a pivotal role in
the industrial relations system in Australia,
particularly over the past decade. Australia has
benefited from consultation and negotiation with
unions rather than the confrontationist attitude the
conservative government is taking with this Bill.
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anti-human rights provisions, particularly the
clauses that relate to women, about which the
Leader of the Opposition spoke.
The current system protects all workers. It will be a
sad day to have that protection put at risk. The
current system has delivered a certain quality of life
in Victoria and Australia - acceptable wages and
conditions, effective workers compensation,
progressive occupational health and safety
legislation and a proper role for unions. Much of
that will be lost.
When the government introduced the Bill it forgot to
hand out the handbook. That handbook should be
entitled, ''How to get Screwed". The Bill will turn
industrial relations on its head and will leave the
majority of workers unprotected and vulnerable.
Everybody in the country supports the move to
become more competitive and to change
management structure and work practices. It is a
two-edged sword: management needs and work
practices should be reformed. The premise of the Bill
is that everything will be done from the top down. It
will not work. That approach has not worked and it
will not work in 1992. It is a disgrace! It will not
improve productivity; it will set it back. More
technological strides will bring about an increase in
productivity. Japan and Germany have a far more
cooperative spirit with trade unions and spend more
of their gross domestic product on training. The
government should introduce training programs in
technology instead of whingeing about the money
that it will cost for such programs.
The economies of Japan and Germany have grown
with significant government support and direction.
Many European countries have strong government
investment in infrastructure and urban renewal. The
benefit of such measures is the increased jobs that
are created by commercial and industrial activity
together with government intervention.

Benefits have flowed from the wages accord, such as
restructuring, increased productivity and decreased
industrial disputation. That has been the reward for
10 years of wage restraint and cooperation by the
union movement in Australia. This type of
legislation is an insult to that responSible and
mature approach to industrial relations in the 1990s.

Through collective bargaining there has been a
genuine desire to provide agreements that make
public and private corporations more competitive.
Negotiated enterprise bargaining agreements are a
classic example of what can be done by progreSSive
enterprise bargaining under the current award
system, which is supported by the Federal and State
Labor governments in Australia and by the union
movement in general.

The 800 000 workers covered by State awards have
not been consulted. The Employee Relations Bill will
be passed before the community wakes up to its

The Bill is a move away from a centralised system
towards collective bargaining. The unions have a
key role to play in delivering those effective
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enterprise bargaining agreements. They have
delivered and will continue to deliver. Several
hundred agreements have already been made and
have the support of some of the captains of industry,
such as Jac Nasser of the Ford Motor Co. of
Australia Ltd, John Prescott of BHP and, despite all
its huffing and puffing from the Herald-Sun from
time to time, Mr Akerman and his ilk will continue
to take part in the collective bargaining agreements.
The celebrated SPC Ltd agreement saved that
company. It has been acknowledged by a number of
government members that the agreement was made
under the current award system. Some people are
thick and some are thicker because they do not
understand that the particular agreement was
delivered within an arbitration system that
underpins awards. It was an excellent agreement
and was supported by the trade unions. It shows
what can be done within the current system between
unions and employers to achieve a sensible
collective commitment.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
Mr MICALLEF - The Bill is an extremely
deregulatory and ideologically driven measure that
has nothing to do with enterprise bargaining,
productivity, collective bargaining, best practices,
fairness or international competitiveness. It is the
result of an obsession with destroying unions. It is a
crude shift of income from employees to employers
and it breaches the principles of fairness. It is a
recipe for division and an endorsement of the "greed
is good" philosophy.
No guarantee of equal pay for equal work exists
under this Bill. Multiculturalism will be destroyed
and promises that were made to the electorate and
the Parliament before the election will be broken.
That is a disgraceful way to start a new government.
The Bill breaks the link between workplace reform
and workplace bargaining. That is a tragedy. The
Daimaru and Sheraton Towers agreements were
developed within the existing system, so it can be
done. Work practices can be renegotiated, but this is
not the best way of handling industrial relations and
productivity for the years to come.
The Bill will give employers a free hand. Not all
employers will have a field day of exploitation;
decent employers do exist. Developing conditions
by ultimatum is not a negotiation. The award system
will be replaced by a system of individual and
collective contracts. The individual agreement will
override the collective agreement, which will leave
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the way open for exploitation, especially among
ethnic workers, migrant women and unskilled
workers and, as the Leader of the Opposition
pointed out, it is a gender-based attack on women
and the hard-won equal pay and maternity leave
condi tions.
Under this proposal the old award will be frozen
and will eventually be phased out so that even
though there is an ability to operate within the
award, there are no provisions for equal pay.
Employees who take industrial action are liable to be
fined. This applies not only to strikes but to all forms
of industrial action, including bans and limitations.
Even working to rule could be defined as industrial
action. It has been criticised in the past.
Workers and unions will be deprived of the low-cost
dispute resolutions that exist in the current system. I
remind honourable members that the current system
provides for both arbitration and conciliation, and
that conciliation plays an important role in bringing
the parties together and setting some sort of
agreement with which both are happy. The current
system delivers a fairer result than that which will
be created by the proposal in the Bill.
Awards will be abolished from March 1993 and
there is no mechanism for review of minimum
standards. One wonders what a whim of the
government could do to the wages and conditions
that currently exist under the minimum standards
proposal. We would like that to be fully explained
and we would like more time to examine the
proposals fully before the Bill reaches the Committee
stage. It is both tragiC and disgraceful that we will
not be given a full explanation of its ramifications.
Penalty rates will be abolished, but I understand
from an article in the Australian Financial Review that
there has been some backing off from this issue. I do
not know whether the Premier is a fan of the
Australian Financial Review, but the headline of the
article is "Kennett backs down on weekend
penalties". This means the community and trade
unions have to keep up the pressure. There will be
more backdowns as people become aware of the
draconian nature of the legislation. Of course, the
Premier has been disowned by Mr Howard,
Mr Reith and Or Hewson, all distinguished
members of the Federal Parliament, who are no fans
of the Premier's Employee Relations Bill. They are
moving away from him at a considerable pace. They
would not like to go to an election with that sort of
baggage hanging over them.
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Employees may enter into a contract without fully
understanding its ramifications. A contract may last
five years, and it can be varied only by ambiguity.
Part 2 of the Employee Relations Bill contains the
provisions relating to collective employment
agreements and ties them to five years. It is
ridiculous to make an industrial agreement that will
last for five years given the changing nature of
industry, with restructuring and new technology.
The provisions show a complete lack of
understanding among those who supposedly come
from commercial, industrial or business
backgrounds. Obviously they do not understand the
nature of change. They have gone back to the past;
the term "back to the future" epitomises what they
stand for!
Part 3 of the Bill denies existing award
arrangements; they may be varied to suit the
changing circumstances. Any attempt to restructure
will be thwarted by such a rigid contract. If a
contract is broken fines of up to $1000 can be
imposed. All newly engaged employees will have to
negotiate a contract. The result could be that a
variety of conditions will apply in one work place,
which is a certain recipe for division. One suspects
that workers who are most vulnerable will find
themselves in the lowest common denominator in
the range of contracts that are agreed upon.
The Bill provides that an award can be made only if
it covers a majority of employees in a work place. It
makes it impossible for awards to be established in
many work places and the result will be absolute
chaos.
The Bill attacks overtime payments, penalty rates,
shift rates, and the standard working week - they
will all be up for grabs. The 35-hour week as we
know it will probably stretch into a 6O-hour week!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - The elimination of rest and
meal breaks and the removal of limits on daily
working hours - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - Just for the information of the
ignorant people in the Chamber, over the years I
have often worked with my hands on 20-hour shifts
in breakdown situations. My credentials as a
working person are well and truly understood by
those who know me.
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The current award protection for conditions will go
and the result will certainly be a movement
downward in fixing minimum conditions. Given
that we are in a recession, pressure will be put on
individuals to compete against each other for work.
The result will be that the conditions that people are
used to enjoying will be put under considerable
pressure. Minimum conditions such as four weeks
annual leave, one week's cumulative sick leave, a
minimum wage based on the old award rates, and
paid maternity leave are certainly not of a high
standard; many existing awards go well beyond the
proposed arrangements. No mechanism is provided
for varying minimum standards. Employers will be
able to sack employees and hire them again at lower
rates of pay.
The provisions of the Bill must be clearly
understood. No provision exists for redundancy
payments but stand-down provisions may be
automatically applied. It is disgraceful that if there is
no work an employee could be stood down.
Currently an employer must apply to the Industrial
Relations Commission for the insertion of a
stand-down clause in an award and must prove that
good reason exists for standing down employees.
That provision is out the door; in the future a
stand-down will be able to be effected at the whim
of the employer. One can foresee that the most
vulnerable people will be exploited under the
proposed measure.
And then, to take the cake, employers will be able to
fine employees on matters such as attendance and
obedience. The government seems to be reverting to
the old master and servant situation. It is ironic that
in 1992 a government in this country is going back to
the future and reverting to what was removed
almost 100 years ago by reintroducing the old
master and servant mentality.
The unfair dismissal provisions contained in Part 5
are an absolute disgrace. Agreement must be
reached between the employer and the employee
before an appeal against a dismissal may be filed. To
add insult to injury, an application for an order
against a dismissal must be accompanied by a $50
bond that is non-redeemable. The result will be that
even if it is found that someone has been unjustly
sacked, he or she will have been fined. The
provisions are totally unacceptable.
Some of the provisions of the Employee Relations
Bill existed in former awards covering tramways
workers and in railways regulations. Again, the
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government is going back to the past by introducing
clauses that are ridiculous.
The Industrial Relations Commission (IRC) will be
abolished and the Employee Relations Commission,
a watered-down version of the IRC, will be
established. The new commission will be able to act
only by consent of the relevant parties, that is, both
the employer and the employee. Therefore the
capacity for the new commission to act impartially
will be reduced.
Clause 36 makes industrial action a criminal offence.
It is criminal in itself. The clause may apply also to

federal awards. The government may unwittingly
put itself into a situation where it will be biting off
more than it can chew, especially if the federal
unions and the Federal government decide to
challenge the State government.
Industrial action will be outlawed during the life of
awards or agreements. The grievance procedures
must be adhered to and the outcome must be abided
by. The secret ballot provisions are obnoxious. The
picket procedures are out of this world. The
reference to the Police Force cuts across established
principles negotiated between the Trades Hall
Council and the Victoria Police that have worked
well in the past.
The Magistrates courts have been given unlimited
jurisdiction to fine people. Legal action can be taken
against trade unions that will be excluded from the
Trades Union Act.
If secondary boycotts are considered to be a
problem, no protection will be given to those who
take part in them. The definition of "secondary
boycotts" is so wide that it effectively covers any
industrial action.

The Bill is anti-union and anti-worker. Unions may
not represent workers. It is inconceivable that in
1992 the Employee Relations Bill can be introduced.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I am
delighted to support the Employee Relations Bill,
which is proposed legislation that forms part of the
package the government was elected to implement.
For years members of the coalition have been
taunted by members of the Labor Party who have
claimed that we had no policies. In the past two
weeks we have certainly produced the policies we
and members of the general community believe will
solve the problems of Victoria.
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The opposition continues to claim that it believes the
people of Victoria support it. Well, three or four
weeks ago the people of Victoria elected the
coalition government because they were sick of the
failed policies of the Labor Party. For 10 years
members of the Labor Party trumpeted what they
called the answers to the problems of Victoria. For
10 years Victorians watched the State receding into
the recessionary condition that exists at the moment.
The Employee Relations Bill represents the outcome
of the jury's deliberations, the jury being the people
of Victoria who on 3 October decided
overwhelmingly that those opposite had had it.
During the years that members of the Labor Party
were leading the State they were leading all
Victorians into a recession.
It is interesting to note that honourable members

were berated for two and a half hours by the former
Attorney-General, now the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, QC, who told us that what the
government is proposing to do will be a failure.
The Deputy Leader of the OppOSition went on to
quote clause 163 of the Bill and said that it referred
to criminal offences.
Mr Micallef - You are not a QC.
Mr E. R. SMITH - I am not pretending that I
am. We have already had the clever QC come into
this House, lean on the table and go through the
dramatics as if he were in a court. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition forgot that a month ago the
people of Victoria had already given their verdict;
that is, guilty. He was not able to convince anyone,
least of all the people of Victoria, that the fears he
was raising had any substance.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition said that
clause 163 would introduce criminal offences into
industrial relations. He said that people would be
obliged to comply with every provision of an award
or employment agreement. According to the Bill the
penalty for the first offence is 10 penalty points; for
the second, 20 penalty points; and for the third and
subsequent offences, 30 penalty points. They are not
criminal offences but civil offences. They could
almost be compared to traffic offences attracting
fines of $164 for running a red light or $165 for
turning right against a signal. Ten penalty points
equate to a $100 fine. The House has once again been
subjected to the usual abuse of the former
Attorney-General who has again misled honourable
members.
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The system people have endured under Labor has
failed. There must be a new approach to industrial
relations. The unions' apologist, the member for
Springvale, has said that the new Bill will not work,
because he does not want it to work. The Bill will
take industrial relations out of the hands of the paid
professionals, the union officials, and give it back to
the employees. The government is breaking away
from the expression "industrial relations" to
"employee relations" and is trying to get the
message across for employees, not for the friends of
the Labor Party. Union officials were the only ones
who benefited over the years. The ones to benefit
now will be the employees. That is why the member
for Springvale does not want the Bill to work.

The Bill will also address some of the rorts members
heard about this afternoon, which were exposed
when the prisons committee met with the new
Director-General of Corrections, Mr John van
Groningen.

I was a member of a union on two occasions. I was a
member of the New South Wales Teachers
Federation from 1955 to 1960 and a member of the
Australian Journalists Association (AJA) from 1961
to 1976. Members of the Labor Party do not have a
monopoly on knowledge about unions and what
they do. I was a member of those two unions
because I had to be. I could not teach in New South
Wales unless I was a member of the federation and
could not work on any newspaper in Sydney unless
I was a member of the AJA.

Mr E. R. SMITH - They were not my mates.
Mr van Groningen has revealed the way prison
officers have been rorting sick leave entitlements. If
members were shocked when they heard what the
Minister for Public Transport had to say about one
of the former employees of his department, Ms Kay
Mc Niece, they should wait for the Minister for
Corrections to explain the rorts that occurred in the
former Office of Corrections.

Unions have done many important things over the
years for their members but they have often
overstepped the mark. This Bill does not make
unions irrelevant, it puts choice back into the hands
of the employees so they can decide whether to
become members of a union.
In 1948 the most important resolution ever passed
by the United Nations contained a number of free
enterprise rights, including the right to own
property. The socialists agreed with the right to own
property but they could not agree with the right to
earn a living from that property. That covenant on
human rights did include that right in 1948, but it
was amended some years later because it was not
acceptable to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
That decision took away choice and free enterprise
rights which must be included in the capitalist
system - people must be given choices.
Compare the right to own property with the right to
earn a living from that property. That is the basic
difference between the free enterprise system and a
socialist system. The government is giving back
those rights in this Bill, the rights that are necessary
for the free enterprise system to work properly.

Mr Sandon - He is a very experienced man.
Mr E. R. SMITH - At least the member agrees
that we have picked an experienced man. He wants
to change the system for the benefit of all and wants
to stop the incredible rorting that has occurred
within the prisons system.
Mr Sandon - They were your mates.

This Bill will address those rorts so people can work
in a system that provides a fair day's pay for a fair
day's work and not the rorting that has been going
on in the past few years. Some of the stories about
the rorting of sick leave will have people's hair
standing on end because this culture has been
allowed to grow up under the Labor Party over the
past 10 years, and tha t is something the government
hopes to expose.
An aspect of the Bill that appeals to me is the secret
ballot for union elections. Clause 51 is a revolution
because it will, for the first time, make secret ballots
in union elections compulsory. It will also provide
free choice for workers. At the moment workers who
go to union meetings have to put their hands up
when there is a vote. They will no longer be
subjected to any of that intimidation or fear because
there will not be fear or pressure.
Schedule 2 of the Bill sets out how the new system
will work and will introduce something that has
been opposed by the Labor Party, the unions and
those people who support Labor. The government
wants to introduce something that will be fair to
unionists.
Clause 52 sets out some of 18 rorts that have been
occurring in the union ballot system for years. The
very first rort that is mentioned in the Bill is that a
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person must not without lawful authority or excuse
impersonate another person for the purpose of
obtaining a ballot-paper to which he or she is not
entitled.

This Bill contains provisions to stop irresponsible
strikes. If it is the will of a union to go on strike
because it perceives an injustice the 5-day strike
provision and 28-day limit will apply.

That has obviously been going on for many years.
Section 52(3) goes on to provide that a person must
not:

For many years the coalition parties were denigrated
by Labor members for their so-called lack of policies.
Whenever Mr Cain or the current Leader of the
Opposition needed an excuse to get out of
answering questions, they alleged that the
opposition did not have any policies. The coalition
parties have had policies for years but did not have
the opportunity of having them properly marketed.
That became possible before the last election and the
coalition parties were able to convince the people of
Victoria to vote for them. The people saw that the
so-called wonderful policies of the socialists had
failed.

(0)

threaten, suggest, cause or inflict any violence,
injury, punishment, damage, loss or disadvantage
because of, or to induce(i)

any vote or failure to vote; or

(ii) any support of, or opposition to, voting in a

particular manner.
(p) advise a person entitled to vote not to vote;
(q) ask, require or induce a person to show him or her
the person's ballot paper after the person has
marked it.

Obviously that sort of thing is rife in the Labor
Party. Stories have come back to government
members about the way the socialist left conducts its
ballots and the way that people pair off and show
each other how they voted because they do not trust
each other. The Bill addresses that sort of issue so
that union ballots will be run fairly and in a way that
people who find unions attractive will know that
any decision to strike will be made using a fair
mechanism. Schedule 2 of the Bill comprises four or
five pages of instructions on how ballots should be
conducted.
I hope at long last we will have a system that
unionists or people interested in the union
movement in Australia will have confidence in. The
public is sick to death of strikes. Recently Glen
Waverley and other areas in the eastern suburbs
have been subjected to a three-week garbage strike.
A member of the union involved has told me that if
secret ballot provisions were in place the majority of
unionists would not strike; that there is so much
pressure and intimidation that workers have no
option but to go on strike.
I pointed out to an official from the Transport
Workers Union of Australia that in seeking
redundancy payments of $2000 for some of its
members the union had lost them three weeks pay,
so that the amount of lost pay and the redundancy
payments were almost equal. In the process
residents of the City of Waverley were forced to
make other arrangements to dispose of rubbish, in
some cases causing suffering and resulting in
rubbish piling up in the streets.

The Bills the government is introducing, which
include this Bill, the Bill dealing with WorkCover,
the Bill providing for the Police Board and the
legislation covering crime, will provide laws that are
tough on criminals. The scales of justice, rather than
being weighted in favour of the perpetrators of
crimes, will be weighted in favour of the victims of
crime. The people of Victoria will again be able to
feel safe in the streets. That is part of the package the
government has for the people of Victoria.
Like many other government members, I feel excited
about the prospects for the future. All we get from
the opposition is constant carping and whingeing
about time. Victoria must not waste the
opportunities it now has. The government in this
first three-week sessional period is putting together
a package of legislation that will get the State
working properly again. The Bill before the House is
part of that package.
The choice given to workers by the secret ballot
provisions will take the fear out of the ballot system.
Closely allied to that are the freedom of association
provisions - individuals will be able to choose to
join a union if they want to. The provisions of the
1948 international covenant on the freedom and
rights of individuals will at long last be enacted as
part of the statute book of Victoria.
One of Melbourne's most successful small
businessmen, who in the past has employed 50
people and who has recently increased that figure to
55 employees, and who has a 90 per cent retention
rate among his employees because they like the
conditions he provides, is often tied up with
industrial relations. He told me that this Bill will
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stop employers entering into cosy deals with union
leaders and selling their employees into slavery. I
said that I thought that was stretching it a bit far, but
he said that deals are entered into in which, in return
for a cosy deal from the unions, employers agree
that when a new employee begins work the
paperwork will be ready for the employee to sign up
as a unionist. Once a deal has been entered into the
employer has sold its employee into slavery, he
claims. Employers have benefited from those
arrangements. Under the provisions of this Bill
employers will no longer be able to do that. If
employees wish to join a union, that will be their
choice - there will be no employer inducing them
to do so.
Under the freedom of association provisions unions
must justify themselves, their policies and strategies
before workers will join. In other words, unions will
have to go into the marketplace and sell themselves
to make workers want to join in order to receive
some definite benefit; not because they are cajoled
into joining by an employer who has entered into a
cosy arrangement or because of pressure or because
a closed-shop situation exists. The Bill will result in a
new era in industrial and employee arrangements.
There will be choice and there will be accountability.
In past years previous governments have collected
union dues on behalf of Public Service unions. A
benefit for the government of the introduction of this
legislation will be that the government will no
longer collect union fees. What effect this will have
remains to be seen. Some people believe union
membership will decrease considerably; other
realists such as Mr van Groningen, to whom I was
chatting this afternoon, tend to think membership
will be maintained within certain areas, such as the
prison system. The point is that governments will no
longer be collecting and acting as representatives for
unions. The unions will be forced onto their own
two feet. Unions will have to get out and justify
themselves, and they will have to become
accountable.
So far as the government is concerned, this is very
exciting legislation. It comes as part of a package
with so many other pieces of legislation on which
the opposition will probably argue for many hours
about time. I am told that we have had 17 divisions
on the first day of the sittings last week. If each
division takes approximately 10 minutes, 3 to 4
hours of the Parliament's time could be said to have
been wasted. The opposition has complained
throughout that it needs more time. If the opposition
used that time to point out to the government true
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anomalies and not just ideological arguments about
the way in which it is approaching the legislation, I
am quite sure we would have had the opportunity
of discussing those matters across the table.
Instead, opposition members, led by the honourable
member for Coburg, have spent hours whingeing
about the lack of time allotted.
It is not as though the government were curtailing

debate. The government has an urgent program
designed to get the State back on its feet. If we waste
these three weeks of sitting time in any way, we will
not have the opportunity to get the State back on its
feet. The legislation introduces such things as secret
ballots and freedom of association which, to me, are
eXciting developments, the like of which we have
not seen before.
It does no good when the honourable member for

Springvale and other members of the Labor Party
try to create divisions between ourselves and our
Federal colleagues. We will have legislation on
board for the whole world to see and in my opinion
it will work extremely well in the very near future.
There is no need for opposition members to
introduce unnecessary divisions when there are no
real divisions. The legislation will work extremely
effectively. I have much pleasure in supporting the
government's Bill and I wish it a speedy passage
through both Houses.
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I oppose the
Employee Relations Bill, one of the most outrageous
pieces of legislation ever introduced into the House.
It is based on a hatred of trade unions and trade
union leaders. Any piece of legislation which is
introduced in such a fashion and which is based on
blatant ideology has no chance of success. It does not
take into account the realities of the workplace. The
ideological approach taken is doomed to fail.
The legislation is about the ideology of the right,
which wishes to crush organised labour. I was
interested in reading the legislation to try to
understand where it came from. I recall going back
to Mr Hay's address to the Industrial Relations
Society of Victoria in about 1987. He suggested that
the inefficient work practices in of this State related
explicitly to the Industrial Relations Commission of
Victoria and the whole nature of the way in which
trade unions operated. He suggested that we needed
to see a free market economy operating in Victoria.
That sort of economic rationalism has become very
popular in Victoria. It is about small government, a
lean public sector and the privatisation of everything
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in the public sector. That is the whole nature of
economic rationalism. Any ideology which is based
upon not understanding that there is a vital need for
the public sector and that the public sector has an
essential role to play is also doomed to fail.
What disappointed me about the legislation is the
extent to which ideology is rampant throughout this
punitive Bill. I do not believe any legislation in the
history of the Parliament has been so punitive in its
approach in terms of the new industrial relations
organisation that has been established, the
suggestion and inclusion as criminal behaviour of
any legitimate industrial activity. The whole
approach of the legislation is punitive. In every way,
shape and form, it is deSigned to attack organised
labour. Where a situation is so one sided, it is
absolutely doomed to failure.
This is a revival of the laissez-faire and
market-economy approach, which is completely
inappropriate in dealing with the normal workplace
environment. It is illogical in its modus operandi, as
would be any ideological approach, be it Marxist or
one of the right. Ideology does not rate. It does not
take account of the myriad conditions of
employment in which working people and
employers find themselves. We need a sensible
approach that takes into account ordinary working
men and women and business people who are
prepared to create a business environment.
The small business community is essential to the
State. It provides a backbone for many in
employment, but we do not need this legislation. It
will have a massive impact on the operation of the
small business community, which will have to put
massive amounts of time and energy into
understanding it. Small business will have to engage
in individual contracts, which may indeed have to
take account of some 180 or 280 individual
circumstances - the circumstances of everyone
employed. What will that mean for individual
business people and their dealings with each
employee? It is absolute madness.
The ideologues from the right who are trying to do
everything they can to wipe out unions have taken
us completely to the other side of the fence, saying
that everything has to be privatised. Now we have a
rampant market-economy approach. It will not
work. The basis of the legislation is ideological. One
reason why it will not work is that the whole market
economy system is a failure.

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation in the Chamber.
Mr SAND ON - The marketplace needs an
approach that is sensibly oriented. When we
consider the laws introduced in this State, this
nation and, indeed, in the United Nations, we see
that each of them has changed the marketplace.
The laws relating to equal pay, equal opportunity,
unfair dismissal, sexual harassment and so on are
about tempering practices within the workplace.
One cannot suggest that there can be an unfettered
relationship between employers and employees
because such a relationship would not work in any
way, shape or form.
The Bill gives the signal to employers that they can
do what they like. I am concerned that it encourages
bad employers. Members of the Labor Party know
that there are honest employers of good faith and
goodwill; however, we also recognise that there are
bad employers. As I said, the Bill encourages those
people, and when a bad employer acts to his
competitive advantage the good employers will be
forced into taking action that has deleterious effects
on their employees.
When the referral agency that acts on behalf of
employees is taken away, employees will face a
one-sided, crumb-coated situation.
The Bill is based on the false assumption that all
trade unions are irresponsible and destructive and
that all employers are decent and sensible and need
protection from unions. The Bill assumes that
individuals are equally matched with employers in
complex negotiations. That is obviously untrue, and
one has only to consider non-English-speaking
people and young people taking up their first jobs to
know that. I do not say that in a negative sense, but
honourable members must take account of what the
Bill means for non-English-speaking people, young
people and women. The Bill assumes that employees
and employers have equal power in negotiations in
the workplace, and that is incorrect.
Honourable members have heard much about
strikes, and members of the government assume that
strikes are synonymous with industrial conflict.
They assume that if the number of strikes is reduced
industrial conflict will also decrease. That is an
overSimplified view of industrial relations in this
State and it is the main reason why they have an
optimistic faith in legal interpretations.
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If the legal framework within which industrial

relations operates is changed, the relationship
between employers and employees is changed. One
must understand the nature of the dynamic
relationship between employers and employees. It is
not as simplistic as members of the government
would have us believe. The situation is not as simple
as reducing strikes and thereby reducing industrial
conflict.
Strikes are often symptoms of a range of problems,
and suppressing strikes will not suppress industrial
conflict. Industrial legislation is extremely complex
and difficult to analyse. Because of that the
underlying causes of industrial conflict must be
considered in terms of historical, economical,
sociological and legal factors.
Many issues are involved in the relationship
between employers and employees. In most cases an
employer seeks to increase his benefits and an
employee seeks to increase his. Conflict should not
necessarily be seen as bad because it is essential.
There can be rational arguments about increased
profits and increased employee benefits and, as
such, we should be looking towards establishing an
apparatus that ensures that conflict does not
manifest itself in ways that are detrimental to
business or employee interests.
The State has an obligation to deal with conflict but
the Bill disbands that organisation. Only today
honourable members read in the newspapers that
the level of industrial conflicts in this State this year
is the lowest it has been for 11 years. That did not
happen by accident; it is the result of policies
directed toward ensuring that people with
legitimate grievances can put those grievances. The
announcement of the lowest level of industrial
disputation in 11 years is something of which the
former Labor government can be proud. In the
decade between 1972 and 1982 the amount of
industrial conflict was 10 times greater than it is
now. Those two periods highlight the difference in
approach to industrial conflict adopted by different
governments. The Labor government tried to get
people to work together to control conflict.
The Labor Party is proud of the way the Industrial
Relations Commission has worked in the interests of
all Victorians. It has not been a winner-take-all
situation; it has been about improving working
conditions. Members of the opposition recognise
that work practices need to change and that unions
have not always been supportive of that change.
Although change is required, employees have

legitimate grievances and they must be taken into
account. All members of the government criticise
unions and employees for taking industrial action,
but it may well be that the action is the result of the
inaction of employers.
The Bill is punitive and is one of the most draconian
measures ever introduced to Parliament. It will not
work and it cannot work. It is impossible to establish
a completely new structure based on removing the
long-held and well-supported rights of workers to
take their problems to an independent tribunal. It
makes no sense to wipe out an organisation that was
established to resolve conflicts and to protect the
rights of both sides.
The SPEAKER - Order! The time allotted for
debate on the Bill has expired. I have already stated
that I am of the opinion that the second reading of
this Bill is required to be passed by an absolute
majority. As there is not an absolute majority
present in the Chamber, I ask the Clerk to ring the
bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in Chamber:

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 59
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr

Madellan,Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
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Kilgour, Mr (Teller)
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII, Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr
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Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner, Mr (Teller)
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr (Teller)
Loney, Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr

The SPEAKER - Order! Is leave of the House
granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading?
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Leave is
refused.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 183 and schedules
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, Mr Chairman - -

Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr (Teller)
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
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Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Carbutt, Mrs
Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan,Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr (Teller)
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or (Telltl')
Wilson,Mrs

Clauses and schedules agreed to.
Reported to House without amendment.

The CHAIRMAN - Order! I inform the
Committee that the question will now be put
without further debate.

Sitting suspended 9.22 p.m. until 9.44 p.m.

Third reading
Committee divided on clauses and schedules:

Ayes, 58
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
C1ark, Mr

MacIellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or (Teller)

The SPEAKER - Order! I am of the opinion that
the third reading of this Bill is required to be passed
by an absolute majority. I ask the Clerk to ring the
bells.
Bells rung.
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Members having assembled in Chamber:
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Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:

Read third time.

That this Bill be now read a third time.

Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I refer you to the pOint of order I
raised on the Vital State Industries (Works and
Services) Bill.

House divided on motion:
Ayes, 59
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean,Mr
Ooyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Jenldns, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr w.o.
McLellan,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F. (Teller)
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan,Dr
Wilson, Mrs

On this occasion I endeavoured to take a point of
order after the Bill had gone into Committee and the
ruling of the Chairman was that the point of order
would not be heard. That ruling was made on the
basis that the time had expired, but the ruling never
went to the issue, which cannot be right. For
example, a mistake may occur as to the time. The
House may have been operating under a
misapprehension and the docks may not have been
changed for daylight saving time, so the time may
not have expired.
The ruling that was given meant that Parliament
could continue under a misapprehension and
legislation could become law because the Chair
would not hear even a brief introduction on the
point of order. That ruling ought not to be allowed
to be made in the future. It cannot be right. Surely it
is offensive to the traditions of Parliament that a
point of order cannot be heard. There are ample
precedents for points of order being interrupted, but
only after the Chair has heard what it is about and is
in a pOSition to say there is no point of order.
The Hansard report ought to indicate that the
Chairman made a report to you, Mr Speaker, that
not only did the Committee not go through the Bill,
because the guillotine had been moved, but also
there was no discussion about it. Also there was a
ruling that no point of order could be taken at that
point. Because of the amount of work that will be
done in relation to this issue, these matters should be
reported in Hansard.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) -On the point of
order, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition is either
trying to change the way in which the practices of
this place and those of the mother Parliament have
been respected and practised for some time. Once
the time has elapsed for a debate the question
relating to remaining business must be put without
further debate. The honourable member cited an
example of a genuine mistake being made as to time,
at which point various procedures were put in place
to finalise the passage of legislation. Even under
those circumstances there was no provision for a
point of order to be taken. The only way the
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honourable member can address the Committee
during a division - and we have many of those;
recently, the honourable member for Coburg wished
to address the Chair during a division and he stood
with his head covered to do so - but the practices of
Parliament, regardless of the issues do not provide
for that opportunity under our Standing Orders nor
do the practices or traditions of the House, as stated
by May's Parliamentary Practice, allow for an
individual to take a point of order at that point.
I suggest that the Chairman of Committees was
given the correct advice. It is disappointing that the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and the
honourable member for Coburg engaged in what I
believe to be a fairly heated conversation with the
Clerks in what I believe to be a distasteful fashion,
given the Standing Orders of this place.
The SPEAKER - Order! Both the Chair and the
Chairman of Committees must abide by a previous
resolution of the House. Standing Orders make it
clear that if there is any doubt as to our positions, we
must refer to May. I sought some advice and I shall
read to the House from page 413 of May, which
states:
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Another small saving of time is achieved by the
provision that at the end of the proceedings in any
Committee on the Bill (including one to which the Bill
has been recommitted), the Chairman is to report the
Bill to the House without putting any question.

The honourable member raised the question of the
position if there were an error in time. At the
conclusion of the proceedings such a point or order
could be raised by the honourable member bringing
that error to the attention of the Chair. If necessary
the question could be resubmitted.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered next day.

PARLIAMENTARY SALARIES AND
SUPERANNUATION (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Returned from Council with message relating to
suggested amendments.

Machinery for bringing proceedings to a conclusion

Ordered to be considered next day.
Provision is also made for the purpose of bringing to a
conclusion any proceedings which are to be brought to
a conclusion at a time appointed by the order or by a
resolution of the Business Committee, and which have
not previously been brought to a conclusion. The
Speaker or the Chairman has first to put forthwith the
question on any amendment or motion already
proposed from the Chair (and if a new clause has been
read a second time, also the question 'That the clause
be added to the Bill'). Thereafter questions are put
forthwith, and only on those amendments, new clauses
or new schedules moved by a member of the
government, and such other questions as are necessary
to dispose of that part or stage of the Bill to be
concluded at the time appointed, including (in
Committee) 'That the clause stand part of the Bill'. With
a view to reducing the number of divisions to be taken
it is laid down that the only question to be put from the
Chair on a new clause or a new schedule is 'that such
clause (or schedule) be added to the Bill'.

I emphasise this next sentence for the benefit of
honourable members. May says:

The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed by
Sessional Orders for me to interrupt the business of
the House has now arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr GUDE
(Minister for Industry and Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - By leave, I move:
That the resolution of the House fixing the sitting of the
House tomorrow at 10 a.m. be amended so as to
provide that the House shall meet at 10.30 a.m.
tomorrow.

Motion agreed to.

VICTORIAN TOURISM COMMISSION
(TOURISM VICTORIA) BILL
Second reading

No points of order may be taken while these questions
are being put.

Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism).
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Mr SHEEHAN (Northcote) - When the Bill was
introduced I requested a briefing with the Minister. I
preceded that request with a letter requesting a full
briefing on the portfolio. That has now been
facilitated and I thank the Minister.
The purpose of the Bill is narrow and relates to a
change in name of the Victorian Tourism
Commission and membership of it. The opposition
has no objection to that change.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - The coalition
government sees tourism as critical to Victoria's
economic revival. That is underlined by the fact that
responsibility for the portfolio has been given to the
Deputy Premier. This Bill is a result of commitments
made by the coalition in the lead-up to the election
on 3 October when the coalition formulated its
tourism policy and promised to give the State's
tourism industry a complete overhaul. We start with
the establishment of a leaner, corporate structure for
tourism with an industry orientated board. It is a
high-powered board comprising a dedicated group
of people who have a wealth of expertise and
experience in the tourism industry and who are
responsive to the needs of the industry. Under the
chairmanship of Mr David Grant, the board will
coordinate development of the industry.
The Minister for Tourism has already announced the
members who will comprise the new board. It is
pleasing to have people of the calibre of Mr Grant
and with his experience to head that board.
Under the board will be Tourism Victoria which
replaces the Victorian Tourism Commission. The
new board will be charged with planning,
developing, researching and implementing
long-term strategies.
It became obvious to the coalition's tourism
committee as it researched its policies that the
previous government was totally out of touch with
industry trends and the needs and aspirations of
tourism organisations and operators throughout the
State.
The lack of any real direction from the then
government meant that Victoria missed out on
major opportunities; it actually put hurdles in the
way of development. That is about to change. The
government is committed to giving the industry a
determining say in its future. The government will
work with the private sector to encourage tourism
activity, marketing and promotion. The change in
government on 3 October was a signal to the
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tourism industry that the green light has now been
given to invest with confidence.
The government has focused heavily on tourism in
the program of economic reform spelt out by the
Premier and the Ministers in their capacity as
shadow Ministers prior to the election. Tourism can
provide the spur for a new wave of investment and
the opening up of new long-term job opportunities.
Most people are not aware of the benefits of the
travel and hospitality industry to the economy.
Those in the industry know it well. Tourism in
Victoria already accounts for 7 per cent of the State's
gross domestic product and generates an estimated
130 000 jobs from $4 billion worth of tourist
spending.
Last year the World Travel and Tourism Council
commissioned a world-wide survey in 14 countries,
including Australia, to assess the perceptions of
policy and opinion makers on the economic
contribution of travel and tourism to the global
economy.
Interestingly, travel and tourism were wrongly
perceived to be the 11 th largest industrial
contributor to the world economy. In fact, tourism is
the largest, and it is growing at a rapid rate. Last
year Victoria attracted about 660 000 international
visitors. The Australian Tourism Commission
estimates that the figure could reach 1.7 million by
the turn of the century. That will happen only if we
put into place a proper framework to ensure that
Victoria captures its share of the international traffic
coming to Australia.
The government is well aware of what needs to be
done. The Bureau of Tourism Research has forecast
that by the year 2000 6 million people will come to
Victoria from overseas every year. In simple terms,
that means jobs for Victorians. At the moment
270 000 people are out of work so we desperately
need to create employment opportunities.
The Federal Department of Employment, Education
and Training estimates that between now and the
end of the decade the increase in international
tourism traffic to Australia will create 208 000 new
jobs. That is only eight years. Victoria has an
opportunity to get its fair share of holiday-makers,
but the Australian Tourism Commission says we
will have to significantly expand our infrastructure
and that we will need new facilities. The commission
suggests that Victoria will have to create another
16000 new hotel and motel beds and 11 000 hostel
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beds; about 17000 caravan parks and 4500 holiday
sites.
The previous government would have been well
aware of those projections but it had no long-term
strategy. The former Minister had a good idea under
the shower and directed the commission from a
political stance, but he has gone off to Tuscany. That
is how highly he thought of the tourism industry in
Victoria! He took his lump sum and shot through.
Victoria had no long~term strategy to facilitate it and
no longer term plans for promotion and marketing.
The industry was directionless. The Bill establishes
the Victorian Tourism Board, which will put into
place a five-year strategy and a ten-year strategy.
We need proper planning if we are to ensure that
Victoria gets its fair share of the projected tourism
boom that will occur over the next decade. We do
not want that boom to pass Victoria by.
All the previous government could do was ensure
that promotional campaigns were conducted to
divert attention from its disasters. It spent $7 million
on the Melbourne Now campaign to tell
Melbumians what a fine city they had. It was no
accident that it coincided with the junking of State
Bank Victoria. That sort of political overtone in the
commission did the industry no good. The industry
was concerned that the campaigns on which the
government embarked were conducted without
consultation, and it had no product to market
anyway.
The Bill is all about change. The government will
work with the industry, the various tourism
associations and local government, and it will put in
place short, medium and long-term strategies to
ensure that the tourist traffic increases and creates
job opportunities for some of those 270 000 people
who are out of work.
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the State depends very much on the tourist industry.
There must be recognition of its importance and a
development of the industry throughout Victoria.
The Minister resides in north-eastem Victoria where
my electorate is located, and we all recognise the
important part that area of Victoria plays in the
tourism industry. Even the honourable member for
Northcote is aware of it; he visits it quite often and
knows its many pluses. 1 am disappointed that the
honourable member for Sunshine is not aware of it.
He should visit because then he would recognise its
importance to the tourism industry.
You, Mr Acting Speaker, would be aware that while
in opposition the coalition developed a number of
policies which were presented to the people of
Victoria. At the election the people gave the coalition
a strong vote of confidence and supported its
policies. One was its tourism policy. The coalition
prepared a document entitled Jobs in tourism - the
revitalisation of the Victorian tourism industry. The
document provides details of how the coalition
would develop the tourism industry and promote it
as an essential part of Victoria's revitalisation, which
is desperately needed after 10 years of Labor
mismanagement.
The document also mentions the establishment of
the Victorian Tourism Board, which is detailed in
the Bill. It also provides details of priorities within
the tourism industry and the support and
encouragement that will be provided over the next
10 years. There will be a five-year marketing
objective and strategies to identify and promote each
of Victoria's major tourist attractions. The coalition
will consider three-year funding for Tourism
Victoria. Mention is also made of the Melbourne
Tourist Authority for which the government will
consider a three-year funding program. Another
important matter mentioned in the document is the
establishment of a Victorian wine board.

It is a credit to the Minister for Tourism that the

government has been able to select this
high-powered board so soon after coming to office. 1
am sure the industry looks forward with enthusiasm
to a much-needed change in direction.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I support the
Victorian Tourism Commission (Tourism Victoria)
Bill and 1 congratulate the Minister for Tourism on
his appointment. 1 also support the concepts put
forward by previous speakers and the work done by
the coalition in opposition to develop this tourism
strategy. There is no doubt that an essential plank of
the re-establishment of the economic well-being of

The document deals with many areas of tourism,
their importance to Victoria and the government's
major priorities in promoting tourism across the
State. It will examine the wine industry and the
promotion of the arts in both metropolitan and
country areas. Many areas of special interest are
mentioned in the document.
Mr Acting Speaker, the River Murray forms the

northern boundary of your electorate. You will be as
aware as I am of the importance of the river to
tourism not only for Victoria but also for New South
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Wales and of its considerable attraction and
potential.
The coalition tourism policy document refers also to
the development of ski resorts, about which I shall
comment later. It refers to Port Phillip Bay and
developments around Melbourne, including the
Dandenong Ranges. The document provides a
vision for the City of Melbourne. All honourable
members, including those of us who represent
country areas, are well aware of the importance of
the capital city of our State. Melbourne was
underrated and suffered in recent years, particularly
over the 10 years of Labor government. The city
must be revitalised and the coalition tourism
document details the developments that can and
will be encouraged in the City of Melbourne.
As I said, the coalition tourism document highlights
the importance of tourism to Victoria and details the
developments that should and will be undertaken
by the new Minister for Tourism and the
government. I shall be happy to support the
Minister and the coalition government to ensure that
recognition is given to our important tourism
industry and that a new strategy is put in place to
encourage its development. The Bill establishes
Tourism Victoria and its new board is detailed in the
proposed legislation.
A wine board will be developed as part of the
tourism strategy. As a result, many areas will be
marked for future development underlining the
importance of the wine industry in the economy of
the State.
I refer to the snowfields. It is important that
honourable members recognise the importance of
the skiing industry to this State. Each year a quarter
of the visitors to Victoria go to the three major ski
resorts in the alpine region. Over the approximately
12 weeks of the skiing season each of the three major
ski resorts are visited by more tourists than visit
Ayers Rock over an entire year.
The statistics highlight the importance of the alpine
region to the State. Further development can take
place in the area. I remind honourable members that
the alpine resorts are in the electorate of Benalla,
which is represented by the Minister for Tourism.
The importance of further developing the skiing
industry through the Alpine Resorts Commission
must be recognised. As I said, the skiing industry
provides 25 per cent of Victoria's tourism revenue.
Tourism Victoria will concentrate on the alpine area
to ensure that it is extended and it will work in
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conjunction with the Alpine Resorts Commission to
further develop the industry. Mr Acting Speaker,
you will be aware that I am a snow skier and that
therefore I am aware of the importance of the
industry. On many occasions throughout winter I
visit the high country. People who go there
recognise its worth and potential.
Honourable members who have been in the House
in previous years will know that I live in the town of
Rutherglen in the electorate of Murray Valley.
Rutherglen is in a great wine- producing area of the
State. Recognition must be given to the importance
of the wine industry to Victoria and, indeed,
Australia. Only in recent times has the enormous
potential for the development of the industry been
identified. Some of the facts and figures highlight
the Significant position of the industry in the State's
economy. Five years ago Australian wine exports
totalled $25 million. In the past financial year that
amount increased to $240 million. On the
information given to the Minister for Tourism and
me over the past 24 hours, it appears that by the turn
of the century export revenue from wine sales will
have topped $1 billion. Honourable members will
acknowledge that the wine industry is important for
both Victoria and Australia. It must be encouraged
in its considerable potential for expansion. Taking
into account the revenues over the past five years
and considering the projections, by the turn of the
century the export revenue from wine sales alone
will have increased by 4000 per cent. Such revenue is
important to Australia as well as to Victoria.
Currently Australia has approximately 2000 acres
under vines. It is estimated that the figure should be
increased to 12000 hectares or 30 000 acres
throughout Australia so that the industry can be
capitalised on as an export market for both Victoria
and Australia. Acknowledgment must be given to
the potential for Victoria to capitalise on an
expanded wine industry. Support will be given to
the wine industry by the Department of the Arts,
Sport and Tourism so that the industry may expand
and Victoria's economic revitalisation can be
assisted by wine exports. The areas in Victoria best
suited to the expansion of the wine industry are the
Goulburn Valley and north-eastem Victoria.
Mr McNamara - And MOmington.
Mr Cooper - I will mention Momington - don't
you worry about that.
Mr JASPER - Other areas of Victoria are
suitable for growing vines, and other honourable
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members might like to comment on the importance
of the wine industry in those areas. I mention
particularly the areas in the north-eastern part of the
State and the Goulburn Valley because a reliable
water supply must be available for the development
of extended vineyards. The Minister for Tourism is
developing a small vineyard on the Goulburn River.
He recognises the importance of a water supply in
the production of a good clean product.
As I said, if we are to reach the possible targets that
have been referred to, we must be serious about the
matter. Although there has been some frivolity
during the debate, if the economy of Victoria is to be
revitalised consideration must be given to all
possible aspects of expansion of the State.
I have referred to some important areas that must be
considered if the revitalisation and future
development of the State is to be successful. Tourism
can be developed in many parts of Victoria and that
development has been detailed in the policy
document to which I have referred.
I have indicated also how important the wine
industry is to Victoria. We want to be part of the
action. We need considerable investment in the wine
industry. Some honourable members might be
interested in helping the industry to expand its
production.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr JASPER - As the honourable member for
Portland interjects, consumption of Victorian wines
must be encouraged, along with increased
production and exports. As I said, wine exports
could total $1 billion by the turn of the century.
The honourable member for Portland referred to
wine consumption. The consumption of Victorian
wines must be promoted around the State,
particularly in Parliament House.
The member for Portland would be aware that I
mentioned in the adjournment debate in this House
in the last session my concern that wine bottled
under the Parliament House label was from South
Australia. I am pleased that the new government has
taken that matter on board. A former Premier of this
State, Sir Rupert Hamer, recognised the need for
Victoria to promote the consumption of wine made
in Victoria. He said that we in this Parliament
should be promoting the consumption of Victorian
wine and that at government functions Victorian
wines, particularly those from north-eastern
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Victoria, should be served. He also said that
restaurants should be encouraged to serve Victorian
wines.
Another former member of this Parliament, Robert
Fordham, also tried to promote the sale of Victorian
wine. He was a great connoisseur of wine produced
in the north-east of Victoria and a frequent visitor to
the electorate of Murray Valley and the wineries in
Wangaratta and Rutherglen.
I hope the Minister for Tourism ensures that this
Parliament promotes in the State the consumption of
Victorian wines and that Parliament uses only
Victorian wines bottled under the Parliament House
label at its functions. The establishment of the wine
board will be part of the development of Victoria's
future. It will help expand and develop the industry
so that it can capitalise on the increasing
consumption of high-grade Victorian wines. They
should be promoted throughout Australia and the
world.
The information provided to the House last night
confirmed that Victoria is producing world-class
wines. Victorian wines are competing well in Europe
and the United States of America and achieving high
consumption levels. That effort will result in a great
expansion of tourism throughout Victoria.
The tourism industry is worth $4.7 billion to Victoria
and should be expanded. I am sure the changes
made and the policies developed by the coalition
will promote that. I support the legislation because it
will boost the economy of the State. I know other
members consider tourist attractions in their own
electorates equally important in helping the
revitalisation of the State.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I compliment the
Minister for Tourism and the government on
bringing the Victorian Tourism Commission
(Tourism Victoria) Bill to this House. I agree with
the remarks made by the honourable members for
Mildura and Murray Valley in support of the Bill.
No doubt tourism will be one of the major engine
rooms for economic recovery in Victoria. That is
why this piece of legislation is so important. It will
set in train the changes needed to get tourism up
and running in this State.
The member for Murray Valley mentioned that we
have seen a lot of window-dressing by the previous
government in the past four years. It did not help
boost the tourism industry in Victoria but simply
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used it as a showcase for the previous Minister for
Tourism.
I recall the promotion of the Gippsland Lakes
initiated by the former Minister. He did that without
consulting the Victorian Tourism Commission or the
tourism industry. Although the promotion was
lovely and the television advertisements were
brilliantly filmed, the promotion was released at the
wrong time of year when all motel accommodation
and tourism attractions in the Gippsland Lakes area
were fully booked. That is an indication of the bad
timing typical of the previous government's efforts
in tourism. The previous Minister for Tourism,
Mr Crabb, simply used that promotion as a vehicle
to promote himself rather than the tourism industry.
This government is now bringing about a change in
emphasis designed to bring indUSby leaders, not
necessarily tourism industry leaders, into the
tourism industry to ensure that it is not only a viable
industry in this State but also a growing one.
As the honourable member for Murray Valley said,
tourism is worth $4.7 billion a year to Victoria, and it
must grow. Each $1 million dollars means jobs for
Victorians. I expect all members will encourage this
so that the industry can become one of the major
engine rooms for the recovery of this State.
This Bill will affect the electorate I represent. The
Momington Peninsula is known as Melbourne's
playground and it certainly attracts massive
numbers of visitors. Indeed, the Nepean National
Park is one of the largest tourist attractions in
Victoria. The MOmington Peninsula is well known
to all Victorians and most Australians because of the
unique blend of attractions it offers visitors to the
area. It is a relatively short drive from Melbourne to
the Momington Peninsula where people can see
magnificent rural scenes, bay beaches and surf
beac~les.

They can also visit magnificent wineries. There are
over 80 vineyards on the MOmington Peninsula and
most wines produced in the area go to aid in
Australia's economic recovery because they are
exported.
Mr Gary Crittenden is a well-known owner of
vineyards on the Momington Peninsula. He told me
recently that 85 per cent of his production is
exported; so not only do we have something that is
earning dollars for Australia but also we are
producing a product that is world class. 1 suggest to
those members in this place who have not tried a
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wine produced on the Momington Peninsula to do
so.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr COOPER - The saving will be well
worthwhile. The honourable member for Portland
may be used to the fourpenny dark at his place, but
he should save his pennies and try a decent wine.
When the honourable member does save up his
pennies so that he can drink decent wine from the
MOmington Peninsula he will understand that some
of Victoria's and Australia's best wines come from
that area. The export record of wines from the
MOmington Peninsula reinforces that assertion.
This legislation is just the start of the recovery and of
the determination by the coalition government to do
something significant for the tourist industry. I hope
honourable members on the opposition side of the
House will not only give verbal support to the Bill
but also throw their full weight behind it. It is time
we all realised that we cannot afford to play politics
with the economic recovery of this State. Everyone
must get behind the government. The government is
determined to do something about the shocking
mess the State is in, and this Bill is one of the pieces
of ammunition the government will use in the
economic recovery.
Because the Bill is and should be seen as an
important factor in the recovery I had hoped that we
would hear more from members of the opposition
than the half dozen words that were mumbled by
the shadow Minister for Tourism. Perhaps the few
opposition members who are in the Chamber have a
fleeting interest in tourism and a major interest in
seeing jobs created in the State and, with the
encouragement I am offering together with the
encouragement offered by the honourable members
for Murray Valley and Mildura, they may be
prepared to congratulate the government on the
start of a major initiative.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - I thank
the honourable member for Momington for inviting
me to speak on the Bill. I am sure all Victorians are
keen tourists and I commend the government for
placing an emphasis on tourism as part of the future
development of Victoria. The former Labor
government had a proud record on tourism in
relation to both the volume of growth in domestic
and interstate tourism and the effort put in by the
former Minister for Tourism.
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The government needs to address concerns about
proposals that were put forward in discussions that
took place during the election campaign about what
will happen to Victoria's national parks and the
impact that will have on tourism. I urge government
members to be conscious of those matters when
making decisions to alter access to Victoria's
national park system.
As all honourable members know, the national
parks system generates a considerable volume of
tourism activity. Many people, especially those from
the suburbs, are interested in the natural
environment and in getting out into the bush. Much
work still needs to be done, and I am sure
honourable members will be keen to support
worthwhile initiatives and projects that will ensure
not only that Victoria's economic development is
enhanced but also that new opportunities in tourism
are created.
I ask the government to consider alternative
strategies in relation not only to the growth in
tourism from overseas and interstate but also to
placing greater emphasis on tourism at a domestic
and local level, pOSSibly by encouraging tourism
development strategies in Melbourne as well as in
Victoria generally.
In the area I represent an attempt is being made to
develop local tourism opportunities for people in the
south-eastern suburbs of Melbourne. There are
opportunities for them to visit not only the
Mornington Peninsula, which is an attractive area,
and Western Port, but also local attractions such as
the Wilson Botanic Park funded through the City of
Berwick. I am sure the government will continue to
provide funds for that park as the former
government did.
I have been actively involved for a number of years
with Myuna Community Farm, which is a tourist
attraction in my electorate. Many honourable
members will be pleased that such a farm exists in
an urban area, and I invite all honourable members
to visit it.
Many opportunities exist in Victoria for the
development of local tourist attractions. In view of
some of the Bills that have been passed by the House
in recent days there will be a need to examine
low-cost tourism opportunities - few people will be
able to afford to travel long distances under this
government!
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I ask the government to examine local-level tourism
opportunities and tourism in Victoria generally, and
I thank the honourable member for Momington for
encouraging me to speak in the debate.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - I
thank all honourable members who spoke on the Bill
for their support. The promotion of tourism in
Victoria is too important an issue on which to play
politics. We need a combined effort to improve the
attractiveness of Victoria as a tourist destination. I
thank the honourable member for Northcote for his
relatively brief comments and I extend thanks to the
other members who spoke on the Bill in more detail.
The honourable member for Mildura gave a good
description of the Victorian scene. As a former
convenor of the coalition policy committee he
obviously has a clear understanding of the direction
in which the coalition intends to take tourism in
Victoria.
The honourable member for Murray Valley referred
particularly to the north-east of Victoria, where there
is a major focus on attractions such as wineries,
which we all recognise as being important. The
government's tourism policy specifically refers to
~e intention to establish a wine marketing board
that will focus on wine production, not only as a
tourist industry but also as one of Victoria's major
growing export industries. The honourable member
for Murray Valley, supported by the honourable
member for Momington, highlighted the diversity of
vineyards across Victoria.
The honourable member for MOmington referred to
the vineyards on the MOmington Peninsula. Twenty
years ago places like the Momington Peninsula and
Yarra Valley were almost unknown as
wine-producing areas, yet they have a rich history of
wine growing extending back to the last century. A
century ago Victoria dominated wine-producing in
Australia, with vineyards in almost every corner of
the State.
The shapes and sizes of blocks in some of the old
land subdivisions in country towns indicate that
they were intended to accommodate vineyards. in
many cases small wine shanties were located at the
fronts of the blocks. That was the case in the area
around my home town of Nagambie. Victoria had
some very large consumers of fortified wines in
those days.
The small township of Gray town, which I think now
has a population of three or four, had a population
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of more than 30 000 during the gold rush days.
There were more than 100 wine outlets, including
hotels that dispensed rather warm beer. Wine was
preferred by the miners in those areas. We need to
focus on the master plan developed by the coalition,
which it is now implementing in government. As the
honourable member for Mildura said, we have to
recognise the challenge ahead.
Two-thirds of a million overseas visitors now come
to Victoria, and the Australian Tourism Commission
believes that figure will grow to 1.7 million within
the next eight years, if we get our game right. Doing
so will require a massive growth in infrastructure.
We are facilitating that by making the task a lot
easier for people who want to make investments in
our tourism industry.
Although the MiniStry of Tourism has been
pro-active in this area over a number of years, there
has been a lack of coordination with other
departments. Some government agencies have asked
themselves: how do we stop development? Without
naming departments, I think I can say that we know
where the problem lies. The restructuring should
achieve better coordination so that Victorians who
want to create new jobs or new businesses, whether
in tourism or other areas, are given the go-ahead. As
the Premier has said time and again, Victoria is now
open for business.
We have an onerous task ahead of us, given the
legacy of the previous government's management
over the past 10 years. We need to turn this State
around and do something for the almost 300 000
Victorians who are out of work. If we can achieve
the targets set in tourism alone, there is a prospect of
providing an additional 100 000 jobs. From the
comments of the Treasurer it is clear that we need to
do more than implement the initial proposals
brought down in the Budget; we need to get the
economy of Victoria going and get people back to
work. That is why we are laying the foundations in
the Budget and in other reforms, such as those
affecting contract employment and costs to be met
by business. Such legislation is being given a high
priority this session.
Another area of concern is the number of Victorians
going to other States for their holidays compared
with the number of visitors from other States who
come to Victoria. There is a net outflow of some
10 million bed-nights a year. We see that as a
primary focus. We have to try to turn that around
and make Victoria a mort' attractive destination for
Victorians to holiday in.
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To do that the government has established a very
professional board, chaired by Mr David Grant, who
comes with excellent credentials in tourism. He
came to Australia in the mid to late 1970s, and prior
to coming to Australia he had been the international
inbound manager for British Airways. He then took
over the management of Jetset and, over a period of
some 16 years, has now turned Jetset into a
corporation with a turnover of $1 billion a year.
Jetset is clearly one of the major generators of
tourism income for this country. It is surpassed only
by the major airlines. I certainly appreciate someone
of David's calibre being prepared to give his time as
chairman of the board.
We are bringing together a group of very
professional people. We have as deputy chairman
Myer Page, who is a joint owner and director of
Page McGeary Bus Lines, one of the major bus tour
operators in Australia - not just Victoria. It runs
AAT King's Tours Pty Ltd and a range of other bus
lines that cover the breadth of this country. His
appointment will also give the board a hands-on
approach and an understanding of what is needed.
It is also important to do what we can to attract

more direct flights into Victoria, particularly
through Melbourne, and I am delighted to announce
that Graham McMahon, the chief executive of Ansett
Airlines of Australia, is a member of the board. He
has a clear understanding of what is required in this
area.
Board members, including people such as Graham
McMahon, frequently make the point that we should
not undersell areas of Victoria, particularly beaches
on the MOmington Peninsula. He said that in the
summer months there are no better beaches than in
those areas. People should compare the option of
holidaying in northern Queensland - for example,
in Cairns - with the option of holidaying on the
Momington Peninsula. The beaches there cannot be
surpassed. Victoria has every tourism asset, and the
great attraction of those assets is that they are within
hours of Melbourne.
We should we sell short our alpine areas. I suppose I
am fortunate to have snowfields such as Lake
Mountain, Mount Stirling, Mount Buller and Mount
Hotham in my electorate. As the honourable
member for Murray Valley pointed out quite rightly,
25 per cent of the money spent on tourism in
Victoria is spent in the snow fields. In a 12 or
13-week period anyone of the three ski resorts of
Falls Creek, Mount Hotham or Mount Buller attracts
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more people than Ayers Rock attracts in a year. We
need to sell the attractiveness of those snowfields.
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CAP IT AL CITY (SHOP TRADING) BILL
Introduction and first reading

Another board member is Richard Green, who is
Chairman of the Alpine Resorts Commission (ARC).
His appointment will create a close link between the
ARC and Tourism Victoria, which will help in
working to promote packages and develop the
snow fields. He has a solid accountancy and financial
background, being chairman of Global Finance,
which controls about $800 million in funds. His
expertise will be valuable to the board.

Received from Council.
Read first time on motion of Mrs WADE (Minister
for Fair Trading).

TREASURY CORPORATION OF
VICTORIA BILL
Second reading

We are not neglecting the regional areas. Wayne
Kaylor-Thomson, Chairman of the Country Tourism
Council, will be the fifth member of the board. He
will also bring a very professional approach to the
operations of the board.
We recognise the major tourism attractions of
Victoria. 1 should make special mention of the fact
that in implementing our policy we will work
closely with groups such as the wine industry - in
establishing the Wine Marketing Board -and the
Aboriginal community - to develop the Aboriginal
museum, which will be a major plank of Victorian
tourism promotion. The importance of Aboriginal
communities to Victorian tourism needs to be
recognised; they add to the complex picture of
tourism.
Finally, 1 raise a point that several members have
made. During the past decade Victoria did not have
a direction or a strategy plan for tourism. For the
first time in a decade we now have a plan for the
direction tourism will take. The government will
encourage investment in the State's assets and will
encourage people to consider the opportunities
available not only on privately owned land but also
on Crown land. The government is supportive of
new investment because with new investment will
come employment opportunities.
1 commend the Bill to the House, and 1 thank
honourable members who spoke in support of it.

Debate resumed from 4 November; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I am pleased to
announce that the opposition has no major quibble
with the proposed legislation. The opposition could
hardly quibble with it given its origins, which are
well known to those members who were here in a
previous term. Those members who have perused
the legislation closely and compared it with its
predecessor will understand that this Bill is
substantially the same and, for that reason, the
opposition intends to support it.
1 add one minor admonition in the sense that, on
modest computations, it could be argued that, had
this proposition been allowed to pass through
Parliament in May this year, Victoria would have
been the beneficiary to the magnitude of some tens
of millions of dollars. I am advised that the
development of a central borrowing authority is
estimated to produce some $40 million to
$50 million in half a year and some $90 million in a
full year. In the collective interest of Parliament and
the people of Victoria it is important that the Bill
proceed as quickly as possible.
The Nicholls report makes some observations which,
during my early stages in the Treasury portfolio, 1
found to be useful. The report makes the point that
Victoria is the last State to move to this form of
modem central borrowing management.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

Mr Clark - Did you say modem financial
management?
Mr BAKER - No, I did not say that; 1 was
careful not to use that expression and I will try at all
times to avoid it. I understand that there was a
racehorse called Modfinman that did not run too
well, but I have never been interested in the gees
because that would not be prudential or temperate
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behaviour from someone who hopes to be in charge
of the Treasury in the near future.
The Nicholls report suggests that some credit
accrues to the previous government for the
establishment of VicFin, which the Treasurer's
second-reading speech indicated will be absorbed or
subsumed by the new authority. Once again the
opposition has no quibble with that, but the record
should note that the former government was in the
process of moving towards that type of modem
central borrowing control.
If I remember my history properly, Victoria's

development from the 18505 has been uniquely
characterised by large authorities controlling energy,
water and transport. Those organisations were run
by engineers or people from technical disciplines of
that kind, and they have historically had a lot of
freedom in the way they have organised the raising
of capital. Over time many of those institutions - or
qangos, as they are known in the modem jargon have come to guard jealously that right. Successive
governments on both sides of politics have failed to
drag together or direct those functions into a central
borrowing authority of the kind proposed in the Bill.
Some years ago I had the experience of being around
people who were into money market trading. They
are peculiar creatures who operate in a subcultural
world of their own. The game of borrowing, making
the money run, raising the capital and all the
variations and permutations that come with that is
catching.
I commend the Treasurer for taking a step further
than the previous government by saying that the
time has come, especially given the exigencies of
supranational and transnational modem money
market trading and borrowing, which are in some
senses alarming given that they extend beyond the
sovereignty of not only this Parliament but the
Federal Parliament.
I am aware of the emerging international debate
about how to handle such developments. As I
understand it, some 10 or 15 years ago money
became a commodity and began to be traded as
such. To some extent Victoria missed the bus, and an
argument could be put that many of our financial
troubles on the finance markets can be related to that
fact.
Neville Wran, a former Premier of New South
Wales, was very adroit at attracting merchant banks
to Sydney, even before deregulation was proclaimed
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by the Federal government. Victoria is still suffering
the consequences of the approaches taken by our
traditional financial institutions and the old money
that controlled the stock exchange in those days,
which were slow to understand the importance of
the changes that had taken place in the trading in
and borrowing of money.
Some of the people I have referred to moved into the
larger quangos, with varying degrees of success.
They fenced in and jealously guarded their money
market and borrowing operations, mostly for
reasons of professional self-esteem; and the Nicholls
report clearly shows the difficulties that arose as a
consequence.
In his contribution to debates on budgetary
measures during the past eight years the current
Treasurer has highlighted those problems. The
Nicholls report shows, for example, that Melbourne
Water performed well in comparison with the
Victorian Public Authorities Finance Agency
(VicFin) and some other public sector authorities.
The Treasurer has also highlighted some of the
significant failures of the borrowing agencies and
money market operations located within the larger
quangos, which fell for the trick of playing the
international money market while not properly
understanding the need for a mix of formulae that
guaranteed a diversification of risk.
I shall not give the House another dissertation on
Markowitz, because honourable members have
listened to me talk on the subject many times before.
Nevertheless his is a fascinating financial and
mathematical theory; you certainly need to know
what you are doing! It is a sophisticated version of
what a bookmaker calls laying off the bets.
As the Treasurer has said so succinctly and so
frequently, some of the money market operators
found themselves operating with a basket of
currencies the risks of which were not sufficiently
diversified. As a result they became too long in some
currencies as compared with others, at Significant
cost to the authorities.
The opposition agrees that the time has finally come
to bring those operations together under the
umbrella of one borrowing authority, which will
have the advantage of synchronising them in a
manner common to all the other States. Certainly the
Federal government is keen to see such a
development occur.
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The obvious advantages include economies of scale
in the expert and highly qualified staff that are
needed to run such operations and in computer
resources and registry facilities - in short, all the
paraphernalia that goes with operations of this type.
At long last the measure will allow the centralisation
of risk management and greater control over the
State's liabilities as well as the flow of more accurate
and timely information.
The weaknesses of moving to such a system are
identified in the Nicholls report as being the loss of
the independence of trading authorities in relation to
their capital requirements as well as the loss of
accountability. I am not so much worried about the
former point. I have always believed - and I think
the Treasurer and I hold a similar view - that such
major trading agencies should help, as proper
business entities do, whether in the private or public
sector, in seeking to raise a large proportion of their
capital funding requirements through internal
mechanisms, and that should include consideration
of pricing mechanisms.
I note the propositions underlying the mini-Budget
for increases in taxes and charges in the energy and
water resources areas. Although the opposition
disagrees with the level of the imposts and their
effects on households as compared with their effects
elsewhere, they will go a long way towards
achieving that result.
The level of borrowing by the State government has
been in the news in recent days. On the question of
accountability, I give grudging credit to the
Treasurer - Mr Slockdale interjected.
Mr BAKER - I do not want to be too kind, even
though you are looking a little down. I give the
Treasurer grudging credit for the contribution he
made when a similar Bill was debated earlier this
year. In raising objections to its being passed the
then shadow Treasurer said he wanted further
accountability requirements included in the Bill,
even though the effect of that was a bit off because it
has clearly cost the State some money.
As much as I have been able, I have compared the
propositions he advanced during that debate with
the provisions in the Bill. I note that the provisions
have been reproduced, almost word for word. For
example I note that the Bill contains a requirement
that where the Treasurer confers additional
functions on the proposed corporation a notice of
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direction should be published in the Government
Gazette, a notion that the opposition accepts.
It goes exactly to the propositions he put in the

debate in May and the amended amendment he
proposed, which now becomes part of the Bill to
amend the power of the Treasurer to give specific
directions on setting performance standards against
which a corporation shall be assessed.
Provision is made requiring an annual report to be
made to Parliament. I have some doubts about the
usefulness of that requirement because a convention
has developed within the Victorian public sector of
taking no notice of it. I assure the House - and it
will stand the test - that I feel so strongly about this
matter that one of the first things I did when I
became a Minister was to pass the word by sending
around a stem note advising that statutory
authorities within my ambit as Minister that did not
meet the requirements for annual reporting to
Parliament would be dealt with. Some authorities
were two to three years behind and were treating
Parliament with contempt. I said that I would have
the chief executive officers of the authorities before
me for an explanation and that they would be dealt
with sternly. I commend to the Treasurer and to all
Ministers the approach of calling to the Bar of the
House the chief executive officer of any statutory
authority that has failed to comply with annual
reporting requirements. Other authorities will then
be mindful of the requirement and will ensure that
the directions and requirements of Acts of
Parliament are properly carried out.
The Federal Parliament now has strict requirements
and includes in the Budget Papers the names of
statutory authorities that have not complied with
directions of this kind. Such notations act as a spur.
These matters operate on conventional wisdom and
depend on what is required for approval or
disapproval by one's peers within the Public Service.
A black mark against a prospective career is a
powerful and useful spur that achieves results and,
more importantly, can be used to uphold the dignity
and authority of Parliament. I ask the Treasurer to
consider that proposition and to ensure that the
remarks he made about the need for accountability
when he last discussed the Bill in April or May will
be adhered to.
Large quaSi-autonomous non-government
organisations have a tradition of organising their
own borrowings, and Victoria has traditionally been
a high borrowing State. That has been the case for 30
years, as is mentioned in the Nicholls report. Until
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the past two or three years the constant net
borrowing level has been about $25 billion. It has
been a tradition that successive Premiers and
Treasurers over that 3O-year period felt comfortable
about Victorian financing operating in that way,
mainly because Victoria has been and remains the
State with the highest gross State product.
However, there are signs on the horizon that things
are changing, and the Treasurer must take
cognisance of those signs. Victoria's proportion of
total borrowings is to be scaled down. The
thumbscrew has been applied by the Federal
government, partly because of the One Nation
statement and partly because, to protect its credit
rating, it introduced tighter control over State
borrowings. Further, it thought there was a need to
readjust Victoria's proportion of borrOWings as
compared with the borrowings of other States.
According to the Nicholls report Victoria's share of
global borrowings is expected to fall from 30.9 per
cent in 1990-91 to 20.1 per cent in 1994-95, which
constitutes a 15.5 per cent reduction. The difficulty
that confronts the Treasurer and the government is
that not only does Victoria have a reduced share of
the global borrowing limit but also the size of the
pool has been held constant in nominal terms over
the past three years, so has been reducing in real
terms. These new arrangements do not alter the
financial position of the public sector as a whole. The
Nicholls report states:
However, they place full responsibility on the States
and Territories for the finanCing and managing of their
own debt, thereby subjecting the fiscal and debt
strategies of individual governments to greater scrutiny
by Parliament and the commercial and financial
markets.

The development of the central borrowing authority
will help improve Victoria's stature, efficacy and
credibility in the way it goes about handling this
matter. I understand prior to the 1927 financial
agreement all loans had to be brought specifically
before State Parliaments, including this Parliament.
Since then a convention has developed of allowing
those borrowings to be handled away from
Parliament and we have lost that Westminster
tradition of accountability requiring all loans to
come before Parliament.
I am not suggesting we should necessarily move
back to that because there is some difficulty in
placing such an impost upon a borrowing authority
that has to operate in the modem world. I stand to
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be corrected on this, but I believe there is no record
of State loans that is easily found in the Federal
Parliament, nor has there been in State Parliaments
since that financial agreement of 1927.
I now take up the point made by the Treasurer in his
previous role. There is a strong need to ensure that
the accountability provisions he is proposing are
carefully attended to ensure that the community,
and particularly Parliament, understand what is
going on. On the other hand, Commonwealth loans
are still brought before the Federal Parliament. That
is the big difference that those of us who are
involved in public policy-making may care to muse
upon.
I reiterate some of the major points I have made
because they are succinct and germane to the Bill. In
a modem world there is a need for the kind of
central borrowing authority proposed by both the
previous government and the new government.
There is an accompanying requirement of strict
accountability to Parliament in the reporting of the
activities of the authority, and an annual report
should be provided to Parliament. There must be a
guarantee that that requirement be strictly enforced
and applied. Victoria can only benefit from a
proposal of this kind, and on behalf of the
opposition I jOin the Treasurer in commending the
Bill to Parliament.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - The honourable
member for Sunshine is reverting to his normal form
of speech, which is both erudite and irrelevant.
The SPEAKER - Order! Is that a contradiction in
terms?
Mr CLARK - It is not a contradiction in terms;
however, it does mean that the time passes slowly. I
wish to respond to the honourable member's
criticism of the conduct of the coalition in not
passing the legislation when it was in opposition by
saying tha t there was a good reason for it: the
previous government could not be trusted. That is a
matter of great regret because it did cost the State
conSiderably higher interest payments than would
have otherwise been the case.
To date various devices have been exposed: the
interest swap shuffles; the roll-forwards and
accruing interest; and the gross breaches of Loan
Council guidelines that have become known in the
past few days. More and more evidence is mounting
that the previous government could not be trusted
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with the sort of legislation it sought to pass during
the last Parliament.
I hope the honourable member for Sunshine will not
be tempted to engage in the sort of chicanery that
took place under his predecessors. However his
remarks and his economic philosophy causes
concern about what he would do were he in charge
of a body such as the Treasury Corporation of
Victoria. His economic philosophy could be
characterised as one of primitive Keynesianism. He
seems to still hold the view that the State has a role
in pump priming and ~t it can bring a beneficial
stimulus to the economy through borrowing and
spending money.
In fact, we face the most unfortunate consequences
of that philosophy as practised by his predecessors.
The State is caught in a most severe trap and,
whatever the government does and however it
arranges the burden, the Victorian Budget sector
will over the next few years be a net drain on the
State's economy. Inevitably we will pay more in
interest than we draw in new borrowings, and the
interest outflow will go overseas as well as
interstate, thereby draining the State's economy.
The honourable member for Sunshine has
complained that the various revenue measures are
draining funds out of the State, but that is a
manifestation of the fact that however the problem is
tackled there will be a drain on the State's economy
resulting from the need to resolve the debt situation
that was created by the expansionary policies of his
predecessors. Whatever the merits of the Keynesian
approach at the Federal level, they do not apply at
the State level and it must be recognised that the
burdens the State must bear, however they are
arranged, make no difference to the bottom line,
which is that for several years there will be a drain
on the State's economy because of the need to pay
the interest bill on the debts that were run up in the
past.
With that relatively minor exception in the scheme
of things, it is pleasing to see that the opposition
supports the legislation. If I heard correctly, it seems
the honourable member also supports the various
improvements that have been made by the
government. I wish the Bill a speedy passage.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I join the honourable
member for Sunshine in expressing regret that there
has been a delay in the establishment of this
particular corporation. I do not believe there is any
doubt that Victoria should have a centralised
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borrowing authority. Indeed, over time the
resistance of the statutory authorities cost Victoria
quite substantially and it was followed by what one
would have to describe as an unnecessary
Parliamentary delay in bringing the authority into
effect.
It is significant that in the mid-198Os it was decided

that there should be a move to greater centralisation
of borrowing arrangements in Victoria. At that time,
as the Minister for Transport, I willingly ceded to the
Treasury the transport borrowing authority because
I took the view that there was no financial
justification for an agency of the taxpayer running
its own separate and unrelated system and that
Significant savings in borrowing and administrative
costs would be made if there were only one
authority.
Various other agencies - the former Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, the State Electricity
Commission and the Gas and Fuel Corporation did not adopt that view and remained very
independent minded throughout the remainder of
the 1980s and the early 1990s. They still hold the
view that they should retain their independence in
such matters. They have tended to confuse their
roles as borrowing authorities with their important
roles of managing their liabilities and being
responsible for the savings that can be achieved by
an effective central agency. The number of Victorian
agencies involved in financial markets was of
concern to the financial community.
At one stage the former Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works took the view that it
was independent of the government and the
taxpayer and could act as its own finance agency for
its own purposes. Such action is undesirable.
The Bill establishes the Treasury Corporation of
Victoria and is a significant move towards Victoria
having one internationally recognised borrowing
authority. It does not relieve the responsibilities of
the various statutory authorities from carrying out
their management roles, but over time it will
significantly reduce the cost of borrOWings for all
Victorian agencies.
The Bill is overdue. It is unfortunate that it had a
further bureaucratic and Parliamentary delay. I am
pleased that the Bill will now proceed through
Parliament and that the Treasury Corporation of
Victoria will be established in a full legal sense when
the legislation comes into effect.
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Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank
honourable members for their contributions to the
debate on the Treasury Corporation of Victoria Bill.
Despite some disagreement on the timing of the
introduction of the measure it is significant that
there is bipartisan support between the government
and opposition just as there was before the election
on the establishment of the corporation and on its
role as a central borrowing agency for the Victorian
government and its authorities.
The government proposes that the corporation will
have an even further enhanced role not only as an
issuer of paper borrowings on behalf of the public
sector but also in having an oversight and advisory
role on the government's total debt management
and debt reduction strategy.
It is in the interests of all Victorians that Parliament
provides the authority to the agency to act on behalf
of the Victorian government and its authorities. It is
important that there is market confidence and the
corporation's strong support in Parliament enhances
the standing of the corporation in the capital
markets at a time when a great deal of uncertainty
exists around the world. 1 thank honourable
members for their contributions and for the amicable
nature of the debate.

1 commend the Bill to the House.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

LAND TAX (REVISION)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
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taken a strong and ideological line on the way taxes
are to be organised and where the burden might fall.
The government has now introduced a Bill for its
mates. The Bill will clamp down on the manner in
which discretionary trusts have been organised for
tax minimisation purposes.
Honourable members are well aware of the way the
government has behaved and of its attitude towards
ordinary households and people who can ill afford
the burdens placed on them by the government's
mini-Budget. It is not appropriate for the
government to bow to the South Yarra-Toorak set,
the pastoral set and those professionals who can
afford the fancy advice to use legal means, and what
borders on chicanery, to avoid tax. Neither the
opposition nor any honest member of Parliament
could countenance that.
Although it is hard to get a handle on the issue, I
understand from the briefing that only 3 per cent of
landholders have discretionary trusts. I also
understand a log jam of applications is waiting to be
dealt with by the State Taxation Office. I have some
sympathy for the administrative difficulties but the
opposition cannot countenance a proposition that
provides for those people to be treated as special
cases. 1 disagree with their being given extra time
before the new tax rates and diSCiplines bring them
into a scheme that requires the full payment of the
due, honest and proper tax in a climate in which the
government has delivered a mini-Budget which
figuratively takes a large club to people who are
doing it very hard out there.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr BAKER - 1 am sure the honourable member
will not find too many people with discretionary
trusts in Monbulk because they cost a bit to
establish. These are the sorts of devices and
techniques used by the Alan Bonds, Christopher
Skases, and people of that ilk.
Mr Stockdale interjected.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - The debate on the Land
Tax (Revision) (Amendment) Bill will not be as
amicable as it was on the previous Bill. The only
kind thing 1 can say about the measure is that the
Treasurer at least had the courtesy of having his
officers provide me with a briefing. It was brief
because the division bells of the House were rung. 1
thank him for making those officers available.
1 express concern that the Bill is being introduced at
a time when the government's mini-Budget has

Mr BAKER - And barristers, dare I say, seeking
to exclude the family home and any other assets
they have from the consequences of professional
indemnity actions.
Mr Roper - Or family law!
Mr BAKER -Or family law, or perhaps the
occasional slander. It is small wonder the
community is upset when it sees the consequences
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of someone such as Alan Bond being caught up with
and carted off to jail and then his children pop up on
the list of the 100 wealthiest Australians. That is
exactly what discretionary trusts were established to
do. They were established and became modish in the
1970s and the 1980s as a popular form of minimising
tax.
The Federal government pursued those who had
established discretionary trusts and ensured that
most of them were picked up and unable to operate
at minimum tax rates or to evade tax altogether.
Here we have at this time of all times in Victoria a
Bill by which the government is virtually saying to
the group of people who set out with an intent to
evade lawful and proper tax that is due to the
government coffers that they will cop it.
It is important that the opposition takes a stand on

the matter. The notion or concept of land tax is well
established in the Australian community;
Australians have shown an historical affection for it
as a form of tax. Much as I am loath to quote him, I
refer to the philosophy of John Stuart Mill, whom
people on the other side of politics constantly quote.
In 1884 John Stuart Mill proposed that land tax was
the most eqUitable means of raising tax. If I
remember correctly, the notion was transferred to
Australia in 1884 or thereabouts by none other than
Henry George. I am no devotee of Henry George - I
can see that most members of the government went
to better schools because they have that look about
them, and they will all have passed their elocution
tests - but, as I said, he was responSible for
bringing the notion of land tax to this country. The
basic philosophical concept is the notion of an
economic rent: that is, that a property has an
economic rent and is held - even if someone holds
title to it - in the name of the citizenry, and
therefore no one person should benefit entirely from
any increase in its value.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
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us - rich men, poor men, rich women, poor women,
beggars and thieves, and 1 include Treasurers and
even barristers, although not always barristers know that if you have land and its value and
economic rent increase over time then you pay a tax
on it. It is one of the best and most equitable forms
of taxation. Of course, it has also a notion of
possession about it, so that if you do not own it you
do not have to pay.
By comparison, honourable members should
consider the fearsome household tax that has been
imposed on Victorians in the recent mini-Budget.
The difficulty about discretionary trusts - and I do
not pretend to have the legal expertise - Mr Stockdale - You do pretend!
Mr BAKER - No, 1 do not. I would not dare to
be so presumptuous. As I understand it, the
difficulty about discretionary trusts is that they have
taken obfuscation to an art form.
Mr Steggall - What?
Mr BAKER - Stick around; you will be able to
go home to the barley farm and have a few things to
tell them in the shed besides the fact that you have a
pay rise.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has some
difficulty with the honourable member for Sunshine,
firstly, when he turns his back to the Chair and,
secondly, when he leans his posterior on the edge of
the table. I ask the honourable member to stand
erect and address the Chair.
Mr BAKER - Mr Speaker, I beg your pardon.
The hour is late and I certainly did not wish to show
you my posterior.
The SPEAKER - Order! Fortunately your
posterior was hidden by May, which is on the bench.

Mr BAKER - I do not read only your speeches; I
have to get some stimulation from somewhere else! I
refer to State Land Tax - A Critical Reviw written by
Barry F. Reece, University of New South Wales,
Australian Tax Research Foundation No. 15, and
commend it to any honourable member who is
interested in the philosophic concepts.

Mr BAKER - I suggest that that is an excellent
result. My intention was to show my front to the
enemy rather than to show my behind to the Chair.
However, I accept the rebuke and I shall watch
where it is placed or pointed in the future. I can
think of some better options, but perhaps they
should be left in my younger days.

Honourable members understand how the concept
took hold. Like all good tax schemes, it has a
simplicity, transparency and rigour to it, and it is a
basic concept that everyone can understand. All of

Discretionary trusts were in vogue in the 1970s and
198Os. The difficulty with them is that they have
raised obfuscation to an art form to the extent that it
is now extremely difficult for tax officials, honest
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and true, to ascertain who actually owns the various
parcels of land and who are the principals involved.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I am deeply concerned that it is
almost midnight and we have reached only "0" in
the dictionary. No doubt the speech is entertaining,
not least to the honourable member for Sunshine.
However the Bill does not demand or even merit a
treatise on the history and purposes of land tax. I ask
you to bring the honourable member for Sunshine
back to the Bill which, after all, has a limited focus.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) -On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, if one considers the Treasurer's
second-reading speech, one finds it is pretty broad
ranging in the sense that the Bill was mentioned in
the context of the mini-Budget.
Apart from that, I am now at the point of discussing
another matter. When the point of order was raised,
I had ceased giving a philosophical dissertation and
I was making observations about the particular
nature of discretionary trusts and how they affect
the garnering of tax. If I cannot do that within the
confines of the Bill, what can I discuss?
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. It is well held that during the second-reading
stage the shadow Minister - in this case the
honourable member for Sunshine - can range in a
similar fashion to the Minister's speech.
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under these trusts - or sham trusts as they are
sometimes known - have gone off with the booty.
In one case involving some islands off the coast of
Queensland the children suddenly decided that they
had received a gift and they disappeared.
That is not what discretionary trusts are about, and
it is not what the opposition is about. Where it is
clear that that has occurred, the devil takes the
hindmost, but where a discretionary trust has been
used purely for the purpose of evading tax it is, as I
said, embedded in the conventional wisdom and
consciousness of most Australians as being a fair
and equitable tax. It has a notion of progressiveness
to it.
Given the way in which the government has gone
about its tax-raising proposals in the mini-Budget,
the Bill proposes in an inappropriate climate to
exclude these people. The proposal for clamping
down on avoidance in this area borrows from New
South Wales where, under the Wran government,
provision was made to ensure that tax collectors
could go about their duties and collect their
appropriate dues. An inquiry in New South Wales
several years ago suggested that almost $45 million
needed to be picked up from special trusts, such
were the extent and magnitude of attempts to avoid
tax applied in that way. Parliament is not an arbiter
of morality in these matters, but it must ensure that
there is fair treatment for all citizens. When a general
rule is established for tax collection it must be
applied.

Mr Stockdale - Far and wide!
Sitting suspended 12 midnight until 12.33 a.m.
Mr BAKER - Before the suspension of the sitting
I was talking about discretionary trusts and I
suggested that they raised obfuscation to an art
form. They became extremely voguish in the 1970s
and 1980s and the difficulty with them was that
barristers and other professionals used them to
avoid the consequences of professional indemnity
actions and any other actions that may have come
their way.
I understand the difficulty with them is discovering
who has the beneficial interest and, if one can
discover that, obeying the aggregation proposals
that are common to the levying of appropriate land
tax.
They have been used by a variety of people and
there have been some amusing tales about them.
Children who have been given beneficial interests

Another way for tax collectors to deal with
discretionary trusts is to presume that everyone is
guilty or liable to pay until they are presumed
innocent or it is decided that they should not pay.
The government, Treasurer and tax collection
agency should make that position clear; it should not
be set aside and deferred.
The government should have told Parliament that it
was encountering problems in collecting land tax
because of ragged increases created by the way land
tax is set and assessed and that the distribution
across the four-year interval should be examined.
Each four years marks a new valuation, so there is
no smooth line. Despite attempts to achieve a
qualification formula, the tax can lag, and does not
fit the economic circumstances of the time. The best
example of that is the last revaluation in 1989-90,
which had quite extraordinary results for the
business community, particularly for small
businesses operating in large shopping centres in the
central city area.
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The previous government was certainly made aware
of that valuation because of the community reaction.
There is no doubt that many businesses, given the
economic circumstances of the time, together with
the impost of that application - Mr Stockdale interjected.
Mr BAKER - You didn't help with your
contribution at that time.
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When the government is prepared to do that the
opposition will believe it is prepared to act on the
basis of logic and honest broking. But until it is
prepared to do that, the opposition strongly opposes
these people being selected for exclusive treatment.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I oppose the
amendment to the Act and I will discuss the entire
question of land tax revision.
Mr Stockdale interjected.

Mr Cooper - Rubbish!
Mr BAKER - Now the new Treasurer has had
his first opportunity to act, but the first thing he has
done is to look after his mates, the shysters, and the
people whose deliberate intent in establishing trusts
of this kind is to ensure that they do not pay their
rightful taxes.
The Treasurer failed to adopt the propositions put in
the Fordham report, which was organised by the
previous government. That extremely rigorous
report delved into the issues. The Fordham inquiry
had an expert staff who canvassed practices,
attitudes and theories on land tax that have been
developed around the Commonwealth by
undertaking a series of inquiries and examining
material from overseas. The report made a list of
recommendations.
The Treasurer's second-reading speech contains
nothing to suggest that he or his government
proposes to tackle this problem now. What has it
done as a first position? It has sought to defer the
burden on a group of people who are highly
exclusive and highly advantaged and whose main
credo has been to establish their financial affairs
using trusts. Their main interest has been tax
avoidance.
In all conscience we cannot support that pOSition,
and neither should any honourable member here.
Good management, good legislation and honest
broking require the government to say, 'We will
tackle the land tax problem, especially in view of the
criticisms of increases and their effects on the
business community in Victoria as a consequence of
the last revaluation. That will be one of the
components of the assessment. We will come to
terms with this difficulty". It should say, 'We will
ensure that these people pay their fair taxes and we
will establish general rules and principles for the
levying of land tax with which the community can
feel comfortable. The community will be able to
regard it as just and equitable".

Mr COLE - I can. The second-reading speech
does that. As the member representing the electorate
of Melbourne, which takes in the central business
district, it is important for me to speak about the
crucial issue of land tax. I was somewhat surprised
about the Budget documents referred to in the
Minister's second-reading speech. I should have
thought a conservative government would go a bit
further in the revision of the Land Tax Act in an
attempt to give some relief to property owners and
businesses in the central Melbourne area that are
currently suffering because of a Significant
downturn in the economy, particularly in the retail
sector, coupled with dramatic increases in city
property values that have resulted in substantial
land tax assessments.
I accept that the government has had difficulty in
implementing the proviSions of the Land Tax Act in
relation to discretionary trusts. The opposition
accepts that people who are trying to avoid paying
land tax by dispersing their property portfolios
among various beneficiaries should pay land tax. I
do not see why they should be able to avoid paying
tax. I can understand that there is a bureaucratic
difficulty at the moment in assessing the tax, but I do
not believe that is a reason to walk away from the
issue. Land tax should be applied equitably to all
property. In the opposition's view there should not
be any attempt to back away from the fundamental
position of ensuring that people who are attempting
to avoid tax through trust mechanisms are required
to pay.
As the Treasurer pointed out, the central problem
with land tax was the decision in 1990 not to vary
the rate in the dollar paid on properties, even after a
quite substantial revaluation. Although in 1990 a
revaluation was done on 1986 prices, which were
boom prices for the city, the rate in the dollar
remained the same. It is some time since I have read
all of the documentation, but if I remember correctly
that happened even after equalisation and other
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factors were applied so that people would not get
large land tax assessments.
The problem is complex and in many respects can be
put down to the declining revenue base the State has
to rely on. A number of factors are involved and I
think the government and the opposition over time
will have to seriously consider how land tax reform
will be implemented and how the revenue of the
State will be kept at a level that can provide services
yet not do the sort of damage that can be done by
the unfair application of land tax.
In the case of the city there was a double whammy
for everybody: the rate in the dollar was not varied
and the prices of property went up so incredibly in
the four-year valuation period that in some instances
people were hit with increases in tax of up to
400 per cent. Further, the people required to pay the
tax were often the leaseholders and not the people
who had accrued the wealth.
During my time in Parliament as the member for
Melbourne, the occasions on which land tax
assessments have been issued have not been the
most pleasant times, not only because people have
come to see me about it but also because I felt sorry
for people running small businesses who, at the start
of the recession, had to try to survive while paying
horrendous levels of land tax.
Those people would have incurred fairly high levels
of land tax in any case regardless of what
rate-in-the-dollar adjustment was made. Those
people would have expected big increases simply
because of the dramatic increase in land prices. That
says much about the State's revenue and finances
and it worries me greatly.
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Property owners in the City of Melbourne will
receive a reduction in land tax compared with last
year because of the upper level placed on
equalisation, but because the assessment base is so
high - arising from the 1990 assessments - they
will still pay prohibitive amounts of land tax.
I am also concerned about the application of the base
rate. It is applied in a limited fashion, but the issue
should be addressed because the burden falls on too
few. I am not saying the tax should be expanded, but
if Victoria is relying on it as a source of revenue it
ought to get it right and ensure it does not affect
particular groups in a prohibitive fashion, as occurs
now. Another problem is the aggregation of
properties. The issue should be addressed because it
is a problem with discretionary trusts. With some
trepidation I suggest that local government should
play a larger role to assist the Land Tax Office
because its past performance has not been the best.
Stories abound of people who have not been
assessed for years suddenly being hit with massive
assessments; that is disastrous.
The Treasurer must eventually address the
revaluation of city properties. There has been a
substantial reduction in the value of properties in
the city, and I shall be interested to see what the rate
in the dollar is. It may be the first time in history that
the rate in the dollar is increased to accommodate
the substantial fall in land tax revenue. The other
alternative is a substantial decline in revenue, but
the money will have to come from other areas.
It is a difficult topic and the government will have to

act because of the fall in revenue. Victoria is
dependent on the Federal government for its tax
revenue, and the only real tax from which it can gain
revenue is land tax. Not much scope is left.

I accept that there are difficulties in relying on land
tax in the framing of any Budget, but unfortunately
nothing is done in the current Budget to address the
issue that was generally accepted as a major
problem in 1990. I remember the Treasurer, when he
was in opposition, pointing out strongly that
something had to be done, yet in his first Budget
nothing has been done in real terms to address that
issue.

The Fordham review of land tax canvassed the issue
of tenants paying land tax. My personal view is that
they should. If that did not occur it would be
reflected in the rent. The less the government has to
do with commercial tenancies, the better. I do not
hold that view for residential tenancies, but the
marketplace and landlords should set the price for
commercial tenancies.

The people I have spoken to tell me that the
assessments will be almost identical to those made
under the former Labor government and that
nothing has been done to address what is a major
problem.

No-one could have predicted the sudden leap in the
rate of land tax in 1990. Indeed, many landlords did
not expect their tenants to pay the land tax and they
were left with hefty bills because of the value of their
properties; they were asset rich but income poor.
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The issue is serious. The government and Parliament
have a difficult task ahead in dealing with the land
tax issue. Concerns have been raised about large
family homes that have been hit by land tax. The
fonner honourable member for Dandenong,
Mr Norris, referred some people to me who lived
near him in Camberwell. They had been hit with
substantial land tax bills that they could not possibly
pay. The effects of land tax must be examined.
In terms of equity, I would prefer to see the
threshold for land tax raised on family homes, rather
than dealing with discretionary trusts. At the end of
the day it is a matter of bureaucratic competence. I
do not support the levy of $100 on homes and I do
not support the collection of that tax by councils. I
made a submission to the Fordham review about the
duplication of rates and revenue collection services
by local councils. Whether we like it or not, it
probably does the best job. You, Mr Speaker, have
had some experience with local government and all
honourable members have probably had experience
paying council rates, which show how much our
properties are worth and how much we must pay in
rates. There is no doubt that local councils play
important and crucial roles in that area. Perhaps
there should be some legislative requirement that
councils have a uniform method of assessing
valuations, which would resolve a lot of questions
over time about land tax that the government sees fit
to apply to family homes. If we had a legislative
change that provided for uniformity in the
assessment of land and house value, we may be able
to introduce a more progressive, rather than
regressive, tax and be able to extend the land tax
provisions.
I am not shocked, but I was surprised that the
Budget did not address the city's problems of high
land tax costs. The status quo remains virtually at
the level set by the former government. The current
government has not addressed the fundamental
problem of the rating dollar remaining at the same
level as the 1986 valuations, given that there were
massive increases in 1990. This is a peripheral issue,
but it should be investigated. I do not see why those
who have discretionary trusts to avoid tax by
reducing their assessments should not be hit by an
appropriate tax.
The question of the abrogation of property and the
passing on of the tax burden should be addressed.
Those are fundamental questions. Given the revenue
measures introduced by the government, I should
have thought that it would have traded off land tax
with some other tax. Obviously it sought not to do
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that in the current climate -and I can understand
why. The government must do something about the
land tax on city properties because businesses in my
electorate cannot sustain the oncosts brought about
by land tax.
They are the sorts of issues that should be raised. I
oppose the Bill because it is only a small part of a
very complex problem. It does little but cater for
people who are in effect trying to avoid tax and does
not address the broader issues of land tax and the
revenue base of the State. Unless we address the
question of the revenue base at the Federal, State
and local government levels, we are in for a very
hard time.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank
honourable members for their contributions to the
debate, although the contributions show a
lamentable lack of appreciation of the merits of the
issue.
It is sad that the Australian Labor Party has learnt
nothing about the workings of land tax provisions.
Implicit in the arguments put by members
opposite - and explicit in the case of the
honourable member for Sunshine - is the notion
that behind every scheme hides a crook and that
when business pays, no-one pays. Such arguments
are delusions and are not borne out by either
empirical evidence or the experience of the operators
of the proviSions.
It was clear from briefings received from the
coalition when it was in opposition that when the
measure was first introduced the government did
not anticipate that it would reap the whirlwind of
tens of thousands of applications for extensions,
even though the coalition and the Law Institute of
Victoria argued that that would be the case. The
Labor government argued that the problem was
small, that the only people who used such trusts
were crooks and that the legislation was directed
against only those people.

Empirical evidence shows that the Land Tax
(Revision) Act is an administrative nightmare, not
only for the tens of thousands of people who have
legitimate trust arrangements that have nothing to
do with the avoidance of land tax but also because
the State Taxation Office is not able to handle in a
timely manner the administrative burden associated
with its provisions.
Implicit in the arguments put by members of the
opposition is that the coalition government has
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abandoned efforts to crack down on tax avoidance,
but that is simply not so. The coalition is concerned
about the avoidance and evasion of tax. We regard it
as antisocial and as having the effect of shifting the
tax burden onto legitimate taxpayers, who already
shoulder their fair share of responsibility. The
proposals advanced by the opposition will not solve
the problem.

The Bill defers the introduction of these provisions
for one year. In the meantime the government has
announced that it will examine the issue to
determine whether a more workable provision can
be introduced, perhaps by an exemption clause that
catches the artificial schemes but does not result in
expense and inconvenience for the parties to
legitimate trust arrangements.

One argument mounted by members opposite is
that beyond any shadow of a doubt the nub of the
issue clearly goes to the evasion and avoidance of
taxation. Despite a hot debate on the provisions for
almost 12 months, no-one has given me one case of a
discretionary trust being used for artificial tax
avoidance. Not one lawyer has been able to produce
one; and, in the days before the election, the then
Labor government was unable to produce one.

Alternatively, it may be possible to write a general
anti-avoidance provision of the kind that is
contained, for example, in the old section 260 of the
Federal income tax legislation which directly attacks
artificial schemes. The government will examine
those measures and put in place a set of provisions
which catch those artificial distortions because they
shift the burden of taxation unfairly to other parties.

The State Taxation Office has been unable to
produce a single case of an artificial tax avoidance
scheme using a discretionary trust to avoid land tax.
No tangible evidence is available to support the
allegations made by the Labor Party, either in
government or in opposition. Nevertheless the
possibility exists of tax being avoided through the
establishment of artificial schemes.
It is conceivable that unscrupulous property-owning
taxpayers could strata titl \ row of shops and, by
producing a series of holdmgs, have each one
included in a separate discretionary trust, each
below the threshold. As a result, a property that
ought to attract a large amount of land tax would
attract none. I have yet to see any evidence of such
cases. At present it is nothing more than a theoretical
risk - although I am concerned that the risk exists.
Were the opportunity to remain open we could face
a flood of tax avoidance.
The government has not abandoned the effort to
deal with these matters; it is not even repealing the
provisions - although a dispassionate member of
the gallery would believe from the tenor of the
debate that the government was repealing the
provisions. All the measure does is to defer their
coming into force for one year to enable the
government to produce a practical workable
solution to the problem.

The honourable member for Sunshine is renowned
for his extravagant hyperbole, but he exceeded even
his own record in this debate when we heard all
about Alan Bond and his use of trusts. I do not know
whether he uses trusts but, given his track record
and associations, one would expect it is likely that he
does.
Alan Bond is no mate of the Liberal Party or the
National Party. He is a well-known mate of the
Labor Party; he is Burkie's mate. Every time Burke
wanted $3 million Bondy went out and took the hat
around the Australian business community,
particularly in Perth, and raised millions of dollars
for the Labor Party. If anybody benefited from an
abuse of the trust laws and the avoidance of land
tax, it was not the Liberal Party or the National
Party; it was the Labor Party. I am interested in the
reliance of the Labor Party on Alan Bond. We know
Alan Bond is a mate of the Labor Party; one can tell
from his identity. He has been in gaol, he has gone
broke and he is a business failure.
Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Are you saying Bondy is not
a mate of the Labor Party?
Ms Kimer - You said Gurry was.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is very late and
everybody is tired. Interjections are disorderly.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - An intemperate interjection
has been made by an honourable member who has
not the wit to direct attention to the nature of the Bill
let alone understand the problem.

Mr STOCK DALE - I have twice admitted that I
was wrong in relation to Mr Bill Gurry. The former
Premier has not admitted one mistake. She brought
the State to its knees but never once has she shown
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any shame or remorse. One only has to look at her
face now; the bitter, twisted lady - The SPEAKER - Order! It is quite clear, and the
Treasurer should know, that in summing up he may
not introduce new material into the debate.
Mr STOCKDALE - I go back to where I started
with Bondy. The problem with this measure is that it
is costing jobs and inconveniencing people. It is also
putting people to expense and is unworkable from
an administrative point of view.
If the Labor Party were still in office it would have to

deal with the problem it created. Were the taxation
office to proceed to deal with the applications that
are currently pending, it would take years to deal
with them.
It would be impossible to apply these provisions
from the currently scheduled date of operation.
Even if it were unfortunate enough still to have a
Labor government, Victoria would have to take tfus
sort of action. Because of its lack of understanding of
the law of trusts and the ways of commerce and its
ignorance of the way the business community
works, the Labor government created a monster. We
are not prepared to allow the monster to keep
devouring the interests of the people of Victoria. We
are acting to put it on hold so that for one year the
government can address workable provisiOns that
outlaw the actions of the scoundrels and subject
them, if there are any, to tax but which leave alone
the law-abiding citizens who have been put to
immense inconvenience and cost by a Labor
government which, the facts have proven, did not
understand what it was doing.
This government is acting responsibly. We will not
tolerate tax avoidance and we will use the
adjournment period to address the problems
sensibly and senSitively in the interests of the people
whose lives and businesses are being disrupted by
provisions that have no real justification and
impositions that no evidence has yet been produced
to justify.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.
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CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 November; motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Community Services);
and Mrs GARBUTI's amendment:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the words "this
Bill be withdrawn and redrafted in order to
provide for the compulsory notification of child
physical and sexual abuse by certain persons
whilst practising in certain professions.".

Mr SAND ON (Carrum) - I support the Bill and
the amendment moved by the honourable member
for Bundoora. Nothing should be more important to
us as legislators than standing up for children. My
view of the legislation and the amendment starts
from the basic premise that we as Parliamentarians
and members of the community must do all we can
to support one of the most vulnerable groups in the
community: our children.
Any SOCiety that regards itself as Christian,
humanist, caring or whatever will be judged by the
way it addresses child abuse. We must show the
community at large that we will take a strong stand
in ensuring that we do everything possible to look
after children. We would be intellectually and
morally bankrupt if we were not prepared to do all
within our power to stand up for children. Sadly,
child abuse exists; sadly, it is a fact of life; sadly,
both physical and sexual abuse occur. It is a blight
on all communities. We cannot turn a blind eye to it.
We must face it and do what we can to ensure that
the people who perpetrate horrendous crimes
against children are brought to justice.
My strong views on those issues have come through
the experiences I have had both as a local member
and in my former role as Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. It is incumbent on honourable
members to act on behalf of people who cannot
communicate the abuses that occur in the
community: the children who cannot talk and tell us
of the experiences that they have suffered; the
bruisings, the bashings, the broken limbs and the
bumings. It is up to honourable members to indicate
to the broader community that people who inflict
such horrendous injuries on young children will be
brought to justice.
When parents fail it is up to us to show leadership
and direction in undertaking those responsibilities.
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My support for mandatory reporting is formulated
on the view that the rights of the child are
paramount. The rights of the child become
sacrosanct in considering the respective rights of all
individuals covered by the issue of mandatory
reporting.
Honourable members will not be surprised that I
took a similar view in weighing up the rights of
individuals to read books and magazines of their
choice when deciding to ban the possession of child
pornographic material. I took the view that the
banning of the possession of child pornography was
not a breach of civil liberties but child pornography
is. There is strong evidence that those who possess
child pornography, as recorded in magazines, film
and videotapes, are not harmless, dirty old men but
are either involved in molestation or are accessories
after the fact in the most callous crime adults can
commit against children - child sexual abuse.
Overseas experience in the United Kingdom and the
United States of America and in Victoria's Spectrum
Task Force has shown clearly that those who collect
child pornographic material are more than likely to
be active paedophiles. As a result of the support it
received in Parliament and the community the
former government outlawed the posseSSion of such
material in Victoria. The former government was
able to demonstrate those policies interstate and it
received support from all Australian States. I am
pleased that other States followed Victoria's lead.
Honourable members cannot be naive enough to
believe they can wipe out this dreadful practice, but
evidence of the crimes must be collected. Therefore
the help of the medical profession is required. It is
another reason why the House should be supporting
mandatory reporting. It would allow the police to
apprehend the paedophiles in the community.
Honourable members will be aware that I took an
active interest in and introduced the first
psycho-sexual programs in our prisons. I did that
because I believed it was necessary for the
community to face the fact that the recidivism rate in
Victoria's prison system was high. Some 70 per cent
of people re-offend after they are released from
prison. That figure is far too high. It is not sufficient
simply to lock up people for the length of their
sentences. It is incumbent on us to ensure that when
those people are released they will not re-offend.
The psycho-sexual programs are continuing and I
will be watching to ensure that the government
maintains them. If we are to do something about
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improving the conditions of women and children in
the community it is imperative that we maintain
those sorts of programs because they may reduce the
recidivism rate. Psychologists employed in the
prison system have advised me of the mind-blOWing
figures recorded for each offender. Some had been
sentenced on the basis of one or two cases. The
experience of psychologists is that prisoners have
admitted to tens if not hundreds of cases of child
molestation.
Child physical and sexual abuse is a massive
problem that has gone on undetected for many
years. I support the inclusion of a mandatory
reporting provision because it will assist the
community to deal with people who have engaged
in child molestation. Mandatory reporting must be
introduced in order to get the necessary evidence to
remove people from places where they often have
the trust of both the children and their families.
Society'S capacity to deal with the problem will be
enhanced enormously as a result. Honourable
members must address with diligence this issue of
major concern in the community.
Medical practitioners would have nothing to fear
from the requirement for mandatory reporting of
child abuse. Currently some doctors have difficulties
with it but in its operation as envisaged by members
of the opposition and others, those fears would have
no foundation. In the past concern has been
expressed about the approach of officers of the
former Community Services Victoria, now the
Department of Health and Community Services.
Concerns have been expressed about the ability of
those officers to handle mandatory reporting, but
those concerns are no longer valid. Officers of the
department have taken the lead in the area; they
have introduced appropriate training courses and,
most importantly, they have established support
services. In other words, where once officers may
not have supported people in circumstances where
mandatory reporting was in force, they could now
undertake that role. The government must continue
to support the officers involved in that work by
providing appropriate staff and support for the
Department of Health and Community Services.
They will then have the necessary capacity to handle
mandatory reporting.
Mandatory reporting is supported by officers of the
child explOitation unit of the Victoria Police. They
gave me my first insight into child physical and
sexual abuse. Their concern is based on the primacy
of the rights of the child, which is a pOSition I hold
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and which should be held by all honourable
members.
Mandatory reporting is supported also by the staff
of the Royal Children's Hospital. All honourable
members and people in the general community are
aware of and take pride in the quality of the staff of
the Royal Children's Hospital. Again, it is
appropriate to take cOgnisance of the
professionalism of the staff and to acknowledge
their support for mandatory reporting.
If one compares Victoria with the other States that

have similar numbers of children and have
mandatory reporting laws, one can see clearly why
such a system is necessary. In 1987 the Law Reform
Commission compared the figures of reported
sexual offences against children in Victoria with the
figures for New South Wales. In 1987 doctors
reported 96 cases in Victoria while more than 1000
cases were reported in New South Wales. In other
words, the level of reporting by practitioners in this
State was only 10 per cent of the level in New South
Wales. The figures offer dramatic evidence on the
effectiveness of the mandatory reporting
requirement.
It is incumbent upon us to ensure that we stand up

for children, and the litmus test of this government
and indeed of any government must be the extent to
which it is prepared to go to ensure that children,
the most vulnerable members of our community, are
protected. Mandatory reporting is the litmus test of
this government.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I urge the government to
adopt the reasoned amendment and to reconsider its
attitude to mandatory reporting. I remind the House
that the last time these issues were before Parliament
members of the now government, although
supporting most of the Bill then before Parliament,
were extremely critical that the government had not
gone further and introduced mandatory reporting.
At that time the then Leader of the Opposition and
the honourable members for Momington and
Portland strongly recommended the adoption of
mandatory reporting. I have been a supporter of
mandatory reporting ever since the Parliamentary
Labor Party carried out a detailed inquiry into this
matter more than 10 years ago. We considered
evidence from Victoria, from other States and
overseas. The committee recommended the
adoption of mandatory reporting. I know of nothing
in the intervening period to suggest that that
recommendation was not correct. Indeed the
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experience not only in this State but also. in other
States, which have more rigorous systems of
reporting, is that mandatory reporting provides a
major protection for children, especially young
children.
As the honourable member for Carrum mentioned,
the level of notification in Victoria with its voluntary
system is much less than that of other States. We
recognise that there will be instances of busybodies
and professionals making notifications who simply
get it wrong. This applies even when mandatory
reporting is in force. The evidence from studies not
only in Australia but also from overseas suggests
that mandatory reporting has significantly increased
the protection available to young people, especially
young children.
Some professional groups oppose mandatory
reporting. No doubt they have sincere reasons for
doing so, but at least one reason is that, regardless of
their particular professions, they believe they know
infinitely better than the government and they
should not have to report their clients' situations to
governments or anyone else.
The evidence from the Royal Children's Hospital in
particular and from the studies mentioned already
in the debate suggest that children will be best
protected when the professional people dealing with
those children have the statutory obligation of
reporting to the authorities so that cases can be
investigated and, if necessary, acted upon urgently.
The failure to do that has resulted in a Significant
number of fatalities and serious injuries to young
people over many years.
That is not to say that significant improvements
have not occurred in the past 10 to 15 years. In the
1970s arrangements for child protection were carried
out by poorly funded voluntary organisations. That
situation was totally inadequate for both then and
now.
In the past 10 years services have progreSSively been

developed. Community service organisations and
the Police Force have increasingly been engaging in
jOint efforts to ensure that all government agencies
responsible in the area work together.
One could be forgiven for thinking that some people
involved in this matter are more interested in
protecting their own turf and authority than in
protecting young people. However, the
developments in the 1980s have significantly
increased the level of service and assistance
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available to young children who need protection
and to families that recognise a problem and require
assistance.
I have supported mandatory reporting for some
time and regret the government's decision to drop
those prOVisions from the Bill. I challenge the
government to re-examine the matter to ensure that
Victoria, even after a significant delay, has a system
of mandatory reporting that will protect young
people and, more importantly, provide a level of
service that enables us to say that Victoria's services
are better than those provided in other States and
elsewhere. Mandatory reporting is of Significant
assistance in protecting young people and would
ensure that young people are better protected than
they are currently.
House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

Ayes, 59
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mc
Dean, Mr
Doyle, Mc
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
jasper, Mr
jenkins, Mc (Tell")
john, Mr

Mac1ellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Pecton, Mr
Pescott, Mc
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mc
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr (Tell")
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
SteggaJl, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr

Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCiIJ,Mrs
McCrath, Mr J.F.
McCrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr

Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mc
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mc
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mc

Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mc
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Tell")
Hamilton, Mc
Kennan, Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mc
Loney, Mr
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Mildenhall, Mc
Pandazopoulos, Mc (Tell")
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Seccombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Community
Services) - I thank honourable members for their
contributions on the Bill. As was agreed by all
speakers, the Bill offers considerable advantages and
provides a number of benefits. Amendments to the
principal Act will facilitate improved management
arrangements for young persons and provide
protection and tighten provisions relating to
appearances by children and young people before
the Children's Court and the Magistrates Court and
in pre-hearing conferences and other areas spelt out
in the Bill.
The only area of disagreement between the parties
concerns the mandatory reporting provisions that
were removed from the Bill that was before
Parliament earlier this year. Mandatory reporting is
a contentious matter that has divided the House on a
number of occasions. From time to time members
who have contributed to the debate have taken
different positions on mandatory reporting.
Although the honourable member for Coburg said
that he had at all times been a supporter of
mandatory reporting, when the matter was debated
in this House on 25 May 1989 he voted against
mandatory reporting. The government will continue
to monitor this matter.
The government will rely on the advice of the
Victorian Family and Children Services Council
which studied this issue in response to the then
Minister's request for advice on mandatory
reporting, which advice was given to her on 7 May
1992. The council, chaired by Mr Justice Fogarty,
indicated its conclusion on page 11, where it states:
For the following considerations the Council
unanimously advises the Minister against the
introduction of mandatory reporting '"
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It then sets out 13 reasons why it felt it was not

appropriate to introduce it at this time.
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member for Bulleen spoke during the 1989 debate
and said he had been persuaded from opposing
mandatory reporting to supporting it.

I direct the attention of honourable members to the

second-reading speech, which indicates that the
government will continue to monitor and review the
reporting rates of child sexual abuse and strengthen
the promotion of community education programs
against child abuse, as well as emphasising the need
for reporting and taking action where necessary.
The government will continue to consider all options
which may be required to make a significant
contribution to the prevention of child abuse. I thank
all honourable members for their contributions and
commend the Bill to the House.

I wonder why the honourable member did not take

the opportunity of saying why he changed his mind.
Perhaps next time we will get lucky!
Finally during the last debate, the Premier, when he
was Leader of the OppOSition, called for mandatory
reporting of child abuse. He said it would be a step
forward and if it was a matter of resources, the
government of the day, whether Liberal or Labor,
should find the resources to support mandatory
reporting. He said he was in favour of mandatory
reporting then, but why is he now not prepared to
stand up and support it.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 7 agreed to.
Clause 8

Mrs GARBUTT (Bundoora) - It is with some
regret that I note that the provisions in clause 8 do
not go far enough. The government has not taken
the opportunity of enacting a further means of
protecting children from abuse.
The Minister for Community Services referred to the
debate on the Children and Young Persons Bill in
1989 when a number of members from the then
opposition spoke in favour of mandatory reporting.
I noted that those honourable members were not
present in the Chamber during the debate yesterday
and today and did not contribute to it.
The honourable member for Portland contributed to
the earlier debate on the Children and Young
Persons Bill but is not prepared to contribute to this
debate. The honourable member for Glen Waverley
also spoke in that debate in 1989, as did the
honourable member for Prahran, who moved an
amendment proposing the introduction of
mandatory reporting, but neither honourable
member was prepared to contribute to this debate.
The honourable member for Mornington made a
long and interesting contribution to the 1989 debate
but has not contributed today. The honourable

The Minister for Community Services spoke about
monitoring the rate of reporting of child abuse.
Several members on this side of the House have also
spoken about the low rates of reporting of child
abuse in Victoria compared with the rates in New
South Wales, which has had mandatory reporting
since 1977. Other States in Australia other than
Western Australia do not have mandatory reporting,
but when one compares those States with Victoria
one finds that Victoria has the lowest rate. How will
the government respond to the low rate of reporting
such a serious crime? The low rates of reporting are
not acceptable. We must use every means at our
disposal to deal with the problem. It is a shame that
children will be suffering because the government
has failed to pick up the problems with the reporting
of child abuse.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Community
Services) - The matter raised by the honourable
member for Bundoora in terms of the courage of her
convictions and the passion with which her
argument has been put today is totally and
diametrically opposed to the way in which the
Labor Party voted when it last had the opportunity
in 1989. It is unbelievable to hear that conviction
when the government did not have the courage to
stand up and be counted when the matter was dealt
with in 1989. It is obvious that this is a complex
problem and that the community is divided on the
merits, advantages and disadvantages of mandatory
reporting. The government has already spelt out
what it will do. The former government had 10 years
to address the problem of the reporting of child
abuse, but it failed to do so. In 1989 legislation was
before the Chamber that could have dealt with this
matter and implemented changes, but the former
government did nothing year after year.
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The government will maintain an open mind on the
question. The advice it has received from the experts
is tha t manda tory reporting is not at presen t in the
best interests of the children, but we will continue to
monitor, evaluate and examine the options available
to us. I am sure that in 10 years time we will find
that the coalition has made a better fist of protecting
our children through Bills of this type than the Labor
Party did during its wasted period in government.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) -It is regrettable that
on such an important issue the Minister has not
responded to the reasonable request made by the
honourable member for Bundoora, who asked the
Minister whether she would elaborate on the type of
monitoring that the government intends to use and
what criteria will be applied when making further
decisions as a result of the monitoring.
I believe the Minister is capable of responding more
fully than she has to the reasonable request made by
the honourable member for Bundoora. She has had
sufficient time in her portfolio - Mr Baker - I don't know about that.
Or COG HILL - I believe the Minister is capable
of responding - Mr Roper interjected.
Or COG HILL - I believe the Minister is capable
of telling the Committee how the government
intends to approach the issue - although I am
probably one of the few who believe that. I ask the
Minister to describe the nature of the monitoring
and at what point the government will act. I ask her
to say whether a decision to act will require a certain
level of reporting or the reaching of some other
threshold. Unless voluntary reporting approaches
the level of such reporting in New South Wales,
which was often referred to during the debate,
mandatory reporting will need to be introduced.
I remind the Committee that the level of reporting of
substantiated cases in New South Wales is more
than eight times the level in Victoria. On that basis,
too many children who are subjected to sexual abuse
are not enjoying the protection of either the law or
the Department of Health and Community Services,
the predecessor of which was established in 1979
and which has the capacity to deal with a much
higher level of reporting than it deals with at present.
In fairness to the children who are the daily victims
of serious crimes, the Minister has an obligation to
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advise the Committee and the wider community of
the criteria that will apply to the monitoring the
government envisages and at what level further
intervention will be sought.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Community
Services) - Had the honourable member for
Werribee been the opposition spokesman in charge
of the Bill, we may have had a better debate in
Committee. As soon as the honourable member for
Bundoora got to her feet she began abusing a
number of government members for the stances they
had taken. It was a most unsatisfactory opening to
the debate in Committee and deserved the response
it received.
The basis on which the opposition moved the
reasoned amendment is utterly incomprehensible.
The grammar alone makes it hard to comprehend. I
wonder whether the opposition understands the
wording of the amendment, which reads:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the words "this Bill be
withdrawn and redrafted in order to provide for the
compulsory notification of child physical and sexual
abuse by certain persons whilst practising in certain
profeSSions".

As the amendment reads the opposition seems to be
suggesting that notification be made by people who
are physically and sexually abused by certain
persons when practising in certain professions.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs TEHAN - You can't get it right! What the
opposition meant to say was that there should be
compulsory notification by certain persons while
practising in certain professions of child physical
and sexual abuse. When the opposition knows what
it is talking about and works out how to put what it
means, the government will take it seriously.

Honourable members interjecting.
The CHAIRMAN - Order! I know it is late, but
interjections are far too audible.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - We have just had an
exercise by the Minister who was looking for an
opportunity not to have to respond to the requests
from this side of the Chamber for serious
consideration of the introduction of mandatory
reporting. The honourable member for Werribee
made it clear that he wanted the Minister to outline
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to the Committee what the tests would be on
notification and monitoring before the government
would change the attitude it has adopted in
introducing the legislation.
I thought the honourable member for Werribee
made a reasonable request for the Minister to detail
the level of performance of notification that would
trigger a change to the government's policy on
mandatory reporting.
In attempting to be clever about the form of the

reasoned amendment, which had already been
determined, the Minister lost that opportunity to set
out the government's policy -and on previous
occasions government members have strongly
supported mandatory reporting.
One would imagine that if they had participated in
the Committee stage of this debate they would have
put forward the criteria under which they saw the
introduction of mandatory reporting.
A big improvement in the level of services available
to young children who are under threat from abuse
has taken place in the State and that increase in
service over the past few years provides the
framework for the introduction of mandatory
reporting.
The key issue that has not been answered by the
government is what should occur or be provided by
the government to achieve the desirable end of the
introduction of mandatory reporting, without which
a lot of children have suffered in the past and will
suffer in the future.
The government has a responsibility in the
Committee stage of the Bill to set out what it intends
to do to monitor the experience of sexual and
physical abuse of young children to determine when
mandatory reporting will finally be introduced in
Victoria.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Community
Services) -It would seem from the contributions
made by the honourable member for Coburg that
the aim was to introduce mandatory reporting. The
aim of the exercise is to reduce the incidence of
physical and sexual abuse of children. Mandatory
reporting is one of the many means to that end. The
debate has become a debate towards the means
rather than the end. It would be salutary for all of us
to consider that the end is the reduction of child
abuse, be it sexual or physical; that is the aim of the

government and, no doubt, of the opposition - not
the introduction of mandatory reporting per se.
From the information I have, voluntary and
educative programs are already being run by the
department to educate the community and the
professions and to raise the general awareness and
understanding in the community of the incidence of
both physical and sexual abuse of children. The
impact of those programs is already being felt.
There is now a higher incidence of voluntary
reporting, and if we encourage voluntary reporting
we will do far more to get an effective result than we
will if we impose a mandatory reporting system.
Mandatory reporting is a means to an end, and our
eyes must be kept on the end and not just the means.
The debate should not be just on the merits of the
mandatory reporting system and whether it is the
way to go. We must consider how to address and
reduce the incidence of child abuse. I am convinced
the department is addressing the problem. There is
now a much wider awareness of child abuse in the
community and it is certainly better understood in
the professional areas. If we continue in that
direction we will preserve the integrity of families
and the confidentiality of the professions that deal
with the problem. We will also preserve the integrity
of the other professions that deal with it - namely,
social workers and teachers - and achieve the same
result.
A number of options can be used, including
mandatory reporting. I repeat that it is a means to an
end, not the end in itself.
Mrs Garbutt interjected.
Mrs TEHAN -No, it is one means but it is not
the only means. In many ways voluntary reporting
is just as effective as mandatory reporting. We will
continue to monitor the situation, but our aim is to
reduce the incidence of abuse. That will continue to
be our aim and we will use appropriate means to
reach that end.
Clause agreed to; clauses 9 to 38 agreed to.
Reported to House without amendment.
Passed remaining stages.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I am of the opinion that
the second reading of this Bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural Resources).
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - The Sunshine
Land Bill will revoke the permanent reservations
over part of More Park, Sunshine, to enable the use
of the land for construction of part of the Western
ring-road, specifically 2.2 hectares of Crown land to
the south of the Western Highway.
When the Bill was read a second time the Minister
for Natural Resources moved that the debate on the
Bill be adjourned until the next day. I moved an
amendment that the debate be adjourned until
Wednesday of this week. My amendment was
defeated because 57 members of the government
voted against it, but the House is now debating the
Bill in the early hours of Friday. I suggest that that
says something about the government's
management of business in this House.
Mr Weideman - What does it say?
Mr THOMSON - The government should stop
treating this House like a candy store and get its
own house in order.
Since the second reading of the Bill the opposition
has had the opportunity of making inquiries and
establishing whether the comments about the
consultation process and local support for the
measure were accurate. I thank the honourable
members for Melton and Sunshine for their
assistance in making those inquiries.
The evidence indicates local support for the
measure. In particular the Western ring-road is a
project strongly supported by the opposition. It was
the former government's major road project in the
Melbourne area. The Western ring-road will bring
substantial benefit to Melbourne and it is difficult to
overstate the Significance of its construction. It will
provide faster and more efficient freight movement
around Melbourne with links to factories,
warehouses, railways, major industrial centres, the
port of Melbourne and Melbourne Airport. It will
enhance the appeal of the west and north-west of
Melbourne for industrial and commercial
development. It will provide reduced traffic
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volumes and congestion on the existing arterial road
network.

In my electorate the construction and completion of
the first section of the ring-road is eagerly awaited,
especially for the night curfew on heavy vehicles
using Pascoe Vale Road that will follow and the
resulting diminution of truck traffic on that road. It
will provide reduced operating costs for road freight
and therefore reduced distribution costs. It will
encourage the development of district centres and
will enhance generally the attractiveness of
Melbourne's northern and western municipalities as
places to live and work.
The Western ring-road is being constructed in four
sections: the Broadmeadows, airport, Maribyrnong
and Ardeer sections. The Federal government is
meeting not only the $195 million cost of the first
stage linking the Hume and Tullamarine freeways
but the One Nation funds will accelerate the
Maribyrnong section between the Calder Highway
and Fitzgerald Road and is the basis for the
accelerated construction of the Western ring-road.
The Western ring-road will be the cornerstone of
Melbourne's transport hub and its construction will
create some 4000 jobs. The construction of the 8
kilometres of the Maribyrnong section of the route
between the Calder Freeway and the Western
Highway will be fast-tracked. The Western
ring-road is an important project from any
perspective and therefore is worthy of support by
honourable members.
As I said, it is a pity that it was necessary last week
for the House to divide on the question of the period
of the adjournment of the debate. Clearly, there was
enough time for an appropriate adjournment of the
debate so that the measure could be considered by
all members of Parliament. The opposition supports
the Bill.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - More Park is
close to the electorate of Footscray and therefore it
seems appropriate for me to say a few words about
the Bill, although I will not quite take up 30 minutes,
I hope.
As the honourable member for Pascoe Vale said,
More Park is located on the Western Highway just
west of the boundaries of the electorates of
Footscray and Sunshine. Honourable members may
know More Park because of its exposure to the
Western Highway. In that respect, the park is well
located.
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Although More Park might be described as being of
a modest standard of public open space, over a
number of years it has been developed by a
combination of local government - that is, the City
of Sunshine - and some community service
organisations. Because of its relatively modest
standard, the park's total value to the local
community is not very high. It is not close to a large
population centre and would generally not be
considered to be a major loss to overall public open
space in that part of the municipality, particularly
when compensation arrangements will be put in
place.
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the issue that I brought up during the adjournment
debate last night - the improved amenity by the
diversion of heavy traffic away from some of the
inner urban areas. For instance, it is anticipated that
it will have an impact on accident rates in the
Francis Street area to which I referred last night; that
there will be a definite improvement in the transport
of hazardous materials, which is of considerable
community concern in my local community; and
that the increasing incidence of noise, dust and
vibration caused by heavy trucks travelling through
the inner urban area will be reduced.
In conclusion, the critical part of the Bill for me, as

I support the Bill for two reasons, the first being that
it provides an essential arrangement for facilitating
the transfer of the land. The second and more
important reason is that it forms a critical part of the
Western ring-road project, as was detailed by the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale. The project is
of considerable importance to the western region. It
is worth hundreds of millions of dollars and will
create thousands of jobs, both in the short term
during the construction period and in the long term
because of the manufacturing and other industrial
development that will be facilitated by the Western
ring-road.
The project will continue until at least 1996. In the
context of the freeze on capital works in the State
sector, it is of critical importance that such projects
have a continued cash flow and that jobs are
maintained.
The construction process has produced positive
results early in its progress. A recent report in the
Business supplement of the Age mentioned
considerable investment interest in land along the
route of the Western ring-road. It has been
suggested that some of that interest has been for
speculative purposes, but in the western suburbs it
is the hope that productive investment will come
from it and that the western suburbs as the
manufacturing heart of the Victorian economy will
be strengthened and consolidated by the opening up
of this area to more investment and the building of
industrial plants.
Some of the other advantages include the improved
efficiencies that will flow from the linking of the
freeways and made roads which the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale has detailed. The critical
part of that link is that it places the ports, the airport
and the main arterial traffic routes in closer and
more efficient contact. For the inner parts of the
western suburbs its impact on Footscray relates to

someone who represents an area just to the inner
part of the Western ring-road, is the economic
development opportunities it represents and the
improvement to the amenity and lifestyle of the
residents in the immediate area. I certainly support
the Bill.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I could not let a Bill
bearing such a title go by without making a minor
contribution - or it could be a larger contribution if
I were prevailed upon. It is not widely understood
that this is probably one of the most significant
developments in my area in some 30 to 50 years.
Many benefits have accrued to the area in recent
times. Dare I say there has been an outbreak of
plaques in the Sunshine area, and I take some
modest credit for that.
Monuments and obelisks in their various forms are
all very well. However, 20 per cent of the population
are unemployed. In addition we have the
consequences of what economists describe as
sectoral shifts in the economy. That is a fancy way of
saying that the old industries such as the Sunshine
Harvester company, the heavy metal works, the
foundries and the distribution centres that hung off
them are all gone. The new jobs for computer and
information-based industries are largely located in
the eastern suburbs and there is not much prospect
on the horizon for treating the underlying and
widespread problem of unemployment.
There cannot be more graphic symbolism of that
than what has happened in my electorate. Across the
road from my electorate office I see the old Sunshine
Harvester works, where my father worked briefly as
a cadet engineer. Four thousand people used to
work there, but there is nothing there now. The
Sunshine Harvester was a marvellous machine. I
worked on it in the Western Australian wheat belt as
a boy. When a Sunshine Harvester broke down you
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needed only to stick a bit of rag in the holes and use
a bit of baling wire to tie it up.
The SPEAKER - Order! I am fascinated by the
narrative but I cannot connect it with the Bill except
for the word "Sunshine". I ask that the honourable
member for Sunshine come back to the Sunshine
Land Bill.
Mr BAKER - As the plot unfolds you will see,
Mr Speaker, that one of the reasons - The SPEAKER - Order! It is 2.30 a.m. and the
honourable member for Sunshine is testing my
patience.
Mr BAKER - The proposed road represents
freedom from the economic barrier that the
Maribyrnong River has been to the development of
industry in my area. Investment has not been
encouraged and new industries have not been able
to come to Sunshine because of the lack of easy
access to Sydney Road and to the airport, which is
across the river. The key benefit of the Bill will be the
removal of the barrier. The removal of that barrier
will also benefit companies of the kind that I have
described - companies that are involved in
distribution. Modem companies that are located
close to the city will be able to take advantage of the
large tracts of land that are available in the Sunshine
area at a reasonable price as compared with land in
the rest of the metropolitan area.

Thursday. 5 November 1992

Mr BAKER - The Bill is extremely important for
my electorate and will result in one of the most
significant developments that have been embarked
on for some time.
I do not wish to use the term, but the development

will become a cultural pseudomorph: what you see
is not always what you get! The economic and social
consequences for my area will be quite dramatic.
On behalf of the people of Sunshine, I hail it, I
encourage it and I strongly commend the Bill to the
House.

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I thank the honourable members for
Pascoe Vale, Footscray and Sunshine for their very
erudite support of the legislation.
The SPEAKER - Order! As the passing of this
second reading requires a statutory majority, I ask
the Clerk to ring the bells.
Bells rung.
Members having assembled in Chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.

Third reading
Mr McLellan interjected.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Mr BAKER - I do not mind being a real estate
agent if it will promote employment in my
electorate. The Bill is the critical piece in the jigsaw.

Read third time.
House adjourned 2.34 a.m. (Friday).

Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Doncaster will keep quiet. I cannot put
it any more bluntly than that.
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Statutory Rules under the following Act:
Public Service Act 1974 - Public Service
Determinations Nos 28, 29.

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.5 a.m. and read the prayer.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the House that
the Minister for Energy and Minerals has notified
me that he will not be in attendance in the House
today. The Minister will be attending the Australian
and New Zealand Minerals and Energy Ministerial
Council conference in Canberra. The Minister for
Natural Resources will handle any matters relating
to the energy and minerals portfolio.

PAPERS

Transport Accident Commission - Report for the year
1991-92.
Victorian Debt Retirement Authority - Report for the
year 1991-92.
Victorian Economic Development Corporation Report for the year 1991-92.
Victorian Gaming Commission - Report for the year
1991-92.
Victorian Relief Committee - Report for the year
1991-92.
Young Farmers Finance Council- Report for the year
1991-92.

Laid on table by Clerk:
Constitution Amendment Act 1958 - Statement of a
function conferred on the Electoral Commissioner, 27
October 1992.
Equal Opportunity Board - Report for the year
1991-92.
Equal Opportunity Commissioner - Report for the
year 1991-92 - Ordered to be printed.
Estate Agents Board - Report for the year 1991-92.
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 - Order in
Council adding items to Schedule 2 - List of Taxa and
communities of Flora and Fauna which are threatened
and Schedule 3 - List of potentially threatening
processes.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works - Report
for the year 1991-92.
Patriotic Funds Council- Report for the year 1991.
Public Advocate - Report of the Office for the year
1991-92 - Ordered to be printed.
Rural Finance Corporation - Report for the year
1991-92.
State Superannuation Fund - Report of the Actuarial
Investigation as at 30 June 1991.

CONSTITUTION (GOVERNOR'S
POWERS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr KENNETI (Premier) introduced a Bill to
amend section 12A of the Constitution Act 1975
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
(REPEAL) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education)
introduced a Bill to repeal the State Board of
Education Act 1983 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

SUPERANNUATION (PUBLIC
SECTOR) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance)
introduced a Bill to make further provision
relating to superannuation in the public sector and
for other purposes.
Read first time.

State Trustees - Report for the year 1991-92.
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Introduction and first reading
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Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I move:
That this House make the amendments suggested by
the Council.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
provide for the establishment and operation of
State-owned enterprises and for other purposes.
Read first time.

TATTERSALL CONSULTATIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
amend the Tattersall Consultations Act 1958 and
for other purposes.

The legislation, which was introduced in this House,
has been dealt with by the Upper House and
amendments have been suggested. Firstly, the day
on which the Bill comes into operation has been
amended to ensure that it will operate from the day
on which it receives Royal assent, which was one of
the pOints raised in discussions. Secondly, a further
amendment removes the new position of Senior
Parliamentary Secretary. Further amendments
remove the reference to Deputy Leader of the
MajOrity Party and also Senior Parliamentary
Secretary in clause 5.
The two pOSitions and the moneys attached to them
relate in part to the change in the arrangements with
two parties fonning a coalition government.

Read first time.

TRANSPORT ACCIDENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
transfer certain assets and liabilities to the
Transport Accident Commission, to amend the
Transport Accident Act 1986, the Building
Societies (Prudential Standards) Act 1990 and the
Business Franchise (Petroleum Products) Act 1979
and for other purposes.

When the matter was considered, I tried to put into
place a career structure for members of Parliament,
and that has been achieved. That is represented by
the pOSitions of the committee chainnen and the
seven new Parliamentary secretary positions.
Parliamentary life is different from anything anyone
experiences in private life, whether in the union
movement, private enterprise or education. There is
within those structures a career path to the level of a
principal in education or a managing director of a
finn - unless one starts a small finn and it grows.

Read first time.

PARLIAMENTARY SALARIES AND
SUPERANNUATION (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Returned hom Council with message relating to
Council's suggested amendments.
Council's suggested amendments:
1.

Clause 2, line 6, omit "(1) Sections 1, 2 and 3 come"
and insert "This Act comes".

2.

Clause 2, lines 8 to 11, omit sub-clauses (2) and (3).

3.

Clause 4, omit this clause.

4.

Clause 5, in the Table, omit "and Deputy Leader of
the Majority Party (unless he or she is also Deputy
Premier)".

5.

Clause 5, page 3, in the Table, omit "Senior Parliamentary Secretary

32".

That career structure is not available in this place
and that is a pity. If we utilise the talents and the
various levels of creativity that we as members all
have, the public will be a lot better off. The
government has not removed the position of
Parliamentary secretary or reduced the number of
committee chainnen, but it has omitted from the Bill
reference to the Deputy Leader of the Majority Party
and the Senior Parliamentary Secretary.
The Parliamentary secretaries and the committee
chairmen are taking on new jobs and new
obligations, and the changes that have now been
made are in line with public comments made during
the past week.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - This matter could have
been properly and fully considered in this place if
there had not been a mad rush to have the Bill go to
the Legislative Council. Had we been given the time
when the Bill was debated in this Chamber, I would
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have moved a number of the amendments that are
now being agreed to.
The Legislative Council has not gone far enough in
suggesting amendments. It is difficult to find a
reason for a special rate being set for Parliamentary
secretaries. It is all right for the Premier to talk about
a career path in this place but it is clear that he sees it
only from the perspective of one side of the House.
Resources available to shadow Ministers, let alone
backbenchers, are to be reduced.
The Premier is proposing a $10 000 pay rise to seven
of his colleagues. While it is better that one of his
colleagues will now receive only a $10000 rather
than a $20 000 pay rise, the question of whether
Parliamentary secretaries' salaries should be
increased should be considered.
There have been Parliamentary secretaries in
Canberra under governments of both political
persuasions who are not paid additional money for
those particular jobs. One cannot help wondering
why the role is so much more onerous in the
National Party than it is at the Federal level. Given
the disruption to one's life the responsibilities of the
role at the Federal level would bring, one could well
argue that, if there were a comparative rate for the
job, a Parliamentary secretary in the national capital
would receive more than the amount that might be
paid in Victoria.
The proposition being put forward is that members
of the government receive a $10 000 a year pay rise.
At the same time Ministers have told honourable
members they will not pay the holiday leave loading
to which people employed under awards are
entitled. Parliamentary officers are telling staff in
electorate offices that they will not be paid leave
loading for their service prior to 28 October.
Obviously the career path is only for members of the
government. It will pay additional money to select
members of the coalition while money is taken away
from other ci tizens.
The creation of the position of Parliamentary
secretary may well be desirable. The opposition does
not object to the proposition, but it sits oddly with
the fact that there are four additional Ministers,
seven Parliamentary secretaries and nine chairmen
of committees. Those chairmen of committees are
provided for in clause 6, which we propose to
amend. That means 20 members or one-third of the
government will receive more money as a result of
the government's initiatives. It is also proposed that
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other officers, of whom you, Mr Speaker, are one,
will receive less money.
The SPEAKER - I know!
Mr ROPER - We would very much like to have
moved an amendment to ensure that the salaries of
Presiding Officers remain the same, not because of
your peculiarity, Mr Speaker, but because of the
importance of the office. Most tariffs and the
relationships between various salaries were set by
an expert committee in 1973, and to the best of our
knowledge there has been no subsequent review of
them; however, certain office-bearers' incomes have
been reduced while new offices and salaries have
been created.
Although the opposition does not oppose the limited
amendments, it has been suggested by the
Legislative Council- I believe correctly - that the
pOSition of Parliamentary secretary and the
additional income-earning capacity be eliminated
and that the number of chairmen of joint
investigatory committees be reduced to incur no
greater expenditure than was incurred in previous
Parliaments. They are another group of members
who will have increased incomes at a time when
other people's incomes are being significantly
reduced.
Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr ROPER - Mr Speaker, I understand the
Leader of the National Party lives in an environment
that differs in many ways from ones the Premier and
I live in, but so far as I am aware the Bill does not
contain a specific allowance for that! Had he
suggested that to the Premier, it might have become
part of the career structure. The opposition believes
the Bill is inappropriate because in the current
economic climate it sends a wrong message to the
community.
The Bill increases the salaries of a select number of
members of the government in ways that are
difficult to justify. I support giving honourable
members opposite additional responsibilities as part
of a career structure, because if they do well they
may go on to higher things. But that is no reason for
increasing their salaries by $10 000 a year.
One of the other issues raised by the Bill is the state
of knowledge of one of the people named in the
Bill - namely, the Deputy Leader of the Majority
Party - who apparently did not bother to read the
Bill either when it was sent to him and his
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department or when it was discussed at the Cabinet
table. He did not bother to read the Bill when its was
debated in this place; instead he handballed the
issue straight to the Premier - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is straying too far from what is a narrow
debate on the suggested amendments.
Mr ROPER - Suggested amendment No. 4 will
omit the position of Deputy Leader of the Majority
Party, but that should have happened when the Bill
was last debated in this place. Members of the
opposition drew attention to the issue, and if the
Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party had read the
Bill-Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr ROPER - It was not very nice of the Leader
of the House to quickly handball the issue to the
Premier.
Mr Kennett - It's my Bill.
Mr ROPER - It may well be your Bill - The SPEAKER - Order! Discussion across the
table is disorderly.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr ROPER - It was of the kind that is described
as a hospital handpass, the kind you do not like to
get! The position of Deputy Leader of the MajOrity
Party should not have been included in the Bill. The
Premier tried to justify the increase by pointing to
the additional responsibilities of the Leader of the
House, but that has never been a paid pOSition. I am
pleased that the problem has been remedied, which
is the reason for the Council's suggested amendment.
Although we do not oppose the suggested
amendments, because they will improve the Bill, we
believe that the other salary increases are not
justified.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I join with the
honourable member for Coburg in opposing this.
Mr McNamara - He said he was supporting it.
Mr BAKER -No, he did not, and I am certainly
not supporting it. I want the House to understand
clearly my position on this legislation.
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Mr Stockdale - It is a matter of conscience.
Mr BAKER - It certainly is a matter of
conscience. The government has displayed
considerable gall in the way it has gone about this
matter. In the time I have been in and around this
place I have heard you - The SPEAKER - Order! The debate is extremely
narrow, and I ask the honourable member for
Sunshine to ignore interjections across the table,
which are extremely disorderly, and come back to
the suggested amendments.
Mr BAKER - I have been in and around this
place for a Significant time, and I have heard the
Premier regularly criticise the number of additional
politicians and higher paid positions that relate to
this House and Parliament generally. In particular,
he has criticised the number of people in the
Ministry and the number of departments. It is a
curious leap in logic to move from that view, which
was put on a regular basis, to the result this
legislation prOVides.
To give the Premier credit, he has responded to
some of the propositions and criticisms made by
members of the opposition, but one must wonder
how the original decisions were made? In the
government's unfortunate early weeks in office, the
characteristic has already emerged that there is no
sense of cohesion and organisation and no system
for making decisions, and this legislation is a classic
example of that. It is ad hoc decision making on the
run. I do not know what the Premier does. Does he
arrive at work in the morning and ask, 'What is it to
be today?"
The SPEAKER - Order! I must interrupt the
honourable member for Sunshine. I have already
indicated that he must relate his remarks to the
suggested amendments. If he wants the Chair to
hear him, he must indicate to which suggested
amendment he is speaking. This is not an
opportunity for making a second-reading speech.
Mr BAKER - I accept your direction,
Mr Speaker. If one examines the changes proposed
by the Premier, one finds that they are in marked
contrast to the public pronouncements and the facts
that were leaked to the community and then
introduced to Parliament. There has been
considerable confusion, but that finally seems to
have been put right. Clause 4 has been removed
from the Bill and the position of Senior
Parliamentary Secretary no longer exists. The
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position of Deputy Leader of the Majority Party has
also been abolished.
I am concerned that no detail is given about what
the position of Parliamentary secretary entails. It is
extremely difficult to argue the merits of the case
when there has been no indication of what the
position represents. Who are these people? What
will they do? What are the functions to be carried
out within the structure of Parliament and the
government? Will the Parliamentary secretaries
carry the bags and clean the shoes of the relevant
Ministers? Will they arrange the flowers in the
Ministerial offices?
What precisely are the people who will occupy the
positions listed in the table in clause 5 supposed to
do? I take up the remarks of the Premier, who
suggested that the Bill will provide for the
development of a career structure, and ask further:
what is the nature of that career? What is the
learning process - to which he alluded in his
previous remarks and again earlier today - that
will be involved? What will they actually do? What
are the additional accoutrements that will go with
the positions? Will they have an office; will they
have staff; will they have a government car?
Honourable members have not been told the
answers to these questions. How can the Bill be
debated unless that information is provided? It has
not been provided to the House, let alone to the
broader community whose members are reeling
back from the imposts that have been laid against
every household in Victoria.
Surely members of the community and Parliament
are entitled to know what the people listed in clause
5 will be doing. How will they move from the career
structure that has been provided traditionally in the
Westminster system - that is, from being
backbenchers, or, as in the case of the Premier from
being briefly a middlebencher, to other positions of
responsibility? How does the metamorphic process
occur? How do they move from the cocoon to
become a butterfly? How do they become a
butterfly? At what stage of development are they
when they emerge? Can they fly?
The SPEAKER - Order! I understand that the
honourable member for Sunshine is an authority on
the natural order of lepidoptera, but he should come
back to the proposed amendments before the House.
Mr BAKER - As with other matters, the
Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation (Further
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Amendment) Bill has been rushed through
Parliament in unseemly haste. As a result it is loose
and has no coherent theme to it. No justification has
been given for it and no rationale can be perceived if
one applies logic to trying to ascertain whether what
is proposed is a worthwhile development. The only
thing that seems logical or makes any sense is that
when one looks at the list of people who are alleged
to have voted for the Premier in his leadership
challenge, all the names are there. Anybody
who-·Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, you have called upon the honourable
member for Sunshine twice to confine his remarks to
the clauses that are proposed to be amended. He is
again straying from the amendments proposed by
the Legislative Council. I ask you to urge him to
confine his remarks to the matter before the House.
The SPEAKER - Order! I believe the honourable
member for Sunshine did heed the counsel of the
Chair. He may be starting to stray again but at this
stage I do not uphold the point of order. I ask the
honourable member for Sunshine to cooperate with
the Chair and confine his remarks to the narrow
debate on the amendments proposed by the
~egislative Council.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - Previously the Premier
mused, with a touch of whimsy, that Parliamentary
life is quite different from other walks of life - a
very profound statement, in the way that he is given
to profundity! To take up the Premier's remarks, I
suggest that the proposed legislation makes that
entirely true. Parliamentary life - certainly under
his leadership - is very much different from other
walks of life because here one is entitled to vote
oneself a nice increase - with emoluments and
accoutrements as well - it seems.
If only we knew what those increase were! The press
has unkindly suggested that a trough faction has
formed in the coalition and that the beneficiaries of
the Bill are members of that faction. Why have these
people been singled out? Why have positions been
created at all, and why do they carry extra salary
and benefits?

The honourable member for Coburg said that the
system in Canberra, which is well established, does
not provide for extra pay for Parliamentary
secretaries. The numbers in that Parliament are
much higher than in this place. Under the Bill
one-third of the members sitting opposite will
receive extra in their kick, as they say in Sunshine
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and in some parts of Narracan. That is not a bad
Christmas present. It will be a merry Christmas for
the beneficiaries of this magnanimous piece of
legislation. This legislation provides benefits in
direct contradiction to the loss by workers of their
17.5 per cent Christmas pop. Where is the justice, the
equity and the quality of sacrifice in that? It is
embarraSSing to be a member of Parliament when
legislation of this kind is being crunched through.
The Deputy Leader of the majority party must be
given credit for giving up his windfall gain; it was a
gracious gesture. How he arrived at it, as the
honourable member for Coburg described, is a
matter of mythology.
We will never find out how these benefits were
cobbled together. The answer may lie in the list
published in the Herald-Sun, which named the
people who were kind enough to vote for the
Premier when he made his leadership challenge
some time ago, and which also named those who
did not support the Premier and have missed out.
There is also an inconsistency about the Bill
concerning your position, Mr Speaker, and that of
the President of the Legislative Council. I do not
know whether Speakers and Presidents have the
opportunity of joining trade unions. With respect, I
suggest that this is one of those times when
members of the work force, who are about to be
crunched by other legislation to be passed through
this House, could identify with what is being done
to you, Mr Speaker. That is a strong argument for
trade unionism in any sphere.
The SPEAKER - I understand there will be a
workplace agreement.
Mr BAKER - I hope you will be able to seek
advice, Mr Speaker. You can be assured of strong
support for your position from honourable members
on this side of the House.
The opposition accepts the amendments suggested
by the Legislative Council and makes the point that
they were never really necessary. The reason the
measure was crafted in this way is to be found in the
politics of those on the other side of the House and
in the politics of the social control exercised by the
Premier on the minds of those on his side of the
House, rather than in any logic or real sense of
prOViding a position that is justified, especially when
the rest of the community is being forced to bear the
burden of synchronising the State's finances.
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Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I have pleasure in
joining the debate. I note that honourable members
who are potentially affected by the provisions of the
Bill and the suggeSi:ed amendments before the Chair
have absented themselves from the Chamber. I
believe that is entirely appropriate. I find it
surprising that a precedent from the last century in
the House of Commons suggests it is in order for
members to vote on a matter such as this that may
affect them personally. I note that last week the
honourable member for Ripon was present in the
House for such a vote. It seems to me that, as a
matter of propriety, a member who is affected by
legislation like this should not be in the House to
vote on it.
The amendments suggested to the House by the
other place were really suggested in this House. It is
hard to understand where any intellectual review
may have occurred in the other place; the
intellectual examination of these issues, such as it
was, appears to have occurred in this House. The
Legislative Council appears to have voted not so
much according to its own consideration of the
matter but on a decision made by the government
parties when the Bill was between here and the
other House.
A number of important issues arise. Firstly, why did
the Legislative Council not consider the issue of the
additional salary to be paid to committee chairmen?
It is worth reminding honourable members that the
level of remuneration that is now proposed is the
same as was proposed in 1982 and opposed by the
parties that are now in coalition. Why was it
inappropriate in 1982 for members like the
honourable members for Murray Valley and Rodney
to receive an additional 10 per cent when it is now
suggested that it is appropriate for the honourable
member for Mordialloc to receive an additional 10
per cent? That seems a curious position, especially
when one considers that the honourable member for
Murray Valley has performed great service in this
House.
It is clear that the suggested amendments are the

result of hasty drafting and hasty consideration by
the government. Clearly, the processes of
government have failed and there was no proper
consideration of the policy, political and financial
implications of the Bill in its original form.
Clearly the government is running by the seat of its
pants. I know it has been only a short time since its
election, but that makes it all the more important
that the government hastens slowly on legislation
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such as this, which affects the institution of
Parliament.
By its support of the suggested amendments, the
government has acknowledged that it got the
legislation wrong. The government should slow
down the process so that there is proper opportunity
of considering and developing its policies and
legisla tive proposals. After considering these
matters at Cabinet level and having them endorsed
at a meeting of the coalition parties Parliament
should be allowed time to properly consider them.
The government is ramming them through instead.
The legislation has been found wanting. The
government has drafted legislation that is
unacceptable to the other place and to the
community, for good reason. Clause 4 removes the
position of senior Parliamentary secretary but that
position and role has still not been explained to the
House, other than by way of the title given to the
senior Parliamentary secretary. During debate on
the second-reading of the Bill, I pointed out that it
appeared that the role of senior Parliamentary
secretary was no different from the role formerly
performed by the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Cabinet and the Whip. What does the senior
Parliamentary secretary do? If that position is no
longer to exist as a consequence of the suggested
amendments, does that mean the honourable
member for Swan Hill is to be appointed as a
Parliamentary secretary? That has not been
explained to the House, but presumably from the
actions of the honourable member for Swan Hill he
is expecting to act as a Parliamentary secretary.
Why does the Premier, unlike former Premiers,
require a Parliamentary Secretary to the Cabinet and
a Senior Parliamentary Secretary or a Parliamentary
secretary to work with him? The Parliamentary
Interim Handbook suggests that the honourable
member for Swan Hill will perform the role of
secretary to the coalition, but the coalition parties
already each have a Parliamentary secretary. I
cannot work out why those two persons could not
cooperate and share the responsibilities of secretarial
services to the coalition parties. As the honourable
member for Coburg and others have also pointed
out, it appears to be a case of snouts in the trough
because the positions provide a pretext for a salary
increase to yet another member of the government
parties. It cannot be justified.
If the Premier is genuine in his suggestion that the
new positions of Parliamentary secretary and senior
Parliamentary secretary, which is to be omitted by a
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suggested amendment, are part of some sort of
career path in Parliament, he should explain how
that career path is to operate.
Mr Leigh - You wait until question time. You
will find out about snouts in the trough.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Mordialloc is out of order.
Or COG HILL - The position of Parliamentary
Secretary to the Cabinet was established in the
194Os. It has developed into a worthwhile position,
but originally the pOSition was established to buy
agreement between parties to allow a government to
be formed at that time. No rational basis was
provided for the establishment of the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Cabinet, but it has since developed
into a useful position.
If the Premier has in mind suggestions for some sort
of worthwhile career path for Parliamentary
secretaries he ought to advise Parliament and the
community of the role he expects them to play, how
they will be assisted in that role and what he sees as
their long-term role. Does he see the position as
being similar to the role played by Parliamentary
secretaries in the Commonwealth Parliament? Does
'he see Parliamentary secretaries as being authorised
by the House and accepted by the Chair to handle
Bills in the House? Is it the Premier's proposal that
Parliamentary secretaries will be able to take their
seats in the House and lead the debate on second
readings and the Committee stages of Bills?

The House deserves an explanation but we have not
had it, and the less elaboration we have from the
Premier the greater our suspicion will be that this is
just a way of channelling more public funds into the
hands of an increased number of government
members. I understand that the Premier has had to
leave the Chamber because of a commitment and I
do not criticise him for that, but it would have been
helpful if he had explained why the positions are
being created and what they will do.
I should have thought that the other House, with its
long and proud tradition and its commitment to
upholding Parliamentary principles, would have
given serious consideration to the legislation
concerning the salaries of the Presiding Officers and
would have moved a suggested amendment to
preserve the existing parity between the salaries of
the Presiding Officers and the Ministers. However,
the government appears to have decided that there
should be some reduction in the status of the
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Parliament, and this stance seems to have been
accepted by the other place. That view is signalled to
the public by way of a reduction in the salaries of the
Presiding Officers and a change in the relativity
between their salaries and the salaries of Ministers.
Other than the suggestion of some sort of cost
saving - and in this instance the cost saving is quite
trifling - no review that might have justified the
downgrading of the salaries of the Presiding Officers
has been attempted.
The report that led to the current relationship
between Ministerial salaries and the salaries of
Presiding Officers shows that the difference was a
recognition of the workload, responsibilities and
status of the Presiding Officers as compared with
those of the Ministers. Since that report the
responsibilities of the Presiding Officers have
increased. I should have thought that, given his
commitment to the Westminster system stated
during his congratulatory speech on your election to
office, Mr Speaker, and the government's policies
concerning the Westminster system enunciated by
the Governor, the Premier would do everything
possible to enhance and promote the status of the
Parliament and the status and authority of the Chair
rather than downgrading it through this legislation.
I support the suggested amendments but I have
strong reservations about them. The government has
a responsibility, not merely an obligation, to tell the
public why it wants to lower the status of
Parliament by reducing the salaries of the Presiding
Officers, and to tell the Parliament and the public
what it sees as the duties and responsibilities of
Parliamentary secretaries. Those matters are
important to public administration in Victoria, and
until they are clarified the public will be justified in
believing that the changes that will result from the
legisla tion are nothing more than the channelling of
public funds in the direction of the party currently in
government.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Although I support the
suggested amendments, they do not go far enough.
The suggested amendments do not omit the salaries
payable to Parliamentary secretaries. They do not
define or give any rationale for introducing those
positions.
Over the weekend the Leader of the House decided
to relinquish his entitlement for the position of
Deputy Leader of the Majority Party because he said
he did not know about it. It is extraordinary, firstly,
that the Minister should have been offered the
entitlement and, secondly, that after he had found
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out about the entitlement he said he knew nothing
about it. It says something about the operation of
Cabinet and the Westminster system under the new
government when Cabinet Ministers do not read
their papers or know about proposals for their own
pay increases. If that is the standard of operation of
Cabinet in the new government, the government is
in for a very hard time.
The position of Parliamentary secretaries is vexed, to
say the least. What do Parliamentary secretaries do?
What does it all mean? The opposition does not
know what is meant by the position of Senior
Parliamentary Secretary. Recently, when I was asked
what Parliamentary secretaries do, I said they
probably take the minutes of Parliamentary
meetings or assist Ministers - or undermine
them - as a means of promoting their own careers.
The Premier said the creation of the positions will
bring about a career structure for Parliamentarians.
An alternative view is that the Premier consulted his
book /lA Commonsense Guide to Political
Patronage", otherwise known as The Prince, written
by Niccolo Machiavelli, and said, ''This is a pretty
good system for ensuring that I stay where I am".
The opposition views the amendments with some
cynicism. Mr Speaker, as you were chairman of the
committee that investigated the role of Parliament
and its relationship with the executive you are well
aware of the ramifications of the measure. The
government did not consult the opposition on the
original Bill. It simply decided to reward many of its
members with substantial pay rises. What was the
government's motivation for such action?
In times of alleged austerity and when the

community has expressed concern about the general
roles of Parliamentarians I fail to understand how
the government can create the position of senior
Parliamentary secretary, offer a substantial pay rise
and then reduce it when news leaks out and the heat
gets too much. It appears that an ambit claim was
put in, the claim was regarded as being a bit too
much for the community to accept for a role that has
not yet been defined and the salary was reduced.
Neither the Bill nor the suggested amendments
define the role of senior Parliamentary secretary.
No-one has clarified the responsibilities of the
pOSition. Given that it is taxpayer's money that will
pay the Parliamentary secretaries, the Bill should
provide a reasonable definition and description of
what such people should do.
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Last week the government introduced a $100 tax on
every household. The day after the community was
asked to pay the Kennett household tax the
politicians who introduced the tax gave themselves
pay rises that will make them the highest paid
politicians in Australia. Important questions must be
asked. Although the positions of the Victorian
Parliamentary secretaries are based on the Canberra
model they will be paid more than their Federal
counterparts.
As has been pointed out in debate so far, the Federal
counterparts of the Parliamentary secretaries in the
Victorian government cover the whole of the
country - this great nation -and not just a State,
yet they do not get a further $10 000; they just get
their Parliamentary salaries. They do it as part of
their role. Victorian members are being paid more
than their Federal counterparts. The community is
quite rightly outraged about these proposals; there
has been universal condemnation of them.
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The title of Deputy Leader of the Majority Party is
really a mouthful. It is hard to say and it looks
ridiculous. It makes this Parliament look stupid in
the community. People ask, "What is a Deputy
Leader of the Majority Party?" All I can suggest is
that it was a way of raising the status of the Leader
of the House. It seems that people are very much
into status these days. The position of Leader of the
House is not enough; it has to be Deputy Leader of
the Majority Party, including a bit of extra money.
He was paid about $140 000 a year. He was
stretched for a quid, so he has been given an extra
$20 000 or $30 000.
Mr Roper - It was $9000.
Mr CO LE - Is that what it was? They gave him a
little extra so that everything will be right and he
will not feel that he is in a lower position than the
Deputy Premier.
Mr Roper - He has access to helicopters.

The amendments suggested by the Legislative
Council do not contain a definition explaining what
the Parliamentary secretaries will do; all we see is a
reduction in the amount they will get. There is no
explanation of what they will do for this lower
amount. Will they do less work? Will they not work
as hard now that they are getting a lower salary?

Mr CO LE - Good old Helicopter Pat. I live in
Flemington. I heard that he had been travelling in a
helicopter on Melbourne Cup day. I thought he was
going to the races, but he was going to a tourism
function in the bush. The next day I read "Chopper
'Given Life". I thought for a second that it might
involve the Deputy Premier.

Mr Roper - They should not get any salary.
Mr CO LE - They should not get any salary.
Nobody has bothered to tell us whether they have
obvious tasks.
Mr Richardson - It is none of your business.
Mr CO LE - The honourable member for Forest
Hill says that it is none of our business. Maybe the
government could tell the community, the poor
mugs paying for it. The crucial issue in the whole
debate, and in the Parliamentary process and
procedure, is that there should have been
consultation not only with the opposition but also
with the joint Parliamentary committee that was so
ably chaired in the last Parliament. There should
have been a process of consultation on whether
these positions are actually necessary and what
Parliamentary secretaries will do. We will
continually see executive dominance of the House,
as has been witnessed recently and as is further
evidenced by this Bill, which was so reluctantly
introduced by the members concerned!

The SPEAKER - Order! I have already
cautioned the honourable member for Sunshine and
drawn his attention to the narrowness of the debate.
The honourable member for Melbourne is straying
from the debate on the amendments, and I give him
the same advice.
Mr CO LE - I am sorry. I could not resist the
opportuni ty.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr COLE - The honourable member for Forest
Hill obviously has not read Oscar Wilde, who said,
'1 can resist everything except temptation".
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr COLE - Let us look at Oscar Wilde and then
talk about persecution - it was the Tories, the
conservatives, who put him in gaol. There is no
doubt that the community is absolutely outraged
about these pay rises. Community groups in my
area are shocked by the fact that this sort of pay rise
is being given to politicians at the same time as those
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politicians introduce regressive taxes of a kind that
have never been seen before. A tax of $100 is being
imposed on the family home while, in the very next
breath, the politicians give themselves a pay rise it is worse than what the pilots wanted.
That is the sort of government we have. It treats
Parliament with contempt and does not define either
in the Bill or in the amendments what the positions
involve. The only thing that is defined is the increase
in payments.
We were speculating before about the Premier's
motivations and they were not exactly altruistic.
Maybe if he has a few Parliamentary secretaries on
the back bench busily working hard they will not be
trying to become Ministers so quickly, but I am not
sure about that. I welcome the Premier back to the
table. I realise he had important government
business but it is good that he is back to hear my
contribution - I think it is a pretty good one.
The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
member like the Chair to have a set of scorecards?
Mr COLE - Yes, and I am sure with your
unbiased approach we on this side of the House
would do well. Not many contributions have been
made by members of the other side of the House.
When they were in opposition one could never shut
them up; they went on forever. Since they have been
in government they have stopped their
garrulousness and become quiet and demure. They
are most demure about giving themselves massive
pay rises!
That outrage cannot be accepted. Whatever
credibility the government had is now lost. This
move will not be forgotten. If government members
had gone all the way and not taken the money they
might have redeemed themselves. We will not forget
and the community will not forget because we will
be out there every day telling the community that
although each household has to pay
$100 government members have a nice big whack to
go home with.
Or VAUGHAN (Clayton) - The amendments
are before the House today as the end result of a
grubby little exercise in self-indulgence and political
patronage in the early days of the government. They
are before the House only as a result of the strong
sense of outrage that has been voiced right across
the Victorian community.
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The amendments were not supposed to be made; it
was not part of the government's grand plan. The
Bill was rushed through this House in a way that
deprived honourable members the opportunity of
giving Parliamentary scrutiny to the Bill. I guess
debate in another place was also truncated;
members in the other place do not tend to debate
issues at length.
The reason for that truncated debate was that the
people of Victoria would never learn of the contents
of the Bill. The plan came unstuck and the public did
learn of the contents of the Bill and as a result voiced
its outrage, hence the five suggested amendments
before the House today.
It will not always be the case that when Bills are

rushed through this House and the opposition is
deprived of the opportunity of debating them - as
it has been in the past six days of sitting - the
public will learn of their contents. However, it is
pleasing in this instance that other mechanisms in
our society have come into play to protect the public
interest.
The suggested amendments are before the House
today as fallout from the attempt by the executive
government to abuse the role of Parliament. The five
amendments do not go far enough and I shall briefly
comment on one example of how the amendments
fail to address the errors in the earlier Bill. The Bill
reduces the salaries of the Presiding Officers of the
two Houses of Parliament.
What is the purpose in that? That action is open to
various interpretations. If one examines the life of
this government, from 5 October until now, one
finds that its one enduring quality is that it is on
about reducing the standing of the Parliament and
the role of Parliament in our SOCiety!
Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, you will be fully aware that it is the
tradition of this Parliament that when suggested
amendments come from the other place the ensuing
debate is confined purely to those suggested
amendments.
I suggest that the honourable member for Clayton is
now straying from that line, as he has been for some
time, and is debating generally a Bill that has
already been accepted by this House and by the
other place. I ask you to ask him to confine his
remarks to the suggested amendments.
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The SPEAKER - Order! It is very difficult for
the Chair to rule on such matters especially when
the honourable member was drawing the attention
of the House to the reduction in salary of Presiding
Officers!
However, I partially uphold the point of order
raised by the honourable member for Caulfield. I ask
the honourable member for Clayton to narrow his
remarks to the suggested amendments before the
House.
Or VAUGHAN (Clayton) - I shall conclude my
remarks on the amendments. During debate earlier
in the life of this Parliament I expressed concern
about the trend I see developing: the executive
government is diminishing the standing of this
House, the Parliament of Victoria, and its role in the
Victorian community. I regard that as a serious issue
and I shall use every opportunity to raise that
concern in this place. I support the five suggested
amendments made in another place.
Mr Roper - They should have been made here.
Or VAUGHAN - Indeed, the amendments
should have and would have been made in this
place had I and other honourable members been
given the opportunity of debating the Bill. It is
disappointing to see the actions of this government
so early in its life.
However, from the community point of view it is
pleasing that Victorians have been alerted to the
abuse of Parliament and to this grubby little exercise
of self-indulgence and political patronage. The
House has before it amendments that undo at least
some of those provisions.
Mr KENNETT (Premier)(By leave) - I thank
honourable members for their contributions. I
understand they wished the government had gone
further - that has become obvious in this place and
outside.
The role of the individuals in my government in
trying to come to grips with the heavy
responsibilities of government has been excellent.
They have worked exceptionally hard and some
have played major roles in the work we did leading
to the meetings with the Prime Minister and others.
It is easy for people to be critical. I understand this is
an easy shot that can be aimed and fired. However,
in our opinion, the Bill is absolutely justified and we
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stand by it. We take on board the comments of
those who have contributed to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Ordered to be returned to Council with message
intimating decision of House.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Returned from Council with message from
Council relating to amendments.
Council's amendments:
1.

Clause 6, lines 29 to 31, omit "or by Order of the
Governor in Council published in the Government

Gazette".
2.

Clause 6, page 4, lines 1 and 2, omit "or the Governor
in Council".

3.

Clause 6, page 4, line 2, omit "or Order".

4.

Clause 6, page 4, line 4, omit "or Order".

Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

These amendments were sought by the opposition.
The government has said that wherever possible
Parliament should be flexible, but as I indicated last
week, if the opposition does not want to pursue
these provisions, they will be omitted.
The government wanted to give Parliament, when it
was not sitting, having made a conscious decision to
do so when it was, the authority in an emergency to
establish a committee that could react to or
investigate something that happened in the
community. Last week I referred to three examples.
If, for instance, there was another Coode Island
incident, the best qualified people in Parliament
could be brought together quickly as a committee so
they could investigate, obtain vital information,
speak to witnesses and report quickly to Parliament.
Or Vaughan - You can convene the House.
Mr KENNETT - You may, but that is more
costly. The government believed this was a means of
acting quickly. If the honourable member's
contributions were respected he would have been
recognised by his colleagues and elevated to the
shadow Ministry.
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The second example I gave was where a company
takeover was occurring that was against the
community interest. It would be most unlikely that
the government, having the philosophy it has,
would intervene, but it would be possible to form a
committee of the most able people in Parliament to
address the issue before the community.
The third example is that of a tragedy occurring,
with loss of life similar to what occurred in the
Hoddle Street massacre. The government believes
that in considering these provisions Parliament
would have the maturity to understand that it
would have more flexibility to investigate various
circumstances that may arise. However, the
opposition does not want Parliament to have that
authority. The provisions would have allowed the
government and Parliament, under extreme
circumstances, to react instantly.
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not put at risk the opportunity for the community to
be better served by Parliament.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - The Premier's comments
demonstrate the inherent problems in the Bill.
Unlike the reforms of the Parliamentary committee
system in 1982, which resulted from discussions
between the government and the two opposition
parties, this legislation did not so arise; it was
determined by the government, which also decided
it would take all the nine chairmen positions.
Mr Richardson - That is reasonable.
Mr ROPER - The honourable member for Forest
Hill says that it is reasonable. I do not want to go
over the comments made about the nine positions
being career path positions or where various
members, including the honourable members for
Forest Hill and Doncaster, are in their careers.

It was said that one of the all-party Parliamentary

committees could carry out this function, but it is
difficult to forward a reference to a committee with
so little notice and without Parliament sitting.
Or Vaughan - The Governor in Council could
forward a reference.
Mr KENNETI - Because more committees will
be created, it does not mean the right people for the
special task will necessarily be appointed to those
committees. The honourable member for Clayton
interjects that the Governor in Council could give a
reference to a Standing Committee. That is very
similar to the proposal that the government was
putting earlier.
A reference is given to a committee - and that
committee may not consist of the appropriate
people -which would deliberate on a specific
issue. This measure was not an attempt to subvert
the authority of Parliament. The government has the
numbers and could ensure that the clause remained
part of the Bill so that Parliament had the required
flexibility; but, wherever possible, both sides of the
House should agree. The government was looking
ahead: this measure may never be used; it was to be
a reserve power. The government's concession to the
opposition will result in Parliament's flexibility and
its ability to draw on the best men and women so
the most appropriate men and women may not be
on the committees. Nevertheless, the government
accepts the comments made by the honourable
member for Coburg and his colleagues and will
agree to the omission of the clause. I hope that will

Discussions should have taken place between the
government and the opposition on how the jOint
investigative committees would carry out their
functions. Some of the issues the Premier spoke
about might have been capable of being inserted in
the Bill.
The Bill removes Parliament's right to appoint
Parliamentary committees. The government is
allowing those appointments to be made by
Governor in Council. It would have been strange
having members of committees being appointed by
the executive rather than by Parliament. That would
not be appropriate.
The rushed debate on the Bill has resulted in the
other place having to make amendments that could
have been made in this place. I did not get an
opportunity to circulate the amendments because
there was no time allowed for the Bill to be dealt
with in Committee. When I was Leader of the House
the usual practice was that, if points were raised,
debate on the legislation was adjourned and any
necessary amendments were debated at a later stage.
The Upper House should not be used simply to
correct errors made by the Legislative Assembly.
This House should always be given the opportunity
to amend legislation.
The opposition does not oppose the amendments,
which it would have moved had there been a
Committee stage on this Bill in the House last week.
I hope the Premier has learnt that the best and most
agreeable legislation results from proper discussion
and consideration - rather than the House being
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told it has an hour to debate this and an hour to
debate that.

authorise the stepping down of certain members and
the appointment of others.

Dr COG HILL (Werribee) - The objectives of the
Bill, as explained by the Premier today, were not
apparent when the Bill was last debated in this
House. Although the Premier may have some
recollection of setting out its objectives on a previous
occasion, I do not recollect his doing so in this
House. Had honourable members been given a
better understanding of the objectives of the Bill,
constructive progress could have been made.

If the Premier believes in the objectives he has

I direct to the attention of the Premier the provisions
that apply to Parliamentary committees in the
House of Commons and the New Zealand House of
Representatives. Referring to committees in the
House of Commons, May says, at page 656:
Nomination and discharge of the members of
committees appointed under Standing Order No. 130
are functions of the Committee of Selection.

The committee of selection is defined in the
following terms on page 661:
The committee consists of nine members of whom three
are a quorum. Members who are whips of their
political parties have usually been among those
nominated.

A reading of May makes it clear that the House of
Commons process is similar to the objectives defined
by the Premier. But the process maintains the
principle of Parliament's being in control of the
appointments of committees and committee
members, rather than those decisions being made by
the executive. That highlights the difference between
the Premier's proposals and the concerns expressed
by the opposition.
The opposition is concerned to preserve the integrity
and the principles of the Westminster system, under
which decisions to appoint committees and
committee members are made with the authority of
Parliament and not by delegation to the executive in
the way outlined by the Premier. In New Zealand,
although a committee known as the Business
Committee does not have the capacity to appoint
Parliamentary committees, it may certainly
nominate members to serve on those committees.

outlined today, he should consider the models I
have referred to. If he had defined his objectives
earlier in the debate it is likely that discussions
between the parties would have resulted in the
setting up of a model that provided the flexibility
and responsiveness that the Premier claims to be
seeking.
The government should again consider the
suggestion made by interjection by my colleague the
honourable member for Clayton. If an important
issue arises that needs to be dealt with by way of
committee proceedings, the Premier should consider
a mechanism where Parliament rather than the
executive could substitute appropriate members.
Perhaps Parliament could delegate through the
Presiding Officers the authority to appoint a
committee. That should not be a matter subject to
the unilateral decision of the executive regardless of
the views in both Houses.
Dr VAUGHAN (Clayton) - The amendments
are the result of this House having an inadequate
opportunity of debating the Bill during the
second-reading and Committee stages. I agree with
the amendments, but I wish to correct the
impression the Premier gave, that the stranglehold
of the executive over the committee system remains
regardless of whether the amendments are passed or
not.
The executive retains control over the funding of any
Parliamentary inquiry, and until the committees of
Parliament have the power to determine their own
references - a power they do not currently enjoy to
any real extent - the committee system will remain
a creature of the executive arm of government in
defiance of the wishes of the community for
Parliamentary reform and accountable government.
On a subsequent occasion I look forward to further
amendments being made to the Parliamentary
Committees Act to create within Parliament a real
committee system with committees having the
power to initiate and successfully complete their
own inquiries.

Motion agreed to.
If, for example, the membership of a certain
committee is regarded as inappropriate to examine a
particular reference, the Business Committee may
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Commonwealth-State committee on regulatory
reform, chaired by the former director-general of the
New South Wales Cabinet Office, Mr Gary Sturgess.

Second reading
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to enable Victoria to enter
into a scheme for the mutual recognition of
regulatory standards for goods and occupations
adopted in Australia.
Mutual recognition is an initiative arising out of the
series of special Premiers' conferences which have
been conducted over the past eighteen months with
the objective of achieving an historic reconstruction
of intergovernmental relations.
In this speech I shall outline the aim of mutual
recognition, the background to this important
initiative, the principles on which it is based and the
mechanism for implementation. I shall conclude
with a summary of the provisions of the Bill.

AIM
The principal aim of mutual recognition is to remove
the needless artificial barriers to interstate trade in
goods and the mobility of labour caused by
regulatory differences among Australian States and
Territories. Mutual recognition is expected to greatly
enhance the international competitiveness of the
Australian economy and is a major step forward in
the achievement of micro-economic reform.
The scheme involves a recognition by heads of
government that the time has come for Australia to
create a truly national market, a dream the
realisation of which the founding fathers of this
nation enshrined in the Constitution, a dream which
the parochial politics of successive State and
Territory governments have frustrated for almost
100 years.
At the special Premiers Conference in Brisbane in
October 1990, heads of government agreed to apply
mutual recognition of standards in all areas where
uniformity was not considered essential to national
economic efficiency.
Between October 1990 and July 1991, models for
introducing a scheme of mutual recognition of
standards and regulations relating to goods and
occupations were developed by the

Heads of government gave their in-principle
support to these models at the special Premiers
Conference held in Sydney in July 1991, subject to
the outcome of a national community consultation
process.
National consultation between July and November
1991 involved the release of a discussion paper
entitled liThe Mutual Recognition of Standards and
Regulations in Australia" and a series of seminars
was held in each capital city. Input was sought from
business, industry, trade unions, the professions,
standards setting bodies, consumer and community
representatives on any necessary refinements to the
mutual recognition models. Some 200 written
submissions were received.
Results of the consultation process were considered
by Premiers and Chief Ministers at their meetings in
Adelaide on 21-22 November 1991. While different
views were expressed at the seminars and in the
submissions, the concept of mutual recognition was
widely embraced as a means to overcome regulatory
impediments to a national market in goods and
services. The majority of submissions did not call for
substantial changes to the models, although some
expressed a preference for uniformity.
On that point, it is important to note that mutual
recognition is intended to complement the reforms
of regulatory authorities in achieving nationally
uniform standards. Those efforts will not be
impeded where it is agreed that uniform national
standards are necessary. On the contrary, recent
experience with the doctors, for instance, suggests
that mutual recognition will hasten the successful
resolution of such endeavours.
The intergovernmental agreement on mutual
recognition, signed by all heads of government
when they met on 11 May 1992, actively promotes
the development of national standards where the
operation of mutual recognition highlights the
necessity of such standards for protecting the health
and safety of citizens or preventing or minimising
environmental pollution.
The mutual recognition proposals were subjected to
further public scrutiny after Premiers and chief
Ministers agreed to release the draft mutual
recognition Bill last November. Changes made to the
draft legislation as a result of submissions received
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are generally of a minor drafting nature only, and
again overwhelming support for the concept of
mutual recognition was evident with a few notable
exceptions, which continued to favour national
uniformity.
It is an indication of the commonsense that underlies

the concept of mutual recognition that these
proposals have had the clear support of
governments of all different political persuasions
from the outset.
By signing a final intergovernmental agreement on
mutual recognition in May 1992, heads of
government endorsed a revised version of the
mutual recognition Bill. It was agreed to aim for
enactment of this legislation in all States and
Territories by 31 October 1992 and in the
Commonwealth by 1 January 1993. Proclamation of
the Commonwealth Act will follow by 1 March 1993
after administrative arrangements have been put in
place.
Mr Speaker, the legislation is based on two simple
principles. The first is that goods that can be sold
lawfully in one State or Territory may be sold freely
in any other State or Territory even though the
goods may not comply with all the details of
regulatory standards of the place where they are
sold. If goods are acceptable for sale in one State or
Territory, there is no reason why they should not be
sold anywhere in Australia.
To give an example of the difficulties we are trying
to overcome, it was not so long ago that it was
virtually impossible to market cooking margarine
nationally in one package. Western Australia
required margarine to be packed in cube tubs
whereas the familiar round tub was acceptable
everywhere else. Mutual recognition will overcome
such ridiculous regulations.
For Victoria, mutual recognition will provide the
opportunity to develop new national markets where
previously Victorian products were not able to be
sold. Victorian farmers will at last be able to take full
advantage of their efficient and flexible production
by being able to produce a range of products
demanded by the national market.
Mutual recognition will mean that producers in
Australia will only have to ensure that their
products comply with the laws in the place of
production. If they do so, they will then be free to
distribute and sell their products throughout
Australia without being subjected to further testing
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or assessment of their product. This ensures a
national market for those products.
Similarly, goods manufactured or produced
overseas that comply with the relevant standards in
the jurisdiction through which they are imported
will be able to be sold in any jurisdiction.
The second principle is that if a person is registered
to carry out an occupation in one State or territory,
then he or she should be able to be registered and
carry on the equivalent occupation in any other State
or Territory. A person who is assessed as good
enough to practise a profession or occupation in one
State or Territory should be able to do so anywhere
in Australia.
A person who is registered in one jUrisdiction will
need only to give notice, including evidence of his or
her home registration, to the relevant registration
authority in another jurisdiction to be immediately
entitled to commence practice in an equivalent
occupation in that State or Territory. No additional
assessment will be undertaken by the local
registration or licensing body to assess the person's
capabilities or expertise. Local registration
authorities will be reqUired to accept the judgment
of their interstate counterparts of a person's
educational qualifications, experience, character or
fitness to practise.
It is ridiculous that under present arrangements
lawyers, doctors and other professionals may have
qualifications from the best universities in Australia
or the world; skilled tradesmen may have the finest
training and on-the-job experience, but cannot work
outside their home State because of a multiplicity of
bureaucratic obstacles and delays.
In some cases, their work experience in their home
State is considered irrelevant; in others, they are
required to spend months or even years retraining.
Even then they may never succeed in gaining
recognition without virtually starting from scratch.
This has little to do with ensuring competency.
Much of it is simply motivated by a desire to protect
local practitioners from competition.
I am sure everyone would agree that in Australia the
existing regulatory arrangements of each State or
Territory generally provide a satisfactory set of
standards. Thus, on implementation of mutual
recognition, no jurisdiction will suddenly be flooded
with products that are inherently dangerous, unsafe
or unhealthy; nor will there be an influx of
inadequately qualified practitioners. Indeed, mutual
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in some instances.
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The mutual recognition scheme is to last initially for
5 years, after which time the Governor has the
power to terminate the reference by proclamation.

IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISM
The mechanism for implementing mutual
recognition and thus achieving free trade in goods
and services in Australia is an innovative one. The
States and Territories have agreed to request and
empower the Commonwealth to pass a single Act
which, once enacted by the Commonwealth, will
override any State or Territory Acts or regulations
that are inconsistent ;with the mutual recognition
principles. The States and Territories will effectively
cede power to one another through the mechanism
of Commonwealth legislation.
Let me stress that the additional powers of the
Commonwealth will be extremely limited. States
and Territories are not granting extensive new
powers to regulate goods and occupations.
The Commonwealth will be empowered to pass a
single piece of legislation. Amendments to this
legislation will require unanimous agreement
among all participating jurisdictions.
There will be no new powers for the
Commonwealth to unilaterally establish new
standards or controls. Under the terms of the
intergovernmental agreement on mutual recognition
that all heads of government signed in May 1992,
Commonwealth Ministers, like their State and
Territory counterparts on Ministerial Councils, will
be subject to the same controls and limits. A majority
vote of Ministers in support of a new standard will
bind all the parties.
SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS
I will now explain the provisions of the Mutual
Recognition (Victoria) Bill in greater detail.
MUTUAL RECOCNITION (VICTORIA) BILL GENERAL PROVISIONS
As I have already explained, the Victorian Bill will
enable the Commonwealth to pass an Act in the
terms or substantially in the terms of the Act that is
set out in the schedule to the Mutual Recognition
(Victoria) Bi1l1992.
Amendment of the Commonwealth Act will require
approval by a designated person from each
jUrisdiction. In Victoria this person is the Governor.

SCHEDULE TO VICTORIAN BILL COMMONWEALTH BILL
The mutual recognition principles in relation to
goods and occupations are set down in clauses 9 to
11 and clause 17 respectively of the schedule to the
State legislation. The Bill in the schedule is intended
to become an Act of the Commonwealth Parliament.
The legislation will not encroach on the ability of
jurisdictions to impose standards for locally
produced or imported goods or for local people
wishing to enter into an occupation.
Mutual recognition will not affect the ability of
jurisdictions to regulate the operation of businesses
or the conduct of persons registered in an
occupation. Nor is it intended to affect the
registration of bodies corporate. Its focus is on the
regulation of goods at the point of sale and on entry
by registered persons into equivalent occupations in
another State or Territory.
Laws that regulate the manner in which goods are
sold - such as laws restricting the sale of certain
goods to minors - or the manner in which sellers
conduct their businesses are explicitly exempted
from mutual recognition. For occupations, the
legislation is expressed to apply to individuals and
occupations carried on by them.
As I indicated earlier, mutual recognition is intended
to encourage the development of uniform standards
where these are considered necessary for reasons of
protecting health and safety or preventing or
minimising environmental pollution.
Thus, provision is made for States and Territories to
enact or declare certain goods or laws relating to
goods to be exempt from mutual recognition on
these grounds on a temporary basis; that is, up to
12 months. During that time, the intergovernmental
agreement provides for the relevant Ministerial
Council to consider the issue and make a
determination on whether to develop and apply a
uniform standard in the area under examination.
Wherever possible, Ministerial Councils are to apply
those standards commonly accepted in international
trade.
In respect of occupations, the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal will hear appeals against decisions
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of local registration authorities and will have ~e
power to declare an occupation to be n?n-eqUlv~lent
such as where there is no technical eqUlvalence In
the sense that the activities a practitioner is
authorised to carry out under registration from one
jurisdiction to another are not substantially the same.
Declarations of non-equivalence may also be made
where there is technical equivalence but there are
health, safety or pollution grounds for preventing
practitioners from one State from c~rry.ing on that
occupation in other States and Terntones. Such .
declarations are to have effect for 12 months, dunng
which time relevant State and Commonwealth
Ministers have to agree on whether or not to
develop and apply a uniform standard. If not,
mutual recognition will apply.
The intergovernmental agreement also provides for
a concerned State or Territory to refer a matter
relating to a particular good or occupation to the
appropriate Ministerial Council for a decision on
whether or not to develop and apply a uniform
standard.
It is expected that where a Ministerial Council

decides that a uniform standard is required in
respect of a particular occupation, it will apply a .
national competency standard if such a standard IS
available. Heads of government asked that the
process of developing such standards be accele~ated
so that by December 1992 it is expected that national
competency standards will be developed for all
regulated occupations and professions.
The legislation also provides for certain permanent
exemptions in relation to goods. Heads of
government have agreed that the exemptions
schedules should be extremely limited focusing on
those products for which a national market is
undesirable. Examples include pornography,
firearms and other offensive weapons, and gaming
machines. Amendment of the exemptions schedules
will require the unanimous agreement of all
jurisdictions.
The mutual recognition principle in relation to
goods is intended to operate by way of ~ defence;
that is, it will be a defence to a prosecution for an
offence against a law of a jurisdiction in relation to
the sale of goods if the defendant expressly claims
that the mutual recognition principle applies and
can establish that:
1.

The goods offered for sale had labels saying the
goods were produced in or imported into
another jurisdiction; and

2.
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He or she had no reasonable grounds for
suspecting the goods were not produced in or
imported into that other jurisdiction.

It will then be up to the prosecution to rebut this or

to say that the mutual recognition principle does not
apply - because, for example, the goods did not
comply with requirements imposed by the law ~f
the other jurisdiction. Except where the defence 15
overturned, mutual recognition will apply. The
mutual recognition principle in relation to
occupations will mean that a registered pra~titioner
wishing to practice in another State can notify the
local registration authority of his or her in~ention to
seek registration in an equivalent occupation there.
The local registration authority then has one month
to process the application and to make a decision on
whether or not to grant registration.
The government is confident tha.t parti~ipation ~
this legislative scheme will proVIde major benefits
for Victoria.
The unnecessary costs for Victorian producers in
accommodating minor differences in regulatory
requirements of States and territories in relation to
goods will be removed. Genuine competition across
State and Territory borders will be encouraged as a
result of producers having more ready access to the
Australian market as a whole.
Labour mobility will be enhanced with the removal
of artificial barriers linked to registration and
licensing laws. As a result we will be able to make
better use of our labour force skills.
Australia's international competitiveness will rise as
producers capitalise on th~ ~ono~ie~ of scale made
possible by mutual recogrution. ThIS IS a process that
will occur over the medium to long term. More
efficient standards brought about by competition
among jurisdictions should result in community
requirements being met at a lower overall cost.
Wider consumer choice and a greater
responsiveness to the needs and demands of
consumers among producers and regulators should
result.
As I pointed out earlier, at the same time the mutual
recognition is designed to ensure that there is no
compromise on standards in the important areas of
health and safety and environmental protection.
Mutual recognition is a first step in the important
process this government will underta~e.in ref~rming
regulations in Victoria. Mutual recogrution WIll
obviously generate benefits in opening up markets
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and providing for mobility of labour. But for
Victoria the prime focus must remain on overall
regulation reform. Regulation reform is a
fundamental objective of this government in its task
of releasing the shackles placed on industry and in
aSSisting in the development of a new and vibrant
business environment within Victoria.
This legislative scheme is an historic initiative aimed
at overcoming the regulatory impediments to the
creation of a truly national market in goods and
services in this country. I am pleased to
acknowledge the substantial contribution Victorian
officials have made in developing the mutual
recognition scheme.
Mr Baker - He's congratulating himself!
Mr KENNETI - The government would also
like to acknowledge the role of the former
government and the positive contribution made by
all heads of government in fostering and promoting
this important development. It is a fine example of
what can be achieved when all governments
cooperate and work together in the national interest.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms KIRNER
(Leader of the Opposition).
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Wednesday, 11
November 1992.

The Leader of the Opposition and I have agreed that
we will have further discussions on this matter
between then and now on the understanding that
the Bill may not progress any further this session.
Given the time constraints I have indicated that the
Bill would have to pass by 1 March 1993, but the
government is flexible on this issue and we will see
what happens after discussions with the Leader of
the Opposition.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Wednesday, 11 November.

LAW REFORM COMMISSION
(REPEAL) BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
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That this Bill be now read a second time.

INTRODUCTION
The Bill is the first step in the government's plan to
dramatically improve the system of law reform in
this State. Although the title of the Bill refers only to
the abolition of the Law Reform Commission, people
should not be misled into believing that the
government has therefore turned its back on the
process of law reform itself. On the contrary, the
abolition of the commission is intended only as a
clearing of the ground for new initiatives. Once the
superseded structures of the commission have been
removed, the government will be able to proceed
with its detailed plans for the creation of the efficient
and independent system of law reform deserved by
Victoria.
THE FAILURE OF THE COMMISSION
It is widely acknowledged that the Law Reform

Commission has been, in general terms, a failure. In
fact it is another of the former government's
grandiose and expensive experiments that has failed
to deliver the goods, while absorbing a great many
scarce resources. There have been two chief failures
on the part of the commission.
The first is that it has not maintained its
independence from government and, indeed, has
shown no real interest in doing so. It must be
remembered that one of the chief functions of a Law
Reform Commission is not merely to make sensible
suggestions for legal reform, but to do so as an
independent voice, at arm's length from
government. Governments are perfectly capable of
thinking up changes to the law without a Law
Reform Commission: what makes such a body
potentially valuable is its theoretical capacity to
introduce a separate and critical note in debates over
legislative reform.
Regrettably, however, the Victorian Law Reform
Commission has too often operated less as an
independent statutory authority than as a loyal
branch of the Attorney-General's office. Over the
years, the practice has developed of the
Attorney-General using the commission merely as a
government research resource, in much the same
way as the policy and research branch of the
department. Indeed, the staff of the department and
the commission have, to a certain extent, come to
overlap with senior members of the commission
crossing to the department and vice versa. This has
resulted in a blurring of the lines between the
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commission and the department, with the result that
the commission's much prized independence has
been more a matter of theory than anything else.
Many who have studied the record of the
commission in recent years believe that it has been at
least as eager to provide "the right answer" for the
Attorney-General on a variety of references as it has
been to fearlessly advance the cause of independent
law reform.
Given that the commission has failed in its
fundamental task of providing an independent voice
of law reform, it has been an expensive failure. The
commission has, at the latest count, 26 staff. This
figure includes four full-time commissioners including a chairperson who is paid the same salary
as a County Court judge - and 11 part-time
commissioners. During the desperate economic
times of 1988-91 the commission felt free to expand
its expenditure substantially from $1.568 million to
$1.884 million. In the financial year 1990-91 it
appears to have spent a total of $84 000 on
conferences, meetings and travel, with $38 000 spent
on travel alone. Also in 1991 it spent $180 000 on
consultancies. Earlier this year the annual budget
approved for the commission by the former
Attorney-General was $1.89 million. The revised
budget, established in August this year, was
$1.499 million, a great deal of money to spend on a
body that was, after all, failing to fulfil its most basic
responsibility of providing an independent source of
proposals concerning law reform.
Since the government's intention to abolish the
commission was made public it has been suggested
in the media that the commission's wasteful
practices may in some way be excused by the fact
that the commission is not funded by "public
money". This shows a queer perception of what
public money is. Ultimately, the Law Reform
Commission is funded out of the Solicitors
Guarantee Fund, from the interest earned on the
moneys of ordinary Victorians deposited in
solicitors' trust funds. If that is not public money, I
do not know what is. Moreover, the moneys spent
by the commission come from the same source as
that used to finance legal aid, a cause presumably
close to the hearts of honourable members opposite.
Of course, some will praise certain work of the
commission and use this as the basis for arguing that
it should not be abolished. Against this, two major
points may be made. Firstly, the scheme proposed
by the government will not see the disappearance of
the type of good work the commission has,
occasionally, performed. As will be shown, that
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work will continue to be done, the only difference
being that it will be performed far more
economically and without the commission's lavish
expenditure. Moreover, where independent legal
research is required it will be carried out by truly
independent expert bodies.
Secondly, one should not exaggerate the degree of
success achieved by the commission. Honourable
members will be aware that, just as some of its
reports have been well received, others have been
widely criticised. Just one example is the
commission's 1986 report on mental illness, which
was trenchantly rejected by many informed
observers. Indeed, the honourable member for
Preston opposite had this to say of the approach
adopted in the commission's report:
The LRC in so acting, did so in haste and without
regard to modem psychiatric opinion and practice. The
LRC did not understand the consequence of what it
was recommending. Potentially it was dragging into
the mental health system up to 40 per cent of the prison
population, who are estimated to have an antisocial
personality disorder. Of equal concern is that the LRC
did not understand that mental illness is transient and
episodic in nature and as such patients are regularly
reviewed and discharged. To achieve its aims, the LRC
would have had to also seek the amendment of the
various discharge provisions of the Mental Health Act
1986 thereby threatening the indefinite detention of
patients for whom discharge was now appropriate.
What the LRC set out to do was achieve preventive
detention through the back door.

That is hardly a ringing endorsement of the
commission's research methodology.
Indeed, for a body that has consumed millions of
dollars of public money, the commission has an
unimpressive record when it comes to
implementation of its recommendations. Only a
comparatively small number of the commission's
proposals have ever resulted in legislative action.
On the matter of plain English and statutory reform,
much trumpeted by the commission as one of its
major achievements, I draw the attention of
honourable members to the fact that it is much more
difficult to achieve this goal in practice than to boast
about it. In many cases where the commission has
drafted a statute into its version of plain English the
resulting difficulties have had to be laboriously
resolved by long-suffering Parliamentary Counsel.
On other occasions the commission has translated
some small part of a statute into plain English,
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sometimes at enormous cost, and then publicised the
event as if the entire statute had been transformed.

so ensuring that the public gets maximum value for
its law reform dollar.

As to the commission's much-vaunted Vicstatutes
project to place Victorian statutes on CD-ROM, I
inform the House that my department is currently in
the process of attempting to sort out the
considerable mess that largely has been occasioned
by the negotiations of the commission with the
company concerned. I note that during the same
period that the Vicstatutes project has failed to bear
tangible fruit, the Victoria Law Foundation and
Parliamentary Counsel have quietly collaborated in
the production of an index to the Victorian statutes,
a profoundly practical step towards the improved
accessibility of Victorian statute law.

Secondly, further use will be made of the Victoria
Law Foundation, a distinguished body of legal
professionals, presided over by Victoria's Chief
Justice, with an established track record in the area
of law reform. The activities of the foundation have
been hampered in recent years by the burden of
having to financially support the Law Reform
Commission, and the abolition of the commission
will allow the foundation to play a greater role in the
process of law reform.

Nor should it be thought that Victoria will be alone
in dispensing with the services of its Law Reform
Commission. In recent years, both the South
Australian and the Canadian law reform
commissions have been abolished by their respective
governments as involving unjustifiable diversions of
resources.
All in all, the Victorian Law Reform Commission has
been an expensive, self-indulgent servant of
government policy and its abolition should be a
matter of considerable satisfaction to the
economically burdened people of Victoria.
AN ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM OF LAW REFORM
The government proposes to replace the failed Law
Reform Commission with a system that will not only
be far more economical, but which will embody the
crucial value of independence in law reform.
In the first place, the government proposes to make
extended use of the proposed law reform and
scrutiny of Bills committees of Parliament. Law
reform is fundamentally a matter of the first
importance to Parliament and one of the best forums
in which proposals may be formulated for
consideration by the government and the legislature
is within a widely respected all-party committee.
The predecessor body to these two committees, the
Legal and Constitutional Committee, not only had a
reputation for being fiercely independent of the
government but also had an impressive record in the
conduct of complicated inquiries and the
undertaking of legal research. Of course, the
enhanced role of committees may necessitate some
further funding but this funding would build upon
the existing infrastructure of the committee system,

Thirdly, the government will put in place a scheme
whereby acknowledged experts in particular fields
of law can be deSignated as temporary Law Reform
Commissioners and commissioned to conduct a
particular inquiry which falls within the scope of
their expertise. No legislation will be needed for this
purpose. Such a scheme will ensure that we do not
have, as at present, a class of professional'1aw
reformers" who confidently assert that they can
reform any area of law, even if they know nothing
about it before they start. Instead, government funds
will be devoted to hiring the best person for the job.
Moreover, these Law Reform Commissioners will be
allocated resources on an individual needs basis,
thus eliminating the requirement to maintain the
expensive infrastructure of the Law Reform
Commission with its offices, support staff, extensive
equipment allocations and so on. Again, the choice
of the best experts around Australia will ensure not
only the independence but also the quality of the
law reform process. The proposed system offers a
real opportunity to provide a considerably superior
service at a vastly reduced cost.
Finally, the government will set up a law reform
advisory council to advise the Attorney-General on
all matters of law reform, including the
identification of areas of the law requiring attention
and the type of body or person who should conduct
the inquiry. The council will comprise members of
the government, the judiciary, community groups,
the legal profession and academics.
The government makes it clear that, in addition to
these independent sources of law reform, it will
engage in its own vigorous program to reform the
law. Such government policy will be formulated
openly by the Attomey-General's department and
will not masquerade, as at present, as the
recommendations of a supposedly independent Law
Reform Commission.
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THE BILL ITSELF

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:

The Bill itself is short and uncomplicated. The
combined effect of clauses 2 and 3 is that the Law
Reform Commission will be abolished on the day
the Act receives the Royal Assent. On that day, by
virtue of clause 4, all commissioners will go out of
office and the employment of all employees of the
commission will cease.

That the debate be adjourned until Wednesday,
11 November.

Clause 5 transfers all assets and liabilities of the
commission to the State. After a proper survey, the
commission's assets will be valued and that value
realised. The liabilities of and any claims upon the
commission will be met, so far as is possible, out of
the unexpended portion of the commission's last
annual budget. As the funds concerned are under
the control of the Victoria Law Foundation, clause 6
allows the Attorney-General to make orders
requiring the foundation to payout the requisite
amount.
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Mr CO LE (Melbourne) - On the question of
time, Mr Speaker, I am absolutely dumbfounded
that the Attorney-General has introduced a Bill to
get rid of a major - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I understand we have
had two or three late nights and everyone is a little
touchy. I ask the House to desist from the
temptation to hurl insults across the Chamber.
Mr COLE - The Attorney-General has
introduced a Bill to abolish the major commission
designed to assess law reform in Victoria.
Mr Steggall interjected.

The Bill does not provide any set formula for
payments to commissioners or employees in respect
of their loss of employment. However, clause 6(1)
authorises the Attorney-General to require the
Victoria Law Foundation to make such payments as
she may consider appropriate out of the
unexpended portion of the commission's budget.
The size of these payments will depend upon a
variety of factors, including the ultimate financial
position of the commission and will be determined
following consultation with the Victoria Law
Foundation, the former officers of the commission
and the Attorney-General's department.
Finally, I note that clause 7 requires the Secretary of
the Department of Justice to prepare final financial
statements in respect of the Law Reform
Commission for the period from 1 July 1992 until its
abolition.
CONCLUSION
The Bill represents a new start for the process of law
reform in Victoria. The State will move away from
the highly bureaucratised and deeply politicised
system, to one that is not only efficient, economical
and independent but will also provide Victoria with
a better basis from which to launch initiatives to
reform the law.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr COLE
(Melbourne).

Mr COLE - The honourable member says it is a
Labor Party exercise! Simply to consider the
defamation implications of the second-reading
speech will require quite some time beyond next
Wednesday. The opposition needs extended time to
consider even the scurrilous attacks made in the Bill
on the Law Reform Commissioners.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr COLE - They will continue to interject and I
will continue to speak. I will not be deterred from
speaking about this major issue. As the shadow
Attorney-General, I need at least as much time as the
present Attorney-General would have been given by
the former government on any Bill - a minimum of
two weeks. No honourable member has ever
received as much support, consultation and
assistance on any Bill as the present
Attorney-General received when she was shadow
Attorney-General.
Yet, when she became Attorney-General on Monday
she announced the decision to get rid of a major
organisation. She immediately defamed people, and
then, the next day, she delivered a 13-page
second-reading speech with scurrilous attacks on
people. She expects the opposition and the Victorian
community to consider the jettisoning of a major
commission with some of the best experts in the
country - and there is absolutely no doubt it has
one in Professor Marcia Neave, whom the

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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Attorney-General mentioned the other night when
talking about brothel legislation - Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, this is not an opportunity for the
honourable member to debate the merits of the Bill,
or any action proposed in it. It is purely a debate on
the question of time. I urge you to confine the
honourable member to the question of time and not
allow him to stray to the merits or demerits of the
Bill.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) -On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, the issue concerns people losing their
positions. They will be jettisoned and the whole
project will go. Consideration of the provisions in
the Bill requires time. I am addressing those issues
because I require time beyond next Wednesday. I
must consider the full implications of the
government's decision.
The opposition needs more time to consider who the
Attorney-General is actually picking out as bad,
hopeless, incapable and in the pocket of the former
government. That is what the question of time is
about.
The SPEAKER - Order! I was about to interrupt
the honourable member when the honourable
member for Caulfield ra 2d his point of order. I
uphold the point of order .md ask the honourable
member to confine his remarks to the question of
time.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - There has been no
opportunity for consultation with the community
and concerned groups. Four days is a short period in
which to consider such a vit(' 1 measure as the Law
Reform Commission (Repeal, Bill.
No time has been allowed for the opposition to
consult with Parliamentary Counsel. I hope that
access to Parliamentary Counsel on Tuesday will
allow some time for consideration of the matter. The
cost to consolidated revenue has not been
considered, and that is another reason why more
time should be allowed to consider the Bill.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member will be in order so long as he relates cost to
time.
Mr COLE - A considerable burden will be
placed on the taxpayer - Mrs Wade - It will relieve the burden.
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Mr COLE - If it will do that why not allow more
time for debate, to enable the community and
concerned groups to consider the measures groups such as the women's groups that are
concerned about the rape laws, and the Federal
government?
I refer also to the shadow Treasurer's concern with
the restrictive trade practices legislation. The Bar
Council should have the opportunity of considering
it.
Cabinet should not decide on the Monday to
dissolve the Law Reform Commission by saying,
'We will defame the commission and allow only one
day's notice of the debate on the question". That is
not what Parliament is about. Creating and
changing the law is germane to the functions of
Parliament. This Bill will fundamentally change the
legal system in the State and no time has been
allowed for consideration of such fundamental
changes.
The Bill has incredible ramifica tions for law reform.
It is not a mere puff, something that should be taken

lightly and dismissed as a political exercise.
Parliament should not be used to defame people.
The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed by
Sessional Orders for the interruption of the business
of the House has now arrived.
Debate interrupted.
Sitting suspended 1 p.m. until 2.4 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
EMPLOYMENT OF CROWN COUNSEL
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Will the
Attorney-General confirm that she had no
knowledge of the Victorian Government Solicitor's
advice to the Department of Justice until after she
answered my question about that advice in
Parliament?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The sittings of the
House during the past two days have been long and
tiring, and I understand that honourable members
are irritable, but I call them to order.
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Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - 1 first heard of
the Victorian Government Solicitor's advice on
Saturday, 31 October. 1 did not see that advice until 1
went into the office on the following Monday and
called for it.

GENERAL STRIKE
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - In light of the
reported comments of the Secretary of the
Australian Council of Trade Unions, Mr Kelty, that
the government's industrial relations policies will
lead to class warfare, will the Premier outline to the
House the attitude of the government to the
proposed one-day strike next Tuesday?
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is very
broad. 1 ask the Premier not to make too long a reply.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for Shepparton for his question
and for his obvious concern, a concern echoed by the
majority of Victorians, about the proposed industrial
disruption next week.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETT - It is interesting that members
of the opposition obviously support the disruption.
That is of particular concern - Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr KENNETT - What?
Mr Seitz - I'll be marching with them.
Mr KENNETT - That is a clear indication to the
people of Victoria of where the opposition stands.
Not only do members of the opposition support the
industrial disruption, but some of them will take
part in the march. If the people of Victoria ever
wanted a clear indication of the attitudes and
concerns of the opposition, they have just heard it.
The Labor opposition remains very much the
mouthpiece of the Trades Hall Council.
The vast majority of Victorians would have been
concerned and disappointed by the attitude taken by
an Australian such as Mr Kelty, who sees his role in
life as ensuring that we reduce - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the two or three
persistent interjectors on the opposition benches that
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I have noted their behaviour and will take action
against them if necessary. The Premier will continue,
without interruption.
Mr KENNETf - Most Australians would have
been very disappointed by the activities and
comments of Mr Kelty, who, despite occupying a
position of leadership, has chosen, as he did
yesterday, to use terms such as "class warfare". The
only thing the community wants at present is
employment. All that it wants from politicians and
community leaders is employment and security.
At a time when the State is on the brink of creating
opportunities unparalleled in Australia since Sir Joh
Bjelke-Petersen, a former Queensland Premier - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - It was not a Freudian slip.
Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr KENNETf - Just listen for a moment. All
you do is harp! This is an opportunity unparalleled
since the decision taken 10 years ago by Sir Joh
Bjelke-Petersen to abolish probate duty in
Queensland, which led to a flood of capital
investment and increased employment in
Queensland at the expense of Victoria and other
States. Given the abolition of the 17.5 per cent
holiday loading and the changes in industrial
relations, Victoria is in a pOSition to attract new
industries to the State and to create employment in
ways that it could never have done under the
previous government.
The vast majority of Victorians, especially the vast
majority of trade unionists, will be disappointed by
Mr Kelty's seeing fit to engage in a campaign of
division by using terms such as "class warfare".

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - Just look at the rabble opposite.
For 10 years they were charged with the
responsibility of governing the State, yet during
their time - Mr SEITZ (Keilor) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I ask you to draw the Premier back to
the point of the question. You said that the question
was broad and that the Premier should answer
narrowly. What happened 10 years ago has nothing
to do with the future.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I indicated to the House
that the question was broad and I asked the Premier
not to take too long in answering it. I do not uphold
the pOint of order.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - This State has great
opportunities that will potentially be destroyed by
the activities of a few. Every day members of the
government speak with representatives of interstate
and overseas industries that want to invest in
Victoria. However, the remnants of the old order Mr Halfpenny and now, unfortunately, Mr Kelty together with the remnants of the once-great Labor
Party of Victoria, are standing in the way of those
opportunities.
In conclusion, I shall quote a remark made by a
former Minister of the former government, Neil
Pope, reported in the Herald-Sun of 14 February 1991:
The unions in Victoria are running the ALP factions.
The unions in Victoria are unfortunately reactive ...
They want everything to stand still.

The demonstration on Tuesday, which is supported
by the opposition - some members of the Labor
Party will actually join it - is a clear indication that
there are still some people in the community who
want to stand still. For every individual who wants
to march and for every individual who does not
want a job there are 10 well educated Victorians who
will do anything for the opportunity to work.
The community, employers and a range of
employees will be looking to those who march next
Tuesday, and if they do not want their jobs the
youth of this community deserve the opportunity of
taking them.
I call on Mr Kelty to review his position and to put
the interests of Victoria and Australia first. I call on
the rabble on the other side of the House to indicate
clearly both inside and outside this place that they
will discharge their responsibilities to the broader
community rather than clinging to the vested
powers and interests of the past.

EMPLOYMENT OF CROWN COUNSEL
Mr CO LE (Melbourne) - The Attorney-General
will recall describing to the House on Wednesday,
28 October, the way in which she determined
Mr Greg Craven's salary based on his previous
earnings. Will she make available to the House all
documents relating to the calculation of his salary?
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Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The
honourable member for Melbourne is again
misrepresenting what I said to the House, and he
has not yet apologised for his previous
misrepresentations. I did not describe to the House
how Professor Craven's salary was determined; I
described to the House his previous responsibilities
and positions.

CONSULTANTS TO FORMER
MINISTRY FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES
Mr COOPER (Momington) - Will the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services advise the House
of payments made to consultants within the former
MiniStry for Police and Emergency Services under
the previous government?
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - Following comments made
yesterday in this House by the Minister for Public
Transport, particularly about consultancy payments
to Kay McNiece, I took it upon myself to undertake
some research in the Department of Justice because
it seems, as the Minister for Public Transport said
yesterday, that the only train that ran regularly on
time and made all the stops was the gravy train!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA - The government was
concerned to discover just how widely the gravy
train travelled. I was advised that the gravy train
also did the inner city circuit and stopped at the
former Ministry of Police and Emergency Services
and that Kay McNiece's company received some
$50 000 in consultancy fees to market speed
cameras - internally!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA - It rather intrigued me and I
asked the director of the department how and why
we needed to market speed cameras internally. I
was told that the supposed purpose of the
consultancy was to sell the value of speed cameras
to members of the Police Force!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA - The former Minister for
Police and Emergency Services decided to make a
payment of $50 000 to Kay McNiece so that she
could convince the members of the Police Force tha t
they should be using the speed cameras that they
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had bought for themselves! The former government
had a particular - An Honourable Member - Who was the
Minister?
Mr McNAMARA - The Minister responsible
was none other than the honourable member for
Carrum, who also, I am told, provided some
additional funds to Kay McNiece. An additional fee
of $26 000 was paid to Kay McNiece - Mr E. R. Smith - What for?
Mr McNAMARA - When I asked the head of
my department what the $26 000 was for he said,
"Frankly, Minister, I don't know".

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA - I believe it was for a
so-called consultancy. I have also been advised by
the Victoria Police that Kay McNiece has some 77
warrants outstanding against her for traffic
infringements.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - I refer the
Minister for Industry and Employment to the
advertisements placed in yesterday's Age by his
department relating to the terms and conditions of
the government's proposal on industrial relations.
What basis did he have, if any, for believing the
statements that appeared in those advertisements
were accurate as at the time of publication?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The advertisements accurately
reflect the legislation that will finally be passed by
this Parliament when the representatives of - Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker. My question related to the
accuracy of the advertisements as at the time of
publication. The Minister's answer is not relevant to
that question. I ask that you bring him back to the
question, which asked what basis he had for
believing the statements made by his department
were accurate.
Mr McNamara interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA - Given her considerable
personal experience and success in selling the use of
speed cameras to the Police Force, for which she was
paid $50 000 because she undertook the task so
successfully, the speed cameras have been so
effective that she now owes the Department of
Justice some $16 OOO!
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - The Premier interjects and
suggests that possibly a hardship claim might come
through to the Department of Justice. That is
something that will not be considered favourably.
The government continues to be amazed at the way
largesse was spread by members of the former
government to lackeys and supporters whose prime
qualifications for jobs seemed to be that they were
pals or mates of former Ministers or holders of Labor
Party tickets.
The government assures the public that such waste
will not continue. The government will ensure that
people receive value for their money because the
government will not continue to spend public
money in ways that are of no real benefit to the
community.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member on the point of order.
Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr KENNAN - There the government goes
again.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask that the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition address the point of order.
Mr KENNAN - My question was specific. The
Minister consistently avoids answering questions,
and I insist that he tell the House the basis on which
he believed the statements in the advertisements in
yesterday's Age to be accurate as at the time of
publication. The answer he was providing was not
relevant to my question, and he should be directed
to make a relevant answer. If he cannot, he should
say that he cannot provide an answer.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Leader of
the OppOSition raises a point of order on the
relevance of the answer. I cannot comment on the
way in which Ministers answer questions from time
to time. The Minister has been speaking for too short
a time for me to judge whether his answer is
relevant. If the Minister's answer should stray from
being relevant I will pull him up.
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Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The advertisements that were run
yesterday reflect the policy of the government and
the legislation that will be passed by the other
House and this House next week.

MELBOURNE CUP BETTING
Mr JOHN (Bendigo East) -Is the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Racing aware of the
difficulties experienced by many punters on
Melbourne Cup day due to the failure of the
Totalizator Agency Board (TAB) computerised
system? Is it true that the system is antiquated? If so,
when will it be replaced?
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I thank the honourable member for
Bendigo East for his question and his deep interest
in the sport of horseracing. On Melbourne Cup day
the TAB and those punters who wished to invest on
the Melbourne Cup and subsequent races
experienced some difficulties because of a peculiar
set of circumstances that have never before arisen at
a big meeting in the 31 years the TAB has existed.
The Melbourne Cup was run at 3.30 p.m. Let's
Elope, a heavily backed runner, was scratched at
2.30 p.m. Within 6 minutes of that announcement,
Cross Swords and My Eagle Eye were scratched.
That caused a run on the tote and $1.4 million worth
of bets were cancelled because punters wanted their
money back. In telephone betting alone, 182 000
transactions were cancelled; that amounted to 18 per
cent of the day's telephone betting investments on
the entire meeting. The last major failure of the TAB
computer occurred on Derby Day in 1991 - it was
the next most serious failure.
As a result of the peculiar circumstances I have
described the system was overloaded. Two modules
went down for 12 minutes. A few moments later
another two went down for 7 minutes; and during
the running of the race another two modules went
down for 7 minutes.
The Melbourne TAB turnover was approximately
$5 million lower than expected for the day - the

takings were down about 10 per cent. Prior to the
running of race 5, turnover for the day was up on
the previous year by 7 per cent; turnover on Derby
Day and Oaks Day was up 10 per cent and 10.8 per
cent respectively on the figures for the
corresponding meetings the previous year.
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As I said, the TAB estimates that turnover on the
Melbourne Cup meeting was down $5 million,
leading to a subsequent loss to the government and
the racing industry.
The failure was caused by a peculiar set of
circumstances affecting the TAB's 15-year-old
computer, which operates the comprehensive racing
investment service for the public - known as
CRISP. I am advised that the computer will be
replaced as early as Easter 1994.
I have instructed my department to speak to the
Victoria Racing Club and the TAB with the object of
putting in place a mechanism to prevent similar
situations from occurring in the future. The type of
mechanism needed could entail people collecting
cancelled bets after a race, when the pressure is not
so great and punters are not trying to place bets.
Alternatively, the TAB may be able to bring forward
the installation of the new DE LTA computer that is
being built for it. I will press the TAB to have the
new system installed within the next 12 months, if
that is at all possible. With that in mind, I will be
speaking with the Chief General Manager of the
TAB, Mr Walker, today.

RACIAL VILIFICATION
Mr DOLLlS (Richmond) - Is the
Attorney-General aware of the Significant support
the public has given to the call for legislation to fight
racial vilification? If so, will she inform the House of
the action the government proposes to tackle that
issue?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I advise the
House that the government has not considered that
issue since it did so in relation to the Bill introduced
by the former government.

BUILDING CODE FOR VIETNAM
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - Will the Minister for
Planning inform the House whether it is true that his
department is assisting in the development of a
building code for Vietnam and whether that will
have any benefits for Victoria?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
Victorian government is anxious, wherever possible,
to promote the export of materials. As part of that
the Director of Building Control in the Department
of Planning and Development has, in conjunction
with private enterprise, undertaken to provide a
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building code for Vietnam based on the Australian
building code developed between the States and the
Commonwealth.
The advantage to Australia, and to Victoria in
particular, of making such a building code and
regulation framework available to Vietnam, which
currently does not have national building
regulations, would be that materials produced in
Victoria and in the rest of Australia would be more
acceptable in that market.
It is hoped by those involved in the project that if the
Australian building code is used as the model for
Vietnam it may also be used in other Asian countries
that do not have national building codes, which will
open up additional opportunities for the export of
building materials to other markets in Asia.
It is a matter of using our experience to develop a
building code for Vietnam, which is supported by
the coalition government; and we hope that
providing that expertise to a neighbouring country
will lead to greater export opportunities. Pipes
marked with the old MMBW signature may not be
immediately recognisable to an export country as
authorised and standard material, but it is important
that Australian building materials be recognised so
that the international market will have confidence in
them. We should be proudly seeking to develop
building codes in Australia and gain export markets
wherever we can.

EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
INFORMATION BOOKLETS
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Is the Minister
for Industry and Employment aware that his
department is unable to supply to the public the
booklets containing information on employment
agreements and other matters? Those booklets have
been referred to in his department's advertising
campaigns in the print and electronic media. If that
is so, will the Minister advise the House why his
department, presumably with his authority, is
advertising the booklets when they are not
available? When they do become available will they
reflect the contents of the Bill that passed through
this House last night or will they reflect some other
Bill?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The advertisements reflect the
policy of the government and they reflect the
legislation that will ultimately be passed by
Parliament. They will be available when the
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legislation is enacted, as is suggested in the
advertisements.

MISUSE OF PUBLIC SECTOR
FACILITIES
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - Is the
Minister for Finance aware that State facilities are
being used to organise the strike next Tuesday? If so,
what action does he intend to take to protect the
State's interests in the matter?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
government's attention has been directed to the fact
that many public sector employees have been using
telephones and fax machines during their work time
to encourage support for next Tuesday's strike. The
government is following the practice of the former
government, and where unauthorised persons - Mr Pandazopoulos interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! I know the honourable
member for Dandenong is a new member, but I
advise him that the Chair has some authority in this
matter and if he continues to interject I will take
action against him. I give other persistent interjectors
a similar warning.
Mr I. W. SMITH - When unauthorised use of
these facilities occurs, the line manager responsible
for the administration of the section will discipline
the officers concerned. Again in line with the policy
of the former government, when members of the
Public Service choose to go on strike they will not be
paid for that time.
One of the most amazing things this strike reveals is
the extent to which culture within the public sector
has deteriorated over the past 10 years. Some public
sector employees believe they are free to use
willy-nilly taxpayers' facilities for their industrial
and private purposes.
The opposition does not realise that it brought this
State to its knees financially and that the
responsibility given to the Liberal government by
the overwhelming majority of the people was to
drive the dollar further. It is intolerable that the
misuse of public facilities that has been highlighted
by reports from government departments is
continuing. We will make sure that in future people
who abuse the rights and privileges of their position
are properly dealt with.
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LAW REFORM COMMISSION
(REPEAL) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) -On the question of
time, during question time today the Premier made
a salutary comment when he mentioned Joh
Bjelke-Petersen, whose regime treated Parliamentary
democracy with utter contempt. The
Attorney-General interjects and says the Upper
House was abolished by the Labor government.
What a good thing it was! However, the
conservative government did not bring it back and
abused the Parliamentary process as no other
government has done before or since, although the
Victorian government is giving us a good example.
I was astounded to hear the Premier use Joh
Bjelke-Petersen as a model. I thought he was totally
discredited and that nobody had support for a
person who did as much damage to democracy in
Australia as he did. It is important that we examine
those examples of one party's absolute control of
both Houses of Parliament.
I interject during my own speech to congratulate
you, Mr Deputy Speaker, on your elevation and on
your new position as Chairman of Committees.
Mr TANNER (Caul field) - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, the debate is on the question of
time in relation to the Law Reform Commission
(Repeal) Bill. It does not give the honourable
member licence to refer to a question and to debate
the answer given earlier today by the Premier.
Neither should the honourable member be referring
to your position in this House, albeit that the remark
was complimentary, and it is incumbent upon the
Chair to require the honourable member to confine
his remarks to the question of time.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - On the point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I was addressing the question
of the abuses of the Westminster system and how
absolute control of both Houses of Parliament can
lead to substantial abuse if adequate time for
discussion of Bills is not provided. I think my
remarks were relevant. I did not realise that by
congratulating you, Mr Deputy Speaker, I was
breaching the guidelines of time. I accept that I
might have done that but I thought that it was an
appropriate breach.
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Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - On the point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, the issue is the question of time
but it is also a question of intelligence. Twice the
honourable member for Caulfield has failed to
understand the contribution of the shadow
Attorney-General. I suggest that until now the
contribution has been relevant to the question of
time, and in that regard the shadow Minister is very
much in order.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! I have heard enough on the point of order to
make a ruling. Although I do not uphold the point
of order I remind the honourable member for
Melbourne that he should be addressing the
question of time. I ask him to relate his remarks to
the question and not expand too widely.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - The question of time is
crucial when one party controls both Houses of
Parliament or, in the case of Queensland, when it
controls the only House. Whenever a government
has absolute power there is a tendency to corrupt
absolutely. The democratic process of this
Parliament will be corrupted if Bills such as this are
rammed through both Houses without consultation
with the community and without giving me, the
shadow Attorney-General, the opportunity of
considering them.
The time allocated by the government for debate on
this Bill does not give me sufficient time to sit down
with Parliamentary Counsel or obtain a proper
briefing from the department. I have been told the
Attorney-General does not even have a Ministerial
adviser who can sit in with me at the departmental
briefings on this Bill.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr COLE - The Attorney-General has not
appointed a Ministerial adviser yet. I think that is a
breach-The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Melbourne should confine
his remarks to the question of time.
Mr COLE - I have to take up the interjection of
the Minister - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! If the
honourable member takes up the interjection he will
be disorderly and I may rule him out of order. I ask
him to come back to the question of time.
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Mr COLE - I raised the matter only because the
departmental officer who rang me expressed some
concern about meeting me without a Ministerial
adviser present. In the interests of propriety and
protocol-Mr Gude - You're a fair-minded man, we know
that!
Mr COLE - At least I go outside and make my
comments, which is better than what you have done.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
been tolerant. I ask the honourable member to
address the question of time. If he does not I will no
longer hear him and will call the next speaker.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! At the same
time I ask honourable members on my right to desist
from disorderly interjection and allow the
honourable member the opportunity of making his
contribution on the question of time.
Mr COLE - I revert to the failure of the
Attorney-General to appoint a Ministerial adviser,
because it is relevant to the question of time. I have
been unable to obtain a briefing because a
departmental officer advised me it would put her in
a difficult position. Although it would have been
convenient for me not to have the Ministerial adviser
there, I was concerned about that officer's position. I
recognise that the government may not consider that
to be a sensible political move on my part, but
despite what the Leader of the House has said I
believe in the concept of propriety, which is more
than can be said for the government, given the
inadequate time it has provided for debate on the
Bill.
In the short time that I have had to examine the Bill I
have become concerned about its retrospective
aspects. I shall not discuss those aspects now
because I would then be discussing the Bill, but an
important and traditional principle is that
governments should not introduce legislation that
may have retrospective effects without allowing
adequate time for debate.
The government should be extremely careful about
taking away people's rights and entitlements. At the
very least when retrospective legislation is
introduced one would expect that the
Attorney-General, the senior law officer of the State,
would provide time for people, particularly those
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who will be affected by it, to consider its provisions.
If the opposition is not successful in obtaining time
beyond next Wednesday to discuss the effects of this
retrospective legislation, our Westminster system
will have reached the bottom of the barrel and our
legal system will have come to a screaming halt
under this Attorney-General.
Retrospective legislation takes away people's
entitlements and rights that were enshrined in law.
When the Labor Party was in government there was
an opportunity for people to amend and discuss
legislation. The coalition's dominant numbers in the
Upper House led to consultation that often resulted
in a range of amendments. Very little legislation was
not extensively discussed with shadow Ministers.
There was very little legislation on which one would
not be briefed and which was not put through the
wringer and examined under a microscope. That
was then the case because of the numbers in the
Upper House, but none of that is happening under
this government.
Our system, warts and all, requires that we have
time to consider such crucial issues as
retrospectivity. I call upon the Attorney-General to
consider that she is taking away time that should be
available to us for debate. We have not been allowed
sufficient time to convey to the community what is
in the Bill. The reaction of the community ought to
be heard and considered. We also have to consider
the drafting of the legislation, because there may
well be drafting errors. We do not have the time to
consider those things.
As I said before, the second-reading speech is
extensive. I do not know who wrote it; I take it that
the Minister must have written it herself, as she does
not have a Ministerial adviser. It raises a broad
range of issues that do not specifically relate to the
Law Reform Commission. The difficulty is that
because it is such a long speech, because so many
issues are involved and because of the likely impact
of the Bill, we need more time for discussion. We
need time for the retrospectivity provided for in the
Bill to be fully debated by the Legislative Council, at
the very least. We need to ask the Legislative
Council whether it can fix up the Bill. It could refer
the legislation to the community. It is not right that
the people should be denied time to discuss these
fundamental questions and their effects.
Other serious questions are involved. Again, I
cannot discuss them. I accept that I may be of
limited ability, as was suggested before, but it is not
within the capacity of anyone on either side of the
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House, within the time allotted - which is until
next Wednesday - to absorb the implications of this
Bill, to consider the second-reading speech and to
consider the plethora of issues and implications
involved. It is just not physically possible to absorb
all the questions raised in the second-reading speech
and to come to grips with all the changes that are to
be imposed and their ramifications for the
community. It is not possible to absorb this
information; it is a question of time.

the honourable member for Melbourne may be
expressing his arguments, for 24 minutes now the
House has heard him present those argument ad
nauseam. I suggest that under Standing Order
No. 109 the honourable member for Melbourne is
now engaging in tedious repetition. His more recent
comments hcwe not been relevant to the question of
time and I urge you to require the honourable
member for Melbourne to confine his comments to
the question of time.

Many technical and complex issues relating to
funding are raised in the second-reading speech.
They involve the Solicitors Guarantee Fund, interest
rates, and so on. It is not just a case of saying that the
money will come from somewhere. The legislation
will have a big effect on a lot of people. We should
be consulting very extensively - or at least with the
Law Institute of Victoria. That would be a matter of
courtesy. We ought to sit down with that body and
discuss the issues raised.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I have heard
sufficient on the point of order to say that I do not
uphold it. However, I note that the honourable
member for Melbourne has on three separate
occasions dwelt on trust fund money. That is
repetitious and the honourable member should
come back to the question of time, as suggested by
the honourable member for Caulfield. If the
honourable member for Melbourne has nothing to
add to his comments on the question of time, he
should round off his remarks.

It is not possible to have that consultation between

now and Wednesday. We need to sit down and
consider the matter because the Law Institute is the
body charged with responsibility for the Solicitors
Guarantee Fund, and it is that fund that is being
affected.
I accept what the Attorney-General said so
eloquently, that these are public funds. That is why
we need much more time than until next
Wednesday to discuss the serious implications of the
Bill. The issue of the Solicitors Guarantee Fund was
raised at 5 p.m. on Melbourne Cup eve. The Bill was
read a second time today, and suddenly we find that
extraordinary decisions about how the fund will be
used have been made.
I was a solicitor for many years, and I appreciate
that dealing with people's trust funds is an
enormous task. One cannot simply introduce a
measure on Friday and have it passed the following
Wednesday and say that is final. It is not right to do
so, and I mean that with all sincerity.
The government has control of both Houses.
Ostensibly it can do what it likes, and to date it has.
It has already granted pay rises to politicians and
passed all sorts of measures. Very little time has
been provided in which to discuss those issues, all of
which have been treated as urgent.
Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, I direct your attention to
Standing Order No. 109. No matter how sincerely

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I shall round off. I
addressed the issue of the Solicitors Guarantee Fund
and the trust moneys. To consider transferring those
trust funds with little or no consultation and without
debate is of grave concern. I accept that, and I shall
not be repetitious.
Any Attorney-General who is part of a government
that has control of both Houses should be conscious
of the time he or she allows for debate in the
community especially when the issue deals with
retrospective trust fund moneys and public moneys.
Although the Bill is short I raise grave concerns
about its drafting.
I also reiterate the point about Ministerial advisers
not being available to sit with a public servant. That
is not fair to the public servant if the public servant
feels uncomfortable about it. I understand a
Ministerial adviser will be appointed on Monday
and that is a good move.
The groups who do not support the abolition of the
organisation have had no say in it, they have simply
received an edict from a government-dominated
Upper House.
The opposition needs more time in which to
consider not only the drafting of the Bill but also its
broader implications.
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - This Bill is one of the
most fundamental reforms presented by the first law
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officer of the State, the Attorney-General; yet, with
incredible arrogance, she asks us to consider it in a
very short time.
Many contradictions appear in the 13-page
second-reading speech presented to Parliament, yet
we are allowed inadequate time to receive advice
and to examine the claims the Attorney-General
makes. We must have more time to prepare for a
debate on this Bill in a way that will enable
Victorians to understand it and to judge whether the
government should proceed with this Bill.
The Attorney-General has not explained why she
cannot give Parliament more time to consider the
Bill. The shadow Attorney-General, the honourable
member for Melbourne, said he would require
considerable time to check this Bill, as would other
honourable members who may wish to contribute to
the second-reading debate.
In her second-reading speech the Attorney-General
describes the Law Reform Commission as a failure,
yet she does not really tell the House in what way
the commission has failed, other than to imply that
somehow it has not been independent. We need
more time to examine some of her claims. She talks
about "an unimpressive record" and about the
proposed Law Reform Advisory Council, yet claims
that the current body is too close to the government.
The opposition needs time to thoroughly check the
claims made by the Attorney-General. She plans to
replace the Law Reform Commission with a council
appointed by the government - in other words, by
her!
We must have time to examine whether such a body
is appropriate. The Attorney-General claims that the
commission is not independent, yet says that she
and the government will use the proposed
Parliamentary law reform and scrutiny of Bills
committees. How can that be done? The
Attorney-General and the government propose to
control the Parliamentary committees. From where
will independent legal advice about Bills be
obtained? Is the Attorney-General engaging - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Richmond is now starting to
stray from the question of time and to introduce
other material. I direct him back to the question of
time.
Mr DOLLIS - The question is whether the
Attorney-General and the government are engaging
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in an ideological debate by attempting to destroy a
body that has contributed to law reform in this State.
More time must be provided to allow the opposition
to prepare answers to some of the extraordinary
claims made by the Attorney-General. I call them
"extraordinary" because some of the claims, if made
outside this place, would invite litigation.
Because the government controls the other place, it
is no longer a House of review. The opposition does
not expect that it will have the opportunity of
debating important matters in the other place.
In a three-week sessional period the

Attorney-General is attempting to pass ideologically
biased legislation without giving the community the
opportunity to consult and seek advice. The
Attorney-General should consider the request for an
extension of time. She is starting her career as the
first law officer of this State from an ideologically
biased position.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General)(By leave) - A
wide range of issues have been raised, but I intend
to stick strictly to the question of time. The Bill is
part of a new system of law reform that the
government wishes to bring into operation. Part of
the government's reform package is the
Parliamentary Committees (Amendment) Bill that
will allow two new Parliamentary committees to
play some part in the new law reform process. It is
important that the Bill be passed. I do not believe the
financially burdened people of Victoria can be
expected to have a duplicated system of law reform.
The expense of such a system is unnecessary. The
government has had a long-term commitment to law
reform.
Mr Dollis - On the question of time.
Mrs WADE - Delaying of the Bill will result in
greater expense to taxpayers. The government has
had a long-term commitment to change the law
reform system. The Bill would not have been
introduced this sessional period if the matter had
not been raised repeatedly during the election
campaign.
It has become an issue as a result of its being raised
during the recent election campaign. The law reform
commissioners and the staff of the commission are
not sure of their future and the government
considered it important that they not be left in that
state until the next sessional period. If the issue had
not been raised during the election campaign it
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would not have been necessary to introduce the
amendments so quickly.

There are two reasons why it is important to pass
the Bill in this sitting. The honourable member for
Melbourne referred to a briefing. I asked the
Department of Justice to contact the honourable
member and arrange a briefing for him. I
understand that has been done. The honourable
member also queried whether he had sufficient time
to consider the measure. I have made every effort to
ensure that he has a departmental briefing. I do not
believe he needs a Ministerial adviser to brief him. It
is my recollection that prior to the Labor
administration Ministerial advisers did not
participate in these discussions and were included
under Labor only to ensure that departmental
officers did not say anything they should not say. I
am endeavouring to obtain a Ministerial adviser and
I assure the honourable member that I will have one
in place before further legislation is considered.
If the Law Reform Commission continues its

operations at the same time as the all-party
Parliamentary committees are inquiring into this
area there will be an additional expense to the
public. I have outlined other arrangements in the Bill
that will assist the process of law reform.

Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
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Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Wednesday, 11 November.

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES (DIVIDENDS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

House divided on motion:
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

Ayes, 59
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That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill provides legislation required to give effect
to some of the revenue measures announced in the
Budget statement on 28 October 1992. Existing
legislation in the form of the Public Authorities
(Dividends) Act 1983 does not provide adequate
flexibility and therefore has to be amended in order
to implement these revenue initiatives.
The Budget statement announced increases in
domestic tariffs for gas, water and electricity. These
revenue measures are a significant element in the
movement towards elimination of the Budget sector
Current Account deficit inherited from the previous
government. The amendments contained in the Bill
will ensure that the increased profitability of the
authorities, resulting from the tariff increases, are
reflected in the Consolidated Fund receipts this
financial year. The tariff increases are also consistent
with longer-term objectives which the government
understands have bipartisan support. The current
adjustments will reduce the Significance of the
hidden cross-subsidy from industry to households.
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They thus reflect a partial movement to a more
commercial basis of operation in these important
industries.
The Treasurer is empowered in the Bill to determine
the authorities which will pay special dividends to
the Consolidated Fund to allow it to benefit
immediately from the recently announced energy
and water tariff increases. The amount of special
dividend is to be determined by the Treasurer after
consultation with the Minister responsible for the
public authority.
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The purpose of the Bill is to give effect to decisions
on taxation announced in the Budget speech, to
simplify the means of valuing petroleum products
for the purpose of setting petroleum licence fees and
to make amendments to the refund provisions in
legislation administered by the Commissioner of
State Revenue.

In addition, the Bill allows dividends to be
determined on a commercial basis by removing the
5 per cent cap on public equity. It is the
government's belief that the previous approach of
referencing dividends to the real rate of return
accounts did not adequately reflect commercial
practice.

The simplification measure replaces a complex
formula in the Business Franchise (Petroleum
Products) Act which results in frequent alterations to
the value of petroleum products sold. The measure
provides a discretion vested in the Minister to
determine the basis upon which and the means by
which a value is to be attributed to petroleum
products sold during any period solely for the
purposes of calculating the licence fee. The Minister
does not determine the price at which petroleum
products are actually sold. This method is in
operation in New South Wales.

A further provision is included to broaden the
coverage of the Act to include the Rural Water
Corporation and additional water authorities within the meaning of the Water Act 1989 -when
they are prescribed as a public authority for the
purposes of the Act.

The measure is introduced because both the Prices
Surveillance Authority and the oil companies have
expressed concern about the heavy administrative
burden placed on them because of the frequency of
change in the imputed value of petroleum products
caused by the current provisions.

I commend the Bill to the House.

A comparison over the past five years shows that the
existing Victorian formula has led to 42 changes to
value, while the value in New South Wales has
changed only once.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).
Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 10 November.

STATE TAXATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The State Taxation (Amendment) Bill consolidates
into a single Bill various amendments to revenue
statutes arising out of the Budget process. In the
normal course of events the government would
present separate amending Bills for each revenue
statute. However, the urgency to commence the
restoration of the State's finances necessitates the
passage of a significant amount of legislation within
a limited Parliamentary session. This leaves the
government no alternative but to adopt this
compendium measure.

Tobacco franchise fees will increase from 50 per cent
to 75 per cent of the value of tobacco products in
respect of licences issued for the month of March
and succeeding months. This will add
approximately 60 cents to the cost of a pack of
25 cigarettes in shops from January 1993. The
increase will result in harmonisation of tax rates in
respect of tobacco franchise fees between New South
Wales, South Australia, Queensland and Victoria.
The harmonisation is critical to reducing the
incentive for the evasion and avoidance of tobacco
franchise fees. This in turn will improve the
efficiency of administration of the tobacco
franchising fees legislation.
The share of tobacco franchise receipts allocated to
the Victorian health promotion fund for this
financial year will be a fixed amount of $25 million.
The government will review the funding basis of the
foundation before the 1993-94 Budget.
Debits tax will not apply to debits made in relation
to off-shore banking activities to accounts kept with
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financial institutions which are classified as off-shore
banking units by the Commonwealth government.
An exemption from financial institutions duty will
also be given to receipts in relation to off-shore
banking activities by financial institutions which are
classified as off-shore banking units by the
Commonwealth government.
Receipts by registered financial institutions in
respect of those financial dealings known in the
banking industry as Treasury products will be
exempt from financial institutions duty. However,
the exemption will not extend to a receipt
comprising the crediting of an account of a customer
of the financial institution with the proceeds of any
transaction relating to Treasury products.
The Bill increases the land tax general exemption
level from the current level of $180 000 to $200 000.
The Bill also makes other adjustments to the rates
scale to constrain the rate of increase in land tax
collections in this financial year.
The threshold at which employers begin to pay
payroll tax will increase from $500 000 to $515 000
with effect from 1 December 1992. The payroll tax
export concession will be abolished effective from 1
January 1993. Payroll tax deductions for
contributions to the Victorian Education Foundation
will be abolished from 1 December 1992. This was
proposed by the previous government.
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leave to appeal the decision to the High Court. If
special leave is denied or if the appeal is eventually
dismissed by the High Court, under existing refund
provisions the commissioner will be obliged to
refund amounts overpaid no matter how long ago
the overpayment occurred.
The government considers that taxpayers who have
overpaid tax or duty are entitled to a refund of that
tax or duty. However, there must be a point in time
in which taxation matters are finalised. The
amendments proposed by the Bill ensure that
taxpayers are entitled to refunds of tax or duty
overpaid up to three years before the date the
application for a refund is lodged with the State
Revenue Office. The Bill ensures that taxpayers who
pass on the cost of overpaid tax to third parties will
be obliged to forward any refund of that tax to the
third parties.
The Bill also amends the refund provisions so as to
pennit the commissioner to offset amounts overpaid
against amounts owing to the State Revenue Office.
The amendments in the Bill will operate from
15 August 1992, the date of the fonner Treasurer's
announcement that the fonner government would
make amendments to the refund provisions.
Applications lodged before 15 August 1992 will be
governed by the existing refund provisions.
I commend the Bill to the House.

An exemption from payroll tax will be given to
charitable bodies other than educational institutions,
schools, government departments and public
statutory bodies.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

The rate of duty in respect of non-life or general
insurance will increase from 7 per cent to 10 per cent
from 1 December 1992.
Stamp duty on debenture issues by finance
companies will be abolished from 1 December 1992.
Various refund provisions in Acts administered by
the commissioner allow the commissioner to refund
tax or duty where he finds that tax or duty has been
overpaid. However, those provisions and their
interstate counterparts have been interpreted by the
revenue authorities of this State and other States as
not requiring or even allowing a refund if the
overpayment is made as a result of a mistake of law.
The Full Court of the Supreme Court of Victoria has
recently decided that a refund provision in the
Stamps Act places an obligation on the
commissioner to refund overpaid duty in all
circumstances. The commissioner is seeking special

That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday,
10 November.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - In the past two weeks
the House has become only too familiar with my
attitude on taxation Bills. I have outlined my reasons
for that ad nauseam in a historical and philosophical
sense. I will not subject members to that dissertation
again but ask them to note that I did not debate the
question of time on the previous Bill. I am being
consistent in that regard.
It is not proper for me to debate the substance of the

Bill but I note several major conceptual changes in
the Bill. In the second-reading speech the Treasurer
said that the Bill is a compendium measure or, more
appropriately, an omnibus measure. Perhaps it
could be referred to more as a travelling circus bus
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Bill because it takes up a whole grab bag of elements
which would normally be treated as separate
matters.
The time involved in dealing with issues of this kind
is important. It certainly relates consistently to the
position I have taken on Bills that add to the burden
on taxpayers. Long-established conventions of the
Westminster system require Parliaments to
interpose a significant time interval between the
second and third readings of taxation Bills so that
complex issues can be analysed by people who have
greater expertise than those of us who are
representatives in the democratic process. It also
allows members of the community and experts time
to subject the measures contained in the Bill to the
furious ferment of public debate and to the proper
process of applying more minds than those that are
represented here to an assessment of the effect the
measures will have. Because of the complexity and
the wide variety of third-party opinions required,
the Westminster system procedures and conventions
allow for more time for consideration of a Bill than
has been proposed by the Treasurer.
I accept grudgingly and oppose the Treasurer's
attempt to crunch through the fallout measures of
the mini-Budget. I do not suggest that we should
have time beyond this session to consider these
matters, but in the interests of upholding tradition I
would prefer to see a further week in the sessional
period, even though most of us are looking forward
to a break after having been through the gruelling
election campaign and this particularly gruelling
sitting of the House.
Time is the essence of these debates. It is like the
father who goes home and, when asked by his
daughter what he has done at work today, says, '1
talked incessantly about time".
I know nothing about complex financial matters.
The Minister at the table is a most accomplished
mathematician. He would have a Significant
advantage over me, because I am a humble - The SPEAKER - Order! I am sure the House is
moved by the humility of the honourable member
but he should confine himself to the question of time.
Mr BAKER - I am an extremely modest shadow
Treasurer and I need more time to consider this Bill
than some of the more advantaged government
members.
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The Bill will introduce a complex formula about
which I know little. I am aware that there has been
Significant debate on how the licence fee will be
calculated. That bothers me and it should bother
other members. In its crash-through approach the
government is not prepared to make any further
offers to the opposition to give it the opportunity to
consider the complexity of the Bill.
It is the government's intention to remove the
element of direct hypothecation which it has ceded
to fundraise from tobacco franchise receipts and
direct the proceeds to the Victorian health
promotion fund. The coalition parties played a
major role in insisting that funds were hypothecated
and managed.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The member
should not attempt to debate the Bill but should
address the question of time.
Mr BAKER - One needs time when dealing with
a major conceptual shift. A range of other measures
can be swept up on a compendium basis and in a
way that has not occurred in this House before. One
could suggest that the decent, proper, honourable,
rigorous and lawful thing to do would be to allow
time for the opposition parties, the community and
expert advisers to consider the Bill. Perhaps during
that time the media can encourage and engage in a
full debate on the specific details of the proposed
taxation package.
For those reasons the opposition asserts that more
time is needed. Some things proposed in the Bill are
not obvious at first glance. I believe the opposition
would be prepared to entertain some of the increases
suggested in the mini-Budget; the former
government proposed increases of similar kinds
across many of those elements. However, the
opposition needs time to check whether that is
correct and to obtain advice from experts and from
the community.
I ask the Minister for Public Transport, who is at the
table, whether, on behalf of the government, he will
consider allowing at least 24 hours in addition to the
time that has already been offered, especially given
that there is a log jam of Treasury Bills of great
consequence.
It would be a travesty of the Westminster tradition

not to allow these taxing measures to be dealt with
in the traditional way. The opposition should have
time to consider Bills that have the effect of
increasing the taxation burden. I ask the Minister to
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offer some further concession on time in relation to
this Bill.

maintenance; and questionable sale and lease-back
deals.

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
will take up with the Treasurer the honourable
member's request for an extension of 24 hours. I am
not prepared to give the commitment without first
conferring with the Treasurer to see whether he will
have discussions with the honourable member with
a view to accommodating him.

It is symbolic of Labor's maladministration that the
prime service provider for public transport in the
state, the Public Transport Corporation, is, on
virtually any recognised performance measure, a
complete and abject failure. It has even been called
the worst performing business in the nation. Yet
Labor and the unions conspired together to see the
corporation sink further and further into debt and
chaos.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Tuesday, 10 November.

TRANSPORT (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
move:

The government has a mandate for change: to
revitalise public transport and make it the
businesslike enterprise it should be. Its policy was
clearly spelt out prior to the recent State election and
was the subject of widespread community debate.
We will purposefully introduce and implement
reforms in the interests of all Victorians and thus
seek to erase the horror of Labor's legacy.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

It gives me great pleasure, on behalf of the
government, to formally advise the House that after
10 long years of gross waste and complete
mismanagement under Labor, public transport is
now being put back on track through the
progressive implementation of much needed
reforms.

Let me make it perfectly clear that the government
will not rest until its public transport policies are
fully put into action. The electorate, which voted so
overwhelmingly for change in transport as well as in
many other key policy areas, expects nothing less of
this government. It will honour to the full this
unequivocal mandate.
Before I discuss the Bill before the House I must
make perfectly clear just what the government has
inherited from Labor in public transport. Although I
strongly believe that the future for public transport
in this State is now bright following the recent
election, there must be no illusions in anyone's mind
about the daunting task that confronts the
government.
Honourable members will know that the Labor
legacy in public transport is a chilling one. That
legacy includes: a massive debt, which has soared to
intolerable levels; chronic overstaffing and
scandalous restrictive work practices; declining
patronage and revenue; rampant fare evasion and
unacceptable levels of graffiti, vandalism and
violence; poor service reliability and poor

The Bill implements a critical initiative, which was
contained in the government's public transport
policy. That initiative is the establishment of an
accountable and responsible board to manage the
affairs of the Public Transport Corporation along
commercial lines. In conjunction with that reform,
other changes in the Bill will free the corporation
from a number of bureaucratic impediments.
Overall, the changes will enable the corporation to
operate in a commercially responsive manner.
There can be no doubt that these changes are long
overdue. It has long been the government's opinion
that many of the Public Transport Corporation's
problems can be traced to its ineffectual
management structure, in which duties and
responsibilities are blurred to such an extent that
individuals are not clearly accountable for their
actions. Thus, it is perfectly clear that the lines of
management and accountability established for the
corporation in the Transport Act 1983 are seriously
flawed and were always doomed to fail. The same
comment can be made in respect of the corporation's
internal management arrangements, which have
emerged as a consequence of the provisions in the
Act.
The new Public Transport Corporation Board will
give the corporation an urgently needed commercial
focus. The board will be comprised of four members,
one of whom will be the chief executive of the
corporation. The other three members will be people
who possess "such managerial or other
qualifications as the Minister for Public Transport
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considers necessary to enable the Public Transport
Corporation to carry out its functions". Also, the
chairperson of the board is to be a person with "a
proven background demonstrating outstanding
success in a commercial environment". The Bill also
contains provisions to enable the proper operation of
the board.
The government is currently searching within
Australia and internationally for a chief executive
for the Public Transport Corporation and expects, as
will be the case with the board members, to appoint
an outstanding and well-qualified person to the
position. The chief executive will have a critical role
in the management of the corporation and
appropriate provision has been made for the board
to delegate matters to the chief executive.
The introduction of the Public Transport
Corporation Board means that the board that
previously provided advice to the corporation's
chief executive is to be abolished. That is, of course,
thoroughly consistent with the new management
arrangements I have outlined. However, I wish to
make it very clear that the removal of the
corporation's advisory board does not signal any
intention on the part of the corporation to scrap
consultation with relevant individuals and interest
groups. The corporation will still actively seek
advice from those areas as circumstances dictate.
The need for changes to Public Transport
Corporation management structures has necessarily
focused the government's attention on the functions
of the corporation. The Public Transport
Corporation has been operating in pursuance of a
confusing array of functions and objects. It is clear
that that is symbolic of a government and an
organisation that lost their way. Accordingly, the
Bill ensures that the function of the corporation is
both simple and clear: to efficiently manage and
provide a safe and reliable public transport system
that duly recognises the needs and interests of the
users of the system and the taxpayers of Victoria. In
dispensing with the prescriptive model adopted in
the past, but without any loss of existing powers, I
make it clear that the legislation governing public
transport should be of an enabling nature without
the baggage of unnecessary and obstructive detail.
The Bill also makes a number of miscellaneous
changes. Many are either minor in nature or purely
consequential. However, I shall highlight a few
changes. The Bill abolishes the curiously named
standing committees on consultation procedures.
The committees are supposedly bodies that exist to
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ensure consultation occurs in the Public Transport
Corporation and the Roads Corporation on major
activities and changes in those corporations. The
government believes that type of institutionalised
consultation has not worked and has proven to be a
waste of taxpayers' money. The relevant
corporations and, indeed, the government will
consult on matters as and when necessary and
especially in relation to the needs of customers and
employees. Legislation is not needed to provide for
that. .
The Workshops Board, which advises the Public
Transport Corporation on workshop matters, has
also been abolished. It is clear that legislation is not
needed for such a purpose. The new Public
Transport Corporation Board will ensure, without
unnecessary statutory provisions, that it receives
prompt and proper advice on workshops issues and
will consult on those issues as the need arises.
Finally, I advise the House that the Victorian
Transport Directorate is also to be disbanded. That
body has been completely ineffective and has failed
to operate in any meaningful way. It is yet another
example of needless prescription, which is endemic
throughout the Transport Act.
this Bill is merely the starting point for reform of
public transport legislation. I give the House a firm
undertaking that the Transport Act and the
regulations that are made under it will be further
examined to ensure that change is made to eliminate
impediments to both the commercialisation of public
transport operations and the implementation of the
government's wider public transport reforms.
With the introduction of this Bill I am pleased to
announce that public transport is now heading in
the right direction under the control of a responsive
and responsible government.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Thomastown).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 11 November.
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POLICE REGULATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 October; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).
Mr SERCOMBE (Niddrie) - For the most part
this is a bad piece of legislation. It has one minor
provision with which the opposition agrees, but its
fundamental and important provisions are
unsatisfactory and therefore unacceptable. It is clear
that the legislation has been rushed to Parliament. It
appears to have been cobbled together and it would
benefit from extensive consultation with the
community, and with the Police Force in particular.
That would give Parliament more time to examine it.
There is no other organisation in our community
that requires public confidence more than the
Victoria Police Force. It is vital that the Victorian
public is confident that the Police Force is
independent of political interference. However, the
legislation will heighten the community's suspicions
about political interference in the Police Force.
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concern. The Act provides for a term of office for the
chief commissioner not exceeding five years. The
commissioner may seek reappointment but, if he is
not reappointed, he no longer holds any office in the
Police Force. The government proposes to apply
those employment provisions to the deputy
commissioners and the assistant commissioners.
One characteristic of the Victoria Police Force that
has become pronounced in recent years is the
comparative youthfulness of senior officers. Deputy
commissioners and assistant commissioners come
from a range of different pOSitions and different
levels within the Police Force.
When they assume the office of deputy or assistant
commissioner they give up for ever their former
positions - that is, they are unattached and they
have no right of return to the positions from which
they have come. The positions of assistant
commissioner and deputy commissioner have
always been seen as an integral part of the career
structure of the Victoria Police, but the Bill contains
provisions that place in jeopardy that career
structure and the security of tenure the police regard
as most desirable. According to police officers, the
government is changing the rules of the game in
mid-career. In many cases they would be taking an
unreasonable risk in accepting those appointments.

The legislation will also sap the morale of the force.
In the short time since the government came to

power significant morale problems have already
developed in the Police Force. The way the
government has dealt with a number of important
matters has been alarming, such as the appointment
of the Chief Commissioner of Police and the
industrial relations problems. This bad legislation
will continue that trend.
I turn firstly to the provision with which the
opposition has no difficulty: the lateral transfer
appeal rights. The Police Regulation Act was
amended in 1991 to introduce changes to the
selection and appeals process of the Police Force. As
part of those changes the right of police to appeal
against non-selection for transfer was removed.
During the 1991 special wage case negotiations, it
was agreed that should members of the force be
disadvantaged, that right would be reinstated. The
Police Association of Victoria and the chief
commissioner supported the return of those appeal
rights. The Bill amends the Act to restore those
rights and the opposition supports that.
The proviSions that deal with the appointment of the
deputy commissioners and the assistant
commissioners are causing the opposition Significant

For example, they would put at risk their lump sum
superannuation payments. Lump sum
superannuation applies in the Police Force, and it
relates to three particular characteristics: level of
employee contribution, years of service and final
salary. Substantial sums of money are involved. A
superintendent who earned $63 000 a year and paid
a 7 per cent contribution over 25 years would on
retirement receive a lump sum payment of $441 000.
An assistant commissioner who earned about
$80 000 a year and paid the same contribution over
25 years would receive a lump sum payment of
$560000.
In recent years we have encouraged an increasingly

youthful Police Force and command structure. If the
government were to proceed with five-year
appointments to those positions and if the
individual officer's position were not renewed, after
five years he would be in some difficulty with his
superannuation. The Minister would be well aware
of this situation, as he would be aware that an
assistant commissioner would need to go back to a
superintendent position if he were not reappointed
and that his lump sum superannuation payment
would suffer dramatically because of the decline in
salary.
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Should the person not accept the demotion and
leave the Police Force as a consequence, his lump
sum payment would suffer because the years of
service to the force would be truncated. That is quite
unsatisfactory given the youth of the senior officer
levels of the force.
The provisions in respect of appointments to the
positions of deputy commissioner and assistant
commissioner introduce significant prospects of
political patronage. Under the new arrangement the
people in those positions would need to look over
their shoulders at their political masters so they do
not get into embarrassing positions with
superannuation entitlements. That amendment is
opposed and resented throughout the Police Force,
particularly at senior command levels. The
opposition also opposes it.
The major component of the Bill before the House is
the establishment of a police board. Earlier I said
that the Bill gives the appearance of having been
hastily cobbled together without adequate
consideration. A fine example is the,function of the
police board as defined in the Bill. The duties and
functions of the board sound innocuous enough.
One of the functions is defined as being:
to advise the Minister and the Chief Commissioner on
ways in which the administration of the force might be
improved;

There is a variety of benign-sounding functions and
duties of that type, but the powers that will be
conferred on the board are quite extraordinary and
inconsistent with such relatively minor functions. In
effect, persons authorised by the police board may
enter police premises and seize documents. The staff
of the board can kick down the door of a police
station and seize material! Why an advisory board
would need such an extraordinary power is beyond
me. A member of the force who obstructs a person
authorised under this section may attract 10 penalty
units, which seems disproportionate to the
innocuous functions and duties the government
purports to give the board.
It seems that in its rush to get the legislation before

the Parliament the government engaged in a sort of
cut-and-paste exercise using different models of
police boards under consideration but then got
confused and mucked it all up. Perhaps the
government intends for the police board to examine
the possibility of expanding its own functions and
duties consistent with the wide-ranging powers that
have been conferred in New South Wales. The Bill is
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fundamentally bad because of the disparity between
functions and duties on one hand and powers on the
other.
The starting point for any discussion about police
boards in Victoria must be the Neesham report on
the inquiry into the Victoria Police Force. The report
was prepared for the Honourable Race Mathews, a
former Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
The current Minister frequently speaks approvingly
of this report. He mentioned it not long ago when
talking about police numbers. With the indulgence
of the House I shall read what the report says about
police boards:
We considered at length whether a police board should
be established in Victoria. The major advantages would
seem to be in providing broader avenues for advice to
the chief commissioner (especially in high level
management expertise) and the potential for greater
community input. The greatest disadvantage we
envisaged was the potential for interference with the
chief commissioner's responsibility for the
management of the force, especially in operational
matters.
We rejected the model of an advisory board as unlikely
to be effective. Such a board would be faced with the
task of persuading the force or the Minister that its
proposals should be implemented. Additionally, the
board would be in the invidious position of having no
responsibility for the implementation of its
recommendations.
We believed a board with executive authority to direct
the chief commissioner was undesirable because of the
inevitable inroad into the chief commissioner's
independence. The appointment of such a board could
only be justified by evidence of serious
mismanagement in the force, and that is contrary to the
situation as we found it.
We are of the opinion that there should not be a police
board. We are of the opinion that the implementation
of our recommendations for:
(i)

the reorganisation of headquarters, departments, and
other changes to management and to procedures;

(ii) the full integration of public servants and police

personnel; and
(ill) greater police community interface at all levels of

administration;
makes such a board unnecessary.

That was in 1985. The report found that a board was
unnecessary on the grounds I have just mentioned.
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If anything, the changes and improvements that

have occurred in the administration of the Police
Force and in establishing greater police community
interface have been significant since the release of
the Neesham report in 1985.
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any consideration of a police board. The Chief
Commissioner of Police has allocated 70 officers for
the schools involvement program incorporating 700
schools. The long-term aim is to build links between
police and young people as a basis for changes in
community attitudes about crime prevention.

On the integration aspect, since 1985 public servants

have taken over the reception and switchboard
functions in police stations. There is an ongoing
process of integration within the Police Force.
I shall touch on only a few examples on
reorganisation aspects. Phase 1 of Operation Arbiter
involved the decentralising of functions and
defining of district boundaries. Phase 2, together
with the integrated work force project, is creating a
new administrative structure with a fully integrated
work force of sworn and unsworn personnel under
the control of the Chief Commissioner of Police.
Those arrangements have continued since 1985
when the Neesham report recommended that a
police board was unnecessary. It is even more
unnecessary now.
The Victoria Police Force has a new career structure
that recognises skill levels and work value
assessments. The seniority-based promotion system
has been changed to a merit-based system. That
underpins the problems the government will create
by the proposed changes to the tenure of deputy and
assistant commissioners. Together with the
merit-based system of promotion, new selection
procedures will bring about significant
improvements in the leadership and management of
the Police Force.
Over the past 12 months a major review of job
classifications in the police department has been
undertaken, resulting in 100 trained police being
released from clerical duties. Those developments
have occurred consequent to the Neesham report
and they make a police board even less necessary
today.
I turn now to the question of an appropriate
interface between the police and the community.
The former government established the Public
Safety and Anti-Crime Council and a number of
police community consultative committees. I
acknowledge the good work of the former Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, the honourable
member for Carrum, who was at the forefront in
introducing initiatives to improve the interface
between the police and the community. A range of
significant improvements of the type Judge
Neesham recommended have removed the need for

The government has taken initiatives in establishing
victim support programs. The community has
experienced programs such as the Croydon Safe
Train referred to by the honourable member for
Mooroolbark the other day during the debate on the
motion for the adjournment of the sitting. There has
been the Violence is Ugly community awareness
program. Safety audit programs have been aimed at
encouraging the community to work with local
councils and police. There has also been the
development of the Confident Living for Older
Victorians program and the Defensive Living for
Women program.
These are all achievements that the former
government can be proud of, and we hope the
incoming government will continue with them.
They certaif'Jy underscore Judge Neesham's belief
that there is no need for a police board.
Other achievements of the former government over
the past decade include the 57 per cent increase over
the consumer price index in expenditure on criminal
justice agencies. Since 1982 more than
1700 additional police officers were appOinted.
Victoria has become a world leader in areas such as
the reduction in the road toll. From December 1989
to June 1992 the percentage of speeding vehicles fell
from 23 per cent to 6 per cent. The road toll has been
reduced from 548 in 1990 to 503 in 1991, an 8 per
cent reduction, which is the lowest since 1953.
All those initiatives point to how successful the
Police Force has been under the guidance of a
progreSSive government. The former Labor
government was able to adapt to changed
circumstances and ensure tha t new programs were
effective. In recent years we introduced the speed
camera program, random breath testing was
stepped up and there have been hard-hitting
advertising programs on road safety. Victoria has
introduced comprehensive road safety education
programs, stiffer penalties for speeding and
drink-driving and the compulsory wearing of
bicycle helmets.
During the time of the former government the
Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research was
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established. According to the bureau the major
crime index for 1991-92 was down by 4.6 per cent on
the previous year and, allowing for year-to-year
fluctuations, the major crime rate has not increased
since 1987-88. Once again there is evidence of the
success of the existing structure within the Police
Force.
I turn from the Significant achievements and obvious
success of the Victoria Police Force to the
circumstances existing in New South Wales, which
appears to be the State on which the government is
modelling its legislation.
Mr E. R. Smith - Ours is an advisory board;
theirs is executive!
Mr SERCOMBE - For the benefit of the
honourable member for Glen Waverley, the New
South Wales Police Board commenced as an
advisory board. I have pointed to the dangers in the
way the Bill provides for the establishment of a
police board. The advisory board will have
extraordinary powers conferred on it and it could
quickly become something else. I refer the House to
the first report of the New South Wales Police Board
for the year ended 30 June 1985. With your
indulgence, Mr Deputy Speaker, I shall quote from it
as it quickly becomes relevant. The report states:
Governor Phillip appointed the first constable in 1788,
so that the Police Force of New South Wales is one of
the oldest institutions in the country. Like most
institutions it is both resistant and accommodating to
change. By the beginning of 1984 it had only partially
come to terms with the great forces for social change of
the second half of the century - the global village, the
multicultural society, equal opportunity, free
university, education, unemployment. In this it did not
differ noticeably from the rest of the community. Some
elements of it had, however, accommodated to and
become part of the corruption which flourished in New
South Wales in the 1960s and 1970s, as it had from time
to time during the previous 170 years.

I shall supplement the background of the New
South Wales Police Force, as reported by the board,
with some comments about the establishment of the
New South Wales board made by its first chairman,
Sir Gordon Jackson. In an extensive article for the
NSW Police News in 1989 in which he discussed the
priorities of the New South Wales Police Board and
what it was seeking to achieve, one of the most
pointed comments Sir Gordon made concerned Sir
Maurice Byers, one of his colleagues on the board:
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Sir Maurice Byers and I accepted police board office in
the knowledge that New South Wales from time to
time had suffered major problems of corruption. It was
clearly our most important and most immediate duty
to put matters right in the Police Force.

In the same article Sir Gordon describes other
aspects of the board's intended achievements:
The board was intended to be an agent of change
whidl the force then seemed unable to generate for
itself.

Sir Gordon Jackson, a most eminent Australian, who
was appointed as chairman of the board, believed
significant problems of corruption existed in the
New South Wales Police Force and believed the
board was necessary because the force was seen as
being unable to reform itself. If nothing else, the
comments I made earlier in my speech about the
Victorian police show that the rate of change has
been extraordinary. No-one could seriously suggest
that the Victorian police are unable to change and
manage their own affairs without some sort of
interference from a board. I presume the Minister is
not suggesting that significant problems of
corruption exist in the Victoria Police Force. If he is,
we ought to hear about them.
Sir Gordon spoke of the major priorities of the police
board. Its first priority was to examine the
longstanding system of promotion by seniority. One
aspect that New South Wales police were not able to
reform by themselves was their promotion system.
As I said, Victoria's promotion system has been
reformed, and we have a fine and youthful Police
Force as a consequence. The second priority was
education and training. The range, depth and
sophistication of training programs for police in
Victoria is second to none. The third priority for the
New South Wales Police Force was the redesigning
of the service structure. I will not test the patience of
honourable members by going into that too much,
but I have adequately illustrated that in Victoria the
Police Force has been eminently able to achieve that
sort of change and overhaul of the system.
I move on from the comments of Sir Gordon and the
initial report of the New South Wales Police Force to
a couple of more recent reports to the New South
Wales Parliament from the New South Wales Police
Board. Some of the comments will bear directly on
the interjection of the honourable member for Glen
Waverley.
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The report of the New South Wales Police Board for
the year ended 30 June 1990 is an extraordinary
document. It goes into some detail on the kinds of
activities the board has been involved in and gives
detailed consideration of operations. The
government would have a cheek to suggest that
some such board should be set up in Victoria. The
report of the New South Wales Police Board
comments on the role of detectives:
The board's suggestions impact on the place in the
organisation of many specialists, and particularly
detectives. This is not to denigrate the role of detectives;
on the contrary, the skills of detectives are vital to the
effectiveness of policing and in the board's eyes are
highly valued.

It is nice that the board regards detectives as highly
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resources and would haunt the Minister and the
government. To show how sophisticated the police
board is, I will read from the conclusion of its report
of 1991:
However, it is the Minister who bears much of the
brunt when there is a mistake or when it is claimed a
mistake has occurred.

I am sure that news is quite disconcerting for our
Minister. His colleague, the former Minister for
Police and Emergency Services in New South Wales,
Mr Pickering, discovered that the hard way. This
legislation will come back to haunt the Victorian
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, too. It is
ironic that the new Premier of New South Wales,
Mr Fahey, is reported as having said in the
Legislative Assembly on 22 September 1992:

valuable. The report continues:
The pool of detective skills available to the service
needs enhancement by more access to in-service
training and better technology and equipment.

That is quite a blatant interference in the operational
and administrative province of the police
commissioner. The board report of the same year
discusses patrol commanders:
... patrol commanders should, of course, follow
directions issued by their district and regional
commanders ...

The board is pretty bright in working that out. The
report continues:
... police working in intelligence units must not get
involved in investigations or operations ...

The report is full of gratuitous and, in some respects,
fairly silly advice. If the board has that sort of advice
for the chief commissioner, it is a waste of time and
resources and a darned impertinence to the chief
commissioner.
Let us consider the most recent report of the New
South Wales Police Board for the year ended 30 June
1991. Here we see the monster beginning to grow.
The board initially had three members. It has grown
to having five members and a full-time chairman.
Not only has it a full-time chairman, but also it
brought over an inspector-general from the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police. If we were to adopt that
kind of monster, it would grow here, too, and use
the powers conveniently given to it by this
government. It would become a significant waste of

As I was saying, this morning Cabinet approved the
establishment of a small Ministry of police to take
responsibility for policy questions and administrative
procedures within the police portfolio.

The New South Wales government model of police
administration is a great example for this
government! The New South Wales government is
going back to a police Ministry - it will be in the
same position as Victoria is now. Apparently the
new Victorian government intends to set up a
monster somewhat along the lines of the New South
Wales monster, when New South Wales recognises
the strength of our system.
The fundamental problem with a police board
would be its interference in the running of the Police
Force, its downgrading of the autonomy of the chief
commissioner, and his senior commanders as a
consequence and, most frighteningly but associated
with other actions of the government which one has
to be concerned about, the increasing politicisation
of aspects of the Police Force and its administration.
It is hard to work out what the government thinks it
is about. Perhaps in conjunction with getting rid of
the police Ministry the Minister thinks that by
creating a board he can hide behind it in some way.
We have discovered from the experience of New
South Wales that that does not happen. Perhaps the
Minister thinks he can meddle in operations by
appointing members to the board. If he tries that, it
will haunt him and the government.
The legislation is fundamentally bad. It is a
Significant threat to police morale, as I am sure some
members of the government who, until recently,
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served as police officers would know. The
honourable member for Ballarat East was a police
officer before coming into this place. After speaking
with his colleagues in Ballarat, he would know how
demoralised they feel as a consequence of what the
government is attempting to do.
Even more fundamentally than that, nothing in our
society is more important than the public feeling
that it is dealing with an independent organisation
that is not subject to political meddling. Society
would not experience such confidence if the
government proceeded with this legislation. The
legislation creates all sorts of opportunities for
political meddling. It is unnecessary because we
have a fine, efficient Police Force in Victoria. There is
always scope for improvement, but we have a fine
structure whereby the independence of the chief
commissioner and his command is protected. It is
sacrosanct. The Police Force does not have
Significant problems of corruption. It has a
demonstrable, proud record of being able to perform
and update itself. In all those circumstances, I call on
the government to withdraw or reconsider the
legislation. It will haunt the governritent.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - The remarks
made by the honourable member for Niddrie
illustrate that the opposition is unable to cope with
change. The election has been held, this government
was elected and it will provide the people of Victoria
with better government. One of the ways of doing so
is through a better law enforcement agency.
Opposition members really are socialist
conservatives; they are unable to cope with change.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services and
I went to Sydney two years ago to talk to the police
board about the way it operates. The then
commissioner, Mr John Avery, said the same thing
that we have just heard from the previous speaker.
He said he was frightened of change and he would
resist it at all costs. He also said that life at the top
had been very lonely but after he had had the
experience of working with the police board he felt
he had been joined by peers. The New South Wales
police board had people of the calibre of Sir Maurice
Byers, mentioned by the previous speaker, and
Sir Gordon Jackson, head of CSR Ltd. They were
people with experience and Mr Avery said it was a
different atmosphere within which to work.
Victoria is setting up a police advisory board and, as
was mentioned in the second-reading speech, and as
the honourable member for Niddrie would know
had he taken the time to read it, it will not interfere
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with the operational side of the Police Force; it will
simply strengthen management and administrative
procedures.
The previous speaker mentioned that the
honourable member for Ballarat East was a senior
sergeant in charge of the Ballarat police station. He
said that his colleagues would not want a police
board. I point out that his colleagues do not know
whether they want a police board because it has not
yet been properly marketed by the government and
has not been properly explained to them. Once we
have marketed the product those people will see the
advantages.
One of the reasons for our exploratory trip to
Sydney was to find out why the New South Wales
Police Force had better success in administration
than Victoria's Police Force. When we spoke to the
Victorian chief commissioner and his deputy, John
Frame, we received from them soon afterwards a
document that set out the advantages of an advisory
board over a prescriptive body. Both the chief
commissioner and his deputy were happy about the
appointment of an advisory board. I am also told by
the Minister that the police command said it could
see the advantages and will make it work.
Mr Sercombe - They don't want it!
Mr E. R. SMITH - That is the remark of
somebody who does not want change. An example
of the board taking over areas with which
operational police do not need to be involved is car
pools. Police personnel have been tied up for years
looking after car pools, which is something that
could easily be done by civilians. The Minister in the
previous government instigated investigations, and
a report on that will be issued soon.
Labor Party members have inferiority complexes;
they think we are knocking them. We are not,
because we know the previous Minister did many
good things. We have heard nothing but good
reports about the previous Minister. However, we
want to improve the way the Victoria Police
operates from a management and administrative
viewpoint.
The Age editorial of 3 November asks a number of
questions about the viability of a police board:
Much will depend on the calibre of those appointed to
it ...
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I answer that by saying that one of the members will
be the chief commissioner, and by the time the board
is operational the chief commissioner will be the
successful candidate for the job because Mr Glare
retires on 30 November. The board will also have a
judicial personage, someone of high standing in the
community. It will also have someone of high
standing in the business community, someone
whose business experience will be like that of Sir
Gordon Jackson. It will also have a military
personage who will bring another perspective to the
board. The chairman will not be the chief
commissioner; it will be one of the other three on the
board and that person will have a casting vote.
The types of issues that will be discussed by the
board and the recommendations that will come from
it will be on management and administrative
matters, not operational matters. Time and again I
heard the previous Minister propounding the
separation of powers and the value of the
Westminster system. The advisory board will be
able to keep powers separate and also keep the
executive away from the operational running of the
Police Force.
The honourable member for Carrum interjected
before that Queensland had recently set up a police
Ministry. That has not worked in Victoria; it has
been politicised. That is the reason we are setting up
in its place something that will be apolitical. The
board members will not be members of either of the
coalition parties. We do not want to bring politics
into it. We want a board in which the Minister can
have faith and to which he can send requests for
information. The board will have a wide range of
powers and it will be flexible. The chief
commissioner must be provided with the best advice
available for the Police Force.
The reason we first went on the exploratory trip to
Sydney was because not one or two but scores of
people in the Police Force said that an advisory
board was needed to get the force running more
efficiently.
The honourable member for Niddrie also mentioned
the Neesham inquiry in 1985. Seven years later
things have changed demonstrably. One should
consider how the former government has changed
this State for the worse in the past seven years. What
might have pertained in 1985 to the running of the
Police Force does not pertain in 1992 nor will it
pertain in the 21st century, which is quickly
approaching. We must plan for the future. The Age
article states:
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Much will depend on the calibre of those appointed to
it ...

In this case the opposition will have to accept the old
phrase: you will just have to trust us. I am sure
when the appointments are made the attitude of the
opposition will change because it will appreciate the
calibre of the people being appointed. The article
continues:
... and their evolving relationship with the Minister,
chief commissioner and the force.

That is the whole point. The Minister will deal with
the board, not with the chief commissioner. That is
the very thing we have been aiming at: the
separation of powers.
We are trying to restore the morale of the Victoria
Police. Anybody who has had anything to do with
the Victoria Police will know that morale has never
been lower. Why has it never been lower? Because of
what the opposition did when in government. It can
huff and puff, and talk about what wonderful things
it has done. The rank and file, the middle
management people and - strangely enough some of the police have spoken to us about morale.
The problem is the result of the former government.
The Age article further states:
It also remains to be seen what role it will play, if any,

in strengthening the integrity of internal investigations.

That matter could well be addressed, if it is
considered to be necessary, under the complaints
procedures. I can feel the vibes coming from my
neighbour in this Chamber, the former Minister, the
honourable member for Carrum; if that proposition
is to be beneficial to the Victoria Police it must be
properly considered. The article finally states - and
I am now being fair to previous speakers:
As the Neesham inquiry suggested, a much-needed
reform would be to enhance the powers of the chief
commissioner to discipline or weed out police who fail
to meet the high standards required of them.

That is another area that could well be examined by
the new board, if it is considered appropriate by the
chief commissioner and others. In Queensland, the
commissioner - as he is called there - has the
power to hire and fire. The hands of the Victorian
Chief Commissioner of Police are tied.
As we give the police more powers - including the
taking of names and addresses, the improvement in
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fingerprinting provisions, identification and the
like - we should strike a balance by providing a
right for the chief commissioner to fire employees.
Admittedly proper procedures must be put in place,
as is the case in Queensland, so there is no fear or
favour exercised. But that power should exist
because the public would then regard any new
powers bestowed on the police - as is envisaged
during the next sessional period - to be balanced
by what is called for in the Age editorial. The issue
could well be the subject of a report by the new
board.
The measure is an exciting innovation on behalf of
the government; it is long overdue. It will give the
new Minister greater confidence to throw problems
at the board. The chief commissioner will be able to
have the board properly examine any problems he
presents to it.
Provision is made in the Bill for the employment of
professional staff at the board similar to the New
South Wales situation where the then Labor
government moved to rectify the incredible
corruption in that State. Fortunately, extensive
corruption does not exist in this State although - as
occurs anywhere - Victoria has its bad apples. Over
the years such problems have been carefully
monitored in Victoria. We have nowhere near the
problems that the New South Wales police face. At
one stage the New South Wales Minister was forced
to eliminate the entire detective force because of
apparent corruption - that was one reason why the
board was set up by the former New South Wales
Premier, Neville Wran.
The other parts of the Bill are necessary. They
include the appeal mechanisms regarding lateral
transfers of police. The situation applying until
about 18 months ago will be reintroduced. For
example, if two senior sergeants -say, one at
Essendon and one at Richmond -were to apply for
a posting in Melbourne, the unsuccessful officer
could appeal; whereas a posting to a higher rank is
not able to be appealed against.
On the advice of the Victoria Police Association, the
government will eliminate that anomaly. That
should improve morale. Similar new provisions will
also apply to the ranks of inspector and chief
inspector.
Deputy commissioners and assistant commissioners
will have tenures or contracts similar to those
applying to the Chief Commissioner of Police. That
will allow the Governor in Council to make
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appointments without applying the existing lifetime
tenures to the incumbents of the positions.
The changes in the Bill will create a better and more
efficient Police Force. Its administration and
management will be more efficiently operated. The
government will be glad of cooperation from the
force. I admit it has yet to improve relationships
with the rank and file because, like all the new
legislation introduced, it will take some time for
news about the new provisions in the Bill to filter
down to the people on the beat. However, the
eventual appointment of the board will ensure that
the Victoria Police Force receives another tool to
make it an even better force.
Victoria has the best Police Force in Australia. Those
who recommended two years ago that we should
examine the topicS that are the subject of the Bill
have been justified in what they did and said for
themselves and the Police Force. I have much
pleasure in supporting the Bill and I wish it a speedy
passage.
Mr SAND ON (Carrum) - I object most strongly
to two aspects of this legislation. One had only to
listen to the condescending remarks of the
honourable member for Glen Waverley to
understand my reaction. The Victoria Police
command force is irate - and well it may be because of the views being trumpeted by the
government about police powers.
The condescending attitude and the views being
espoused amount to the government saying, ''We
will have to do something for them administratively,
we will have to try to help them out". How
gratuitously arrogant to people who have worked so
bloody hard to ensure that modern financial
management is incorporated in the best Police Force
in Australia.
The Victoria Police Force is the sixth largest in the
Western World and it has one of the most
outstanding records. In the past ten years its works
and services budget increased by more than 400 per
cent. Its recurrent expenditure has increased by
more than 167 per cent. No other government
department in 10 years could point to that record.
Not only have budgets increased at a time when
economic restraint was applied to all other
departments but we have seen massive resources
injected into the Victoria Police - and well may it
have them because it needs them! At least one in
every five buildings has been refurbished or rebuilt.
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This government does not even have a building
program and has not woken up to the fact that a
massive police building program is absolutely
necessary.
In the past 10 years Victoria has seen tremendous

growth in the establishment of police buildings and
the need for new headquarters. The former
government determined it was a waste of money to
refurbish the headquarters at William Street; rather
it was considered more economical to transfer police
to the World Trade Centre to enhance the value of
public buildings and to supply modem premises to
the force. The integration of 14 or 15 locations
throughout Melbourne has improved the
effectiveness and efficiency of the police.
It is important to say something about the gratuitous
comments made by the government about wanting
to help police in their administration. The police,
through their clearly defined career paths, have a
Deputy Commissioner (Operations) and a Deputy
Commissioner (Administration). The Deputy
Commissioner (Administration), Brendan
Crimmins, has done an outstanding job in
introducing modem financial management
techniques into what is now known as the
Department of Justice.
When I was Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, unlike the present Minister, I ensured that
the best methods were introduced. Instead, he is
dismantling that structure.He is saying, '1 don't
want to take off my coat, roll up my sleeves and get
into it; I don't want to find out what is happening; I
want to set up a police board so I can say it is
someone else's problem". The Minister is
handballing the problem and creating another level
of bureaucracy. He does not want to become
involved. He will blame someone else when a
problem arises.
The government through the Governor's Speech
said that it stands for smaller government. What is
the manifestation of that, so far as the Police Force is
concerned?
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill) - On a point of
order, Mr Acting Speaker, the honourable member is
out of his place and is addressing the gallery.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The honourable member will resume his
place.
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Mr SANDON (Carrum) - A police board is to be
created so that the Minister does not have to take the
responsibility of ensuring that the Police Force is run
efficiently. It is incumbent upon the Minister to
accept responsibility. Final accountability rests with
him. No justification has been given for the creation
of the board. Material was not presented to the
community prior to the last election pointing out
that the then opposition, if elected, would create a
police board. There is no justification for the creation
of such a board.
The government will not touch the operational side
of the Police Force. The police are delighted about
that. Through the new board, the government will
interfere with the day-to-day administrative
operations. What calibre of people will be on the
board? One will be a retired judge. Will he have the
capacity to undertake detailed modem financial
management techniques? Who will make up the
rest of the board, and what knowledge or
understanding will they have of modem computer
technology systems? Maybe the government will
appoint a retired military person, a Colonel Blimp.
The board members will have to call one another sir.
The government is talking about appointing
part-time board members. What nonsense! What
understanding of modem financial computer
techniques will a retired judge have?
The board is about advising the Chief Commissioner
of Police. What will it cost to set up the board? Will
it be $1 million? Who will work for the board? Will
it be the former staff of the department? Who will
be the support staff? Will they be former Ministry
personnel who will be expected to undertake similar
roles and functions to those that they currently carry
out in the MiniStry? What will be the budget of the
board?
Mr E. R. Smith interjected.
Mr SANDON - They may well have to employ
Kay McNiece to carry out a marketing strategy. The
department has come in on budget and has done the
hard work by introducing computerisation and
ensuring that senior police personnel have the
necessary financial management ability and
knowledge.
Does the Minister understand what is happening in
the Police Force? Does he know about the creation
of the Protective Services Unit, the Corporate Crime
Group, the development of a discrete corporate
plan, the promulgation of a code of ethics and a
professional standards handbook, the
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regionalisation of the Fingerprint Bureau, the
decentralisation of decision making, the delegation
of decision making, the establishment of the
Organisational Planning and Analysis Division, the
reform of the personnel promotion and selection
systems, the design of the integrated work force
program, the implementation of the police/schools
involvement program, participation in the
development of the speed camera program,
development and piloting of the law enforcement
assistance package,the implementation of the facial
identification system, the implementation of a new
pay system, the implementation of a new financial
management system or the creation of an integrated
anti-crime strategy?

I would not have been able to institute that program
without talking to members of the Victoria Police.
The closest the present Minister for Police and
Emergency Services will ever get to police officers is
when he boards a police helicopter to visit some
tourist function! The Minister must be close to the
people he represents so he can understand the
frustration of the police and the difficulties they face
in their day-to-day duties. In so doing he will gain
an understanding of the management and support
structure that is required. Those two things are
inseparable. The government is separating those two
issues, and the Police Board of Victoria will ensure
that the Minister is kept at arm's length from the
police officers he is supposed to serve.

I have listed a number of areas to show the extent of
the financial reforms that have been introduced in
the Victoria Police Force. It has not been a moribund
group of men and women sitting back and
concentrating on catching crooks or looking after
public safety and security. The police have
responded to the demands of government to ensure
tha t they meet their budget and come in on target.

The Victoria Police has utilised the best resources
within the department by applying modem
management techniques and has designed those
resources so that the community will benefit by
increased security.

The Labor government ensured that in
implementing the financial management system it
worked closely with the Police Force. Everybody
had to respond to ensure that the productivity cuts
were met. There have been some outstanding
examples of administrative reform in the Police
Force.
When I was the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services I talked to the policemen and policewomen
in their police stations. I looked at their places of
work and what they were doing. It became clear to
me that many policemen and policewomen who
were trained as police officers were carrying out
administrative functions. I wondered whether this
was the best utilisation of our resources. In one
instance one of the tasks of a senior inspector was to
count the number of typewriters in the police
department. From the information that I gained in
talking to policemen and policewomen it was
decided to establish the Integrated WorkForce
Management Program, which would study the
responsibilities and duties of police officers and
public servants within the police department. For
instance, why did we need police officers to answer
telephones at a 24-hour police station? All the roles
within the department were examined, with the.
result that many more police officers were given
duties for which they were trained.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Program (LEAP) is
an example of the world leadership role the Victoria
Police has adopted. LEAP is a computer program
designed to support the police through pro-active
policing methods. The system was developed for
police in America by IBM Ltd. Deputy
Commissioner Brendan Crimmins is in charge of the
program. He is the sort of person the government
says cannot handle the administration of the Victoria
Police; that he will need the assistance of a board to
tell him what is best for police in Victoria. Deputy
Commissioner Crimmins and the public servants in
the Department of Justice have introduced the most
sophisticated computer system in the Western
World. If a theft of a car occurs in Mildura the make
and model of the car, the modus operandi of the
offender and other relevant information are placed
immediately into the computer system so that police
officers throughout Victoria have access to that
information. The Victoria Police received an
additional $15 million to provide and expand that
program and it will come on line fully in March 1993.
I hope the Minister will talk to operational police,
those at the grassroots level, so that he gains an
understanding of the complexity of their tasks. The
shared mo\Jile radio network is a developing
program that is within the jurisdiction of the
Minister for Finance. Victoria's two-way radio
system does not provide quality communication.
Some public servants throughout Victoria do not
have access to modem equipment. Australia's
telecommunication industry has the capacity to
develop jobs in this area through the development of
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a mobile radio network. Preliminary work has been
undertaken by Vistel Ltd, which is designed to
provide modem communication systems for the
government. Deputy Commissioner Crimmins has
worked closely with Vistel to prepare a program
that will provide Victoria with a shared mobile radio
network. It is a perfect demonstration of the capacity
of the senior levels of the Victoria Police and
demonstrates the vision and understanding of the
role of police in Victoria.
The Minister must be accountable. It is not good
enough for him to flick pass the problems to other
areas. It is not good enough for him, when carrying
out his statutory obligation as a Minister, to hand
problems to a proposed board. The Bill will create
another bureaucratic layer between the Minister and
police.
A number of crime prevention programs are vital to
assist the community. I will be interested to see how
the Minister responds to the development of those
programs. I hope he is independent and brings some
flair to his office. I will be watching with interest. I
will raise other issues at another time in another
forum.
The Chief Commissioner of Police, Kel Glare, is
responsible for introducing some of the most
Significant administrative reforms within the
Victoria Police. I have previously referred to the
reforms that the Chief Commissioner has initiated in
a large bureaucratic organisation. It is bureaucratic
in an oligarchical sense.
I know it galls police officers to read in Hansard
about the administrative changes the government
claims it will make and will accept responsibility
for - as was the case during question time earlier in
the week. Given the commitment shown and the
hard work done by the police commissioner and
police officers to make changes and to increase the
efficiency and the quality of the service they deliver
to the Victorian community, the government's
attitude is galling. I find it particularly galling that
the government is attempting to ride on the
coat-tails of the Police Force and gain kudos for
changes that have already been made.
One of the most disagreeable aspects of the Bill is the
placing on contract of command members of the
force. That amounts to nothing more than direct
political interference and risks the establishment of a
system of political patronage. Police officers at all
levels should be able to go about their business
without fear or favour.
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Just imagine the results of putting members of
command on contract! If the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services decides to send police officers to
break up a picket line and a command member
refuses to send members of the special operations
squad or the required number of coppers the
Minister asks for when his contract is coming up for
renegotiation, what will happen? In those
circumstances how will command members be able
to make decisions without fear or favour. Of course
they will not be able to do so. They will be looking
over their shoulders all the time!
It is often said that New South Wales has the best

Police Force that money can buy! But without doubt
the Victorian Police Force is utterly professional and
of the highest integrity. The force has one or two bad
apples, but they will be sorted out. Victoria is lucky
to have police officers of outstanding ability. Prior to
the election did we hear anything about the idea of
putting police officers on contract? Did anyone hear
anything about it?
Mr MeN amara interjected.
Mr SANDON - During the election campaign
the shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
Services was not prepared to outline the
government's intentions. When the then shadow
Minister and I appeared on Ranald Macdonald's
radio program on 3LO five days before the election,
he said, "Oh no, there'll be no contracts for police".
Another broken promise!
The government cannot claim that police officers
will be able to act without fear or favour if their
positions depend on Ministerial appointment. I find
the proposal offensive, as do all members on this
side of the House and members of the community.
The Minister has already alienated himself from the
Police Force. Recently the Chief Commissioner of
Police wished to travel overseas but was stopped by
the government. Did the Minister know about that?
The commissioner's trip would not have cost the
government a cracker, because it was to be paid for
by the Federal government. He certainly does not
know about the rules for the use of police
helicopters!
What sort of police Minister would give up the
opportunity of proper and adequate discussions
with the police commissioner? What about the
integrated anti-crime strategy developed by the chief
commissioner, a most important operational
framework to combat crime and enhance public
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safety and security? I have not heard one comment
from the Minister about the strategy. I do not know
whether he can pronounce it, much less understand
how it works.
The integrated anti-crime strategy is one of the most
significant measures ever developed to ensure that
each of us - not just Ministers or government
officials but members of the community - play our
roles in enhancing public safety and security. That
should not simply be the responsibility of the police
force. Each of us has a role to play.
The chief commissioner developed the strategy and
the government took it one step further by
establishing the Public Safety and Anti-Crime
Council, which for the first time brought together
government departments and representatives of
private sector and non-government agencies. The
previous government was instrumental in
developing a national approach to the issue. We
ensured that the Commonwealth government
played its role in the protection of public safety and
security.
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The concerns I have about the police board mirror
the concerns expressed by others. According to the
Minister's second-reading speech, the board is
designed to build an apolitical bridge between the
Police Force and the Minister. But it could end up
being a political bridge, which is why the opposition
is so worried about it The previous Labor
government was at pains to ensure that all
operational matters remained the responsibility of
the police, and the best way to achieve that end was
to give the Chief Commissioner of Police the power
to make decisions on and have control over police
operational matters. The introduction of an interim
level police board, even if it has only an advisory
role, may well be seen as interference in an
organisation that is not doing too badly.
The board is not supported by the Police Force, the
Police Association or the chief commissioner. The
appointment to the board of the persons envisaged
is likely to upset the applecart and could well cause
substantial problems. It could certainly lead to
conflict between the Police Force and the board.

My worry is that members of the board may from
I wonder what relationship the Minister will have
with the Chief Commissioner of Police. I wonder
whether the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services will look at the wider picture and
understand the need to look beyond State
boundaries in dealing with crime and public safety. I
wonder what relationship the Minister will have
with local government. Each of those issues goes to
the heart of the Minister's role. Certainly I wish him
well. I hope he can do his job with flair and forgo
interfering in the running of the police department.
The department is staffed by outstanding personnel.
It has developed successful modem management
techniques, has balanced its budget and has
introduced greater accountability at the district
command level through Project Arbiter. It is a
modem organisation that is running effectively and
efficiently. That is the reason for the reductions in
major crime statistics in two of the past three years.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr CO LE (Melbourne) - I join with other
opposition speakers in opposing the establishment
of the police board and the introduction of contracts
for deputy and assistant commissioners.
Nevertheless I wholeheartedly support the
introduction of appeal rights on lateral transfers.

time to time use their influence to interfere in
operational matters. The board will not be as
accountable as a Minister, who must answer to
Parliament for his actions. The Minister for Police
and Emergency Services can be questioned in this
place about any hint of operational involvement,
and can be brought to account for it. A police board
will broaden it out a little and make it harder. Given
the nature and the size of the Police Force, there may
be big problems.
I have a firm view on the second point. I express
concern about putting deputy commissioners and
assistant commissioners on five-year contracts.
Again my concern relates to political interference,
not only from government but also from its
colleagues. If the person appointed to one of those
positions is not favoured by his or her colleagues,
that person will always be looking over his or her
shoulder, especially when the contract is up for
renewal. I believe police at this senior level-and it
takes some time to get there - ought to have tenure
until they retire, resign or leave because of
misconduct.
The contract system seems to be part of the
ideological make-up of the government. It is a bad
system, particularly for police officers. Deputy
commissioners and assistant commissioners ought
to have protection from governments.
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I am sure the current Chief Commissioner of Police,
Kel Glare, would have stayed on if he had not been
on a five-year contract. It is unfortunate that senior
police officers will be put on contracts and it will be
a problem in the Public Service. It opens up
opportunities for both the Police Force and the
Public Service to be politicised.
I am disappointed that some government members
did not speak in the debate, particularly former
policemen on the government back benches, who
would have been able to make an important
contribution. I am sure they will be voting with the
government and not with the opposition on the Bill
because it is a bit early to be putting their
preselections at risk. I am disappointed that they did
not contribute to this debate.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I thank the honourable
members for Glen Waverley, Niddrie, Melbourne
and Carrum, the former Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, for their contributions. The Bill
will lead to some positive changes in the Police
Force.
As the honourable member for Glen Waverley said,
over the past 12 months the coalition has had
numerous discussions with police officers. It has
examined the positions if' other States, particularly
in New South Wales. Onl.. option was to follow
exactly the New South Wales model, which has an
executive rather than an advisory board. My strong
view is that if a board is to operate successfully it
must be on the basis of cooperation between police
command and the board. For that reason the board
will be established as an advisory board. I do not
believe there will be any need to take it any further.
The assurances provided by l:>lice command
indicate that the Police Force will work well with the
board and will ensure that the board works
effectively to assist the police.
There appears to be a view on the opposition
benches that there is no need to move in that
direction at all.
Some years ago I had the view that Victoria did not
need a police board. The person who persuaded me
to move in that direction was the former New South
Wales Chief Commissioner of Police, John Avery. I
asked him what his view was prior to the
establishment of the board set up by the Wran
government in New South Wales and he said, ''Like
every other police commissioner I was totally
opposed to its establishment; but after working with
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the board as chief commissioner I found that it had
brought another perspective to the way in which we
managed the force."
Chief Commissioner Avery said that when issues
such as law reform were raised the board was able
to talk with its judiciary member. That person had a
strong traditional legal background and was able to
put the view of the legal fraternity. Another benefit
was that when recommendations went from the
police board to the government, the government
was more willing to accept them, particularly
reforms of police powers, because a senior judiciary
member was working with the chief commissioner.
Most governments tend to have a significant
predominance of people with legal qualifications
who, in many cases, are resistant to reforms of police
powers. The honourable member for Melbourne
may have views different from those of the former
Minister, the honourable member for Carrum. The
former Attorney-General, the honourable member
for Broadmeadows, would also have strong views
on police powers. I am sure there would have been
many interesting discussions between those former
Ministers.
Another member of the New South Wales Police
Board had a strong corporate background and was
chief executive of one of Australia's major
companies. He was able to question his board
colleagues on the way the Police Force was
administered. Often there were legitimate reasons
for the force operating as it did, but on occasions the
force recognised that it had simply followed
administrative procedures because they had been
done that way for 50 years. Chief Commissioner
A very said it was important to address and rectify
those procedures. He said that was a positive aspect
of the board because often reforms improved the
efficiency of the force and saved the taxpayers
thousands of dollars.
Members of the opposition raised the provision in
the Bill requiring deputy commissioners and
assistant commissioners to be placed on contracts. I
pOint out that in New South Wales and Queensland
all assistant commissioners and deputy
commissioners are on specified term contracts. I am
not sure about the contract employment situation
with the Federal police, but in New South Wales and
Queensland the assistants and deputies are on
contract terms of employment.
Mr Sandon -Change the Act so you don't
appoint them. If you were fair dinkum you'd change
the Act.
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Mr McNAMARA - The interjections of the
honourable member for Carrum are a little bit like
being flogged by a dead tram ticket! I recognise that
the honourable member is frustrated because he has
been placed in the outer. He is like the little boy who
has had the dunce's hat put on his head and has
been told to go and sit in the corner. He must find it
particularly galling as the former police Minister
that in a diminished opposition there is not even
room for him on the frontbench. Perhaps it is a
recognition of his colleagues' judgment of his
performance as Minister.
The SPEAKER - Order! At this stage of the
debate I direct the Minister to stay within the
requirements for the closure of the second-reading
debate.
Mr McNAMARA - I was clearly provoked by
the interjections from the former Minister.
Mr Sandon interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Carrum wants to be protected by the
Chair he has to cooperate. Having brought the
Minister back to order I think it is most
inappropriate that the honourable member should
interject.
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respect by making a commitment to provide the
Police Force with additional powers.
The government will introduce other legislation to
further show its respect of the Victoria Police Force.
The government has a clear commitment to meet the
recommendations of the 1985 Neesham report in
which it was suggested that the number of members
of the Police Force should be increased to 11 000.
Over the seven-year period since then, the former
government did not succeed in getting anywhere
near that number; the present government will
achieve the recommended figure during its first
term in office.
As I said, the Bill will assist the Victoria Police Force.
The government has a commitment and an
assurance from the police command that they will
make the provisions of the Bill work.
The other matters dealt with in the legislation are
also supported, particularly clause 9, which is the
transitional provision and which allows for lateral
transfers. The shadow Minister, the honourable
member for Niddrie, will be aware that the
provision is strongly supported by not only the
Chief Commissioner of Police but also by the Police
Association of Victoria.
House divided on motion:

Mr McNAMARA - Thank you, Mr Speaker. I
hope someone will ask the honourable member to
get back on to his medication because clearly the
effects of his not taking the tablets are affecting his
performance in the Chamber. There is a precedent in
Queensland and New South Wales and with the
Federal police for set terms to be applied to deputy
commissioners and assistant commissioners. That
provision is now in the Bill. The government
proposes to have provisions covering deputy
commissioners and assistant commissioners in the
Act to enable the Governor in Council to move in
that direction.
Comments were made about the so-called hasty
drafting of the Bill. I point out that the Bill has been
through a detailed process of drafting. The
government has sought the most qualified legal
advice on the preparation of the measure to ensure
that its provisions are correct.
Members of the Police Force in Victoria enjoy the
highest respect among members of the government,
irrespective of the attitude of members of the
opposition. The government has acknowledged its
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Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed next day.

STATE DEFICIT LEVY BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to give effect to the
decision announced in the government's statement
on Victoria's financial management strategy to
impose a State deficit levy of $100 per annum for
each rateable property. The levy is to be collected by
councils for periodic remittance to the State
government. Subject to hardship relief mechanisms,
the levy will apply uniformly to all rateable
properties, both private and business. There will be
two separate mechanisms providing hardship relief:
(a) various classes of pensioners in possession of
Commonwealth health cards qualify for rate
rebates under the Local Government Act.
The rebate is a proportionate reduction in rates
up to a maximum of $135 per annum rate relief.
Most eligible pensioners receive the maximum
$135 rebate.
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Councils will be enabled to provide relief from
the State deficit levy to pensioners entitled to rate
rebates. The amount of levy relief will be the
proportion of the $100 annual levy which the
pensioner's actual rate rebate bears to the rates
otherwise payable by the pensioner concerned.
(b) Section 171 of the Local Government Act
provides additional scope for hardship relief from
municipal rates. In addition to the levy relief to
eligible pensioners, municipalities will be able to
provide hardship relief to any ratepayer
proportionate to any relief from rates provided
under section 171.

It is intended that ratepayers' entitlements to
hardship relief will be explained in the notice
imposing the levy. Councils will send out notices to
persons liable to pay the levy. The levy will be
identified on rate notices or in a separate document.
Subject to certain conditions, two or more rateable
properties which are in substance a single farm and
operated as such, will attract only one $100 levy
annually.

The government has commenced, and will continue,
consultation with local government bodies in
relation to implementation of the levy. The
government recognises that initial implementation
of the levy will involve costs and administrative
issues for local government. The government is
consulting with a view to minimising these effects
on councils. I am confident that satisfactory
arrangements can be reached.
Ratepayers will have the choice of either periodic
payments or one annual payment. Arrangements for
periodic payments will be similar to those applicable
to the payment of council rates and charges by
instalments. Some differences in timing of payments
will occur because the financial year of the State
government is different from that of local
government bodies.
This levy must be seen in the context of the State's
overall taxation structure. The tax base is heavily
biased against business and, hence, jobs. The
structure of the levy is deliberately directed to
minimise impact on business and thus to protect
jobs.
There are technical difficulties in imposing the levy
on a percentage basis. Councils levy rates on
different bases. Some use improved capital value,
some use site value and others use net annual value.
But the major reason for the approach adopted is
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that existing State taxes generally fall wholly or
predominantly on business. A progressive approach
to the levy would aggravate the effects of already
high business taxes, weaken the State's economic
base and retard recovery. The government is not
prepared to risk further pressure on jobs.

Mr BAKER - The community should know that
this tax will be imposed by this government. The
opposition needs time to ensure that the political
expediency being pursued by the government is not
realised simply because of the lack of time for the
opposition to consider the Bill properly.

The government is aware of the concern of many
Victorians about the levy and other revenue
measures now being implemented. There is no
choice. Victoria simply must reduce and then
eliminate the Current Account deficit and the
structural weakness in the State Budget. This
measure is an important part of the Budget strategy
which will prepare Victoria to share in recovery in
the Australian and international economy.

The concept of allowing members time to examine
taxation Bills was aimed at allowing backbench
members, from all sides of Parliament, to make their
contributions to the debate. The convention,
established several centuries ago by the House of
Commons, allowed time for backbenchers to suggest
that tax might be raised beyond those taxes that had
been brought in by the representative of the Crown.
That is why the time interval is considered so
important.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).

There are several other reasons why the opposition
needs time to consider this Bill. I note as a matter of
pedantry that a handwritten correction has been
made at page 3 of the Bill.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Wednesday next.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - On the question of
time, this Bill is significant in its impact on a scale
that outranks even some of the other measures that
have been rammed through Parliament within the
past two weeks. If ever there were a case for
extended time it would surely apply to this heartless
measure.
I am specially concerned to argue for increased time
because this Bill, like so many other Bills that have
been brought before Parliament, is directly related to
adding to the burden on people. It is a taxation Bill,
and a convention is well established in the
Westminster system dating back several
centuries - and I keep repeating it whenever taxing
Bills come before Parliament. It is sad that we have
seen for the first time in the history of the Victorian
Parliament the development of a system where the
convention of allOWing sufficient time for all
members of Parliament, the community and
third-party experts to have the opportunity of
becoming involved in debate and rigorous analysis
of Bills has been overturned.
The Bill proposes to slap a flat $100 tax on every
Victorian household. Attempts have been made to
smear the previous administration - The SPEAKER - Order! The question of time is
very narrow.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is not permitted to pose those sorts of
arguments. He must confine his remarks to the
question of time.
Mr BAKER - Without referring to the specific
detail of the Bill, it appears there have been some
additions, transpositions or changes to the Bill
before it was brought here and after it had been to
the printer. The opposition needs time to consider
those changes.
The matter of the method of collection must also be
considered. Without referring directly to the content
of the Bill, it is clear from the emerging public
debate that the opposition and, indeed, all members
of Parliament should be given time to go home to
discuss with their municipal councillors - The SPEAKER - Order! There are
200 municipalities in this State and I hope the
honourable member does not intend to mention
. every one.
Mr BAKER - I suspect that you, Mr Speaker,
may not be so gracious as to allow me to do that. I
want to mention only the municipality of
Myrtleford, which has come up with an innovative
propOSition.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, all members know that the shadow
Treasurer wants to consult with the community on
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this Bill. He believes that if he cites time in his
argument and ties it with a few other words he is
asking for an extension of time on this legislation.
All he is doing is wasting the time of this House
with a fallacious argument. Other members of the
opposition should be allowed to put forward their
views on the matter.
The SPEAKER - Order! The shadow Treasurer
has been very skilful in keeping his remarks just
within the bounds set by Standing Orders. I do not
uphold the point of order but I ask that the shadow
Treasurer stop the repetition and end his speech as
soon as possible.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I really need time to
write to the City of Mordialloc and suggest that it
take up the proposition by the Myrtleford council
that the name of the relevant local member should
be put on copies of the Bill sent to each municipal
council. I am sure many members would find the
time to consider the consequences of that move. The
suggestion is novel and carries a significant dash of
wit.
There are many propositions in this Bill that we
need time to consider. The government is
detennined to crunch through with this legislation,
which relates to its mini-Budget propositions, in this
sessional period. There is no prospect of further
sittings beyond next week. At the very least we
could be given the maximum amount of time to take
us through to the final day proposed for the sittings
in order to have wide-ranging discussions with the
general community and vested interest groups.
The question of how to handle hardship is complex.
We were faced with that problem in other Bills and
significant time was allowed for members to
consider what were the best permutations in those
Bills. Without referring to them, I note that they
should be related to this Bill. The council should be
the agency that decides on cases of hardship.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may not bring into the debate a specific
reference to the Bill. He is allowed to refer generally
to the Bill, but he is now referring to specific clauses
in the Bill and should come back to the question of
time.
Mr BAKER - The broad question of hardship is
a complex issue and a few days should be allowed
for consideration of that issue. An extra 24 hours is
needed to deal with the Bill properly within the
ambit of the government's time scale. That would
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allow us to pay modest deference to the
Westminster conventions relating to the burden the
people accept as a result of the enactment of taxing
Bills. The Bill intends to introduce a tax that is not
currently used.
Dr cOGHILL (Werribee) - I am surprised that
the government should propose such a short
adjournment of debate on the Bill. That is not
surprising given that the Treasurer does not have
the experience in local government that you,
Mr Speaker, I and many members of this House
have.
Local government at present enjoys an important
role in the entire system of government in Victoria.
That appears to be lost on those members who do
not have local government experience. I draw
attention to the large number of members of this
House who have had local government experience.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will not allow the
honourable member to go down that path. As he
well knows, he must debate the question of time.
Reference to members of this House who have or
have not had local government experience is outside
the ambit of the narrow debate on the question of
time.
Mr Reynolds interjected.
Dr COG HILL - It is unfortunate that the
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing - the
honourable member for Gisborne - is not one who
has devoted himself to local activities through
membership of a local council. Had he done so he
would understand why it is so important that each
municipality be given adequate opportunity to
study the provisions of this Bill. That inevitably
requires time, particularly in an electorate like
Gisborne.
The Minister will know, however, that many
councils in his broad electorate meet only once a
month and consequently will require at least a
month to examine the legislation properly and come
to a formal resolution about it. Depending on the
particular cycle of meetings, it may well be that
some councils will need six weeks to prepare the
necessary agenda papers and reports, to receive and
consider the necessary advice from the Municipal
Association of Victoria, to formulate considered
views and to advise the State representatives of
ratepayers in this House.
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I shall take the example of Werribee, which is in the
electorate I represent: it is a well run council and is
widely regarded as one of the most professional
Victorian municipalities. The council takes its time
to be thorough and professional in the consideration
it gives to issues such as this. Even if I am able to
supply a copy of the Bill to the town clerk and
mayor this evening - as I will attempt to do - it is
unreasonable to expect that my council could
prepare a report, circulate it to the councillors and
reach a considered view on the matter in the
extraordinarily short period of adjournment
proposed by the government in its motion.
This Bill has very important ramifications for
councils. As the Chief Executive Officer of the City
of Footscray said when he was interviewed on radio
this morning about the cost of the collection of the
levy, councils will find that major costs are involved.
However, those costs should not be a burden on the
council and its ratepayers, as appears likely to be the
case.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is debating the merits of the Bill. He must
stick to the question of time.
Dr COG HILL - I am attempting to say that it
will take some time for municipal councils to
examine the cost implications of collecting the levy,
as it is termed, on behalf of the Victorian
government. The collection costs ought not be a cost
on the ratepayers through municipal administration.
For that reason alone councils need adequate time to
properly consider the Bill.
I know every honourable member here represents at
least one of the 210 municipalities throughout
Victoria. It is convenient that my electorate falls
within the boundaries of the one municipality. Many
are not so fortunate.
Mr Jasper - Certainly - I have eight!
Dr COG HILL - The honourable member for
Murray Valley will be aware of the frustrating
experience in obtaining some rationalisation of
municipalities within his electorate.
The honourable member for Murray Valley amply
illustrates the difficulty of a local member
attempting to gather advice from his or her
municipalities on such important and complex
issues. By the time the honourable member arrives
back in his electorate after this long sitting weekand he will have difficulty getting copies of this Bill

because I have the last one from the Papers Office he will have great trouble in spreading the
information to the municipalities within his
electorate. Given their nature and size, and if the
adjournment period for the debate is agreed to, the
honourable member for Murray Valley will be
struggling to have the councils form even a
preliminary view about the legislation before he is
required to return here and vote on the Bill.
Every honourable member deserves the opportunity
of taking this Bill to the municipalities throughout
Victoria and requesting them to consider it. I know
the newly elected member for Bentleigh is a serving
councillor in the City of Moorabbin so she will be in
a slightly better position than most of us. However,
such a short period of adjournment will place the
Chief Executive Officer of the City of Moorabbin in
an extraordinarily difficult position. With her
involvement in council, the honourable member will
be able to have the information dispersed more
quickly and conveniently.
To continue that example, an impossible situation
will be created for the Chief Executive Officer of the
City of Moorabbin. He will be forced to prepare a
considered response to the legislation; to prepare
estimates of the cost implications; to prepare some
sort of plan for the collection of the levy on behalf of
the government; and to prepare an appropriate and
corresponding report to the City of Moorabbin
which the honourable member and her fellow
councillors will then have to consider.
It is unrealistic to think that that could be prepared

for the council meeting next Monday night.
Therefore I assume it would be presented on the
following Monday or even after that. The
councillors, including the honourable member for
Bentleigh, must then make an informed, intelligent
and considered decision on this matter.
It is ludicrous to treat local government in this way.
It is an insult, and I strongly urge the government to

reconsider its position and accept a reasonable
period of adjournment for the Bill.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 56
Ashley,Mr
Brown, Mr
C1ark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
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Dean, Mr (Teller)
Ooyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
ElIiott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr (Teller)
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr

Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Teller)

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Wednesday,l1 November.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - 1 move:
That the consideration of remaining business be
postponed.

Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I raise a point of order,
Mr Speaker, concerning the operation of this House
and arrangements relating to electorate officers. 1 ask
you, Sir, to consider over the weekend the matter 1
raise with a view to advising the House on the
matter early next week.
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As you are aware, Mr Speaker, the practice in this
House has been for the operation of Parliament and
its Budget to be heavily influenced by the operation
of the House Committee. That committee has not yet
been appointed. 1 hope it will be appointed next
week so that it can undertake its role in the
operation of this place. In the meantime,
Mr Speaker, 1 understand that you and your
colleague, the President in another place, have
directed that the employment of second electorate
officers in electorate offices be terminated. I also
understand that notices were sent out today.
1 am already aware of situations in which
honourable members, having received copies of the
termination notices sent to members of their staff,
have discovered that, as far as they are concerned, it
is not necessarily the second person who has
received the termination notice. In a number of
instances it is not clear whether the notices would
have been distributed as they have been if adequate
consideration had been given to the matter.
During the next 72 hours 1 would appreciate you,
Sir, and the President in the other place giving some
consideration to whether it is possible for an
examination to be made of how those notices fit into
the Parliamentary budget and how they affect the
operations of the offices of individual members and
the positions of those officers whose services are to
be terminated.
It is my view - this is not the time to canvass my

view in detail - that if the House Committee had
been appointed it would have been sensible for the
committee to consider the implications of the
Premier's decision and to work out how best the
interests of members, their staff and the community
could be considered.
I ask you, Mr Speaker, to consider this matter. 1
understand that next Tuesday we will be in a
position to finally appoint the House Committee,
and we must ensure that the interests of everyone,
given that the government is determined to proceed
with determination of the second positions, can be
carried out in a way that is most effectively done so
far as members and their staff are concerned and is
done in a way that is sensitive to a group of people
who have served not only their employers but also
their constituents extremely well.
1 ask you, Mr Speaker, to consider this matter and
whether you and the President can meet with the
House Committee early next Tuesday to see, if this
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unfortunate decision is to be carried out, how it can
be carried out with the least possible hann.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will not rule on the
point of order now. I have noted what the
honourable member for Coburg has said and will
take into consideration the matters he has raised. I
shall talk with the President of the other place
because he has an equal role to play. I will report
back to the House as soon as practicable.
Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr MeN AMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
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Police numbers at Kyabram and Rochester
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services the inadequate numbers of police at
Kyabram and Rochester.
Mr Kennan interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition continues to carry on in that way he
will be going, too.
Mr MAUGHAN - Kyabram police station
should have a minimum of seven officers. Currently
it has five, and usually there are only three officers
on duty at one time when sick leave, holidays and
training are taken into account.

That the House do now adjourn.

Licensed clubs
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Police c;tnd Emergency
Services a matter raised with me by three local
Returned Services League of Australia clubs. I have
received letters signed by the presidents of the
Traralgon, Moe and Morwell RSL clubs expressing
concern about the delay in the installation of gaming
machines at their venues. I endeavoured to follow
up the matter through the Minister's office. I am
infonned there is a hold-up in issuing approvals for
the clubs.
I understand part of the process of licensing involves
an investigation of employees who will operate in
licensed clubs; police checks must be made and
approvals given. The delay in this process has
caused concern in two or three areas in my
electorate. The clubs have spent substantial sums of
money making alterations to their premises and
wish to obtain some return on their investment as
quickly as possible. The Traralgon club has trained
nine additional staff to work in the gaming machine
area. Most of the staff were unemployed before their
training and are anxious to pursue their
employment. Because the clubs are not licensed,
staff could be poached by other clubs that have
licences.
Another concern is that a number of gaming venues
in the Latrobe Valley area are gaining an unfair
market share advantage. There is some urgency for
the clubs to be approved to enable them to operate
their gaming machines.

The fonner Attorney-General, the honourable
member for Broadmeadows, has experience of the
other duty these police officers must undertake that of frequently attending court. The officers need
to attend the court in Echuca. Those attendances are
an ongoing problem for the officers, and the people
of Kyabram are concerned about it.
Recently a sergeant who has had a distinguished
. career in the Police Force for 27 years resigned in
disgust because of the difficulties that he faced. An
article in the Kyabram Free Press reports his reason
for getting out of the force:
(he was) sick and tired of trying to keep the Kyabram
police station adequately manned ...
Really, we have inadequate resources, manpower and
equipment in the Kyabram area and it is all so
frustrating.

That frustration is shared by other members of the
Police Force who are trying to cope with inadequate
staff and resources. Vandalism has increased in
Kyabram, a town of about 5000 people, which is
usually a law-abiding town. Early in October a
window in a store was broken and cost $1500 to
$2000 to replace. There are times when the town is
not properly policed, and I ask the Minister to
undertake to bring its police staffing up to full
strength.
Rochester has a similar problem. It is also
understaffed. There are two officers to cover Elmore
and Mitiamo when the officers in those towns have
days off. I urge the Minister to intervene to ensure
that both Kyabram and Rochester receive adequate
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manpower resources to enable them to be fully
staffed.

LandCare
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I direct to the attention
of the Minister for Conservation and Environment,
through the Minister for Natural Resources, the fact
that today is LandCare day. It is important that that
is noted. What does the government intend to do
about the LandCare program that is currently
running in Victoria? This program was set up by the
Leader of the OppOSition when she was Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands. The honourable
member for Benambra and I were also involved in
its establishment. We both take pride in the
program, which has now been taken up by the
Federal government and is being run
Australia-wide. The work of the Soil Conservation
AuthOrity, the Vermin and Noxious Weeds Board
and other land protection groups has been brought
together under the banner of the LandCare program.
The program was developed to bring together the
community and land-holders across the State who
would work for the preservation of the land. An
article at page 11 of today's Age sets out some of the
issues involved in this $2.5 billion problem.
It involves all Victorians - those who live in the

country, those who work the land and those who
live in the urban areas. The soil degradation caused
by a century of farming has had a devastating effect
on the productivity of the land. Although Victorian
farmers have increased their productivity, a large
area of land has been lost in the process. The flow-on
effect is such that a quarter of Victoria's land
mammals have been lost through soil degradation,
and 31 of our 46 native fish are threatened.
What action has been taken to keep the program
going and what is being done to care for public land
and the involvement of suburban dwellers in this
worthwhile program?

Preschool in Cranbourne
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Community Services
and, in her absence, the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. Prior to the election the former
Labor government engaged in blatant unfunded
pork-barrelling of growth areas such as Cranbourne.
The Shire of Cranbourne has brought to my
attention the former government's promise of the
development of a preschool centre, which is of great
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concern to at least 50 parents of young children who
intended to place their children at that centre.
The Minister would be aware that the Shire of
Cranbourne is the fastest growing municipality in
Victoria and it has a higher number of children
under the age of 4 years than it has of people over
the age of 45 years.
The council of the Shire of Cranbourne has funded
the last two preschool centres that have been
developed without any contribution from the former
Labor government. The preschool would have filled
an urgent need in the township, because it would
have assisted not just normal children, but retarded
children from the Biala Centre, which caters for
those unfortunate children who suffer from mental
or physical impairment.
Will the Minister indicate the fate of the preschool
and whether funds can be made available for the
development of a facility that will benefit the young
people who are our future?

Environment Protection Authority office
in western suburbs
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources,
representing the Minister for Conservation and
Environment in another place, the future of the
western suburbs Environment Protection Authority
office. On a per capita basis the western suburbs has
the highest number of environmental complaints,
with 1440 complaints being raised in 1991-92. The
community is greatly concerned about industrial
hazards, most likely spurred on by the Coode Island
fire, when the community's concern reached a peak.
While industry in the western suburbs provides
both the wealth and the employment base for the
community, it also carries a high level of anxiety and
risk. Its industrial equivalent in the eastern suburbs
is Dandenong, which has had an EPA office for
some time. By all reports, it has achieved a short
response time in the handling of environmental
complaints and lifted the level of confidence in the
agency's operations among local government and
industry.
In its 1992-93 Budget the previous government
allocated an amount to establish a western suburbs
office. It was pleasing to note the indication that it
would be located in Footscray, but I will not
pre-empt the outcome of any inquiries. I seek the
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Minister's involvement in assessing the need for the
office on its merits and 1 hope it will proceed.

Tourism in the high country
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise a matter
for the Minister for Tourism. An enormous amount
of work has been undertaken in the promotion of
tourism in the high country, particularly the alpine
regions during the winter period, and the benefits of
such promotion are acknowledged. 1 should like to
know what action is being taken to promote the high
country as a tourist spot during the summer months.
I have received representations from a number of
people who operate businesses in the alpine regions
and the high country. They would like the
government's support in ensuring that the high
country is promoted as an all-year-round tourist
area. It is popular in the winter season but we could
all benefit from promoting the natural attractions the
area offers during the summer. Given that we are
looking for ways to boost Victoria's economy,
Tourism Victoria should consider promoting the
high country at every opportunity.
I point out that last weekend Wangaratta, which
should be considered the hub of north-eastem
Victoria, conducted its third annual jazz festival. The
former Deputy Premier attended the festival on two
occasions and the new Deputy Premier also visited.
It was most successful.
I ask the Minister what action is being taken to
promote the high country as a place to visit during
the summer months so there is all-year-round
promotion of north-eastem Victoria, particularly the
high country.

Welfare worker in Doveton
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - For
many years the Doveton cluster of schools has
employed a welfare worker, who services several
State primary schools and two secondary schools,
two of which are in the electorate of Berwick.
Doveton has one of the highest levels of
unemployment in Victoria and a significantly high
percentage of single-income families and migrants,
and work opportunities are crucial to the area so the
need for social welfare services is more relevant than
ever.
In October every year the local welfare worker
receives funding from the education Ministry for the
following year, but as a result of the election and the
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deferral of the former government's Appropriation
Bill, today was the last day for payments to the
welfare worker. 1 ask the Minister for Education as a
matter of urgency to follow up with his department
the continued funding of the program so the
employment of the much-needed welfare worker
can continue. I appreciate the Minister's support.

Heatherton-Dingley Chain of Parks
Advisory Committee
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources the
Heatherton-Dingley Chain of Parks AdVisory
Committee. 1 am unaware of the present status of
the committee - but if it is still in existence 1 ask the
Minister to sack it!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEIGH - The honourable member for
Clayton is the chairman of the committee, and the
honourable member for Springvale and 1 are two of
its members. 1 am not sure whether the honourable
member for Springvale knows that he is a member
of the committee, because he never goes to its
meetings. In the 12 months since the Labor
government appointed me to the committee, for
which 1 will be forever grateful, being the liberal
Party candidate for Mordialloc at the time - Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, the honourable member for
Mordialloc said that 1 am a member of the
committee. That is not true. 1 ask him to - The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. If the honourable member for Springvale
wishes to make a personal explanation later in the
night he may do so.
Mr Micallef - 1 want him to withdraw the
untruth.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I am more than
happy to give the honourable member a list of the
people who are supposed to attend committee
meetings, because his name is on the list. I must say
that his research assistant, the real honourable
member for Springvale, occasionally turns up.
The committee's mucking around has gone on for
too long. The honourable member for Clayton has
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been intent on trying to build his own bureaucracy.
We must get on with the chain-of-parks concept. It is
important that we talk to the people who own the
land on which rubbish tips were once situated so
that the holes in the ground can be filled and a
network of parks established.
The honourable member for Springvale was a strong
supporter of a former Minister for Water Resources,
who, whenever an election was coming up, used to
talk about establishing golf courses and anything
else he could think of.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr LEIGH -Come to the meetings with me.
We'd love to see you.
I ask the Minister for Natural Resources to
investigate the matter. If he intends to appoint
another chairman, 1 would be more than delighted
to apply!

Broadmeadows Tenants Information
Service
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Fair Trading the
Broadmeadows Tenants Information Service.
Tenancy and housing are of fundamental
importance to the people of Broadmeadows, and the
office established a few years ago by the then
Ministry of Housing has played an important role in
the area.
The Broadmeadows Tenants Information Service has
an excellent record in providing free and
confidential tenancy advice to private and public
tenants and rooming house and caravan park
residents in the area. The information service carries
out valuable work in undertaking a community
education program, producing quarterly
newsletters, conducting workshops, visiting caravan
parks and providing resources to tenant and
community groups in the region.
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Mr KENNAN - My dealings with these groups
over the years were one of the reasons for my strong
election showing.
The information service is a community organisation
managed by a voluntary committee of management
that represents local residents and workers. The
service has been funded by the former Ministry of
Consumer Affairs, now the Office of Fair Trading,
under the tenant support program. That program is
financed by the Residential Tenancies Fund, which
derives money from the interest on tenants' security
deposits. In other words, tenants' money funds the
program, the Residential Tenancies Tribunal and the
administration of various tenancy Acts.
The Broadmeadows Tenants Information Service
commenced operations in 1985 as a volunteer
organisation and has progressively attracted more
funds because of its outstanding work. The service
currently employs one full-time and two part-time
tenant workers, as well as an administrative worker.
It also acts as an outreach service under the ethnic
tenant project and houses two bilingual workers,
one of whom speaks Arabic and the other Turkish,
on two separate days of the week. The organisation
has developed a high profile in the local area. It
provides a professional service advice for tenants for
some 40 hours a week.
Together with ethnic workers the service targets
specific groups within the area, including elderly
tenants, tenants from non-English speaking
backgrounds - which is extremely important in
Broadmeadows - public tenants, young people and
others. Unfortunately the Office of Fair Trading has
given no ongoing commitment to the program. The
service is currently awaiting the second instalment
payment of the 1992-93 funding agreement signed
by the former Minister, Mr Theophanous. The
payment is late and there is no assurance that it will
be forthcoming. 1 ask the Minister to examine the
matter and arrange funding so that the service can
continue.

Apollo Parkways Primary School
Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr KENNAN - Yes, 1 have met them on a
number of occasions. I have dealt with such groups
for many years.
Mr McNamara interjected.

Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Education the Apollo
Parkways Primary School in Greensborough" This
large school is currently within the boundaries of the
Yan Yean electorate but at least half of its catchment
area is in the Eltham electorate.
The school has a problem with a fence bordering the
school and the local shopping centre in Civic Drive.
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The fence is falling into disrepair. I understand the
matter has been with the eastern region of the
Department of Education since the first term of the
year. It is not an ordinary maintenance matter
because the fence borders the school and a shopping
centre. The car park servicing that shopping centre is
the problem because undesirable people such as
child molesters and abductors can gain access to the
school through points that are uncontrolled by
school staff. Children can also gain easy access to the
car park and walk in front of traffic. It is not a matter
of ordinary maintenance. I ask the Minister to
consider the matter urgently and take action.

Melrose Drive, Tullamarine
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Planning, who is the
representative in this House of the Minister for Local
Government, the treatment of residents of Melrose
Drive, Tullamarine, by the Keilor City Council. For
many years the residents of Melrose Drive have
sought assistance in having their service road
constructed to a level similar to other metropolitan
roads. Until recently the road has been so full of
potholes that even a four-wheel drive vehicle would
have trouble getting through. In winter the road is a
mud heap and in summer it is a dust bowl. The
Minister for Roads and Ports was in the electorate
during the election campaign and he described it as
the worst road he has seen in the metropolitan area.
The residents of Melrose Drive have had an
extraordinarily difficult time in their dealings with
the Keilor City Council. They were told that to have
the road fixed they would need a separate rate
scheme; they were then told they would not have to
have the scheme; they were then told that they
would have to have the scheme; and now they have
been told that they do not need it. It is all very
strange.
Recently the Keilor City Council laid reconstituted
concrete on the road.
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The treatment of the people in Melrose Drive is
typical of that given to people by the Keilor City
Council, which really is a three-ring circus with
elephants! It is a joke!
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member has 1 minute, and I am not sure whether it
is in order for him to attack the Keilor City Council.
Mr FINN - The people of my electorate will
back me on this. Of late the council has become the
laughing-stock of Victorian local government. When
I pointed that out and the statement appeared on the
front page of the Community News, I had a telephone
call from the mayor, who was not very happy. I shall
describe what happened so that honourable
members will know how members of the Keilor City
Council do things: he finished his short message on
my answering machine with the words, ''Finn, you
mongrel".
I am not on my own in this. The honourable member
for Niddrie has been a strong critic of the Keilor
council, as have certain sections of the Essendon
City Council. In fact, the way things are going with
the annexations, before long there will not be any
Keilor City Council!

Kealba Secondary College
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - The matter I raise is for the
attention of the Minister for Education. The Kealba
Secondary College has been endeaVOuring for some
time to have urgently needed site maintenance work
done. The school was built a long time ago and has
always missed out on having the work done because
of government and priority changes. A
representative of the school has written to me and to
the former Minister for Education. Once again, with
the change in government and consequent change of
Ministers, the needs of the school may be
overlooked. It is an excellent school and delivers a
high standard of education to the students in my
electorate of Keilor. I urge the Minister to ensure that
the essential work is done.

Honourable members interjecting.

Responses
Mr FINN - That's right, reconstituted concrete. I
have been advised that on a dry day it creates a fine
white powder dust. A Melrose Drive resident told
me that people living up to two streets away have
complained of the dust on their hi-fi equipment.
That is to say nothing of the complaints from
Melrose Drive residents themselves.

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Morwell referred to concerns about gaming
machines, particularly the delays in licensing special
employees and the work that members of the Police
Force have to do in respect of probity tests. The
honourable member is right; there has been a delay
in that area. Up to four weeks ago an average of
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200 machines a week were being processed; during a
period of three or four weeks after that a negligible
number of machines was processed. I am advised
that last week, after the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing, the Minister for Gaming and
I took action on the matter, the process was
expedited and some 700 machines were licensed
with an appropriate number of special employees
being licensed to handle the machines. I hope the
problem has now been solved.
Additional clerical assistance was provided to the
Victorian Gaming Commission to undertake the
work. I hope that the backlog will be relieved
because, as the honourable member pointed out,
clubs that have made large investments and are
ready to go want the machines to be installed. I shall
do everything I can to expedite the process,
particularly in the Latrobe Valley.
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large number of children. I shall ask the Minister to
respond directly to the honourable member.
The honourable member for Murray Valley raised
the important issue of the promotion of summer
holidays in the high country. I direct the attention of
honourable members to an excellent brochure
pointing out the attractive areas that people can visit
during the summer months. The high country is not
only for winter vacations; its attractive areas are also
suitable for summer holidays. I know the
honourable member for Broadmeadows regularly
attends areas such as Sheep Yard Flat, which I
attended last weekend. I was invited to launch a
brochure promoting summer in the high country, a
major joint promotion by the Department of Arts,
Sport and Tourism and the Alpine Resorts
Commission to highlight the value of holidays in
those areas.

The honourable member for Rodney referred to
concerns about police numbers, particularly in
Rochester and Kyabram. The problem is not unique
to that part of the State; it is being experienced
across the board. The previous government
neglected to meet the suggested number of members
of the Police Force. The 1985 Neesham report
recommended that the number of officers of the
Police Force be brought up to 11 000. It took the
previous government some seven years to bring the
number up to fewer than 10000. However, good
news is on the way: during its first term in office the
coalition government will effectively increase the
number of police officers to 11 000. Relief will be
provided not only to Rochester and Kyabram but
also to many areas across the State. It will come
together with other reforms the government will
make that will certainly improve the efficiency of the
Police Force.

Although some opposition members believe it was
inappropriate for me to launch that event, it was
important for me to be there. I also attended a
number of other functions that Sunday, one of which
was the Wangaratta Jazz Festival where I presented
the awards. I understand that when he was Deputy
Premier in the previous government, the honourable
member for Broadmeadows made similar visits and
flitted between one function and another. I think he
went to Castlemaine and Wangaratta one Sunday.
His means of transport was pOSSibly also by aircraft.

The honourable member for Cranbourne raised a
matter with the Minister for Health Services and, in
her absence, I will respond. His concern was with
preschool and child-care centres in the Cranbourne
area, about which an undertaking was given by the
previous government. I shall undertake to pass on
that matter to the Minister for a more detailed
response.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister is out of
order.

I am advised that she is aware of the situation in
Cranbourne. The previous government made rash
promises with no adequate resources provided in
the Budget to meet those promises. It is a serious
matter. Child-care and preschool centres are vital for
local communities especially in an area such as
Cranbourne, which has a growing popula~on and a

It is interesting to note the interest in the high
country taken by the honourable member for
Broadmeadows. By interjection he made a
disorderly comment about his vote at the last
election. We note with some interest that his vote
has improved; it is now within 15 per cent of what
the great Jack Culpin polled in Broadmeadows!

Mr McNAMARA - We look forward to the
honourable member for Broadmeadows being held
in the same esteem as the former representative of
his electorate.
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I shall deal first with the matter raised
by the honourable member for Footscray because I
should not like him to go home tonight thinking he
was the first person to have thought of an
Environment Protection Authority office for the
western suburbs. Such an office has been under
consideration by the government and, in due course,
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an announcement will be made by my colleague the
Minister for Conservation and Environment.
The honourable member for Altona also raised a
matter of concern. Today the Minister for
Conservation and Environment is attending a
meeting in Sydney and the LandCare program is
one of the issues that will be on the agenda. The
government has the same commitment as the
opposition to this program and there is no doubt
that, within the bounds of the financial imperatives
we must face, the program will continue.
The honourable member also drew attention to an
article in today's Age, which highlighted a problem
in the Maribyrnong Valley at Darraweit Guim. The
way that matter was presented is indicative of the
public awareness program that is continuing. There
is no doubt that a satisfactory outcome will result
from the LandCare document, which the
government has under consideration. The
government can assure the House that the program
will continue.
The honourable member for Mordialloc referred to
the Chain of Parks Advisory Committee. He said
that he, along with other members of the House, had
been members of that committee and he wanted to
see it expunged.
Mr Mac1ellan - Reconstituted.
Mr COLEMAN - I inferred that he wanted to
see it expunged. The advisory committee was
formed on a community basis. Its members were
recruited from the local municipality and
community groups. It has delivered a report that
Melbourne Wa ter is now considering. The
committee is putting together a proposition for the
chain of parks concept, and that process should be
drawing to a conclusion. It is the government's
intention to move to the next stage and put in place
an implementation committee.
Mr Micallef - You're joking!
Mr COLEMAN - The honourable member for
Springvale may like to sit around and watch because
an implementation committee will be established.
The advisory committee has delivered a report,
which has been considered. The community should
be satisfied with the work the committee has done.
The implementation committee will ensure that
further work is undertaken. Given the interest of the
honourable member for Mordialloc in this matter I
have no doubt he will volunteer his services to that
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committee. No doubt other people in the area will
also be willing to do so. In time that process will be
continued.
Mr HA YWARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Dandenong referred to
funding for a welfare worker in the Doveton school
cluster. A welfare worker has been assisting children
in a number of primary schools and secondary
colleges in the area. I will urgently investigate the
matter and respond as quickly as possible to see if
funding can be found to continue the service.
The honourable member for Yan Yean referred to
the Apollo Parkways Primary School, in particular
the fence on the perimeter of the school, which
separates it from the Civic Plaza shopping centre. I
agree that a question of safety is involved and I will
examine possibilities for maintenance of the fence.
The honourable member for Keilor referred to cycliC
maintenance of the Kealba Secondary College. He
wrote to me on 27 October and I assure him that I
will look into that matter as quickly as I can.
The government has immense problems with the
education budget inherited from the former
government. We must establish clear priorities for
school maintenance, including the identification of
those schools in urgent need. A task force is working
on that. I am grateful to the honourable member for
raising the matter and I shall ask the task force to
examine his concern qUickly, and supply a response
to the honourable member.
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Tullamarine raised a
concern about Melrose Drive, but I am unsure
whether it is the mayor or another council executive
who lives there. I got the impression Melrose Drive
is a neglected street and needs attention.
It was unclear whether, during his visit, the Minister
for Roads and Ports said funding would be available
for the worst road in the metropolitan area. If that be
the case, I will remind the Minister of any promise
that the honourable member for Tullamarine can
remember being made.

As for the comparisons between the various animal
elements of mongrels and urchins, I have always
thought - as I am sure you, Mr Speaker, have that one is best to press for a partnership of local
government in such matters! At least I have had a
peaceful relationship with my local government for
many years as I am sure you, Mr Speaker, will have
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had - except perhaps when your wife was the shire
president!

has expressed some concern about a delay. I think
there is concern that the grant may not be paid.

The SPEAKER - Order! My domestic affairs
have nothing to do with the matters before the
House!

I have had quite a quantity of telephone calls to my
office about the grants. Apparently some totally
unfounded rumours are being spread about grants
not being paid to various programs funded by the
Office of Fair Trading. One wonders who may be
spreading such rumours!

Mr MACLELLAN - I am sure Melrose Drive
will be given attention. I will ask the Minister to
inquire of the council whether some program is in
hand for work on that road. I will also ask the
Minister for Roads and Ports about the possibility of
funding being made available to reduce the dust
menace and the inconvenience suffered by the
honourable member.
Mrs WADE (Minister for Fair Trading) - The
Deputy Leader of the Opposition described the
activities of Broadmeadows Tenants Information
Service and asked about continued funding for the
service, under the tenant support program, with
funds from the Residential Tenancies Fund.
I understand the Broadmeadows service is awaiting
the second instalment of its grant for this year and

I can assure the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
that the second instalment will be paid, if it has not
already been paid. However, I point out to the
honourable member that the outgoings from the
Residential Tenancies Fund now exceed the income.
The level of funding for all bodies receiving funding
under the support program cannot be guaranteed
for the future.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 7.10 p.m. until Tuesday, 10
November.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 2.5 p.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, the position of Speaker in this
House and in the Westminster system is one of
considerable authority. The Speaker has the power
to create precedent by way of rulings, is responsible
for the proper conduct of debate, and is also the
person responsible for the House and answerable for
the House outside Parliament.
Mr Speaker, last Thursday the Employee Relations
Bill was passed by this House after the debate was
guillotined. At page 40 of Hansard the Minister for
Industry and Employment is reported as having said
that the government would introduce an
amendment but he did not say in which House that
amendment would be moved.
It subsequently came to the attention of the

opposition that the government and the Clerks had
amendments at that time. That much has at least
been confirmed since by one Minister, if not another.
Mr Speaker, as you will be aware - and as is
recorded correctly in Hansard - there was
effectively no Committee stage of the Bill: the time
allotted for the debate had expired and under the
Standing Orders of the House there was no debate in
Committee. The government did not see fit to extend
the time for debate, even though that matter was
argued before and after the Committee stage.
It appears from reports in the press on Sunday and

again yesterday that the Herald-Sun newspaper was
given details of the amendments at the weekend and
again yesterday. The opposition has not been given
the amendments. The opposition sought to have the
amendments provided last week and sought them
again this morning from the Leader of the House.
Tonight the WorkCover Bill will be debated in this
place.
Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr KENNAN - In answer to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, I am seeking a
ruling from you, Mr Speaker, that in the
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circumstances where debate on a Bill is guillotined
and the Bill is not debated in the Committee stage,
and where the government declines to proceed with
its amendments in this place, those amendments
should not be provided to a newspaper while the
government still declines to provide them to the
opposition or Parliament.
To preserve the proper authority in this place, to
prevent the authority of Parliament from being
demeaned and to protect the institution of
Parliament, you, Mr Speaker, should use your
authority to advise the government that it is an
undesirable way to proceed. What has happened in
this place is not in the best interests of Padiament.
When the Bill passed through this House the
amendments were not available to honourable
members. During the second-reading debate the
Minister foreshadowed that he would move
amendments. We understand the Clerks of the
House had the amendments, but because debate on
the Bill was guillotined further debate or
questioning could not occur in this place. The
amendments were then released to the newspaper,
bringing Parliament and its members into disrepute.
On the AM program yesterday Mr David Edwards
of the Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce
and Industry said he was aware of the amendments.
That is a calculated insult to Parliament and its
members. Although the amendments were available
they were deliberately withheld from members in
this place and given to others outside this place.
The amendments will probably be debated this
evening but the government is still refusing to
provide copies of them to the opposition. They will
be moved in another place at a time when this place
is occupied with the WorkCover debate. A great
Australian poet once said - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Broadmeadows ought to conclude his
pOint of order. I believe I have the gist of it. I ask him
to round off.
Mr KENNAN - I ask you, Mr Speaker, to
exercise your authority to counsel, advise and rule
on the issue to ensure that this House is not treated
in this way again.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On the point of order, and in the
interests of accuracy, as all honourable members are
aware and as the honourable member for
Broadmeadows said, when the legislation was
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before the House the Bill was guillotined with the
times fixed for all stages, a procedure that was
adopted on many occasions by the former
government in this Parliament.
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As to the release of information that is being
suggested - the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
can smile, but it is a sheepish smile because he
knows he has been caught out - there is no point of
order and I ask you, Mr Speaker, to rule accordingly.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr G UOE - Quite correctly, I indicated to the
House in the second-reading speech - Mr Micallef - What is your point of order?
Mr GUOE - Just relax. It is a point of order
raised by the honourable member for
Broadmeadows, not me.
The SPEAKER -Order! I advise the House that
a complicated point of order is difficult for the Chair
to deal with. I heard the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition in relative silence, and I ask for the same
courtesy to be extended to the Leader of the House.
Mr GUDE - Amendments were ready for debate
that day, and if the opposition had not wasted the
time of the House, not just on that Bill but on a
whole raft of Bills, by using the procedures of
Parliament to drag out every debate, clearly there
could have been a Committee stage, but that was not
the case. With regard to the point of order and the
insinuation, nothing less, that I transferred the
amendments to the Herald-Sun, I say that is not the
case and that no-one else did to my knowledge. I did
give to the Herald-Sun - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already asked the
House to come to order. If the row continues I will
start naming people.
Mr Kennan interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! Is the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition defying the Chair?
Mr GUDE - What I gave the Herald-Sun was a
synopsis--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUDE - Wait for it! I gave the Herald-Sun a
synopsis of the speech made by the honourable
member for Broadmeadows and the rebuttal to it
because a number of points made in his speech were
inaccurate and irrelevant to the BilL Those matters
were clearly addressed by the Herald-Sun.

Mr ROPER (Coburg) - On the same point of
order, Mr Speaker, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition directed to your attention the fact that
amendments that could have been put before the
House were not placed before the House, but were,
it appears, given to others outside the House.
In response the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party
said the reason for that was that there was
insufficient time for the amendments to be
distributed in this place. The Deputy Leader forgets
that it is the government's responsibility to do two
things: firstly, to provide adequate time for debate,
which in this instance was 3 hours for all stages of
the legislation; and secondly, under Standing
Orders, if amendments are to be moved, to allow 2
hours for the consideration of those amendments.
The opposition was not given the amendments and
the government did not take the opportunity to have
the amendments distributed during that 2-hour
period after which, if they have not all been
considered, government amendments are put as a
whole and, in the normal course of events, carried as
a whole.
It was well within the government's capacity to

release the amendments last week. It choose not to
do so, but instead has used other forums for the
publication of the amendments. That is the issue that
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition raised with
you, Mr Speaker. You should not be diverted by any
suggestion that there was not an opportunity for
Parliament to consider the amendments because,
even by leave, the Deputy Leader of the Liberal
Party could have sought additional time for the
debate to allow his amendments to be seen in this
place. He did not ask for that additional period,
although he would have been given adequate time,
certainly by the opposition.
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - The
Leader of the National Party might well treat these
serious issues with frivolity if he wishes, but this is a
serious matter because it goes to the heart of the
propriety of the way Parliament is treated by
members. The opposition was told by a reporter,
when it rang the offices of the Herald-Sun in an
attempt to obtain a copy of the amendments that
were not available through the normal
Parliamentary or Ministerial process, that the
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Herald-Sun could not release the details of the
amendments because the government had asked it
not to.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have listened carefully
to the point of order raised by the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition and supported by the honourable
member for Coburg and the Leader of the
Opposition. I shall rule on the matter some time in
the future.

THE MINISTRY
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I advise the House of
Ministerial changes that have been made as a result
of the swearing in of some of my colleagues
yesterday. In the Legislative Assembly the
honourable member for Seymour has resigned as
Minister for Health Services, Minister for
Community Services and Minister responsible for
Aboriginal Affairs and has been appointed Minister
for Health.
The honourable member for Benalla has resigned as
Minister for Agriculture, and the honourable
member for Wimmera has been appointed to that
portfolio.
The honourable member for Bendigo East has been
appointed as Minister responsible for Aboriginal
Affairs and Minister for Community Services.
The honourable member for Hawthorn has resigned
as Minister for Industry Services and the honourable
member for Mitcham has been appointed to that
portfolio.
The honourable member for Hawthorn has resigned
as Minister for Small Business and Minister for
Youth Affairs and the honourable member for
Ivanhoe has been appointed as Minister for Small
Business and Minister responsible for Youth Affairs.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
LEGISLATION
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - In
light of the deeply felt community concerns that his
divisive industrial legislation and abuse of the
democratic process of the Parliament have created
and in light of the affirmation by His Grace
Archbishop Little of the right of workers to organise
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and take industrial action, will the Premier now
delay his vindictive industrial legislation package
until next session to enable adequate public scrutiny,
debate and understanding of what the package
means for all Victorians?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for her question. I watched
with interest today as she paraded on the portico of
Parliament House as the demonstration took place.
I say to this House, as I say to the community, that
the challenges the government now confronts are
not of our making but of the making of the
honourable member's former government. Today
100 000 people expressed concern - that is the
official figure I have heard from the police - yet the
number of unemployed in the State is almost three
times that figure. The government and the vast
majority of Victorians must decide whether we will
allow the financial problems that we inherited,
together with the high levels of unemployment, to
continue or whether we will address change.
The vast majority of the community that voted for
the government expected that their elected
government would bring about change to ensure,
firstly, that those in jobs could secure them;
secondly, that those without jobs would have an
opportunity to get jobs; and thirdly, that new
economic growth would be created in the State.
We make no apology at all for trying to bring about
change in the State. The Leader of the OppOSition
and the honourable member for Springvale, with
some others, desperately want to hang on to what
existed when they were in government.
Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr KENNElT - The Leader of the Opposition
talks about rights and democracy, yet 300 000
Victorians are out of work today because her
government failed to govern. The former
government was in office for 10 years and the
Leader of the Opposition had two years in which to
make one decision that clearly indicated that she
was prepared to govern rather than consistently to
give in. That is all her government did for two years.
The problems that the State confronts today will not
go away overnight. Jobs will not be created
overnight. But the problems were certainly created
by opposition members who were part of the former
government.
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Let us look at what we are facing in this State.
Opposition members can argue against change, as
they have for years, but let us put it into perspective.
The State debt as a percentage of gross State product
is 60 per cent.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
interjection across the House. The House will come
to order.
Mr KENNElT - This is the most important
question that we face as a community, so let us
make some comparisons so that we understand why
we must make these changes.
The Victorian figure for debt as a percentage of gross
State product is 60 per cent. The figure for China - I
am talking about that vast country, not just a
State - is 14 per cent; for Malaysia, 47 per cent; for
Pakistan, 51 per cent; for the Philippines, 67 per cent;
for South Korea, 14 per cent; and for Taiwan,
15 per cent.
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package; instead, he is talking about levels of
economic activity throughout the world. I ask you to
bring him back to the question asked by the Leader
of the Opposition, which relates specifically to the
government's industrial relation package.
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - The question is about
the speed with which legislation is being processed.
As a preamble to my answer I have been
establishing why there is a need for urgency in this
State. Never before has a State been confronted with
such an urgent need for reform; never before has a
State been confronted with such an urgent need to
create employment.
I am about to go further into the answer, based on a
preamble that establishes the urgent need for action
in this State. I can understand why the honourable
member for Coburg is upset with the answer,
because what is on trial today - The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. I suggest to the Premier that he
conclude his preamble and get to the point of the
question. I do not uphold the point of order.

Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr KENNElT - It is all very well for the Leader
of the Opposition to interject, but she must
understand that we live in a region that is going
ahead in leaps and bounds. The only country in the
region that is not performing well is Australia; and
within Australia the State that is performing worst is
Victoria - because of her government's
mismanagement!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNElT - As I said, the Victorian figure
for debt as a percentage of GSP is 60 per cent. The
figure for Thailand is 43 per cent; for Mexico,
43 per cent; for Argentina, 38 per cent; and for Chile,
55 per cent. The figure for Peru is 49 per cent - -

Mr KENNElT - I have just concluded my
preamble, Mr Speaker. We must continue on the
path we have set out on because we have no
alternative. Victorians across the board are crying
out for security and opportunities for employment. I
can understand why members of the opposition
opposed the legislation. But if just once in the past
two years the Leader of the Opposition had
committed herself and her government to taking
firm action to arrest the blow-out in debt - or even
to come clean on the debt - or to encourage
economic activity, the decisions my government is
facing today might not have been necessary.
The men and women of my government were not
elected to avoid the responsibilities of government.
We were elected to govern and to create
employment -and we make no apologies for that.

Mr ROPER (Coburg) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition asked a
question about the Significant and demonstrable
concern shown by all groups in the community
about the Premier's industrial relations package, and
she asked the Premier to give the House and the
community adequate time to enable the package to
be fully scrutinised.

I can understand why people demonstrated tooay. I
thought they did so in good spirit and with
responsibility and I congratulate all involved for the
way in which the demonstrated was conducted. I
understand that those who demonstrated are
confused, because they have been fed a great deal of
misinforma tion.

I accept that when answering questions Ministers
are allowed to provide additional material. But the
Premier has not dealt with the industrial relations

At the end of the day I am sure that they, together
with the majority of Victorians, will appreciatt that
at last, after 10 years, they now have a govemnent
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that is prepared to govern. The government will
continue with its legislative program as outlined in
order to get Victoria back on its feet.
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me where Victoria would be heading now that
Mr Halfpenny is trying to run the State and what the
future would be for supplies if Mr HalfpeIUly were
allowed to continue in his present fashion.

INDUSTRIAL ACTION
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill) - I ask the
Minister for Small Business whether consideration
has been given to the impact on small business of
the industrial campaign being conducted by the
Trades Hall Council, and if so what the outcome of
that consideration will be?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank the honourable member for his
question and his ongoing concern for small business.
Today, after 10 years of sheer hardship for small
business in the private sector, we witnessed the last
thing small business needs: a demonstration that
verged on irresponsibility.
I find it incredible that at a time when small business
is really suffering and there are high levels of
unemployment Mr HalfpeIUly can stand outside this
place and promote himself. He is not concerned with
the workers of this State; he is concerned with
promoting himself. Mr HalfpeIUly is not the slightest
bit concerned about what is happening to the small
business sector in Victoria. To the people in
opposition I say: Ben Chifley would be turning in his
grave today!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the Minister
that his remarks must be relevant to the question.
Mr HEFFERNAN - There was a reaction from
opposition members when I mentioned Ben
Chifley - they all know what I meant. This morning
I received a telephone call from a constituent who is
in the important food export trade. He said that over
the past six months he has been fortunate enough to
be able to increase the number of people in his
business from two to nine and that he expects the
number to reach 15 by Christmas. Both the
government and the opposition ought to be looking
to promote the development of the State, and this
man and others like him will carry Victoria forward
and employ our children and their children.
He called to tell me that he had been contacted by
several of the overseas people - one from
Singapore, one from Hong Kong and one from the
United Kingdom - who purchase from him and
rely on food being exported to them fresh. He asked

The SPEAKER - Order! The House will come to
order! I ask members of the opposition to remain
silent. It is early in the week and I hate to think what
it will be like by Thursday. I ask the Minister to
come to a conclusion as quickly as he can.
Mr HEFFERNAN - I call on the opposition and
Mr HalfpeIUly to realise that Victoria is at the
crossroads. They need to get the message that we are
in the world market now and can no longer afford to
tell our suppliers that we caIUlot regularly supply
them. I conclude by quoting a comment of
Mr Halfpenny's reported in the Herald in 1973. It
reflects the nature of the man holding the State to
ransom.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HEFFERNAN - You shut up, because you'll
hear it!
The SPEAKER - Order! I thought the Chair was
in charge of the debate.
Mr HEFFERNAN - I finish on this quote from
Mr HalfpeIUly:
"Industrial war", which I assume is the opposite of
"industrial peace", is in one form or another or to one
degree or another, inevitable.

Today we have seen what happened: it was
inevitable.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
LEGISLATION
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - Will
the Premier inform the House of his written
response to the reasonable written request by Mr Bill
Kelty, Secretary of the Australian Council of Trade
Unions, that he and the government discuss the
government's industrial relations legislation prior to
its passage through Parliament, with a view to
negotiation rather than confrontation?
Mr KENNETf (Premier) - At about 8 a.m.
yesterday we received a detailed letter from the
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Mr KENNElT - You will get both the correct
and the truthful answer, if you wait.

the honourable member, not the first, which I
answered before. The response to the ACTU, based
on its constructive letter yesterday, is being sent to it.
As I said before, the government is prepared to deal
with any senior or junior trade unionist prepared to
act in a constructive way. I am sure we will continue
to have those discussions in the foreseeable future.
The ACTU understands there will be time available
while the Bill is between Houses and that is why the
ACTU has written to us. Yesterday we received its
letter.

The SPEAKER - Order! I caution the Leader of
the Opposition.

Ms Kirner - And today the Bill goes to the
Upper House.

Mr KENNElT - After discussions with the
ACTU following its first letter, we received a
detailed submission specifically dealing with certain
aspects of the Bill. That arrived at 8 a.m. or 8.30 a.m.
yesterday. Our response to that will go to the ACTU
later today or tomorrow.

Mr KENNElT - Today has obviously been a big
day for the Leader of the Opposition. The
government received the suggestion yesterday.
Members on this side had plenty of time to decide
whether to make amendments to the legislation.
However, it must pass through the Upper House
and there will be some changes to the legislation.
Those changes have been outlined. That is partly a
result of communication and consultation between
the government and some senior people in the union
movement.

ACTU addressing specific issues after they had
been-Ms Kirner interjected.
Mr KENNElT - Do you want the answer?
Ms Kirner interjected.

That same offer was made to the Trades Hall
Council on two occasions when I met with its
secretary, Mr Halfpenny, and said to him that we
would be introducing three Bills with which he
would probably have some difficulty: the Employee
Relations Bill, the Vital State Industries (Works and
Services) Bill and the Accident Compensation
(WorkCover) Bill. I told hi'l that he, like most of us,
would have to have his staff on duty to go through
the Bills, and if he had any constructive suggestions
he would like to make or queries he would like to
raise to please come back to us as quickly as possible.

MULTIPLE AND REPEAT SEX
OFFENDERS
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - Will the
Attorney-General outline the steps the government
proposes to take to deal with the community's grave
concern about multiple and repeat sex offenders?

At the end of the second meeting he was aware of
the situation. We have not had one constructive
request or suggestion from the Trades Hall Council.

The SPEAKER - Order! Before I call the
Attorney-General, I note that it is a broad question
and I ask that she make her answer brief.

Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, the Premier is answering
the first part of my question. The second part of my
question, which he is not addressing, is whether
before the Bill is finalised in Parliament the Premier
will negotiate rather than confront the public so that
we may have the answers.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - There is no
doubt that there is considerable community
frustration about sentencing practices in general and
sentences for sexual offences in particular. This
applies both to cases where a person is charged with
multiple sexual offences on one occasion and to
cases where persons are charged with repeat sexual
offences on different occasions.

The SPEAKER - Order! I assume the Leader of
the Opposition is raising the question of relevance. It
has been long held in this House that, so long as the
answer to the question is relevant, the Minister
answering the question - the Premier in this case can do so in any way he or she thinks fit.
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I was answering the
question asked, which was the second question from

One of the major reasons for community outrage is
the move by the previous government in 1985 away
from -cumulative sentences to concurrent sentences.
That resulted in prosecutors talking about the
principle of buy one, get one free, meaning that a
person who is convicted of a number of rapes serves
only one sentence; in effect, buy one and get any
number free.
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This has led to considerable outrage on the part of
the community because people feel that victims are
undervalued. The coalition will restore the principle
that prevailed up to 1985: that is, sentences will be
cumulative unless the judge orders otherwise and,
in the case of repeat offences, will be longer. There
will be room for a different principle to apply in the
case of, say, an intellectually disabled offender, but
the general rule will be that sentencing will be
cumulative. Women in the community will
understand that this government is prepared to look
after their interests in this area.

INDUSTRIAL ACTION
Ms KIRNER (Leader of the Opposition) - In
view of the Premier's comments on ABC radio about
Victorian workers who went on strike today
effectively wanting to give up their jobs, what does
the government intend to do with the list of names it
has collected of those government employees and
unions who have taken industrial action today?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - Dock their pay.

LIFE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Or NAPTHINE (Portland) - What action is the
Minister for Health taking to implement the
government's pre-election commitment to provide
financial assistance to the very important Life
Education programs in Victoria?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for his question and for his
ongoing interest in the Life Education programs in
this State. The House will remember that it was one
of the key parts of the health policy of the coalition
to give assistance to the Life Education programs
that are running throughout Victoria. They are
programs of significant merit and have the support
and confidence of a wide range of people in the
community, including teachers, students, parents
and commwlity groups.
It has been a big burden on those community groups
to continue to fund and to raise capital and recurrent
funding for ongoing Life Education programs. I am
pleased to announce that the government is now in a
position to implement this important strategy within
the health policy. I have been able to ascertain that
the Drug Rehabilitation and Research Fund, which is
money confiscated from drug offenders, is already
sufficiently large to fund 25 per cent of teachers'
salaries and oncosts from 1 January next year.
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Currently 29 teachers and many communities are
working to raise the capital funds to pay for the
caravans and the remaining 75 per cent of the
teachers' salaries. Government assistance to cover 25
per cent of the salaries of the teachers will be of
considerable benefit and will enable the ongoing
programs, which are so highly regarded, to be
continued in Victoria.

GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Will the
Minister for Industry and Employment advise the
House whether the contract for the $700 OOO-plus
advertising campaign for the government's
industrial relations proposals was let by way of
competitive tender, and will he make available to
Parliament all documents relating to that contract
and to the advertising campaign itself?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The contract was let through the
central agency operating out of the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet. Tenders were called for
part of the functions to be carried out in the contract.
I will not table the documents in the House. If the
honourable member wishes to put in a freedom of
information request, he will get his response in the
normal fashion.

EFFECTS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS
Mr J. F. McGRATH (Warrnambool) - Is the
Minister for Energy and Minerals aware of studies
into the effects of electromagnetic fields associated
with high-voltage electricity powerlines; if so, will
the Minister state whether he has sought advice
regarding recently published Swedish research into
the question and whether that research has provided
any new facts?
The SPEAKER - Order! In the past former
Speakers may have ruled that question out of order
because it may evoke a long statement from the
Minister. I will allow the question, but the Minister
must be brief.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I will accede to your request,
Mr Speaker, and be brief. There has been debate on
this matter for apprOXimately two decades. It has
become part of the agenda in Victoria since 500
kilovolt high-voltage powerlines were introduced.
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The National Health and Medical Research Council
has adopted guidelines based on reviews of the
body of research carried out by the World Health
Organisation. Those guidelines specify
1000 milligauss as an acceptable level for continuous
exposure. I note that typical exposure levels at the
edges of easements of Victorian powerlines are
between 20 and 30 milligauss.
The numerous international reviews carried out on
this subject to date have concluded that the research
has established no harmful effects to humans from
electromagnetic fields. However, as this matter is
taken seriously in Australia and around the world,
ongOing research is being carried out, the current
global budget for which is in the area of $30 million.
I have been advised by the State Electricity
Commission (SEC) in relation to the Swedish studies
that received coverage in the Age of 7 November that
it has been in touch with the Swedish researchers,
who admit that their researches do not prove any
associated risk with electromagnetic fields and say
that they do not expect their researches to be
published in any peer reviewed scientific literature
within the next four months. That raises some doubt
about the veracity of the comments published in the
Age.
In Australia, the SEC, together with other
instrumentalities from around Australia, is
contributing on a percentage basis to a research
program being organised by the Electricity Supply
Association of Australia (ESSA), which currently has
a research budget of $1 million.
In conclusion, I thank the honourable member for
his question. The government takes seriously any
matter that affects human health. It will continue to
monitor research both in Australia and around the
world, and it will continue to support research by
the SEC through the ESSA.

GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN

Tuesday, 10 November 1992

normal fashion. The cost of making the
advertisement was of the order of $15 000, and when
one compares that with the $100 000 that the former
Premier, now the Leader of the Opposition,
indulged herself in to advertise gambling
arrangements - Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, my question referred to the Minister's earlier
answer when he clearly stated that part or parts of
the contract had not been let by competitive tender.
My question was: which part or parts of the contract
were not let by competitive tender? If the Minister
cannot or does not want to answer the question, he
is not obliged to and should round off. He should
not begin debating the issue and must not go off on
a tangent.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have listened to the
Minister's reply and at this stage I do not uphold the
point of order.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The former Labor government
indulged in heavy advertising of gambling
arrangements costing $100 000, and only $15000
was spent making the advertisements referred to in
the question.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister will
confine his reply to the question.
Mr GUDE - The advertisements are important
to the people of the State because they direct
attention to the changes that are being made. When
one considers the taxpayers' money spent by the
Labor government and the point of order made by
an honourable member who is a self-appointed
QC-Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, that statement is untrue. I was
not self-appointed; I was appointed on the
nomination of the Chief Justice.
Mr MeN amara interjected.

Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - I refer the
Minister for Industry and Employment to his
answer to my previous question and ask which part
or parts of the contract were not let by competitive
tender.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I stand by the answer I gave earlier
to the question asked by the honourable member for
Broadmeadows. He can make his inquiries in the

Mr KENNAN - You know it and you don't like
it. I ask that the Minister withdraw the statement.
Mr McNamara interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The office of Deputy
Premier will not protect the honourable member
from the Chair's taking action against him. I ask him
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to remain silent, and I ask the Leader of the House to
withdraw the remark.
Mr GUOE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I am not sure what remark the
honourable member is referring to. If there was a
remark that he found offensive, I withdraw.

MEDIUM-DENSITY HOUSING
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - Will the Minister for
Planning advise the House of the government's
intentions with the development of medium-density
housing?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
reorganisation of the government in Victoria under
the coalition has brought together the functions of
the Office of Major Projects and the former Ministry
of Planning and Housing. Having those functions
brought together, along with local government
functions, in one department will lead to a better
coordinated department, especially in cOlUlection
with medium-density housing.
The planning system has been bedevilled by the
number of zones. Metropolitan Melbourne has as
many as 146 different residential zones, and the aim
of the department is to reduce that number to
approximately 10. That will provide greater
certainty and improve the opportunities for
certification without the need to introduce full
planning amendments or to grant permits, with the
possibility of a challenge to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal, which has brought unstuck many
medium-density housing developments proposed
for the inner or middle suburbs of Melbourne.
The objective is to encourage medium-density
housing in inner or middle suburbs where the
infrastructure exists. The coordination will be closely
pursued between what were different departmental
and Ministerial responsibilities, the aim being to
clear the way for more projects to go ahead more
efficiently and with less delay.
The government is concerned at the numerous
obstacles being placed in the way of
medium-density housing developments in inner and
middle suburbs, which disadvantage the
community and promote urban sprawl. In other
words, all housing opportunities that are taken up in
the inner and middle suburbs will mean that less
housing is concentrated in the areas represented by
the honourable member for Werribee and me, either
in Werribee or the eastern growth corridors.

An honourable member interjected.

Mr MACLELLAN - I assure the honourable
member that the Plenty Valley will remain a
beautiful and attractive valley and will not become a
growth corridor.

GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Will the
Attorney-General investigate whether the
advertisement placed by the Department of Business
and Employment in last Thursday's press contains
false representations in breach of section 14 of the
Fair Trading Act, and will she undertake to obtain
the advice of the Solicitor-General and the Victorian
Government Solicitor on whether a breach of the
Fair Trading Act and the Trade Practices Act has
occurred in relation to the advertisement?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - 1 am certainly
prepared to consider the provisions of section 14 of
the Fair Trading Act. However, 1 have a very clear
recollection that when 1 was shadow Minister for
Consumer Affairs 1 raised this issue in relation to
scra tch tickets.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The House is
degenerating today, 1 am sorry to say. There are too
many interjections across the table and too many
interjections generally.
Mrs WADE - I have a clear recollection that
some time ago 1 raised what 1 considered to be some
very misleading statements in some scratch ticket
advertisements with the then Minister for Consumer
Affairs, and 1 was advised that the relevant
provisions of the Act did not apply. Nevertheless, 1
will consult the Act and seek advice if I consider it
necessary.

NATIONAL TOTALISATOR POOL
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - The Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Racing would be aware that
the establishment of a national totalisator pool is
often discussed as a major aim of the racing
industry. Does the government support this
proposal, and will the Minister negotiate towards
the implementation of such a pool?
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - It has been suggested for some years
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in racing circles that in the future an Australia-wide
national tote pool should be possible among the
three codes, with people from outside Australia also
betting into it. Such a pool would be of great
advantage to the industry - it would give greater
dividend stability and encourage large investments.
At present Victoria has a host pool for tote betting
on win, place and quinella. South Australia has
come in only recently; Tasmania, the Northern
Territory and the Australian Capital Territory have
been part of it for some time; and Western Australia
is about to come in, pOSSibly early next month if not
a little earlier. The recent entry of South Australia to
the Victorian pool has led to greater stability in the
dividends at a number of the small, night, dog
meetings where a reasonably sized bet will not affect
the pool.
This leaves outside the national tote pool
Queensland, which has about 15 per cent of the tote
turnover in Australia, and New South Wales, which
is by far the biggest, with approximately 47 per cent.
I have discussed this matter with the Chairman of
the Australian Jockey Club, Mr Robert Charley, and
with the Chairman of the Queensland Turf Club,
Mr Peter Gallagher, and officials of the two States as
well as with officials of their totalisator agency
boards. The Victorian TAB asked a previous
Minister, and that flows on to me, to lead a
deputation to Queensland to discuss the matter.
We may well end up with two pools, and there is no
doubt that some people definitely favour that
because it allows for market comparison. It also
allows and encourages competition, and it
encourages the punters to bet into both pools.
We must resolve these questions before we can go
down the one-pool or two-pool path, and, of course,
we must deal with the problem of the deductions
from the pool of the totalisators for government
dividends and for the workings of the TAB itself whereas in all the other States, and that includes
Victoria, it is 15 per cent, in New South Wales it is
now 14.25 per cent.
I will pursue this matter to reach finality on the one
or two-pool question with all due haste and then
actively work to ensure that the final decision is
implemented as soon as possible.

Tuesday, 10 November 1992

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
LEGISLATION
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - When the
Employee Relations Bill is finally passed by
Parliament, is it the intention of the Minister for
Industry and Employment or the government that
the Employee Relations Commission will be
empowered to award penalties whether or not the
employer consents, after 1 March 1993?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - That is a very detailed question; I
am trying to recall the provisions of the Bill. The Bill
provides for the abolition of the Industrial Relations
Commission as we know it at present. As I said in
my second-reading speech there will be
amendments to the Bill to enable the current
Industrial Relations Commission to continue its
functioning. There is a need to amend the Bill,
because it is currently drafted for the abolition of the
Industrial Relations Act 1979 and, as we know, that
action would effectively remove the role and
function of the Industrial Relations Commission. It
will be necessary for the de-commissioning, if you
like, of the old legislation to take place, and to
provide for a continuing role for the Industrial
Relations Commission to a date yet to be fixed.
Whether the Industrial Relations Commission will
be replaced on 1 March 1993 is a matter that will be
determined only in the fullness of time.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the question from the Deputy Leader of
the OppOSition related not to the Industrial Relations
Commission of Victoria but to whether the new
commission would have power to make awards,
including penalty rates, whether or not the employer
agreed. I ask you to seek from the Minister an
answer to that question, which presumably is in the
book that is not yet available for us all to see. Up
until now the Minister has talked about the
proposed commission, not about whether it will
have those powers.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Coburg will be well aware that the
Chair cannot order any Minister to answer a
question. All the Chair can do is ensure that the
answer is relevant. The way the Minister's
comments relate to the question is up to the Minister.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The new commission will have the
power to make awards consistent with the
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provisions of the legislation as it exists and as it will
be amended.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
The SPEAKER - Order! On Friday, 6 November
1992, the honourable member for Coburg raised
with me a point of order concerning arrangements
for dismissal of second electorate officers. I
undertook to consider the matters he raised. I advise
the House as follows.
The appointment of the second electorate officers
was the result of a government decision on 23 March
1990 in a letter from the then Premier, the
Honourable John Cain, to Speaker Coghill.
Subsequently all members of Parliament were
advised by the President and Speaker of the
government's decision to provide the necessary
resources.
On 13 October 1992 a letter was received from the
Premier, the Honourable J.G. Kennett, informing the
Speaker that the government had decided to halt the
annual electorate office support allowance and
reduce the number of second electorate officers.
On 21 October 1992 Speaker Coghill sent letters to
all members of Parliament advising of the
government's decision that funding would cease.
That letter also included the option for honourable
members to nominate by 30 October 1992 the name
of the officer they wished to continue in their
service. Only one honourable member exercised that
option.
Following the passage of the Appropriation (Interim
Provision, Parliament 1992-93) Bill it was obvious
that the appropriation of Parliament had been
reduced accordingly. Acting on legal advice the
Acting Secretary of the House Committee was
empowered to give the notices of termination of
employment on behalf of the employer. Those
notices were issued on 6 November 1992.
I advise the House that the Department of the House
Committee has maintained a record of those officers
who were appointed as second electorate officers
following the implementation of the government
policy of 1990. Those records formed the basis for
the identification of the officers to whom notices of
termination of employment have now been issued.
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Mr Kennett -It's not a point of order.
Mr ROPER - On the point of order, Mr Speaker,
and on your response, the matter I raised in my
point of order was whether you would be prepared
to consider arranging for discussions between
honourable members and relevant officers of
Parliament because a number of honourable
members had expressed concern about the way in
which the second electorate officers had been
chosen. It was suggested that in some instances the
process did not reflect the views of honourable
members. I ask you whether that matter can be
reconsidered.
Given the fact that the House Committee does not
yet exist, I ask that these matters be considered by
the House Committee when it is constituted so that a
variety of views and experiences may be reflected. I
ask you, Sir, to consider how best the situation in
individual offices is to be dealt with. Although it is
not within your capacity to do so, Mr Speaker, I ask
that the House Committee be appointed as quickly
as possible so that the important issue of how
members' offices operate can be dealt with
collectively by Parliament rather than you, Sir,
relying on a legal opinion to which other honourable
members do not have access.
The SPEAKER -Order! I shall respond to the
point of order later this day.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Coleraine and District Hospital - Report for the year
1991-92
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust - Report for
the year 1991-92
Hamilton Base Hospital - Report for the year 1991-92
Kerang and District Hospital - Report for the year
1991-92
Koroit and District Memorial Hospital - Report for the
year 1991-92
Kyneton District Hospital- Report for the year 1991-92
Law Reform Commission -Report for the year 1991-92

Mr ROPER (Coburg) - On the point of
order--

Libraries Board of Victoria - Report for the year
1991-92
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Liquor Licensing Commission - Report for the year
1991-92

Victorian Arts Centre Trust - Report for the year
1991-92

Macarthur and Penshurst District Memorial
Hospitals - Report for the year 1991-92

Victorian Development Fund - Report for the year
1991-92

Maryborough and District Hospital - Report for the
year 1991-92

Victorian Post-Secondary Education CommissionOffice of Higher Education - Report for the year
1991-92

Metropolitan Fire Brigades - Report for the year
1991-92

Victorian Public Authorities Finance Agency - Report
for the year 1991-92

Mt Alexander Hospital- Report for the year 1991-92

HOUSE COMMITTEE
Museums Advisory Board - Report for the year
1991-92
National Parks Advisory Council - Report for the year
1991-92
O'Connell Family Centre (Grey Sisters) Inc. - Report
for the year 1991-92
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Beechworth Planning Scheme -Nos LS, L21
Brunswick Planning Scheme - No. L22
Rodney Planning Scheme - No. 1.36

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - By leave, I move:
That Or K. A. Coghill, Mr Demetri Dollis,
Mr J. F. McGrath, Mr T. W. Roper and
Mr G. G. Weideman be members of the House
Committee and that the committee have leave to sit on
days on which the House does not meet.

Motion agreed to.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Law Reform Commission (Repeal) Bill

Williamstown Planning Scheme - No. Lll
Port of Geelong Authority - Report for the year
1991-92
Port of Melbourne Authority - Report for the year
1991-92
Port of Portland Authority - Report for the year
1991-92
Portland and District Hospital - Report for the year
1991-92
Roads Corporation - Report for the year 1991-92
State Film Centre of Victoria Council - Report for the
year 1991-92
Terang and District Community Hospital - Report for
the year 1991-92
Victorian Art - Reports of the Council and the
Ministry for the year 1991-92

State Taxation (Amendment) Bill
Transport (Amendment) Bill

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH
Address-in-Reply
Debate resumed from 30 October; motion of
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) for adoption of
Address-in-Reply.
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - Mr Speaker, I
commence by offering you perhaps belated but
nevertheless sincere congratulations on your
appointment to high office. Your service to church
and State is well documented and renowned. It is to
your credit that your appointment was as a result of
the unanimous vote of this House.
I must say that on this my eighth day of
Parliamentary service I am not so sure that I envy
your position. I mean no disrespect to you or to the
House when I say there are occasions when the
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discharging of your task appears to have all the
hallmarks of umpiring a test match between a
couple of teams given to unruly behaviour.
Be that as it may, Mr Speaker, I assure you of my
support. No doubt a factor in the consideration
given by honourable members to your appointment
was that the control of the House would be in the
able hands of a Gippslander!
In 1840 Count Strzelecki forged his way through the
southem part of Gippsland. His was a difficult
joumey. He reported often to the Govemor of the
day, Govemor Gipps, on the conduct of his joumey.
In a letter he wrote in 1840 he detailed among other
things the magnificent stands of timber through
which his joumey took him.
He commented not only upon their stature but the
regularity with which he saw them. In his letter he
was moved to say that in his travels he had seen no
parallel. The expression, "no parallel" was adopted
by a local historian, Mr John Murphy, when he
wrote a book last year detailing the exploration and
settlement of South Gippsland.
Permitting me the modicum of parochialism that
one is allowed on these occasions, my contention is
that today the electorate of Gippsland South has no
parallel within Victoria. The electorate comprises
approximately 7000 square kilometres and
encompasses seven municipalities including the City
of Sale and six shires.
The City of Sale is a city of about 15000 residents
and is situated about 200 kilometres to the east of
Melboume on the Princes Highway. It is a rural
centre. It is the centre of the oil and gas industry
conducted in Bass Strait. To the east of Sale is a
substantial Royal Australian Air Force base. Sale is a
major provincial shopping centre with a major base
hospital. It is my home.
Sale is also the home of many artists and recently the
brilliant works of Mrs Annameika Mein were
displayed. To the south of the City of Sale is the
Shire of Alberton, the centre of which is Yarram. It
also is a strong rural area with a population of about
2000. It has good educational facilities and a large
regional office of the Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources is located there.
Further to the west is the Shire of South Gippsland
with Foster as its regional headquarters. That lovely
township has a population of about 2000, again with
rural industry predominating - particularly
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dairying. Within that shire and, more particularly
the port of Port Welshpool, is the SeaCat Tasmanian
ferry terminal. The ferry crosses from George Town
in Tasmania daily during the summer season
ferrying people back and forth between Victoria and
Tasmania.
Farther to the west is the Shire of Woorayl with
Leongatha as its centre; that town has about 4500
residents. It is the rural headquarters for the region.
Farther to the north is the Shire of Mirboo, with the
township of Mirboo North accommodating a
population of about 2500, again with an agricultural
dependence.
Across the Strzelecki Ranges and farther to the east
is the Shire of Rosedale. The township of Rosedale is
located on the Princes Highway and lays claim to
being the true gateway to East Gippsland. It also is a
rural centre with dairying and dry farming as its
main support.
Farther to the north the Shire of Maffra has a strong
dairying base. Local govemment is alive and well in
the electorate of Gippsland South. Each of the shires
discharges its respective functions admirably. I have
visited the shires at different stages and also have
legally represented the City of Sale.
Road funding is crucial in each shire. For years
financial support for road funding to local
govenunent by govenunents of both persuasions
has continued to decline. That is a matter of grave
concem. The funds now being made available do
little more than maintain the poor quality of roads
that exist and do little to extend the road systemand a good road system is imperative for the proper
opera tion of the region.
The region's diversity is at once its strength. It varies
enormously in topography. The land to the
north-east around Sale, Rosedale and Maffra is
undulating; across the centre the Strzelecki Ranges
rise, and further south the country becomes very
hilly throughout South Gippsland.
The early spring rains have done wonders for South
Gippsland with more green on display than Ireland
can offer on a good day.
Agriculture and associated enterprises are the
mainstays of the area, particularly sheep and beef
grazing. If permitted, the meat industry would
flourish. Cropping, fishing, horticulture and in
particular the dairy industry are big business in
Gippsland South. The Murray Goulbum dairy
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factory at Leongatha employs some 350 people and
services 780 farms in the district. Payments of
approximately $90 million will be made to those
surrounding farms in the current year. That money,
together with the wages of the 350 employees, will
be spent in the district.
At Toora the Bonlac factory services 250 farms and
employs 150 people. Payments to staff will be about
$8 million this year. At Leongatha $2 million to
$3 million has been spent on capital improvements
over the past 12 months, and a similar amount is to
be spent this year.
At Maffra, the other end of the electorate, the story is
the same. Dairying is big business in Gippsland
South. The industry is seeking international markets.
Being a value-added industry that does not have
tariff protection, it is interested in the establishment
by the government of the Food Development
Authority, which will provide a mechanism that will
enable the industry to be more competitive in
markets not only within Australia but also
internationally.
At the other end of the electorate is the oil and gas
industry, based around Sale. This is big dollars in
any terms and it makes some of the figures that have
been spoken about in the House during the course of
debate in the past few weeks pale. Since the
inception of the industry in Bass Strait in the
mid-1960s approximately $2.6 billion has been
devoted to exploration and $4.2 billion to
development. Expressed in 1992 dollar terms,
approximately $87 billion has been paid to the
government during the life of this industry by way
of taxes and resources. The industry has saved
Australia $100 billion-plus in foreign trade in
1991-92 dollar terms.
Recently the joint venturers operating mainly in Bass
Strait, Esso-BHP Ltd, completed a program of seven
exploration wells - again an investment of
many millions of dollars. One well has had good
flows of oil and a development program is under
way. The industry is a window of further
opportunity for Victorians and, more particularly,
those people within my electorate.
Another aspect that is deserving of support by
government is the endeavour of the joint venturers,
Esso-BHP, to add extra power generation to the
Victorian grid maintained by the State Electricity
Commission of Victoria. The pumps that presently
send the oil from Longford around to Long Island
Point are no longer having to work as hard because
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not enough oil is flowing through. I would like to
see that investigated by government in concert with
the industry, because it represents a further
opportunity for the State.
Besides those two main industries there is a plethora
of small industries in a huge variety of enterprises.
The Royal Australian Air Force base at Sale, with
some 800 staff, is one of the largest operational bases
in south-eastern Australia. The deepwater port at
Port Welshpool could, with the passage of time,
provide opportunities for industry.
Tourism is a tremendous industry in Gippsland
South. It represents the one glitch in the attempt by
the coalition, when in opposition, to win
government. In the course of production of the
booklet produced by the coalition to promote
tourism in Victoria, for reasons that I am unable to
explain, the word "Gippsland" did not appear.
Mr Speaker, you will understand how that caused a
degree of excitement in my electorate, considering
the many attractions developed and to be developed
within Gippsland South. The national parks,
including the magnificent Wilson's Promontory, the
Gippsland Lakes, which I am sure the honourable
member for Gippsland East will claim, the Ninety
Mile Beach and the many sporting attractions within
the region represent tremendous attractions for
Victoria from the tourism point of view. Fortunately,
when the policy was released, the word "Gippsland"
did feature large, as it ought to.
The major asset of my electorate is its people, and in
this sense I adopt the words of the honourable
member for Geelong in referring to her electorate
during the course of her speech last week. They are a
snapshot of Victoria in many ways. These are
difficult times, but the people in my electorate do
not want handouts or grants. They do not want
"gimmes" of any description; they are perfectly
capable of conducting their own lives, but they want
a fair go. They have a strong belief in free enterprise.
They strongly support small business and its
capacity to create employment opportunities; they
work hard and all they seek is the opportunity to
continue to do so. The electors of Gippsland South
want the government to support them by acting as a
catalyst for the State's future development.
I am the ninth representative of the area in this place
since Federation. I am the 20th representative of the
area since the famed explorer, Angus McMillan, was
elected as the first member in 1859. The longest
serving representative of the electorate is Sir Herbert
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Hyland, who represented the seat from 1927 to 1970.
I have already decided not to try to emulate that feat.
I pay tribute to my predecessor, Mr Tom Wallace.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr RYAN - I listened with a great deal of
interest to comments made last week by the
honourable member for Werribee when, among
other things, he sought to define what a
Parliamentarian was. Suffice it to say that Tom
Wallace was a true Parliamentarian. He revered the
institution of Parliament and served it well over
many years, both within these walls and on the
Parliamentary committees on which he served.
He was a marvellous representative of his electorate.
I know of very few other members of the House who
were so admired and liked by the people they
represented. One of the comments most often made
to me during the 16 months leading up to the State
election was that, in taking over from Tom, I had big
boots to fill. By the time election day came around
those boots seemed to have grown to size 30!
I have seen Tom Wallace in recent times, and I am
pleased to report to the House that the bags under
his eyes have gone and his brow is no longer
furrowed. Perhaps that says something to us all
about the trials and tribulations that are part and
parcel of being a member of this House. From first to
last Tom Wallace was a great and true
Parliamentarian.
I take this opportunity to thank my party for the
opportunities it has given me. Firstly, I thank the
National Party membership. If I were to single out
one individual who represents the spirit of the
National Party in Gippsland South it would be Kath
Schultz. Kath has been on this earth for more than
four score years, but she remains a young woman at
heart.
On election day it became apparent that, due to the
marvellous work of my campaign committee and
the many people who manned the polling booths for
me, I would be successful in all 44 booths in the
electorate bar one. On election night, as the
telephones rang with news of the election results
and copious amounts of coffee were consumed, one
booth seemed to have escaped us - and Kath
Schultz was bitterly disappointed. It was with a
great deal of relief and pleasure that next day I was
able to tell Kath that in taking down the results over
the telephone someone had transposed the figures
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and that when the figures were placed in the correct
columns they showed that we had won the 44th
booth. Only then did Kath finally ordain me as the
honourable member for Gippsland South.
I was ably assisted throughout the campaign by my
campaign committee. Honourable members who
represent metropolitan seats would do well to
remember that those who support the election
campaigns of members representing rural seats are
required to drive many hundreds of miles in the
course of their work. That was the case with the
members of my campaign committee, and I am very
grateful to them.
Tom Wallace fought his campaign for the seat of
Morwell with every fibre of his body. He was
among the first to dip his lid to the honourable
member for Morwell once the election result was
announced.
Mr Hamilton - That's true.
Mr RY AN - I also thank Jack Sullivan, who
many years ago gave me an opportunity that many
people across the State and within my electorate
would like to have been given. I took the chance Jack
offered, and I thank him for that.
I thank my friends and associates, some of whom are
in the House today. These days have a magnetic
attraction about them, and I am pleased my friends
are with me today. I thank the partners and staff of
Warren, Graham and Murphy, with whom I worked
for 15 or 16 years. I also thank the staff of Parliament
House who have made me, and, I am sure, all newly
elected members, very welcome.
I thank my brother, Adrian, and my sister,
Genevieve, for all they have done for me. I also
thank my mother, who is in the Public Gallery. After
the death of my father she took on the roles of both
parents, and although such things are in the eye of
the beholder, I believe she discharged her
responsibilities very well! Like a fine wine, she
improves with the years.
I thank my children, Sarah, James and Julian, each of
whom made a marvellous contribution to my
election to this House. The time spent in
campaigning and travelling to Parliament has been a
drain on all of us - and this year there have been
fewer games of cricket in the backyard than I would
have liked.
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Finally, I thank my wife and best mate, Trish, for her
support. This is probably one of the few forums in
which one does not need to qualify the extent of the
support given by one's family. I have been given all
that and more by Trish, and I thank her for that.
It is with immense pride that I serve the electors of

Gippsland South. These are difficult times, but I
believe my electorate has the capacity to lead
Victoria out of its current crisis. The people of
Gippsland South are ready, willing and
demonstrably able to use all the resources at their
disposal to achieve that end.
Although it is a biased view, I believe Gippsland
South is the jewel in the State's crown, and that it
has no parallel.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I found the
Governor's Speech very dry, in every sense of the
word. Social policies were not even referred to in the
Governor's Speech, which listed the objectives of the
coalition government. In particular, public safety
and security, which are dear to my heart, did not
even rate a mention. The Governor's Speech was full
of the ideology of the economic rationalists and the
Liberal Party ideologues who have taken over the
running of Victoria. In the Speech they spelt out a
program that can only be described as very, very
dry!
I do not believe economic rationalism is appropriate,
because it says nothing about either ordinary people
or the common good. The theory is based on a
number of narrow principles, all of which have to do
with small government. Economic rationalists have
great difficulty coming to grips with what I believe
to be the proper role of government. It is crucial that
governments ensure that every citizen, regardless of
his or her colour or creed, has appropriate access to
goods and services. Economic rationalism also fails
to come to grips with the notion of equality.
Adherents of the theory do not believe that such
notions have any place in government programs.
Throughout the Governor's Speech mention was
made of smaller government. I reject that notion
because I believe governments have important roles
to play in providing goods and services. The
speeches of newly elected members have focused on
the importance they place on representing and
improving the lot of their electors. I wonder about
the extent to which those aspirations will fall on deaf
ears, given their government's lack of commitment
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to what I believe is a vital role of government. I am
sure they will be frustrated by the lack of
commitment of the right-wing ideologues who have
taken over to the proper role of government.
Governments are about prOViding services. We often
hear about the levels of debt, but Victoria has always
had high debt levels. They were high during the
Bolte years. One needs only to look at the Bolte years
to see that the percentage of gross domestic product
was higher then than it is today. Sir Henry believed
in prOViding goods and services to rural and urban
communities, which I also believe in. Wherever
people are and whatever their income, they are
entitled to access to services such as water, gas and
electricity, which are integral to our way of life. I
firmly believe in cost subsidisation for rural people,
because it is appropriate that they be entitled to
access to goods and services, but economic
rationalists believe in fee for service and paying the
full cost of goods and services.
The House would be aware that I am concerned
about public safety and security, and I was
disappointed that the Speech contained not one
sentence about the issue of public safety. I argue that
public safety is much more than police numbers.
During the 1980s Australia's expenditure on its
criminal justice systems rose from $2 billion to
$3 billion. If the current rate of expenditure
continues the figure will double through the 1990s.
We must ask ourselves whether we get value for
money. That is not an economic rationalist's
approach; that is a simple question about the
effectiveness and efficiency of our expenditure.
During the 1980s the crime rate increased by
50 per cent, so we have to ask ourselves whether the
expenditure is addressing the real issues. The high
rate of expenditure in respect of tackling crime was
the same for all political parties whatever their
ideology. Under a conservative government in New
South Wales the situation was the same as Victoria's:
new prisons were built; more police were employed;
police powers were increased; more judges were
employed and heavier sentences were applied.
However, the crime rate continued to rise. Where do
we go from here?
The community cannot continue to bear the cost of
the dramatic increase in resources. In Victoria capital
works in the police department increased by over
400 per cent; operating expenditure rose by 167
per cent; police numbers rose by 21 per cent; the
number of public servants rose by 40 per cent; four
new prisons were built; heavier sentences were
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handed out; judges met at night and on weekends;
the court system was computerised and there was a
review of the Sentencing Act. This action took place
throughout Australia. However, we need a review
of the expenditure and, if it is committed to
providing essential services for all, the government
must take a new direction in the area of public safety
and securi ty.

assistance to older people. As any objective analysis
of crime statistics will tell you, older people are low
on the list of victims of crime but have an extremely
high rate of fear of crime. We should try to support
the people who fought wars for this country and
made our community what it is today. They are
owed an enormous debt and we should ensure that
they feel safe during their retirement years.

The former government examined the issue of
public safety beyond the domain of the police. I
believe very firmly that the responsibility for public
safety is not simply a matter for the police. It is
incumbent on all of us to support the police
department wherever we are, and all
governments -local, State and Federal - have a
role to play. For far too long we have considered the
matter of public safety to be a State government and
police department responsibility. Because certain
policy issues in relation to public safety start at the
local government level, it is incumbent on local
government to be involved. We all have to
understand that local government has the
responsibility and policy of urban design and
layout; for example, it provides street lighting. To
ignore local government's role in issues of public
safety is to ignore a viable approach to the matter.

Programs like the Confident Living program offer
practical advice from police and are essential in
providing practical safety measures such as
deadlocks and smoke detectors, the popularity of
which is tangible evidence of the community's
concern. Two years ago the Lions Club told me it
would like to assist with programs that help older
people. It was decided that both the Lions Club and
the Rotary Club would actually install deadlocks for
older people.

The attitude to preventing crime must take account
of issues like urban design. We must design out
crime before it starts. I was happy to be able to
recruit some of the best designers and to consult
with planners and the Chief Commissioner of Police
to examine the issue of major building
developments taking into account public safety and
security before construction. Let us try to design out
crime and examine ways in which we can ensure
that those issues are taken into account. There are
many ways in which they can be considered. I
should like to see urban planners in the chief
commissioner's office and the plans for major
developments checked by the police before
construction is proceeded with.
Local government has a very Significant role to play
in public safety and security. I hope the new
government and the new Minister understand that
the structural issue of crime prevention can be
broader. They should look at specific programs like
the Confident Living program, which was designed
to make the community safer for older people. I was
thankful of the tremendous response to the program
that we received from local government because it
has been taken up by every council in Victoria. The
program works with local councils, fire brigades and
service organisations to provide direct real

It was a matter of forming partnerships, with
government and community groups coming
together to address an issue of concern: the fear
levels of elderly people.

We were able to broaden the scope of the program
by having the smokies, as I call the fire
departments - the Metropolitan Fire Brigade and
the Country Fire Authority - make large
contributions of smoke detectors and have off-duty
firemen install them. The police, government
Ministries, public servants and fire brigades worked
together in a program to reduce the fear levels of
elderly people. Lists of priorities were compiled
from local councils and elderly people had
deadlocks and smoke detectors installed. That
program reached about 70 per cent of the elderly
population in Victoria at that time and, as I said, it
has now gone Statewide. It is a classic example of
the way local government should be involved in
public safety and security issues.
Safety audit offices were also introduced in
Dandenong, Frankston, Bendigo and so on. Police
and local government officers analysed the
requirements of specific areas. They looked at urban
design and layout issues, which are crucial in crime
prevention programs and in addressing the fear of
crime in the community.
The idea emanated from Toronto where, as a result
of a number of serious rapes, the community and the
police worked together to provide an audit of the
community. They went out on foot at night to look
at how they could change the physical environment
to enhance the safety of the community. They looked
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at street lighting, bus stations, telephones booths,
subways and trees.
The role of local government in enhancing public
safety and security is crucial. It disappoints me that
the government has made no mention of the broader
issues required. We must move away from the
traditional response to policing issues of saying that
more police are needed. We could double the police
strength yet still not alleviate the fears of older
people or women. If more than 80 per cent of attacks
on women occur in the home, doubling the police
force will not have an impact in making the
community safer for women.
Parliament and the community must change their
way of thinking. I hope that the government and the
new Minister have the capacity to bring a new way
of thinking to bear in dealings with the community
and the police. I hope it will not be flicked off to the
Parliamentary committee on crime prevention that is
being established. I hope that committee is not a
euphemism for '1t is not my responsibility any
more, someone else can do it". It is up to all
Ministers to show vision, depth and accountability
in their portfolios. The government must accept that
the range of programs already introduced are vital
and should continue.
I instance the anti-crime strategy. Victoria's Chief
Commissioner of Police devised an integrated
anti-crime strategy and for the first time brought the
sort of thinking that was reqUired about public
safety and security issues to the forefront. That
strategy shows that it is not merely a police
responsibility but the responsibility of the
Attorney-General's department, the departments of
planning, housing, local government, the private
sector and municipal groups. They should all play a
role in public safety and security and give their
support to the police. I do not know the new
government's thinking on the integrated anti-crime
strategy. I hope the government does not take the
attitude that because Kel Glare or the previous
government introduced it it should be thrown out
the window. I hope the government is big enough to
accept the positive proposals introduced to deal
with public safety issues.
To date we have not heard a whimper about the
integrated anti-crime strategy. More than
$1.8 million was allocated to the crime prevention
fund I set up to support crime prevention initiatives
so that communities could be encouraged to work in
partnership with the police in coming up with
solutions to problems. It may be that bag snatching
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in Ivanhoe or cattle duffing in Swan Hill are major
problems. The local community should be able to
stress its priorities.
Police consultative councils were introduced as
adjuncts to the public safety crime council. They
were established within each police district and
sought innovative responses to public safety issues.
The crime prevention fund was set up so that issues
of concern could be addressed at the local level. It
also had the advantage of communicating the
concerns in one area to the broader Victorian
community so a successful solution in one area
could be tried in other areas.
The Commonwealth government has an important
role to play in public safety and security. I again
emphasise that increasing police budgets is not the
way to go in reducing crime. In the past the Federal
government has not accepted that its policies
impinge on public safety and security. Just as this
government wants to suggest that all the ills of the
Victorian economy can be laid at the Victorian Labor
Party's door, the fact is that national and
international economies impinged on the Victorian
economy over the decade the Labor Party was in
power in Victoria. Until now it has not been
recognised that Federal government determinations
impinge on levels of crime in our community. If it
decides to create unemployment, cut back on
education policies or reduce the income supplement,
its actions have a direct impact on public safety and
security.
The Attorney-General's department in Canberra is
preparing a White Paper on public safety and
security on a national front. Police Minister's
meetings have already worked on that White Paper,
and I hope the new police Minister has the capacity
to understand that crime and law and order go
beyond State boundaries. It is necessary to take
account of the national overview.
One must understand the Commonwealth's role in
attempting to control the importation of illicit goods,
drugs and so on. It is necessary that the States have
uniformity of laws; for example, uniform gun laws
or laws to deal with domestic violence - which I
prefer to call assaults in the home.
It is important that all States work together, be it to

outlaw the possession of child pornographic
material, introduce uniform gun laws or recognise
intervention orders. It is incumbent on the new
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to accept
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and carry forward the initiatives that have been
begun.
Victims of crime should not be forgotten. Too often
in the past the criminal justice system has ignored
the tremendous plight of victims of crime. Indeed,
many initiatives have been started which, again, I
hope the new Minister and the government will
recognise are necessary.
The best programs to deal with victims of crime are
community based. Some exciting pilot programs are
being conducted between the citizens advice
bureaus and the police department. Training is
given to volunteer counsellors of citizens advice
bureaus who are able to support the police by
prOViding victims with practical information. The
police should be concentrating on apprehending
offenders and not on providing advice to victims, so
using the staff of the citizens advice bureaus on a
voluntary basis harnesses the local community's
help.
Pilot programs are also currently being run that
enable victims of crime to receive information on
what happens during a police investigation, what
happens if the matter goes to court, what happens in
sentencing and what happens when the offender has
completed his sentence, and on Parole Board
decisions. Some important work is required in this
area.
I also believe there should be a hypothecation of
fines. It is the Labor Party's policy that there should
be a 5 per cent hypothecation to victims of crime as
well as a separate levy on offenders. When offenders
are sentenced they should also be fined so that
moneys can be included in a pool and used to
provide additional support, counselling and
education for victims of crime.
I was very impressed by the French approach to
victims of crime. In each municipality in France a
crime victim liaison officer receives notification from
the police and, although independent of the police,
works with the police to provide necessary advice
for victims of crime. That is one area in which we
need to do more work.
The matter of juvenile mediation should continue to
be addressed. Young offenders must accept that they
have committed crimes, must face their victims and
go through a mediation process: if as a result of that
mediation process they have accepted responsibility
and, say, cleaned up the graffiti, and their parents
have been involved, they will not be prosecuted by
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the police. Mediation has the potential to alleviate
many of the problems faCing young people. It also
has the potential of stopping many first offenders
getting on the treadmill that inevitably leads to one
of Her Majesty's institutions.
Nothing could be more onerous for a young person
than having to explain to a victim why he or she
committed a crime and to hear the impact the crime
has had on the victim. The offender may have to
hear about a victim spending every Friday or
Saturday night working to pay for the bicycle or the
car that was stolen. Nothing could change the
behaviour and attitudes of young offenders more
than their meeting the victim and learning and
understanding the full impact of their actions.
I certainly hope that the pilot programs that have
been started are considered over and above the
economic rationalist view of the world, which
would say that these programs are not necessary.
One only has to look overseas to see the extent to
which pilot programs have worked. For example,
the authorities in Holland have been able to wipe
out the graffiti problems in that country by bringing
offenders and victims together and making the
offenders face up to their crimes.
There are also some important programs to help
protect and support women in the community. The
Violence is Ugly campaign was a step to help
improve the behaviour of some men towards
women. The problem requires a strategic approach
which is based on the community's attitude and
beliefs and which strikes at the heart of the problem.
It requires our getting behind the domestic door,
because that is where the majority of assaults occur;
it is not a stranger-danger problem but a difficulty
some women face from people whom they have
known for some time. It is about providing access to
resources in our local community for those men who
cannot control their emotions and actions. If women
are to be protected from violent men, violence must
be outlawed and programs like the Violence is Ugly
campaign should be encouraged.
I do not care if the new Minister ignores the
problem, but he cannot ignore the fact that far too
many attacks are made on women. He cannot turn
his back on them and refer the matter to a crime
prevention committee but must take the
responsibility on himself and bring together the
respective wisdom in the State to ensure that women
are protected.
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The Governor's Speech is very dry because it reflects
the ideology that has taken over. It is not the Liberal
Party any longer; it is the conservative party.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr SPRY
(Bellarine).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

CAPITAL CITY (SHOP TRADING) BILL
Second reading
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to deregulate trading hours
in our capital city, allowing seven-day shop trading
in part of the City of Melbourne and in the
Southbank area within the City of South Melbourne.
As honourable members are aware, the government
has a major commitment to ensure that Melbourne is
open for business. A fundamental initiative in
achieving this commitment is the deregulation of
trading hours. Not only will this long overdue
reform stimulate the business environment, it will
also enhance Melbourne's attractiveness as a lively
cosmopolitan centre with a vibrant retail
entertainment and cultural focus.
I foreshadow a small amendment to the Bill. As
indicated, the essential purpose of the legislation is
to deregulate shop trading hours. It is certainly not
the government's intention to force people to open
and trade if they do not wish to do so. Since the Bill
was introduced, attention has been drawn to the
need to guarantee protection and flexibility to small
business by providing that a lease or agreement
relating to a shop requiring that the shop be open
between the hours of 1 p.m. on Saturday and
midnight on Sunday is void. That is the existing law
and it will be maintained.
The government has a clear mandate on trading
hours. When the Vision for our Capital City
program was outlined in August 1991 the coalition
promised that it would:
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legalise seven-day trading for the CBD including
Southbank. Our capital city will be a livelier and more
active place when this occurs.

That promise was echoed in the coalition's major
projects and tourism policies released during the
State election campaign.
Unrestricted retail trading will be allowed in parts of
the cities of Melbourne and South Melbourne,
including the retail heart, Southbank and Docklands.
Trading will not be allowed on Good Friday or
Christmas Day and up to 1 p.m. on Anzac Day.
Shop trading in areas outside the area shown in the
map that is a schedule to the Bill will not be affected,
being regulated under existing legislation.
Importantly, this Bill effectively complements other
major policy commitments and initiatives of the
government. Foremost among those is the creation
of jobs through tourism. Tourism is an exciting
industry that offers the opportunity for the
generation of significant wealth creation and higher
levels of employment over time.
We will, therefore, proudly sell the city as an
attractive destination for tourists and as the
convention capital of Australia, with international
arts, theatrical, cultural and sporting facilities.
Through this Bill and subsequent complementary
initiatives the government will ensure that
Melbourne presents a vibrant image and
user-friendly environment.
We are committed to revitalising our great capital
city.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LEIGHTON
(Preston).
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until tomorrow.

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - On the question of
time, Mr Deputy Speaker, if the Minister's motion is
agreed to the Bill will have been before both Houses
of Parliament for a total of only one week. In his
second-reading speech the Minister acknowledged
that there are problems with the Bill.
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I am pleased that the Minister has picked up on one
of the amendments I have proposed publicly,
particularly after consultation with the Combined
Retailers of Victoria. That appears to have occurred
only as a result of comments reported in the Sunday
Age and discussions that I had with that
organisation, which commented that it had met with
the Honourable Mark Birrell, the Minister for
Conservation and Environment in another place,
and had felt betrayed that undertakings it had
received had not been honoured in the Bill. There
are obvious problems with the Bill. It is clear
consultations have not taken place with a range of
organisa tions.
It was only as a result of the public debate that has

taken place over the past few days, following my
action in pointing out to the Combined Retailers of
Victoria that the Bill would remove protection for
shopkeepers and could have the result that they
would be forced to open on Saturday afternoons and
Sundays, that the government examined the
situation.
It is ironic that while the government says it is

prepared to reinstate protection for shopkeepers so
that they are able to go to church on Sundays
without breaching their contracts, it is not prepared
to consider amendments to protect shop assistants
from being forced to work on Sundays - the
protection those workers previously had has been
removed.
More time is needed to allow consultation to take
place with organisations such as the Shop Assistants
Union and the people who work in shops. If the
government is not prepared to have those
consultations the opposition will have to do it. As a
result of the arrogance of honourable members
opposite, who were not prepared to undertake
meaningful consultation on the Bill, the opposition
has had to do it.
To the extent that there was any consultation,
organisa tions such as the Combined Retailers of
Victoria were told fairy tales - they were told that
shopkeepers were protected in the Bill. It was only
when members of that organisation started to
scream publicly that the government, for the first
time in the second-reading speech, said that it would
alter the Bill. It is a disgrace that a Bill should be
introduced into the House and need immediately to
be amended. The government is in the position of
now having to propose amendments to the Bill
because it rushed the Bill, as it has done with the rest
of its legislative program.
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The government will try to deal with more than 17
Bills this week. It really has to decide what its
priorities are in respect of its legislative program and
whether it has any commitment to the Westminster
system: whether it will allow members from both
sides of the House time to debate the Bill and,
importantly, allow input from the various
organisations with an interest in the Bill and from
the community generally. It is only as a result of the
initiatives of the opposition that the Bill is to be
amended to allay a particular concern. So far there
has been no genuine consultation with the Shop
Assistants Union.
Another group that should be consulted is the
churches. The government seems to be ignoring
discussion with church authorities and that task has
again fallen to the opposition. Until last Friday,
church authorities seemed unaware of the Bill's
potential impact on areas that concern the Catholic
Church in particular. Perhaps the Minister, on behalf
of the government, would like to explain to the
Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne why the
government is ramming the Bill through in one
week when, until it was drawn to its attention last
Friday, the church was unaware that shops in the
central business district (CBD) could be forced to
open on every Sunday of the year without
protection. On Friday the Catholic archbishop
expressed concerns about that situation.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, the honourable member for
Preston is clearly going way beyond the debate on
the question of time; he is really wasting the time of
the House by giving his second-reading response.
The Bill could perhaps have been debated forthwith,
which was the honourable member's request to me
last week. Now the honourable member is seeking
to defer the legislation and to ignore the question of
time, which is the question before the House. The
government will be pleased to accommodate him
tomorrow.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - On the point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, I gave no such indication
to the Leader of the House last week; all I did was
sound him out. In fact, the Leader of the House
forgot to move the second-reading of the Bill on
Friday - the problem is with him, not with me!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable membeI is speaking on a point of order,
not making a personal explanation.
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Mr LEIGHTON - On the point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, one of the reasons more time is
needed is for organisations such as church
authorities to be consulted. That is a real issue
because on Friday the Catholic Archbishop of
Melbourne sought such consultation. That is a good
example of why more time is needed and why there
is no substance to the point of order raised by the
Leader of the House.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I do not
uphold the point of order. However, I remind the
honourable member for Preston that he should
confine his remarks to the question of time if he
wishes to be heard.
Mr LEIGHTON - Local government also needs
to be consulted as an interest group. I am not aware
of any genuine consultation that has been
undertaken with local councils in the area I
represent.
The Bill will deregulate shop trading hours in the
CBD and will put enormous pressure on the suburbs
around regional shopping centres. Under the Shop
Trading Act, local councils have the power to apply
to the Minister to regulate shop trading in their
respective areas. Local councils will be under
enormous pressure to extend shop trading hours,
but will have limited opportunity to express their
major concerns to the government. They will be in
the firing line because they will have to make
decisions about the extension of trading hours. Local
government has had only one week to work through
those issues without any consultation with the
government.
It has been suggested that a regional approach needs
to be taken, but if the Bill is rammed through that

opportunity will not be available. The government is
insulting the House and the community by ramming
through a defective Bill, which the Minister, in his
second-reading speech, said would have to be
amended. Opportunity should be given to consult
on what amendments can be made to overcome
those concerns.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - Would you like me to go on
for another 20 minutes?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Preston should address the
Chair and should ignore interjections. He should
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also address his comments to the question of time,
otherwise I will not hear him.
Mr LEIGHTON - Thank you,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I will be delighted to do that.
Discussions needs to be held on whether
amendments will be acceptable. It is only since
Friday that the community has become aware of the
issues. The government is moving quickly to resolve
the concerns of one group without attempting to
work through the issues with other groups ranging
from churches to shop assistants.
Mr Leigh interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Mordialloc is disorderly and
is not sitting in his seat. He should remain quiet,
return to his place or leave the Chamber.
Mr LEIGHTON - I find the attitude of the
honourable member for Mordialloc sad.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! On the
question of time!
Mr LEIGHTON - I have identified a number of
groups, organisations and authorities that deserve to
be involved in discussions. If the best that the
honourable member for Mordialloc can do is to
make a joke of it, that is sad.
There is no need to push this legislation through
now because between now and Christmas almost
every Sunday will be a shopping day, and that
provision includes shops in the CBD. There is no
urgency to have the Bill pass next week. Experience
tells us that the first month or two of the New Year
are dead times in shop trading.
The government has the capacity to withdraw the
legislation to examine whether there are any other
technical problems to be addressed and to
reintroduce a better Bill rather than having to amend
this Bill in the space of 24 hours.
If the government is determined to proceed with the
Bill it still has an opportunity to allow it to lie over
until the autumn sessional period so that
amendments can be considered in consultation with
the interested groups and organisations that I have
mentioned. There is no urgency for the Bill to be
passed so it need not be adjourned for only 24 hours
after the Legislative Council had it for only a couple
of days.
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Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business)(By leave) - Of all the legislation that has
been dealt with in this sessional period none has had
such a commitment by the coalition than this Bill.
Prior to the election the newspapers carried
headlines about the coalition's policy on shop
trading hours. It has been thrown up at the
coalition. It was an election issue. As shadow
Minister I spoke to a number of people about this
legislation.
Mr Roper interjected.
Mr HEFFERNAN - They were directly affected;
they were in the retail trade. Since the election I have
had extensive consultation with the people who will
be affected by the legisla tion.
As to the matter of the government's dealing with
the Bill in only one day, I offered to the shadow
Minister any briefing he wanted with my
department or anyone else. However, he chose not
to be briefed.
The Bill has been debated in the Legislative Council.
Honourable members should read the speeches
made by government members to understand what
is happening. I offered the services of my
department to brief opposition members. They have
sufficient time until the Bill is debated tomorrow to
canvass the issues. One does not need to be a
Rhodes scholar to understand the Bill. I have known
the honourable member for Preston for some time; if
he does not have the capacity to read through it
today I would be surprised.
The government refuses to delay the Bill any longer
because it has a mandate to proceed with the
legislation and it will do so. I ask the honourable
member for Preston to see sanity on this issue so that
we deal with this matter tomorrow.
Mr CO LE (Melbourne) -If the coup de grace is
being delivered a little time should be spent doing it.
It appears to me that the Bill could lie over until the
next sessional period because CBO Sunday trading
is covered until Christmas and after Christmas
people will be on holidays. Such a course would
allow more time for consultation about the
ramifications of the Bill. As the honourable member
for Melbourne, the Bill is an important issue for me.
One important matter that we were not aware of
prior to the State election was inclusion of the
Exhibition Gardens, which will have ramifications
for the residents. That matter has only just come to
the attention of the residents and is a matter on
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which we seek time. If the Bill could be held over
until the autumn session that would be appreciated
by those people.
For the reasons I have stated, I do not believe that it
will aid the city very much because in any event
most of the days allocated for Sunday trading are
between now and Christmas.The legislation will
affect not just the city but other areas, and people in
all areas should be consulted.
I know that people in small business in areas around
Mooroolbark have raised extraordinary objections to
the legis la tion.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr COtE - I am debating not the Bill but the
question of time. The impact of the legislation upon
the city and other areas should be considered,
although at the end of the day the Bill will have a
greater impact on the city than on other areas.
We need time to discuss the legislation with the
groups affected and to work out some mechanism
for implementing the changes once the Bill is
proclaimed. Small business will be in all sorts of
strife unless a mechanism and plan of attack are
worked out.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr COtE - This is on the question of time.
Going away from the question of time, I
congratulate the Minister for Small Business on his
elevation to the Ministry. When the former
opposition was campaigning for government it said
that it would introduce this legislation once it was
elected. But that does not mean that small business
is ready for it, because considerable consultation and
thought processes must take place.
The debate on shop trading has been controversial
and difficult over the past 10 years, but we have had
a process of consultation never before seen in the
State, partly because of the hostile Upper House and
a view within the community that consultation
should take place. When the consultation process is
taken away, the community will react. We should
not be going down this path on this issue. As the
member for Melbourne I have my own views on the
matter.
The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! Will the honourable member return to the
matter of time? It seems to me that the ice of
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relevancy is becoming thinner and thiIUler. I ask him
to return to the matter of time.
Mr COLE - With respect, Mr Acting Speaker, I
thought it was pertinent.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The judgment
of the Chair is that you should return to the matter
of time.
Mr COLE - I will continue to address the matter
of time for a bit longer. We need more time to
consider the seriousness of this issue for small
business. The legislation will have an impact on
small businesses in areas such as Ballarat and
Tullamarine as well as other areas, and it is
incumbent on us to consult with all affected groups
to ensure that we have a plan of attack for
implementation of the proposals. If the legislation
comes into effect after being debated for one hour
tomorrow, there will be no capacity to prepare small
business for the outcome. The timing of the
introduction of the legislation has been so speedy
that businesses have not been able to prepare for it.
The Exhibition Gardens issue is very important and
has come from nowhere. It will have a deleterious
effect on the surrounding residents and on the
businesses in Lygon Street, which is a major tourist
area.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr COLE - The honourable member for Swan
Hill obviously does not live around the Carlton area.
Swan Hill is a long way from Carlton, which is
probably why these measures are being rammed
through, because it does not affect his constituency.
The measures should not be rammed through; there
should be more time for discussion.
The government does not have a mandate to bring
in whatever it wants overnight. The community has
come to accept a process of consultation, and there
are very good reasons for that. The government is
doing the wrong thing by not giving us more time to
discuss the legislation.
Or COGHILL (Werribee) - I believe, like the
two previous speakers, that more time should be
given for members of Parliament and community
groups to consider the Capital City (Shop Trading)
Bill before it is passed. The amendments to the
legislation will have to be passed by the Legislative
Council, but that normally would be a very short
process and the legislation would then pass into law.
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The Bill requires careful consideration, which cannot
be done in the space of one day, before 10 a.m.
tomorrow. The legislation could be brought on to
debate as early as tomorrow when the House
resumes.
We should consider first the justification for such
legislation. The myth seems to be peddled that
somehow or other iIUler city of Melbourne is dead
on Sundays. From my observations, as a relatively
frequent visitor to the CBD on Sundays, it is a pretty
lively place; there are a lot of people around and a
lot of business activity. If my casual observations can
be confirmed, that undermines the whole
justification given by the government for the
legislation.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member will return to the matter of time.
Or COG HILL - Indeed, Mr Acting Speaker. The
Minister for Small Business has presented nothing to
substantiate the myth, so that we have to investigate
between now and when the debate resumes the real
reason for proceeding with the legisla tion. In the
time that I have had available to date I can find no
evidence to support the argument put forward by
the Minister. The 10 Sundays that are currently
available for Sunday trading - The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member must return to the matter of
time. He knows that as well as anybody in this
House.
Or COGHILL - Indeed, Mr Acting Speaker. We
must have time to conduct a proper examination of
the experience on those 10 days that are allowed for
Sunday trading to see whether my impression that
they have been an absolute failure is correct or
whether the experience on those 10 days is sufficient
to justify this measure. As the local member for
Werribee I want to have the opportunity to
consult-The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member must return to the question of
time, otherwise I shall be forced to take action.
Or COG HILL - Mr Acting Speaker, I require
adequate time to consult with the people I represent
who are concerned about these issues. The group
formerly known as Werribee Traders, now known as
the Werribee and Laverton Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, has expressed major concern about
such legislation. It has not been physically possible
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for me to consult fully with them to date. I would
respectfully suggest that I would have great
difficulty in contacting the Werribee and Laverton
Chamber of Commerce and Industry between now
and the time the debate resumes, if it is to resume
tomorrow, to get a copy of the Bill, a copy of the
Minister's second-reading speech and the
foreshadowed amendments to them and for them to
consider them and come back to me with their
advice about the impact of the prospective
legislation for Werribee traders. That is just
unrealistic.
I am sure that the Minister would understand, given
his own knowledge and experience with local
government and small business, that it would be
physically impossible for him to consult on
legislation such as this with the small traders with
whom he associates and to expect a considered and
intelligent response from them in less than 24 hours.
Similarly, the Ministers Fraternal in Werribee-a
very active and valuable community organisation has within its congregations many people who work
in the retail area in the CBD. It would be my wish
that those members of the clergy should have a copy
of the Bill and the Minister's second-reading speech
to consider and discuss with their respective church
organisations so that they can give me an intelligent
response about what they believe are the
implications of this legislation for the members of
their congregations and the effect it might have on
their opportunity for worship and other spiritual
activity and family activity, which has been a major
concern of the members of the Ministers Fraternal.
For the life of me, I cannot understand how the
Minister realistically expects me to have a copy of
the Bill that was brought into the House a few
minutes ago, when he delivered his second-reading
speech, and somehow or other to communicate that
to the Ministers Fraternal for them to distribute
copies among their members and discuss the Bill
between their respective congregational
organisations and to come back to me either
individually or collectively - collectively, of course,
would be clearly impossible and individually,
perhaps, they may have some capacity of getting
back to me in a couple of days -tomorrow.
Clearly, I will have precious little opportunity to get
copies of the Bill to them before tomorrow morning
and, that being the case, I can hardly expect them to
respond in a considered way by tomorrow
afternoon, much less tomorrow morning.

Similarly, local government in the area I represent is
concerned, particularly the City of Werribee, which
has small businessmen on its council. It is concerned
about the possible implications of the Bill on various
Werribee shopping areas and retailers in the
Werribee district, the effect on them that this
legislation will have were it to be extended at some
future time, and its effect just on trade competition
between the central business district and the
Werribee area.
The council of the City of Werribee, which met last
night, obviously will not have another formal
meeting between now and when this matter is to be
debated, and to the best of my knowledge the
council did not have the Bill available to it for
consideration at last night's meeting. Therefore,
there ought to be an adequate opportunity, such as
that suggested by the honourable member for
Preston, for the City of Werribee to take the Bill, the
Minister's second-reading speech and his
foreshadowed amendment and make some
considered judgment about it, to accept a resolution
from a councillor, to debate it, and to communicate
their resolution directly to the Minister and to me as
their local representative.
The City of Werribee will want to examine what
effect this legislation will have on the market share
between the central business district and City of
Werribee retailers and, for that matter, between
different categories of retailers. That requires a deal
of analysis and consideration. It is not realistic to
expect that to occur between now and when the
debate will be resumed some time tomorrow.
I wish to comment a little on the concept of mandate
to which the Minister referred.
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That the question be now put.

House divided on Mr Heffeman's motion 'That
the question be now put":

Ayes, 60
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or (Teller)
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr
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Doyle, Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr
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Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner, Mr (Telkr)
Wade, Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr
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Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr (Teller)
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiIl,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kirner, Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Or (Teller)
Wilson, Mrs

Motion agreed to.

Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.w.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner, Mr
Wade, Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms (Teller)
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Dr
Wilson, Mrs

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until next
day.

The SPEAKER: The question is:
That the debate be adjourned until tomorrow.
House divided on motion.

Ayes, 60
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean, Mr (Teller)

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr

CONSTITUTION (GOVERNOR'S
POWERS) BILL
Second reading
Mr KENNEIT (Premier) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to amend the Constitution
Act 1975 to revise the provisions of the Act relating
to persons acting as Governor or Deputy Governor.
The Australia Acts 1986 of the Commonwealth and
United Kingdom Parliaments were passed in 1986 at
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the request of all State Parliaments. By the acts, Her
Majesty's representative in each State is the
Governor. The expression "Governor" is defined in
the Australia Acts as including "any person for the
time being administering the government of the
State".
The letters patent issued by the Queen on
14 February 1986 which came into effect with the
Australia Acts prescribe a procedure for the
appointment of an administrator to act as the
Governor in the Governor's absence. The Premier
can request in writing one of the people prescribed
in the letters patent to act as administrator who must
then be sworn in before the Chief Justice or another
Supreme Court judge. The new letters patent also
provided for the appointment by the Governor, with
the Premier's consent, of a Deputy Governor for not
more than two months to exercise some or all of the
Governor's functions. Since 1986 all appointments of
persons to act as Governor have followed those
procedures.
Section 12A of the Constitution Act 1975 was
inserted by the Interpretation of Legislation Act
1984. It provides for the Governor's powers during
the Governor's temporary absence to be exercised by
a deputy appointed by the Governor under the
letters patent. Subsection (2) defines the letters
patent to be the letters patent dated 29 October 1900
as amended by the letters patent dated 30 April
1913. Those letters patent, which constituted the
Office of the Governor as it existed prior to the
passage of the Australia Acts 1986, were revoked by
new letters patent issued by Her Majesty
consequential on the passage of those Acts.
The new letters patent and section 12A appear to be
at least partially inconsistent. It has been known for
some years that section 12A requires to be updated
to make it consistent with the changes that were
introduced by and following the passage of the
Australia Acts in 1986. These changes have been
waiting for a convenient opportunity to be made.

It has been brought to the government's notice that
in a recent case before a Magistrate's Court it was
argued that there is a technical defect in the types of
acting appointments as Governor made since 1986.
The argument appears to be that because the letters
patent referred to in section 12A have been revoked,
the procedures provided in that section have not
been followed, and all actions made by persons
acting as Governor or Deputy Governor since 1986
might lack authority. That is considered to be a
remote possibility. It is considered that the

procedures that have been followed in Victoria since
1986 operate quite independently of section 12A.
The legal arguments supporting the current
arrangements are very strong. Nevertheless, to
guard against any disruption to good
administration, should there be any pOSSibility,
however remote, that the actions of persons who
have acted as Governor might be questioned, the Bill
will ensure that those actions are as valid as they
would· have been had the changes to the
Constitution Act been made in 1986 when the
Australia Acts were passed.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms KIRNER
(Leader of the Opposition).
Debate adjourned until next day.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
(REPEAL) Bill
Second reading
Mr HA YW ARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The State Board of Education is a statutory body
created by the previous government to, according to
the Act, "investigate and furnish information and
advice to the Minister with respect to the provision
of primary and secondary education in Victoria".
The government believes that such advice is readily
available to the Minister from within the department
and from a variety of groups and individuals in the
community.
The government has previously announced a policy
to abolish the State Board of Education and to
transfer any ongoing matters to other bodies. In the
1993 autumn Parliamentary session the government
will introduce a Bill to establish a Board of Studies
which will take over some of the functions of the
State Board of Education.
The repealing Act provides for the termination of
office of all members of the board to be effective
upon the Act receiving Royal assent. At that time the
chairperson and deputy chairpersons will cease to
be employed in those positions. In a full financial
year the abolition of the board will provide a saving
of approximately $268 000 in 1992-93. Some of that
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saving will be absorbed by future consultative
measures and in the establishment of the Board of
Studies.
I wish to acknowledge the many hours of effort and
expertise that many members of the education
community in Victoria have devoted to the work of
the State Board of Education.
I commend the Bill to the H.:>use.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr SHEEHAN
(Northcote).
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:
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the basis of some agreement about the future
direction of education in Victoria. The opposition
understands that the Minister intends to abolish
certain functions but it is not clear as to the
allocation of functions and continuing
responsibili ties.
The Bill is not urgent because of any budgetary
considerations; if it were, I would not contest the
issue of time. However, more time will allow the
opposition to take on board the effects of
consultative measures flagged by the Minister in his
second-reading speech; we may then progress with
some agreement.
I seek deferral of consideration of the Bill until the
next sessional period.

That the debate be adjourned until tomorrow.

Mr SHEEHAN (Northcote) - On the question of
time, Mr Speaker, although the Bill is small, it is
particularly important to education curriculum. It is
important that the opposition and the community
have sufficient time to consider it.
I acknowledge that the Minister provided me with a
copy of the second-reading speech some days ago
and I appreciate that courtesy. However, as is clear
in the second-reading speech, the Bill has a number
of follow-up actions which will be coordinated in
further legislation. The opposition needs time to
become clear, for example, on issues mentioned by
the Minister including the transfer of ongOing
matters to other bodies and the establishment of a
board of studies. The matters are interrelated.
More time will allow us to properly consider all
matters in the total package of measures
foreshadowed by the Minister. In that way there
should be no repeat of what has happened to other
recent legislation, to which a large number of
amendments had to be made.
The transfer of responsibilities and the establishment
of the new board should be considered in the proper
legislative and curriculum context; reasonable time
must be allowed for such consideration. I urge the
Minister to provide the opposition with time to
consider the Bill in that context. The Bill should be
placed on the table so that the education community
can work through the issues and ensure that the
functions to be properly performed or absorbed by
the proposed board of studies are fully understood.
Sufficient time will allow us to ensure that all
matters dovetail correctly. Then we may proceed on

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) (By
I understand the point made by the
honourable member for Northcote and I respect his
views. The Bill is very simple. It will repeal the State
Board of Education Act and abolish the State Board
of Education. It could not be simpler. There is no
possibility of any amendments being moved.
leave) -

The government will proceed with the Bill in this
sessional period. It is not prepared to hold it over.
The Bill will lead to a saving; schools are in
desperate need of every dollar and honourable
members in this place daily approach me about
situations in their schools.
Mr Sandon - They don't get too far.
Mr HA YW ARD - The reason is because of the
desperate situation in the education budget. The
$286 000 savings from the effects of this Bill are not
insignificant, and will do some good in the
education field. The government wants the Bill to
pass this week. I have asked for an adjournment
until tomorrow - although the Bill may not be
called on even then. I understand the honourable
member for Northcote to say he would like an
adjournment until the next sessional period but the
government will proceed with the Bill this week.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I move:
That the word "tomorrow" be omitted with a view of
inserting in place thereof the expression "Tuesday, 17
November".

The decision about the length of the sessional period
has not been made by Parliament or the opposition
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but by the government which intends to ram
legislation through with unrivalled haste.
In this session Bill after Bill has required amendment
because of the government's haste in ramming them
through Parliament. It has attempted to ram through
three Bills concerning government conditions; but it
found that two required amendment. It is ramming
through its industrial relations legislation and, so far
as I am aware, the number of amendments to that
Bill totals more than 100.
The SPEAKER - Order! On the question of time
on this Bill.
Mr ROPER - While it is a small Bill, the size of
this legislation is similar to others that have required
amendment. It is not the normal practice of this
place to examine and pass legislation within
24 hours of its introduction. The custom and practice
in this House has been that debate on new
legislation has been adjourned for two weeks after
its introduction so the effects can be properly
considered; two weeks would be more appropriate.
The usual practice in the previous Parliament was
that the opposition asked for and was granted two
weeks adjournment on even comparatively minor
Bills - certainly on less important Bills than the one
now before the House. Then, if additional time were
required, generally speaking - at least while I was
Leader of the House - those requests were met. A
fortnight adjournment was generally applied to Bills
of this size.
I shall not canvass the issues in the Bill. I refer to the
amount of consultation and information the public
will require about the Bill, yet the Minister proposes
it should be adjourned for only 24 hours. So far as I
am aware, he has not circulated the Bill to the
various groups with ongoing interests in
education - namely, the teacher unions, parents,
headmasters, the Catholic Education Office and
other associations.
Until now the Minister has not released the Bill; even
more importantly, he has not publicised certain
legislative provisions mentioned in his
second-reading speech. Before the Bill is debated the
Minister should explain why the State Board of
Education is being abolished. The Minister has not
been specific in his second-reading speech. For
example, he should explain which functions are to
be taken over by the Board of Studies under
legislation that he is not prepared to introduce until
next year. The Minister should explain to the
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education community what savings will be absorbed
by future consultative measures. The government is
introducing a Bill that will be passed in less than 24
hours without explanation to either the House or the
broader education community. It is virtually
impossible for the opposition spokesman on
education to undertake any consultative process. He
will have to say to education officers and parent
associations tomorrow,'1 now have copies of the
Bill and would like your comments but, sorry, it has
already been rammed through the Legislative
Assembly".
The Minister spoke about savings of $268 000 - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is canvassing parts of the Bill; he should
confine his remarks to the question of time.
Mr ROPER - The Minister said that the reason
for the urgency was to save money - they are false
savings. The Minister has not provided an estimate
of how much of those savings will be absorbed by
other consultative measures and, presumably, will
not provide that information until the autumn
sessional period.
No time is provided for adequate consideration of
legislation that will make significant changes not
only in education but·elsewhere. The government
had to agree to a major amendment after
introducing the Bill in another place.
The Minister is not prepared to give the community
time to consider the legislation. It is bad enough that
Parliament is not given the time, but it is worse that
outside groups are denied time to consider it. As I
said, under normal circumstances the community is
given two weeks to consider a Bill. That is what the
opposition provided when in government.
I believe my amendment to provide for the
adjournment of the debate until next Tuesday is
reasonable. The opposition is prepared to sit the
extra week to deal adequately with legislation rather
than having it rammed hastily through Parliament.
The SPEAKER - Order! I believe the honourable
member said the amendment was to adjourn the
debate until the autumn sittings?
Mr ROPER - No, Mr Speaker - until next
Tuesday. There may well be a case to hold the Bill
over until the autumn sessional period. That would
give adequate time for consideration of the Bill, as
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well as the other legislation that has been rammed
through this place.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is unfair of the
honourable member for Coburg to feed from the
comments of the Chair.
Mr ROPER - The opposition would be happy to
return next Tuesday to debate this measure and
other legislation. If I thought there was any prospect
of the government allowing for a sensible spring
sessional period, I would have moved an
amendment for adjournment until a later The week
proposed is inadequate. I have moved my
amendment because the government is not seriously
contemplating an adequate spring sessional period.
Acceptance of my amendment would at least allow
for some community comment and sensible debate
on the Significant proposed changes to educational
administration.
Dr COG HILL (Werribee) - It is important that
an opportunity be given to find out the reasoning
behind the timing of this Bill and the manner in
which the Minister intends to proceed. The
legislation which established the State Board of
Education was not a creation of the previous
government; it was legislation to which he agreed on
15 June 1982 when he was a member of the other
place.
The SPEAKER - Order! the honourable member
on the question of time.
Dr COG HILL - It is important to examine why
the board was established and the implications of its
abolition. That will take some time; a week is less
than desirable. It is important that the origins of the
board be examined. One should look back to the
White Paper produced by the then Minister of
Education, Mr Hunt, before the change of
government in 1982. It will take some time to go
through the process of finding out why the board
was established, the functions it served and the
reasons why the Minister and others supported its
establishment in 1983.
It defies understanding why the Minister is not
seeking the simultaneous repeal of the legislation
and the establishment of the new body
foreshadowed in the second-reading speech. If I had
a week I may be able to determine the reason for the
hiatus between the abolition of one body and the
creation of a new one. I suspect that is lost on the
education community. I believe members of the
education community, school councillors, principals
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and staff in Werribee will want to know the
implications of the abolition of the board and the
establishment of the new body.
There is no indication of that in the Minister's
second-reading speech; we will have to make our
own inquiries, which will take more time than
between now and tomorrow. It is already obvious
that members will have difficulty, as with other
legislation, in preparing themselves for debate
tomorrow. Given that all Public Service offices will
be closed by now it will take some time to make the
necessary inquiries about the motivation behind the
Minister's actions.
If honourable members are lucky a copy of former

Minister Hunt's White Paper may be in the
Parliamentary Library, and that may assist them in
ascertaining the reasons for the establishment of the
State Board of Education which the government
now proposes to abolish. I have no doubt more
information is available to honourable members if
only they had the time to obtain it. It is ridiculous
that the time being allowed for debate is between the
opening of Public Service offices in a few hours time
and 10.00 a.m. tomorrow when the House will
resume sitting. The Minister for Education would
not have accepted that as reasonable in 1983 when
he was asked to consider the original legislation as a
member of the other place.
I find it difficult to understand how the Minister can
pOSSibly believe reasonable time for debate is being
allowed. It is certainly not the amount of time that
would be acceptable in private enterprise, which is
the model the government puts forward for itself,
and, indeed, it is not the model that company
executives - the Minister's previous incarnationwould find acceptable.
It is reasonable and fair that the government allow
an adjournment of at least one week if it is not
prepared to allow the customary two weeks. I
support the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Coburg.

House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

Ayes, 59
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
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Davis, Mr
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Doyle, Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
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Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner, Mc
Wade, Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Garhutt, Mrs
tla~rmeyer,

Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Teller)

Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sand on, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mc
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Or
Wilson, Mrs
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government can give the opposition an assurance
that that will not happen - The SPEAKER -Order! What is the point of
order?
Mr KENNAN - Mr Speaker, I ask you to confer
with party Leaders between now and 8 o'clock to
ensure that the processes of this House are not
further abused. I also ask you to consider the power
you have to suspend the sitting of Parliament for a
short time to ensure - Mr Gude interjected.
Mr KENNAN - The Minister does not deny that
the government intends to move some
100 amendments to the Bill - the amendments have
not yet been tabled - and to push the Bill through
both Houses in the dead of night.
Given all of the powers and responsibilities vested
in you, Mr Speaker, I ask you to take all possible
steps to see that when the Bill is returned to this
House honourable members are given adequate
time to consider the amendments agreed to in the
other place -which, I repeat, have not yet been
tabled.
Given your considerable authority, a number of
options are open to you. It is within your power to
confer with the Premier and Ministers and the
Lea~er of the Opposition and shadow Ministers
about the procedures to be followed in this place. It
is also clear - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation. I am finding it difficult to hear
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until next
day.
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Further to the
point of order I raised about the Employee Relations
Bill before question time today, Mr Speaker, I
understand that, although debate on the Bill has
commenced in the Upper House, the 100 or so
amendments proposed by the government are still
to be tabled. The opposition understands that the
amendments may be dealt with in the dead of night
and that the government intends to have the Bill
passed by both Houses before dawn. Unless the

Mr KENNAN - You are the person, Mr Speaker,
who is accountable to the community for the
running of the House. My point of order is that the
House has not had anything like the time it needs to
adequately deal with the legislation.
I understand that from 8 o'clock tonight until
1 o'clock tomorrow morning the House will be
debating the Accident Compensation (WorkCover)
Bill. As a result it will not be possible for those
honourable members who are interested in the
Employee Relations Bill to watch proceedings in the
Upper House and to examine the amendments the
government proposes. In other words, while the
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House is tied up debating the WorkCover Bill, in the
other place the government will move
100 amendments to the Employee Relations Bill,
which stirred between 150 000 and 200 000
Victorians to take to the streets of Melbourne in
protest.

1992 as if the proposed Superannuation (Public
Sector) Act formed part of that Act.

It is clear from television news reports and debates
in Federal Parliament that the proceedings of the
Victorian Parliament are now the focus of national
attention. That being so, Mr Speaker, I put it to you
that you must bring a heightened sense of
responsibility to your consideration of the powers
you may exercise as Speaker - including the
suspension of the sitting when the Bill is returned to
the House from the other place to enable members
of the opposition to give proper consideration to the
amendments.

It also allows for selected provisions of the proposed
Act to be applied by Order in Council to other
statutory superannuation schemes established for
employees of public authorities in respect of
executive officers.

I ask you to consider this matter because it is clear
that the proceedings of this Parliament and the
reputation of this House are increasingly under
threat.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNAN - The feelings of the 150000 to
200 000 people who demonstrated today have barely
touched the sides!
The SPEAKER - Order! I have listened carefully
to the points raised by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. I shall read Hansard to obtain a fair copy
of what he has said, and I will give him an answer
later.

SUPERANNUATION (PUBLIC SECTOR)
BILL
Second reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:

The Bill amends the State Superannuation Act 1988,
the Transport Superannuation Act 1988 and the
State Employees Retirement Benefits Act 1979.

The statutory superannuation schemes do not
provide the fleXibility sought by people who are not
currently members of those schemes and who are
recruited as executives under contract. Accordingly,
the Bill provides that these executives are not to be
members of the statutory schemes. They will be able
to join private sector superannuation funds of their
choice to which the employer contributions to
superannuation provided in their remuneration
packages will be paid. Commonwealth legislation
requires a minimum level of superannuation
contribution by the employer, but the actual level of
cover is, within reasonable limits, a matter for the
executive concerned.
The Bill also provides flexibility for public sector
executives who are currently members of statutory
schemes to arrange their superannuation in ways
which suit their altered terms and conditions of
employment and to change these arrangements
during a contract period. They may elect to continue
their current arrangements while on contract or elect
to freeze their current entitlement in those schemes
and move to a private sector scheme which may
better suit their needs in the same way as a newly
appointed executive. In that case, the frozen
entitlement is preserved under the Commonwealth
occupational superannuation standards and
becomes payable on death, disability or genuine
retirement after age 55 years.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill provides choice and flexibility in
superannuation arrangements for executive officers
employed under contracts.
The Bill complements the Public Sector Management
Bill 1992 introduced into Parliament last week and
addresses superannuation aspects of the contract
employment of public sector executives. Part 2 of the
Bill - ''Executive Officers Under Contract Superannuation Provisions" - must be read as one
with the proposed Public Sector Management Act

The superable salary of an executive on contract
who remains a member of a statutory
superannuation scheme will in general be limited to
an amount not in excess of 70 per cent of his or her
total remuneration package. In cases where an
executive's superable salary prior to entering into a
contract exceeds 7 per cent of his or her
remuneration, the executive will have the option of
continuing to contribute at the higher amount.
For the purpose of superannuation benefits under
specified statutory schemes, the Bill provides that if
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dn executive terminates his or her contract or, on the
expiration of a contract declines to enter into a new
contract which contains terms and conditions no less
favourable to those of the old contract, a
superannuation resignation benefit is payable.
On the other hand, where a contract is terminated by
the employer or where the employer declines to
renew an executive officer's contract or offers a
contract on terms and conditions less favourable
than those previously provided, a superannuation
retrenchment benefit is payable.
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As has been said before, it is the custom and practice
of this Parliament, as for Westminster Parliaments
generally, that a minimum of two weeks
adjoumment be offered, especially when the Bill is
of a complex nature and has wide-ranging
ramifications for the people it will affect. That time
has always been made available. The opposition can
point to myriad examples of further time being
made available for debate on Bills of social and
economic complexity. I recall that when in
opposition members of the government were
renowned for raising the issue of time beyond the
automatic granting of two weeks.

In the statutory schemes referred to explicitly in the

Bill, the boards administering the schemes have
been responsible for determining whether or not a
person's cessation of employment constitutes a
retrenchment.
The government's view is that this matter should be
decided by the employer and the Bill, therefore,
amends those Acts accordingly.
This Bill is an important complement to the Public
Sector Management Bill which is itself a key
component of the government's program of public
sector reform.
1 commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjoumed on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday, 12
November.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - As an amendment to
the Minister's motion, 1 move:
That the words ''Thursday, 12 November" be omitted
with a view of inserting in place thereof the expression
''Thursday, 26 November".

In speaking to the question of time and the
amendment, I point out that this is yet another in the
series of outrages that we have been subjected to
over the past two weeks. This particular Bill
compounds the outrage. The opposition and the
community are not being given adequate time to
deal with broad, sweeping and radical legislation,
the like of which we have not seen in this Parliament
for about 30 years.

This is a complex Bill. It has only just been put
before the opposition and the community, and the
proposal is that we will have no time beyond
Thursday to consider it. As has been indicated
several times by the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition during debate on the question of time,
the nature of the other complex and radical Bills that
have been introduced this session is such that many
of them are still awaiting debate, and there are
requirements upon the time of all members of the
House to help the community understand those
complex, radical and far-reaching pieces of
legislation. There is also the question of having to
spend time debating the Bills within the Parliament
itself.
From my logical perspective it is impossible to
suggest that even expert advisers, let alone members
of the broader community, could understand the
proposals in the Bill in such a short time. I have had
no opportunity to examine the Bill in detail or even
to give it a cursory glance. I am well aware that I am
not permitted to canvass the details when speaking
on the question of time, but, given that I can indicate
some ignorance - The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the
honourable member that ignorance is no excuse.
Mr BAKER -No, Mr Speaker, but it is not a bad
plea in this case. I plead an absence of knowledge or
an absence of clear understanding of the detail of the
Bill because 1 have not been given time, nor have my
colleagues or the broader community.
When dealing with Bills that affect people's
emoluments, lifestyles, pensions, savings, lives after
work and security during their employment, it is
important that Parliament seeks advice from
outside, especially about complex mathematical
equations and propositions that will add a
Significant burden to the taxpayer.
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Honourable members are aware of the comments
made in the Nicholls report about the debt burden
represented by the State Superannuation Fund.
Because of that and because of the mass, substance,
weight, bulk and Significance of the level of debt
proposed and the emerging cost-basis of funding,
we need time. The signs are that the debt is blowing
out Significantly, so rash or rapid decisions about the
way in which even a small component of that is to
be dealt with should not be made. I gather the Bill
refers exclusively to the executive service, although
it is hard at this short notice to be sure that it does
not have ramifications for employees in the lower
echelons of the Public Service as was the case with a
similar Bill in New South Wales.

is proposed here to ensure that we avoid chaos,
confusion, heartache, dislocation, dysfunction and
adverse consequences for the day-by-day
administration of government.

Time is needed to seek sophisticated and gifted
actuarial advice from outside about the financial
consequences of the Bill. Time is also needed to
consult with the State Superannuation Board and
any other boards that may be involved. Although
not alluded to in the Bill from my cursory reading,
there may be ramifications for senior members of the
Police Force, who are concerned about proposed
arrangements in other legislative measures that
change their status and may have consequential
effects upon their retirement and superannuation
benefits.

It stands to reason that more time is needed to make

For those reasons we need more time than a couple
of overnighters. We already know, as the Minister
knows, that it is impractical to suggest that we will
have sufficient time in two overnighters to organise
the meetings, discussions and rigorous analytical
work necessary to understand the concepts and
detail of this complex issue.
I suggest there are further reasons at a national level
why we need time to consider the consequences and
detail of the Bill. We know that from the New South
Wales experience, which involved a more
wide-ranging and catch-all legislative proposition
for the Senior Executive Service than is proposed
here. However, some serious glitches associated
with changes in New South Wales may also apply to
this Bill. They are problems that need time-The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is going far beyond the question of time. He
cannot canvass a range of issues unless he relates
them to time. He has lost the plot and I ask him to
come back to the question of time.
Mr BAKER - We do need time, Mr Speaker, to
find out precisely what occurred in New South
Wales and whether there is a correlation with what

Reports are that grave problems arose in New South
Wales when changes were made. We may need to
make a quick trip to New South Wales to consult
with the people involved. Recent changes proposed
by the Federal Treasurer will also need to be
considered because this proposal may have a
bearing on how this Bill fits in with those changes.
Checking one against the other may involve a trip to
Canberra, although I would not wish that on
anybody in a hurry.
trips and seek consultation. No more than one
further sitting week is proposed by the government,
and in that time it would be impossible for us to
undertake the journeys that are needed for
consultation. We should all share a strong sense of
alarm about that. If I am advised correctly, we also
need time to consider some delicate legal issues. For
instance, ambit provisions cut across State
boundaries of superannuation. The Minister and his
department could find that by producing a Bill on
such an ad hoc or, dare I say, speedy basis, they will
wind up in the High Court facing considerable
litigation costs as well as time and delay in
implementing the Bill.
The opposition is happy for the sitting to continue
for another two weeks in the interests of the true
democratic process and to provide time to allow
proper consideration of such a complex Bill. We are
not in any hurry to leave this place. We have had a
lot of friends outside today - The SPEAKER - Order! On the question of time.
Mr BAKER - On the question of time,
Mr Speaker, they were there for a significant period
of time. I beg your pardon, Mr Speaker, that was
cheeky.
To a man and a woman the opposition is prepared
to spend as much time as is necessary in this place
over the next several weeks to ensure that measures
of this kind and other radical measures that have
been introduced in the past two weeks are dealt
with with the respect that is required. In the end, it
reflects on all honourable members. Dare I say with
respect, Mr Speaker, it also reflects on you in your
position.
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It reflects on all honourable members if they are not
seen to be considering at proper length, with due
process, with appropriate rigour, after consultation
and backed up by expert advice, legislation that has
ramifications on the scale this Bill proposes.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I support the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Sunshine because the Superannuation (Public
Sector) Bill cannot be dealt with in less than
36 hours. The Bill has an explanatory memorandum
that runs for 4 pages and the Bill is 15 pages in
length. It involves entitlements that are very basic to
people in our society, namely their after-work and
future incomes, not only for themselves but also
their spouses and families.

It involves far-reaching changes for executive
officers under contract and will have far-reaching
effects on the Transport Superannuation Act and the
State Employees Retirement Benefits Act.

The Bill and the issue of superannuation are
complicated. This Parliament is best advised on
those matters if it has the opportunity to consult
with people outside who are expert in
superannuation. Even though some members
purport to be expert in superannuation, particularly
in the operation of Parliamentary superannuation, I
am certainly aware from my period as chairman of
the fund that any proposed change in
superannuation legislation must be carefully
considered because it can have a deleterious effect
on the people covered by it. Indeed, nothing
requires more careful consideration than changes to
superannuation laws.
The government is proposing to bring in legislation
at 6 o'clock on Tuesday night and have the debate
resumed at 10 o'clock on Thursday morning. The
possibility of getting expert outside advice on this
legislation in one day -a Wednesday -is very
difficult. The people who are expert in
superannuation - actuaries, for instance - are not,
despite the government's view on the matter, at the
beck and call of members of this place or, indeed,
anyone else. It would be extremely difficult for
members who wish to examine this legislation to
obtain outside advice in that time. It would be
reasonable for the opposition to have an opportunity
to get detailed briefings from the superannuation
board mentioned in the legislation.
Given that the House is meeting tomorrow, that
information will be very difficult to obtain, as it
certainly would be difficult for the honourable
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member for Sunshine to have the time required to
seek and receive those briefings on the Bill. That is
no reflection on the honourable member for
Sunshine but it is a reflection on the government for
heaping all the other Bills that it has heaped on the
honourable member for Sunshine in the past
seven days.
It is unreasonable to ask any member to respond to
the legislation in such a short time and it is equally
irresponsible of the government to ask the
opposition to respond to the legislation in that time.

No opportunity is available for the Parliamentary
Labor Party to have this Bill considered by either the
shadow Cabinet or caucus. Those bodies do not
meet until next week and, in the normal course of
events, this Bill would not be reported to them until
then.
I remind the government that it is the custom and
practice of this place for debate on Bills to be
adjourned for two weeks. If Bills are complicated the
debate can be adjourned, by agreement, for an
additional time. When I was Leader of the House
some Bills were adjourned for a whole session
because the National Party or the Liberal Party or
both had not completed their consultations. The
opposition has been asked to consider this Bill not in
2 or 3 weeks but 36 hours - effectively only one
working day.
If I were to ask an actuary to comment on this

legislation he or she would want to consider this Bill
for more than a day before prOViding detailed
advice. The opposition will not have that
opportunity. It is the government's decision to have
only a three-week session.
The Parliament met six weeks after the 1988 election
and dealt with a range of legislation, and although
none was as wide-ranging as some of the legislation
this House is considering in this three-week sitting,
adequate time was certainly allowed for
consideration of Significant legislation. The then
government did not use the election as an excuse to
ram through Bills without anyone being able to see
them, which is what the present government is
doing with this Bill.
The opposition is prepared to come back next week
and the week after that. If the government wants to
have a week's break - so that this will be a
three-week period - then come back for two weeks,
the opposition will be more than happy to
accommodate it. The Parliament should be
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accommodated with that kind of program so that
legislation is not rushed through this place, causing
community outrage.
The government should agree to the amendment
because it would either enable the government to
put off the consideration of this Bill until next
session, if it is not prepared to come back in two
weeks, or enable the Parliamentary program to
operate better with a reasonable degree of time
being allowed for this place and the Legislative
Council to consider not only this Bill but also the rest
of the legislative program.

Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
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Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
The amendment moved by the honourable member
for Sunshine is reasonable. I ask the government to
consider it and extend the session for the
consideration of not only this Bill but also the other
Bills it has introduced in the last week and those it
intends to introduce between now and midnight
tonight.
It makes an absolute farce of this place if a
complicated Bill such as this is expected to be
seriously considered and determined within 36
hours of its introduction. It will ineVitably result in
amendments being introduced in future sessions of
Parliament to fix the errors that this Minister and the
government have made as a result of trying to ram
the Bill through.

Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - I move:

Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill,Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Teller)

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Or
Wilson, Mrs

Motion agreed to.
House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

That the question be now put.

Ayes, 60
House divided on Mr Steggall's motion.

Ayes, 60
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr l.w.

Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara,Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, MrI.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
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Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
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Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr (Teller)
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes,27
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Tellu)

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 12 November.
Sitting suspended 6.38 p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
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It is widely recognised that vertically integrated,

monopolistic entities may use resources inefficiently,
and as a consequence outdated work practices
become entrenched.
The end result of this is an increased final cost to all
consumers, be they commercial, domestic or
industrial, and distorted market signals in the
economy as a whole.
The competitiveness of our manufacturing
industries and our ability to create new and
sustainable employment opportunities depends to a
large extent on the existence of efficient and effective
basic service industries.
Already in the electricity sector competitive
pressures are emerging through the development of
the national electricity grid. With excess interstate
capacity existing along the eastern coast it is
essential that Victoria's electricity industry be able to
compete in the emerging national market.
Since the Industry Commission has identified
Victoria as having the highest electricity distribution
costs of all the eastern States, there is some urgency
with the required reforms.
Efficiency improvements will be achieved by a
variety of means. In time the government will
announce details of its plans in respect of each
industry sector. These will include the unbundling
of existing entities where it is determined to be
appropriate, and the sale of assets which are no
longer required to be held in government hands.

Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This significant piece of legislation signals the
government's intentions in the area of State-owned
enterprises.
The government intends to undertake a major
corporatisation and privatisation program to
increase the efficiency of public utilities, achieve
effective and sustainable competition, empower
consumers and assist in the reduction of State debt.
Successive reports of Federal governments,
Parliamentary committees and the Industry
Commission have called for substantial industry
restructuring and reform of public utilities.

The appropriate environment for a competitive
market will be created by the removal of monopoly
rights wherever practicable and effective in terms of
public benefit. In some cases privatisation will
follow where the entity is in a form conducive to
regulation by corporations law and a competitive
market exists or there are other appropriate industry
safeguards.
A priority task is to commercialise the provision of
services. This will necessitate both changes to
industry structure and the way individual
government enterprises operate. Reorganisation will
allow the advantages of contracting out to be readily
achieved, and also establish the basis to privatise
relevant operations where public benefit will follow.
The process of corporatising and privatising will
involve the government examining each market,
organisation and industry structure to determine the
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appropriate means to introduce a more competitive
environment. A detailed privatisation program will
be developed and implemented over the next four
years.

restructuring process. The legislation then provides
for the transfer to the reconstituted bodies of
appropriate property, liabilities or undertakings
relevant to the enterprise concerned.

The government will also be developing an
appropriate regulatory environment for each
industry sector to ensure that benefits are passed on
to consumers and that the government's substantial
investment in these areas is safeguarded.

By adopting a corporation model of organisation,
the government aims to secure increased
accountability and efficiency for the enterprises
concerned and to enable better comparison of the
performance of each organisation with that of
similar organisations in both the public and private
sectors.

The object of the State Owned Enterprises Act is to
provide an umbrella framework for the
reorganisation of specified businesses conducted by
the State in accordance with a modem corporation
model, while still retaining strong accountability to
the government. The Act can be applied to existing
or new entities. In some cases the framework will
allow corporate restructuring as a step to partial or
full privatisation.
The Bill provides that the principal objective of each
State-owned enterprise is to perform its functions for
the public benefit by:
(a) operating its business or pursuing its
undertaking as efficiently as possible
consistent with prudent commercial practice;
and
(b) maximising its COI1 tribution to the economy

and well being of the State.
Under this Bill the government will be able to
replace existing management structures with
commercial boards capable of bringing about the
immediate necessary cultural change in their
operations.
The Bill establishes the necess.uy powers to achieve
the restructuring that will be required. This may
involve the transfer of regulatory functions to a
government department or other agency initially
and the direct provision of funding for community
service obligations and other non-commercial
functions from the Consolidated Fund.
As part of reorganisation, an enterprise may be split
into several distinct legal entities. The new entities
so created may be established as either new
statutory corporations known as State business
corporations or State-owned companies by
incorporation under the Corporations Law.
The Bill makes provision for the establishment of a
further entity known as a State body which will be
created by order of the Governor in Council. These
options allow for greater flexibility in the

Once existing entities have been reformed, the Bill
makes provision for ongoing accountability
arrangements which vary according to whether the
entity is a State-owned company or State business
corporation.
STATE BUSINESS CORPORATIONS
A State business corporation has a board of directors
whose powers and functions are delineated in the
State Owned Enterprises (SOE) Act. The conduct
and duties of the directors will be governed by
principles directly analogous to those which apply
to companies incorporated under the Corporations
Law.
In addition, accountability to the State as owner will
be provided through a corporate plan approved by
the Treasurer and relevant portfolio Minister, as well
as provision for performance of community service
obligations and other non-commercial activities as
required by the government. A State business
corpora tion will also be subject to financial and
accountability mechanisms Specified in the SOE Act
relating to the amount of dividend and provision of
financial statements and corporate planning
documents.
The SOE Act imposes a levy on all new borrowings
of State business corporations to reflect the existence
of explicit and implicit guarantees. These provisions
will impose a greater commercial discipline on the
borrowing decisions of the enterprises.
State business corporations will no longer be subject
to the Public Authorities (Dividends) Act but will
continue to be covered by the Borrowing and
Investment Powers Act.
STATE-OWNED COMPANIFS
Where appropriate, the government will establish
enterprises under the Corporations Law, and the
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primary rules applicable to companies in the private
sector will apply. This may involve converting an
existing public authority to a company by adopting
a constitution in the form prescribed by the
Corporations Law and directing it then to apply for
registration as a company under the procedures
provided by the Corporations Law.
An alternative method of placing a State
undertaking within the Corporations Law regime
will be to incorporate a new company. The SOE Act
provides the general machinery by which State
assets may be transferred to a company so
established.
The SOE Act makes provisions as to the capital
structure to be adopted and the terms of the
memorandum and articles of association which will
be entrenched while the corporation remains
publicly owned.
These entrenched provisions will include many of
the financial and accountability mechanisms
applicable to State business corporations to provide
a standard framework across all State-owned
enterprises. The entrenched provisions will include
authorisation of dividends by the government, limits
on financial accommodation and controls on liability
management.
OTHER PROVISIONS
Companies that are established under the
Corporations Law are subject to the regulatory
authority of the Australian Securities Commission,
which may conduct investigations of their affairs
where appropriate. The government considers that
similar provisions for investigation of statutory
corporations should be available to the government
in order to ensure full accountability and to aid in
planning and preparation for restructuring.
Accordingly the SOE Act provides for the
appointment of a special investigator to investigate
affairs of statutory corporations other than
companies.
The public benefit objects of an SOE will ensure the
continuation of the present exemption from
Commonwealth taxes. Accordingly, the SOE may be
required to make payment to the Treasurer of tax
equivalents. In this way, SOEs will have no special
advantage over the private sector by virtue of tax
exemption.
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LIMITATION OF JURISDICTION OF SUPREME
COURT
I make the following statement under section 85(5)
of the Constitution Act 1975 of reasons why the Bill
alters or varies that section.
Clause 91 of the Bill provides that it is intended to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975
to the extent necessary to prevent the bringing
before the Supreme Court of an action of a kind
referred to in section 80.
Clause 80 provides immunity from civil or criminal
liability for a special investigator or person acting
under the authority of a special investigator for an
act done in good faith in the exercise or purported
exercise of a power under Part 6. It further provides
immunity from civil or criminal liability for
anything done by a person in good faith in
compliance with a requirement of a special
investigator or person acting under the authority of
a special investigator.
The reason for limiting the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court in this way is to enable
investigations under Part 6 to be undertaken with
the reasonable protection, generally afforded to
investigations of this kind, that persons acting in the
investigation not be subject to civil or criminal
liability for things done in the course of the
investigation in good faith and under the authority
of the Act.
In due course the government will outline its
detailed program for reform of government business
enterprises and provide details of its initiatives in
each industry sector.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THOMSON
(Pascoe Vale),
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday,
12 November.

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - I move:
That the expression ''Thursday, 12 November" be
omitted with a view of inserting in place thereof the
expression "Thursday, 26 November".
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In his second-reading speech the Treasurer describes

the Bill as significant, saying that the government
intends to undertake a major corporatisation and
privatisation program. The changes outlined are
certainly significant. By any yardstick they represent
the most dramatic changes to State-owned
enterprises for many years. For that reason it is
simply not appropriate to allow this House until
only Thursday next to consider the legislation.
We have seen many examples of the confusion
caused by the government's rushing through
legislation, which has done a great deal of damage
to the fabric of this State.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member, on the question of time.
Mr THOMSON - Parliament needs more time
to consider the Bill; and the community needs more
time to understand how the Bill will affect them.
Members of the community will all be affected in
one way or another, given the changes proposed to
electricity, gas, water and other services.
Nothing in either the Treasurer's second-reading
speech or the Bill sets out the consequences of those
changes; and it is difficult for government agencies
to find out whether they will be included in the Bill.
As I said, by any yardstick this Bill will have
far-reaching consequences and will affect the lives of
all Victorians.
It is also important that the Bill does not lead to the

sort of confusion that the Premier admitted during
question time was the reason for today's massive
rally in the city. It is important that all Victorians are
given sufficient time to understand the
consequences of the Bill.
It is difficult to imagine that honourable members,

whether members of the opposition or members of
the government, will have sufficient opportunity to
scrutinise this Bill given that they are expected to
scrutinise and deliberate on a great many other Bills
during the remainder of the week.
The Treasurer has not made a case for adjourning
debate on the Bill until only Thursday. In his
second-reading speech he says:
In due course the government will outline its detailed

program for reform of government business enterprises
and provide details of its initiatives in each industry
sector.
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Given that the government is saying it will come up
with plans for those enterprises in due course, it
seems extraordinary that it should be saying that
debate on the Bill cannot be postponed for the
customary two weeks. It is difficult to know what
impact the legislation will have if it is passed
immediately in the absence of any of the detailed
programs for reform of government business
enterprises referred to in the second-reading speech.
There seems to be no case for the urgency of the
legisla tion.
Corporatisation has been the subject of lengthy
consideration by the Public Bodies Review
Committee, and the committee should be able to
finish its work. Already we have seen the problems
that can result from legislation that is rushed
through with the bull-in-a-china-shop mentality the
government has displayed over the past few weeks.
As a result of hasty and ill-considered drafting a
number of Bills - the Parliamentary Salaries and
Superannuation (Further Amendment) Bill, the
Accident Compensation (WorkCover) Bill and the
Employee Relations Bill - have been returned to
this House for further consideration. If we were
given more time to debate and consider this Bill, any
necessary amendment or unfortunate flaws could be
dealt with in a mature way and we could avoid the
anguish and problems that are caused when Bills
with flaws are passed by the House.
I submit that two weeks is the customary period for
adjournments of debate, and I refer to some of the
precedents set in this House in relation to the
consideration of Bills. In looking at the practice of
the House I went back to the Hansard of 1989. There
is no special magic about that year, but it was one of
the 10 years when the now government was in
opposition. I refer to the debate on the Prices Bill on
23 March 1989. The then Minister for Prices,
Mr Spyker, moved that the debate be adjourned for
a fortnight until Thursday, 6 April. The then
honourable member for Malvern, Mr Leigh, said
that the proposed legislation was Significant - the
same word as was used by the now Treasurer in the
second-reading speech of this Bill - and that a
two-week adjournment was insufficient for the
opposition to consult with the business community
and price action groups. He said the Bill raised
constitutional issues and for that reason debate
should be postponed for longer than two weeks. He
went on to say that the Minister should agree to a
four-week adjournment rather than a two-week
adjournment. He was supported by the then
honourable member for Dromana, Dr Wells, who is
reported as saying:
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The question of having a two-week adjournment for
debate on any Bill, other than some narrow Bill, is
offensive to this House. If the tradition of the House
means anything, honourable members should consult
widely in the community. It does not matter a jot who
is in government or in opposition; a two-week
adjournment for a Bill is inadequate and is quite
ridiculous.
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legislative program demands that Parliament rise at
the end of the week; it should say that we need
appropriate time to give the measure proper
considera tion.
On the Constitution (Supreme Court) Bill the
honourable member for Gippsland West, who is
now the Minister for Public Transport, is reported as
saying:

If Parliament is to do its job efficiently, then let it do it.
If Parliament is only a place where one plays games,

that should be acknowledged.
I take exception to having a two-week adjournment of
the debate on the Bill.

This opposition does not take exception to a
two-week adjournment on this Bill. That is what we
seek. Lest it be thought that the former honourable
members for Malvern and Dromana, who lost
preselection - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member, on the question of time.
Mr THOMSON - On the question of time, I
wish to refer to other pieces of legislation introduced
in this House in 1989 as a guide to what the House
should do now and why it should support my
amendment. The honourable member for Kew, who
is now the Attorney-General, spoke on the Caravan
Parks and Movable Dwellings Bill after the former
Attorney-General moved that the debate be
adjourned for two weeks and is reported as saying:
On the question of time, Mr Speaker, two weeks is a
completely unacceptable period of adjournment for the
Bill, which makes changes to provisions affecting estate
agents and people who wish to enter that profession. It
also contains detailed financial provisions about the
trust accounts held by estate agents.
Parliament is not about rushing through proposed
legislation on the basis of the government's legislative
program, but rather the proper consideration and
debate of measures that come before it.

That is a reasonable comment. Parliament should
not be about rushing through legislation on the basis
of the government's legislative program. In case
there is any doubt I make it clear that the opposition
stands ready to return if it is decided that Parliament
will sit next week or the week after to ensure that the
Bill is accorded proper consideration and debate.
The government should not say we can have only
until Thursday to debate the Bill because its

On the question of time, it is well known and
understood that the opposition always requests a
Minister to adjourn debate on Bills for two weeks.

Two weeks was the custom and practice of this
House, and I can point to a number of other
examples when the customary adjournment of two
weeks was provided by the former government and
when the opposition spokesmen expressed the view
that two weeks may well not be long enough. On the
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) Bill on 20 April 1989
the honourable member for Berwick, who is now the
Minister for Planning, indicated that the Bill
required an adjournment of more than two weeks.
He referred to the need for additional time because
of the number of land reservations referred to in the
Bill and asked for appropriate briefings. He received
an undertaking from the then Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands that not only
would the two-week adjournment be provided but
also that she would grant further time if required
and be happy to provide the briefings as requested.
A similar outcome occurred in 1989 in relation to the
Dangerous Goods (Amendment) Bill and the
Occupational Health and Safety (Amendment) Bill.
The honourable member for Hawthorn, who is now
the Leader of the House, indicated that two weeks
may not be an adequate period to consider the Bills,
that appropriate briefings were required and that if
the opposition required further time, the Minister
should grant it.
On those occasions the Minister agreed to grant
additional time and the Bills were debated, not two
weeks later, but some time later again. If that
required an extension beyond the session, into the
next session, that was the way it went. The
government cannot have it both ways. It must have
either a longer sitting period this session or, better
still, get its proposed legislation right and submit it
to Parliament in the autumn session.
Evidence elsewhere suggests that if these measures
are rushed into too hastily mistakes will be made. I
have referred to the mistakes and flaws that have
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been found in a number of Bills that have already
come before this House.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is becoming repetitive.
Mr THOMSON - On the question of time,
Mr Speaker, the example of other Parliaments has
shown that if we proceed too hastily with a Bill such
as this mistakes will be made. In the United
Kingdom privatisation legislation proceeded with
haste and little community input. The Bill was
guillotined by Parliament. Inadequate time was
invested in valuing public assets prior to privatising
and listing on the stock exchange. As a result the
value of the shares leapfrogged overnight and the
end result was a fire sale at bargain basement prices.
The government effectively donated approximately
$1.5 million to assist new privatised companies with
their capital investment program. It is important that
we do not make the errors that have been made in
other places and that we give due consideration to
these issues.
On the question of time it is necessary to ensure the
Bill meets the objectives the government set out
prior to the election: pricing constraints, surveillance
by an independent authority, performance measures
set by government and ensuring that employees are
not deprived of their rights.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, depriving individuals of their rights
does not relate to the question of time. In the few
minutes that I listened to the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale he repeated himself continually. Once
again the opposition is attempting to frustrate this
House by discussing time. The honourable member
has been speaking for 16 or 17 minutes and he seems
to be saying the same things over and over again. If
the honourable member had any interest in this
place he would sit down and allow debate on the
Bill.
It seems that if opposition members mention "time"
enough times in their speeches they think they are
talking on the question of time. The honourable
member is not talking about time; he is talking about
the various things he thinks are important. I ask you
to rule him out of order so that we can get on with
debating the Bill.

The SPEAKER - Order! On the point of order,
the Chair has already cautioned the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale for repetition and when
that warning was given the honourable member did
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change his tack. It is not for the Chair to decide
whether the opposition is frustrating the
government or vice versa; the Chair's role is to
ensure that Standing Orders are being upheld. At
this point I believe they are.
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - I assure the
honourable member for Mordialloc that the
opposition does have an interest in this place and
that is precisely why we want time to debate the Bill.
We are prepared to continue the sitting. We do not
want to flee this place, as the government wants to
do. We do not have 200 000 people demonstrating
against us. We are happy to extend the
Parliamentary session so that this Bill can receive the
scrutiny it deserves. That scrutiny should include
reference to the protection of employment rights of
government workers, which was referred to in the
government's policy on corporatisation of
enterprises, and other issues, such as trade practices,
industrial legislation, countering monopoly and
market dominating conduct, the imposition of
regulations where necessary in the interests of
consumers, and maintaining effective competition.
These are all things the government signalled in its
pre-election statements as its intentions. It is
important that the opposition and the community
generally have more time than Thursday would
provide to ensure that the commitments and
obligations are being met and to examine how this
kind of measure will affect ordinary Victorians,
because it is likely to have a dramatic effect on
ordinary Victorians. It deserves more attention than
simply postponing it to Thursday will enable it to
receive.
Given the vast number of Bills that have been
introduced into this place over the past two or three
weeks, no-one in the government, the opposition or
the community can say that Parliament is doing
justice to the weight and volume of measures put
before it.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr THOMSON - It is all very well to refer to
fixing up a mess but one does not fix up a mess by
rushing in like a bull in a china shop.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Mordialloc is disorderly.
Mr THOMSON - I acknowledge this is a
significant Bill with far-reaching effects on an
unspecified range of State-owned enterprises. We
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have not been told the details of the enterprises and
the government's plans for them.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member is becoming repetitive. Unless he has some
fresh material he should close his address.

Mr THOMSON - The opposition is concerned
that the Bill may delegate far too much in the way of
the opportunity to privatise and to sell off publicly
owned assets and enterprises. These are matters that
require time to debate and consult with the many
interested groups and organisations that will be
affected by these reforms. We want reforms of
State-owned enterprises that are customer-driven
and we want the opportunity of ascertaining the
impact of the Bill on the customers of those various
enterprises.
We are concerned about an adjournment until
Thursday, when the first we have seen of this Bill is
its introduction at 8 p.m. on Tuesday. The limited
time that provides is not adequate. It is not in
keeping with the custom and practice of this House,
which is for an adjournment of a fortnight or longer.
An adjournment of a fortnight on such a serious
issue is necessary, and I urge the House to support
my amendment.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise the question
of time for consultation and consideration of the Bill
before it is debated in this House. As the Treasurer
said in his second-reading speech, this is a
Significant Bill regarding State-owned enterprises.
One of the most significant State-owned enterprises
has its base in the area I represent. Like other
honourable members I take my role as a
representative seriously. Indeed no honourable
member is in this House in his or her own right. We
are here to represent our electorates and the people
who reside in those electorates. It is critical that we
have time to carry out consultation.
I need not inform the House of the sensitivity of the
industry to my electorate and the tremendous
potential for change to the industry that will result
from the Bill. The changes must be handled carefully.
I understand from the Minister's second-reading
speech that the Bill is a piece of scene-setting
legislation. It was heralded in the pre-election
campaign and sets out a great deal of detail critical
to the future of the State. Honourable members need
time to find out how the various interest groups in
their electorates feel about this Bill to properly
represent their interests in this place.
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I resent the implication that members should present
their own opinions on any piece of legislation in this
House. It is the duty of members to consult with the
communities in their electorates so they can
properly represent the views of those communities;
it is irrelevant whether those views happen to be the
private views of members. Unless more time is
given to consider this Bill it will be impossible for
me to go to the Latrobe Valley to consult with the
groups who will be critically affected by the Bill.
I know from my experience during my first
four-year term in this place that, unless we handle
carefully the industrial side of any legislation that
affects the power industry, we could be in for a time
of industrial disputes in that industry. That is not in
anyone's interest; it is certainly not in the interests of
the government, the opposition or the Victorian
economy.
The House should not attempt to ram through
legislation that is setting the scene for other
legislation that will follow. There will be no time in
this Parliamentary sitting to introduce subsequent
pieces of legislation referred to in the
second-reading speech, and there seems to be no
great urgency to change the entire culture of the
industry.
As representatives of my area would know, there is
a sense of ownership in the community of the State
Electricity Commission (SEC). They have grown up
with that culture and this House is now setting the
scene that will pOSSibly change that ownership.
Assurances were given in the second-reading speech
that some objective measures would be introduced,
but if it is in the public's interest to change the
ownership, structure and organisation of the SEC we
need time to examine what the impact will be. We
need time to consider whether the SEC will be a
State business organisation, a State business
corporation or a State-owned company. It takes time
to analyse those changes.
An examination of the impact and effect of the Bill
on the community also takes time. About 21 unions
operate in the Latrobe Valley and it is hard enough
keeping up with them when Parliament is not
sitting, let alone when it is sitting. Consulting with
those unions would take more time than between
now and next Thursday, even if I spent all of my
time on it. The reactions of that one group can have
a great impact not only on the Latrobe Valley but
also on the whole State. I should be able to consult
with those unions so that when the Bill comes up for
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debate in this House I can represent their views. If I
cannot consult with them I cannot do my job as a
member of Parliament.
When changes were last being made to the structure
of the SEC I recall the intense interest expressed by
the Bishop of Gippsland in the matter. He was
interested not only because changes were being
made but also because he was concerned about the
social impact that the Bill may have on the
community. I recall a number of conversations with
the bishop when he said that we really needed to sit
down and talk about these things and how they
would impact on our community.
It is impossible between now and Thursday, when it
is proposed to debate this Bill, for me to have time to
consult with that sector and, indeed, all of the other
parts of my community in the Latrobe Valley on the
potential impact of some of the changes.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker. I have been listening to the honourable
member and it now appears that he is repeating for
a third time what is happening in the Latrobe
Valley. If the honourable member wants to talk
about time he needs some new material. I ask that
you bring him back to the question.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, it reflects no credit on the
honourable member for him to equate the various
trade union groups with the Bishop of Gippsland. I
argue that the point of order is not valid because I
have a right to explain to this House why the
various groups in my community need more time to
consider the range of proposals in the Bill. The
House must realise that undertaking those
consultations is complicated.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have been listening to
the argument for nearly an hour and on two
occasions I have pulled up previous speakers on the
ground that they were being repetitive. In this case I
do not believe the honourable member for Morwell
is being repetitive, and I do not uphold the point of
order.
Mr HAMILTON - All honourable members
have the responsibility to consult with their
electorates on any Bill. Certainly, members should
have enough time to consult with people when it is
likely that a Bill will adversely affect them.
I would also need time to consult with the
Australian Services Union (ASU), which has the sole
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union coverage of the Loy Yang B power station,
and with the operator of the Loy Yang B power
station, Mission Energy, because this Bill will affect
what Mission Energy may and may not be able to do
with its 40 per cent of the Loy Yang B power station.
The opposition needs time to consult with the
management of Mission Energy and the ASU. It is
impossible for me to talk with the prinCipal people
at Mission Energy between now and Thursday.
Honourable members who represent this area know
of the intense interest that local government takes in
the operations of the SEC. It is almost impossible for
me to consult with the five municipalities that will
be vitally affected by the proposed changes that
could occur within the power industry with the
implementation of this Bill. It would be ideal if the
Treasurer allowed the Bill to lie over even beyond
the two weeks to allow the community to get used
to the idea of the changes that are proposed.
I think that would be a good opportunity for the
government to provide us with details of the Bill. I
cannot understand the urgent need to get this Bill
through in the current sessional period. Perhaps it
should lie over until the autumn sessional period,
when the follow-up legislation implied in this Bill
can also be produced in draft form for distribution
to local government organisations and the trade
union movement so that everyone can consider its
implications.
No-one is arguing now that the government does
not have a responsibility and a right to introduce
these sorts of changes. However, the community is
represented by 88 members in this House and 44
members in the other place. Those honourable
members need time to ensure that they truly
represent the views of their constituents.
In the few minutes I have been speaking I have
identified a number of groups. No doubt there are
other people in the Latrobe Valley who need to be
informed about and to understand what is proposed
in the legislation. They need to know what changes
are possible so that I can represent their views in this
place. That does not seem to me to be an argument
for delaying consideration of this Bill until Thursday
of next week; it is an argument for letting the Bill lie
over.

Perhaps because I have not had time to read it
properly, I do not understand the full implications of
the Bill - no-one would be able to understand it
properly. The package of this Bill and the
complementary legislation that will be proposed
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needs to be examined for anyone to come to a
conclusion about it. I have a right and a
responsibility to represent the views of my
constituents on the package. I thought that was what
Parliament was about. I hope that is what the 52nd
Victorian Parliament is about.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That the question be now put.

Or COGHILL (Werribee) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I urge you not to accept the motion at
this time for reasons that are extremely important.
Two honourable members have spoken on the
question of time on this Bill, which as much as any
Bill seen in this Parliament affects the very nature
and structure of the government of Victoria. It is
important that the House make a careful and
considered decision about the period that is allowed
for the adjournment of the debate on the Bill.

It is within your power, Mr Speaker, either to
uphold the rights of members of this House and the
opportunity of the House to properly consider the
question before the Chair, or to put the motion the
Treasurer has just moved. It is within your power to
uphold the rights of this House to properly and
carefully consider every question concerning
legislation that affects the structure of government in
Victoria.
It is within your power, Mr Speaker, if you so

choose, to determine that this Parliament can go the
way of the German parliament in the 1930s and the
way of the Central and Eastern European
parliaments - The SPEAKER - Order! I do not like the
illustration used by the honourable member!
Or COGHILL - No-one likes it, Mr Speaker, but
parallels have been well drawn.
Mr STOCK DALE (Treasurer) - Mr Speaker - Or COGHILL (Werribee) - The Treasurer is out
of order in attempting to intervene at this stage.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister cannot
raise a point of order now.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
Or COG HILL - I am putting to you,
Mr Speaker, that in the exercise of your discretion
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you will influence the course this House of the
Victorian Parliament takes not only in respect of this
piece of legislation but for the life of the Parliament
and potentially for decades to come. That is what
happened in other parliaments in other parts of the
world where this sort of subversion of the
Parliamentary process was accepted and
countenanced.
The SPEAKER - Order! I take a leaf out of the
book of a former Speaker and say that I have heard
enough on the point of order. It is true that the
discretion lies with the Chair as to whether to accept
the motion that the question be now put. I have
listened to the argument for nearly an hour.
Or Coghill - Much less than an hour!
The SPEAKER - Order! It has been 37 minutes. I
have listened to two speakers. Some of the debate
has been repetitive, to which I have drawn the
attention of the House. From where I sit, sufficient of
the argument has been exposed to the House to
enable the House to make a judgment. I therefore
accept the motion.
House divided on Mr Stockdale's motion:

Ayes, 58
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr (Teller)
John, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.

McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.w.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
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McLellan,Mc
Madellan,Mr

Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mc
Roper,Mr
Sand on, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Seccombe, Mr (Teller)
Sheehan, Mc
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mc
Vaughan, Or
Wilson, Mrs
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Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton,Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr (Teller)
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) - Mr Speaker, I desire
to move a further amendment. I move:

Motion agreed to.
House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

That the expression ''Thursday, 12 November" be
omitted with a view to inserting in place thereof the
expression"l March 1993".

Ayes, 58
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mc
Jenkins, Mc (Teller)
John, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
Madellan, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mc E.R.
Smith, Mc I.W.
Spry, Mc
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

I have moved the amendment for the very good
reason that it is important that the House and the
community of Victoria have proper opportunity to
consider this significant Bill now being brought
before the House. Mr Speaker, it would surprise me
if the government were to oppose that.
Mr STOCK DALE (Treasurer) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I put it to you that the
amendment is out of order.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - I put it to you that it is out
of order as it involves recanvassing a decision the
House has already made.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order raised by the honourable member for
Brighton. The House has already resolved not to
omit the words and therefore the further
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Werribee is out of order.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) -On the question,
Mr Speaker - Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, the House has resolved that the
motion will now be put, and Standing Order No.
70(a) requires that that motion be put without
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further debate. I put it to you, Mr Speaker, that any
further debate is out of order.
Dr COGHILL (Werribee) -On the point of
order-The SPEAKER - Order! The motion that the
question be now put was carried. That motion
applied to the amendment, which was put and
defeated. The motion now before the Chair is the
motion moved by the Treasurer that the debate be
adjourned until Thursday next.
Dr COGHILL - Thank you, Mr Speaker. It is
important that the House now has the proper
opportunity to consider the question which remains
before the Chair. I remind honourable members,
particularly honourable members opposite, that the
way the House treats this particular question is a
reflection of the way in which the Westminster
system operates here, the Legislative Assembly of
the Parliament of Victoria.
It is all very well for honourable members opposite,
particularly front bench members, to smirk as if the
system of government that operates in Victoria is
irrelevant, but the lessons of history are that unless
we respect the way this institution operates it will be
weakened until it becomes nothing more than a
mere extension of the executive.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Werribee knows full well that the
debate is on the question of time. He cannot range as
wide as he is. I direct him back to the question of
time.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - Pursuant to
Standing Order No. 70(b), I move:

backbenchers sitting behind him that they
understand the Significance of the subversion of the
Parliamentary system that he is pushing at this
stage. They understand that the way this House is
being treated by the Treasurer himself and by the
exercise of your discretion in this particular matter is
colouring the effectiveness of the Parliamentary
system in Victoria, particularly the Legislative
Assembly of this Parliament.
You have the opportunity, Mr Speaker, to uphold
the Westminster principles on which this Parliament
and this House have operated since 1856 or to allow
the further subversion of it in the way we have seen
in the past two and a half weeks.
As there has been no debate exclusively on this
question to date, the question now before the Chair
is whether to allow debate on that question,
uncoloured by the amendment that has now been
defeated, so that members can express a view as to
whether they want the principal motion before the
Chair to be carried.
The way you handle it, Mr Speaker, will be very
Significant for the whole way this House proceeds
for the rest of the 52nd Parliament and beyond. We
have plenty of examples before us.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
of the point of order and the Chair has to resolve the
matter on a question of equity and fairness. I do not
accept the point contained in the point of order
raised by the honourable member for Werribee that
now a debate can ensue on the question that the
debate be adjourned until Thursday. The honourable
member knows full well, as do other honourable
members, that when the amendment was moved
honourable members would be speaking to both the
amendment and the motion before the Chair.

That the question be now put.

Or COGHILL (Werribee) - Again, Mr Speaker, I
ask you to exercise your absolute discretion in this
matter of whether to accept the motion at this time.
The Treasurer does not understand the way the
Westminster system operates and the Standing
Orders of this House. I am raiSing a point of order,
not contributing to the debate at this stage, on the
manner in which you are being asked to exercise
your discretion to accept the motion from the
Treasurer.
The Treasurer may not understand that that is an
important part of the Westminster system but I can
see from the expressions of many of the

I believe the question of time has been well
addressed by several speakers, so much so that I had
to caution one or two speakers on the point that they
were becoming repetitious. Therefore, I accept the
motion that the question should be now put, and I
do just that. The question is:
That the question be now put.

House divided on Mr Stockdale's motion ''That the
question be now put":

Ayes, 57
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
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Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Mr (Teller)
Ooyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr

Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Oollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson, Mrs (Teller)
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That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill gives effect to the initiative announced in
the 28 October Budget to impose a 10 cent levy on
tickets for certain Tattersall games.
A 10 cent tax will be imposed on tickets sold in
Victoria for all Tattersalls games other than instant
lotteries, Super 66 and Tatts 2. A ticket for a
Tattersalls game may cover a single entry to a game
or multiple entries. A single levy of 10 cents will
apply to a ticket irrespective of the number of games
a player decides to enter on a ticket.
It is not proposed to levy the tax on instant lotteries,
Super 66 and Tatts 2. The reason for this is that these
games typically involve low-value transactions and
a 10 cent levy on such games is likely to have an
adverse impact on sales. Most instant lottery tickets
are bought in denominations of $1 or $2, the price of
Super 66 is $1 and that of Tatts 2 is 50 cents. By
comparison, a midweek or Saturday Quickpick, the
modal or most frequent type of entry for Tattslotto,
costs $6.30 or $3.95 respectively. The 10 cent levy as
a proportion of the price of these typical Tattslotto
entries is considered to be sufficiently small to have
a negligible effect on sales volume. However, the 10
cent levy as a proportion of the price of an instant
lottery ticket or Super 66 or Tatts 2 entry would be
expected to have a Significant effect on sales.

The proposed starting date for the levy is 1
December 1992.
The government will consult with Tattersalls, the
Totalizator Agency Board and other relevant parties
about the introduction of Club Keno.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROPER
(Coburg).
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

Motion agreed to.
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday, 12

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 12 November.

November.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I move:

TATIERSALL CONSULTAnONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

That the expression "Thursday, 12 November" be
omitted with a view of inserting in place thereof the
expression "Tuesday, 17 November".

On the question of time, Mc Deputy Speaker, I have
moved the amendment for a number of reasons.
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First, it is absolutely ludicrous to introduce new
legislation with new concepts into Parliament and
expect the measure to be properly considered
between now and Thursday. It is now 9.30 p.m. By
the time anyone can be consulted about the
proposed legislation it will at best be early
tomorrow morning. Not all people have the time
available when they are first contacted, but everyone
will be expected to respond by the close of business
tomorrow. The Bill can come up for debate in just
over 36 hours, at 10 a.m. on Thursday.
The tradition in this House has been for a reasonable
adjournment period to be allowed for the opposition
and interested members of the community to
consider the implications of proposed legislation.
That is an appropriate action and a longer period of
adjournment of debate on this Bill is also
appropriate. A number of groups need to consider
the proposed legislation and provide their views to
the opposition and to honourable members about its
effects. It would be appropriate for the opposition
and honourable members to seek Tattersalls' views
on the Bill, particularly as it does not include the
other Budget measure involving Tattersalls. It is
interesting that the introduction of Club Keno,
which was mentioned in the Budget documents, has
not been included in the Bill because it was expected
to produce a Significant sum. The opposition
requires time to understand why the Treasurer, in
his second-reading speech, has said that the matter
requires further consultation. It is reasonable for
Parliament to have time to consider the second last
paragraph of the Treasurer's speech.
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The government has introduced a Bill that will affect
the response of at least some people to Tattersall
consultations and there will not be an opportunity to
seek the advice of those who have the day-to-day
experience of selling tickets to the public.
I do not wish to address the effect the Bill may have
on gambling in Victoria, but it is appropriate for
those directly involved to provide us with their
views on how they see it affecting gaming in this
State. The period provided by the motion for the
adjournment of debate on the Bill until next
Thursday is inadequate.
Mr Deputy Speaker, if you wished to consult with
Tattersalls agents in the Warmambool
electorate - Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr ROPER - Those agents should be able to put
their views on the legislation to the honourable
member for Warmambool and to the honourable
member for Wimmera. Those agents deserve the
opportunity to provide that advice. The motion
moved by the Treasurer for adjournment of the
debate until Thursday will deny them that
opportunity .
Honourable members know that a Significant
amount of proposed legislation has been rushed
through Parliament in this sessional period. The
result of the government's action is that a lot of
defective legislation has required considerable
amendment by the Legislative Council.

Mr Stockdale interjected.
Mr ROPER - The Treasurer raised the issue by
putting that statement in his second-reading speech.
It is also appropriate for the opposition to seek the
views of Tattersalls agents. All honourable members
who have Tattersalls agents in their electorates
recognise that they can be quite vocal when issues
dealing with the operation of their businesses are
raised. Tattersalls agents have not had the
opportunity of advising either the opposition or
other honourable members on the effects the
proposed legislation will have. In the short time
available for debate it would be impossible to
arrange for them to be consulted. By the time the Bill
was sent to the agents' organisation it would be
impossible for the organisation to consult with
agents on their attitude to the Bill. The suggested
time frame is nonsense.

That would not be necessary if the government paid
some attention to providing adequate time for
consultation and consideration. The government is
hell-bent on closing down Parliament this week. It is
determined that this be only a three-week session,
despite the fact that there is plenty of time between
now and Christmas for an extended session.
The amendment I have moved allows for this
session of Parliament to be extended. The opposition
is prepared to consider propositions from the
government that the House not meet next week but
meet the following week and again the week after
that. It is ludicrous to attempt to push through this
amount of legislation during a three-week session. It
has never occurred before.
The previous Liberal government did not attempt to
ram through so much legislation in such a short
time. Perhaps the rush is because for the first time
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the National Party is involved in government with
the Liberal Party. As I said, the previous Liberal
government allowed sufficient time for legislation to
be considered, so one must assume that the National
Party is destroying Parliamentary arrangements.
During its 10 years in office the Labor government
always allowed sufficient time.
Mr Coleman - Every time was sufficient time,
was it?
Mr ROPER - The Minister for Natural
Resources, who is out of his place - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Coburg should ignore
interjections and address the question of time. The
Minister for Natural Resources should restrain
himself.
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The Bill should be adequately considered by
Tattersalls and its advice should be taken into
account. The views of Tattersalls agents throughout
the State should also be sought because they will
have opinions about how the average punter will
respond to the additional impost at a time when
significant developments are occurring in the
gambling industry in this State.
It is an absolute travesty to suggest that this Bill

should be passed in less than 36 hours. For that
reason the opposition believes Parliament should
continue to meet after this week so that legislation of
this type can be properly considered and so that the
views of those directly affected can be sought and
put to Parliament.

Mr ROPER - The Deputy Leader of the National
Party, who has now joined the ranks of the
better-paid members of this place - -

Dr COG HILL (Werribee) - I support the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Coburg. Given the way Parliament has operated
over the past weeks, I am concerned about its future
operations. It is all very well to say that it does not
matter and that the government will mend its ways
in 1993, but that is not what happens. Members of
the government are comforting themselves with the
thought that the Premier and his Ministers will
reform their behaviour in 1993, but that is against
human nature and it is certainly against the nature
of the Premier. We have seen in other Parliaments in
Germany in the 1930s and in Eastern and Central
Europe in the immediate post-war period - -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I remind the
honourable member for Coburg that he should
ignore interjections.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Werribee should address his
comments to the question of time.

Mr ROPER - The point I am making is that over
many years the Deputy Leader of the National Party
has been involved in numerous discussions about
the time allowed for the adjournment of deba tes. He
often put the argument that the National Party had
not had sufficient time to complete its consultations
with various groups, and almost invariably it was
given additional time to conclude those discussions.
The Deputy Leader of the National Party knows that
to be the way the former government operated
during the 51st Parliament.

Dr COG HILL - When Parliaments are
subverted because insufficient time has been
allowed for the consideration of business, a one-way
street is created until a catastrophic event a
generation or two down the track overturns the
unfortunate history of the previous generations.

Mr ROPER - As the Minister would be aware,
the former government allowed debates on minor
legislation to be adjourned for two weeks, and in the
case of major legislation longer adjournment periods
were discussed between the parties.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.

When the National Party wanted additional time,
the former government agreed to it. It may not have
done so readily, but it did agree to it because it was
the sensible thing to do. The former government did
not suggest that legislation of this sort, which affects
a major industry and the livelihood of many people,
should be rushed through in the way the
government is proposing.

It is all very well for members of the government to

say that the length of time for the adjournment of
debates does not matter and that the rights of
members to consider legislation do not matter. The
honourable member for Benambra will have to live
with his conscience when he looks back at the end of
his political career and realises that he voted for the
subversion of the Parliamentary process.
The honourable member for Benambra comes from a
family with a proud conservative tradition of respect
for institutions of importance to our society. It is all
very well for the honourable member for Benambra
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to sit in his place with a smirk on his face, but I ask
him to reflect on what he sees as the future of
Victoria if Parliament ceases to be an effective
decision-making body. Parliament is currently being
treated as nothing more than an extension of the
executive. The honourable member for Benambra
seems to think this is a joke.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I will not
continue to hear the honourable member for
Werribee if he distorts debate on the question of
time by making a personal attack on the honourable
member for Benambra.
Or COG HILL - All honourable members are
being asked to vote on whether the Treasurer's
motion offers a reasonable opportunity to consider
the Bill.
Mr McNamara interjected.
Or COG HILL - The Leader of the National
Party proved long ago that he has no respect for this
institution, but many members do, including
yourself, Mr Deputy Speaker.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Springvale and the Deputy
Premier should not carry on a discussion across the
table. The honourable member for Werribee has the
floor.
Or COG HILL - I do not wish to involve you,
Mr Deputy Speaker, in the debate because that
would be improper. However, many honourable
members understand the significance of the
maintenance of the Parliamentary institution. We
draw our forms basically and substantially from the
1688 Bill of Rights. That was the major turning point
in the constitutional development of the
Westminster system of Parliament. That depended
on honourable members having fair and reasonable
opportunities to consider the decisions they were
being asked to make. That established Parliament as
the supreme, the ultimate - -
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totally irrelevant because the case referred to
occurred in the 16405.
I suggest that the honourable member for Werribee
is wasting the time of Parliament by introducing
erroneous material. I ask you to direct the
honourable member back to the question of time,
back to the 1990s, and away from the 16805 or the
16405 in the United Kingdom.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I have heard
enough on the point of order to rule. There is no
point of order. In my view the honourable member
for Werribee was addressing the question of time.
He was drawing on the experiences of other
Parliaments and, so long as he makes his comments
relevant to the question of time, I will continue to
hear him.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) - In passing, students
of history would be most interested to hear any
reference by the honourable member for Caulfield to
the United Kingdom in 1688 because that was long
before the union!
To return to the point: the forms and principles
under which this House operates were established
more than three centuries ago. They have slowly and
progressively evolved, developed and strengthened
since then. We depend on the quality of government
in this State and in other areas where
Westminster-style Parliaments operate for the
members of the legislature to have fair and
reasonable opportunities to consider the decisions
they are being asked to make.
In this case we are being asked to vote on a rather
small Bill, but a measure that will affect substantial
numbers of small businesses throughout Victoria,
the huge numbers of individuals who purchase the
products of Tattersalls and, of course, the George
Adams trust which has the licence for Tattersalls.

Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I put it to you that the
honourable member for Werribee is debating this
issue and wasting the time of Parliament by not
actually debating time, which is the essence of this
motion.

All those people have a right to have their views
taken into account by all honourable members
before they cast their votes on the Bill. How is it
reasonably possible if we have only until next
Thursday to make copies of the Bill available to
interested parties? How can they provide members
with their considered comments so that they can
take them into account when casting their votes or
forming party attitudes to the legislation?

I put it to you that he is drawing in irrelevancies by
referring to the 1688 situation in the United
Kingdom. What the honourable member said is

No honourable member in this Chamber could
reasonably expect to be able to distribute copies of
the Bill in sufficient numbers, much less any details,
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in the time available. If this Bill has been printed in
the numbers customary for Bills presented to this
House - and I have no reason to believe it would be
any different - insufficient copies of the Bill will be
available for all the retail outlets for Tattersalls
products, much less for interested members of the
public or clients of Tattersalls who would like to
gauge the effects of the legislation on the various
products they purchase.
I see the Minister for Agriculture appreciates the
point I make. It is unfortunate that the Minister did
not take that into account when the matter came
before Cabinet, assuming he was at the Cabinet
meeting. I am unsure whether he had returned from
being sworn in and whether he has yet to attend his
first Cabinet meeting. It is unfortunate that the
Minister for Agriculture had not used his influence
either within the Cabinet room or indirectly in the
Cabinet room - Mr TANNER (Caul field) - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, the honourable member for
Werribee is debating the issue. He is entitled to
advance reasons on the question of time, but not to
debate the issue and speculate on the influence of
the Minister for Agriculture on this issue.
I ask you, Mr Deputy Speaker, to require the
honourable member for Werribee to debate the issue
of time. Under the traditions of this Parliament he is
entitled to advance reasons why time should be
taken into consideration. He is not entitled to debate
the issue, as he is now doing, and speculate on
whether the Minister for Agriculture has undertaken
any action in his Ministerial capacity.
DT cOGHILL (Werribee) -On the point of
order, the honourable member for Caul field seems
not to have understood the point I was seeking to
make; namely, that the Minister for Agriculture had
an opportunity to influence the time the government
sought for the adjournment of the debate. That is the
only point I make.
I do not particularly care whether the Minister for
Agriculture supported or did not support the Bill; he
had the opportunity to influence the period allowed
for the adjournment of debate.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! With
hindSight, it may be that the honourable member for
Caulfield was a little premature in moving his point
of order when he did. However, it is important that
the honourable member for Werribee continually
directs his comments to the question of time and is
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not repetitious. I do not uphold the point of order,
but I remind the honourable member for Werribee
that he should return to the question of time.
Dr COG HILL - I am coming to the conclusion
of my remarks on the question of time. It will be
necessary for honourable members to inform
themselves about how they should vote and how
their parties should approach the legislation. It will
take time to make interstate comparisons. It could
well be that the proposals in the Bill could place
Victorian Tattersalls at a competitive disadvantage
withsome-Mr Tanner - That is not on the question of time;
it is debating the issue.

Or COG HILL - I should have thought the
honourable member for Caulfield, having been here
for the same amount of time as I - Mr Hamilton - He tried to get here earlier,
though.
Or COG HILL - The honourable member for
Caulfield should understand how debates are
conducted. Perhaps the honourable member for
Caulfield was a little premature because I was trying
to say that it would take some time for everyone to
investigate the implications of this Bill. Many
honourable members will need to make inquiries
within and perhaps beyond Australia. Certainly that
will take some time.
All honourable members already bear heavy
workloads as a result of earlier decisions of the
House - and I shall not question those decisions
because that would be a breach of order.
Honourable members must therefore make quick
and early decisions and they have only limited
opportunities to carry out the investigations that are
essential if they are to properly consider legislation
on which they are now being asked to vote. It seems
entirely reasonable that the honourable member for
Coburg should propose - The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed
under Sessional Orders for me to interrupt the
business of the House has now arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture).
Or cOGHILL (Werribee) - In conclusion, it is
entirely reasonable that the further period of
adjournment proposed by the honourable member
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for Coburg should be agreed to as it would give
members a greater opportunity to carry out the
necessary consultation and investigation about the
implications of the legislation.
If it had been up to me I would have suggested a
longer period of adjournment because of the
enormous workload already placed on honourable
members. I would like to consult with the Tattersalls
outlet in Werribee, even though it is run by a family
involved in the Liberal Party, because I genuinely
believe that I have a responsibility to represent their
interests as much as those of any other constituent. I
will not have that opportunity if the motion moved
by the Minister is carried and the amendment is
defeated.

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The debate has been going for a long
period. The government would not be under this
pressure if it were not for the financial
mismanagement of the former Labor government.
The reason the Bill proposes the commencement of
the levy on 1 December is because of the financial
pressure that the State is under. It would be
irresponsible of the government not to implement
measures that will assist in the financial stability of
the State and that is why the legislation must be
passed this week.
During the past fortnight the House has had 64
divisions and 16 hours of debate on the question of
the time allowed for the adjournment of debates.
That period would have given the opposition two
extra days in which to contribute to the debate or
undertake consultation on these measures, but it is
wrong for the opposition to continue with the tactics
it has used during the past eight days, which are
designed merely to frustrate the government.
When these matters are eventually argued in the
public arena it will be said that the opposition
wasted 16 hours of sitting time arguing the
relevancy of the time allowed for the adjournment of
debates rather than arguing the merits of the
legislation. The debate has gone on long enough. I
move:
That the question be now put.

Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle, Mr (Tell")
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLelIan, Mr
MaclelIan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
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Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
SteggaIl, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr (Tell")
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
. Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
DoIlis, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr (Tell")
Loney, Mr

Marple,Ms
MicalIef,Mr
MildenhalI, Mr (Tell")
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Dr
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The question
is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of
the motion.

House divided on Mr W. D. McGrath's motion:

Ayes, 57
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark, Mr

Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr

Those members who support the amendment
moved by the honourable member for Coburg
should vote no.
Bells rung.
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Mr Kennan interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition should restrain himself.
House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):
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Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
That the question be now put.

Bells rung.
Mr Kennan interjected.

Ayes, 57
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,.Mr
Dean, Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs (Ttllu)
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr (Ttlltr)
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr
Madellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr.

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.}.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kirner, Ms
I...t>ighton. Mr
Loney, Mr (Ttlltr)

Amendment negatived.

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or (Ttllu)
Wilson,Mrs

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! If the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition continues to conduct
himself in that manner I shall be obliged to ask the
Speaker to return to the Chamber and deal with him
appropriately.
House divided on Mr W. D. McGrath's motion:

Ayes, 57
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean, Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F. (Ttlltr)
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, MrI.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockda1e, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr (Ttllu)
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill,Dr
Co1e,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz,Mr
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Carbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kirner, Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr
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Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 12 November.

Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII, Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellart, Mr

Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr (Teller)
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27

TRANSPORT ACCIDENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I declare that this Bill is an urgent
Bill, and I move:
That this Bill be considered an urgent Bill.

Mr RaPER (Coburg) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker - -

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Coburg should bide his
time. He will get a chance to speak. The Leader of
the House has moved that the Bill be considered an
urgent Bill. Does the motion being put have the
approval of 20 members?
Required number of members rose indicating
approval of motion being put.

Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haerrneyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton, Mr
Kennan, Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Mr RaPER (Coburg) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I attempted earlier to raise a point of
order but it was not allowed. I draw your attention,
Mr Speaker, to Standing Order No. 105(a), which
states:

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 58
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
C1ark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Mr
Ooyle, Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Cude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F. (Teller)
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr

On the reading of a message from the Governor
recommending an appropriation in connection with
any Bill, on the calling on of a motion for leave to
introduce a Bill, or at any stage of a Bill, a Minister may
declare that the Bill is an urgent Bill .. ,

The Standing Order then outlines that procedure.
The point I wish to raise relates, firstly, to the
specific words, and secondly, to the traditions of this
House and the House of Commons as set out in

May's Parliamentary Practice.
The Leader of the House moved that this be
declared an urgent Bill before any of the items set
out in Standing Order No. 105(a) were relayed to the
House. The message was not read because that had
been done previously. A motion for leave to
introduce a Bill was not called on because that had
also been done earlier; and there was no motion for
any other stage of the Bill because the House was
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not actually considering the Transport Accident
(Amendment) Bill at the time the Leader of the
House moved the motion.
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of much of the legislation that has been passed this
session will ultimately be tested by the courts.
Mr Gude interjected.

If the House had been considering the Bill the

motion that the Bill be read a second time would
have been before it; but the Clerk had not been able
to move the House to that procedure when the
Leader of the House took the action that he did. The
provisions of Standing Order No. 105(a) had not
been met when the Leader of the House took the
action he did.
I also put it to you, Mr Speaker, that the traditions of
this place and the House of Commons, on which this
House models its activities, are that the
second-reading debate acquainting the House with
the purposes of the Bill is, in fact, a precondition for
any further debate or consideration of whether or
not a matter is urgent.
The Leader of the House has suggested to the House
that a Bill, the content of which the House is not
even aware of, is urgent when no-one in the House
knows what is the content of the legislation or what
the second-reading speech contains. The practice of
this place is that the moving of an urgent matter
under Standing Order No. 105(a) occurs after the Bill
has been read a second time. In fact, it overturns the
principles of this place to consider something as
urgent when it has not been introduced. All we have
is the notice that was given the other day and the
mention of item No. 9 on the Notice Paper, which
states, "Transport Accident (Amendment) Bill Second reading."

Mr KENNAN - The Leader of the House has
just refused the opposition a briefing on the
amendments to the Employee Relations Bill and has
refused to hand over the amendments on the
WorkCover legislation.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member knows that he must speak to the point of
order.
Mr KENNAN - However trivial and irrelevant
the opposition thinks debate is in this House, it is
not trivial and irrelevant; it is not something that
escapes the attention of the courts. The question in
this matter and in other legislation is whether the
mind of the Parliament was turned to the matters on
which members were called to debate. The reality is
that the way in which this motion is put is not only
in breach of the Standing Orders as spelt out
narrowly by the honourable member for Coburg but
also in breach of the spirit of those Standing Orders
as spelt out in the 21st edition of May.
I refer you, Mr Speaker, to page 409 of May because
these are not light matters; they are not matters that
can be swept away before dawn like the 17.5
per cent leave loading and like the right to free
speech in this place. They are matters, whether
members of the government of the day like it or not
and whether they are embarrassed by consistent
refusal to answer questions and the like - -

It may be the government's desire to push

legislation through without debate or defer
consideration to some time later in the proceedings
and then appropriately move that this is an urgent
Bill. However, to do so at this stage is foreign to the
traditions of this House and also foreign to the
traditions of the House of Commons.
Mr Speaker, it is specifically suggested in May that
the urgency motion follows after the House is aware
of the content of a Bill, not before.
Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - Further on the
point of order, the courts have become more inclined
to interfere and to strike down legislation that has
not been properly passed by Parliament. Indeed, the
High Court has recently gone further and talked
about throwing out bills of rights. Mr Speaker, your
ruling on this and other legislation and the validity

The SPEAKER - Order! On the point of order.
Mr KENNAN - I refer you, Mr Speaker, to page
409 of May and the passage following the heading
"Allocation of Time Orders (Guillotine)", which
states:
Orders made under this procedure are known as
"allocation of time" orders, and colloquially as
"guillotine" motions. They may be regarded as the
extreme limit to which procedure goes in affirming the
rights of the majority at the expense of the minority of
the House, and it cannot be denied that they are
capable of being used in such a way as to upset the
balance, generally so carefully preserved, between the
claims of business and the rights of debate.

I interpolate here that when you rule on this point,
Mr Speaker, you must take into account the fact that
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the Bill has been well and truly destroyed by the
disgraceful proceedings of this place in the last week
and the disgraceful proceedings that will occur here
and in another place between now and dawn. May
continues:
But the harshness of this procedure is to some extent
mitigated either by consultations between the party
leaders ...
It will be relevant in the exercise of your discretion

to inquire of the party leaders as to what
consultation has occurred and what was the result of
those consultations.
This is another occasion on which it could be proper
that you, Mr Speaker, suspend the sitting of the
House so that a conference can be convened so the
procedures set out in May are adhered to. I will read
it again because it is absolutely crucial that it is
included in Hansard, as these debates will be
examined in another place when the validity of this
legislation is tested. May states:
But the harshness of this procedure is to some extent
mitigated either by consultations between the party
leaders or in the Business Committee in order to
establish the greatest possible measure of agreement as
to the most satisfactory disposal of the time available.

The opposition is available until Christmas. Its
members do not knock off on Saturday morning, as
government members intend to. May then states:
The allocation of limited amounts of time to the stages
of Bills, and occasionally other kinds of business, forms
no part of the general procedure of the House, but is
applied in each case to a particular Bill (or several Bills
jointly) or other specified business by a special order.

I take you, Mr Speaker, to page 410. We all
wi tnessed earlier the Treasurer's lack of
understanding of the procedures of the House when
the honourable member for Coburg ran rings
around him. We understand his
embarrassment - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Broadmeadows is not assisting. He
must address the point of order.
Mr KENNAN - On page 410, dealing with
stages of Bills, it is stated that an allocation of time
order is not usually moved until after the second
reading of a Bill and usually not until the rate of
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progress in Committee has provided an argument
for its necessity.
In this case, as in every other case where the Chair in
my view has quite validly ruled on these matters,
you, Mr Speaker, as I pointed out to you - up to 500
years of tradition underlie this - have an authority
you can assert.
It is not a case of what David Malouf, in a poem
entitled The Judas Touch, called a talent for holding
your breath. I say you ought not to hold your breath
on this matter. It is a question on which you should
exercise your powers according to the principles laid
down in May; it is not a situation where you should
hold your breath. This is a situation for speaking out
on, for putting aside considerations of the comfort or
otherwise of party, because in the Westminster
tradition it is not the custom for the Speaker to have
regard for party; and I am sure that is not your view
either, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER - Order! I take it no reflection on
the Chair is intended?
Mr KENNAN - None whatsoever, Mr Speaker.
The balance has to be between the rights of the
majority at the expense of the minority, between the
'claims of business and the rights of debate. Time
and again we have heard the Leader of the House
say across the table, 'We have a big majority"truth, fairness and freedom of speech are
deregulated! It is not the case, Mr Speaker, because
you are there to protect the rights of the minority
and to strike a balance. You can use your authority
under this Standing Order and elsewhere. You have
the freedom to speak publicly in this place. The
motion of the Leader of the House ought to be ruled
out of order.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, the procedure followed by the
Leader of the House was quite in order. I put it to
you that there is no point of order. Had the matter
been called a member would have had the call and it
would then have been inappropriate for the
guillotine motion to be moved. In the course of
following the normal procedure of not interrupting
the person with the call, the Leader of the House
identified the Bill involved. There is no uncertainty
about the matter now before the House. Indeed, in
the course of his argument Ms Kimer interjected.
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Mr STOCKOALE - You sit back, relax and take
it easy. He has taken over; it is quite dear you have

abdicated to him!
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Treasurer to
assist the Chair in dealing with a very difficult point
of order by ignoring interjections and addressing his
remarks to the Chair and to the point of order.
Mr STOCKOALE - I apologise, Mr Speaker.
The procedure followed complied with the forms
and procedures of the House. Had the Leader of the
House done as the honourable member for Coburg
suggested he would have been out of order. The
motion is quite proper and, had the Leader of the
House waited, as was suggested, he would not have
been able to move the motion.
There is no uncertainty about the matter before the
Chair. Indeed, in the course of his remarks on the
alleged point of order the honourable member for
Coburg actually acknowledged that Order of the
Day No. 9 on the Notice Paper is the subject of the
motion. The honourable member for Coburg, by
making that acknowledgment, confirmed that there
is no uncertainty about the matter. All honourable
members know what is going on here.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask honourable
members on my left to allow me to hear the point of
order without interruption.
Mr STOCKOALE - What more eloquent
illustration could there be than the attempt to shout
down anyone who speaks on a point of order? The
reality is that we have experienced two weeks of
abuse of the forms of the House, of the opposition
mounting self-defeating arguments about time. The
House has debated practically nothing but time for
the past two weeks. That has happened not because
the opposition is concerned about adequate debate,
but because it is seeking not only to take every
opportunity but also to invent opportunities for
futile debate on time in order to prevent any debate
taking place so that it can mount a spurious
argument about the defeat of democracy.
The opposition is responSible for the assault on
democracy. It is the behaviour of members of the
opposition that threatens the maintenance of order
in the House and is preventing debate - it is a
blatant abuse of the procedures of the House! The
government has been forced to these sorts of
measures by the fact that the opposition will not
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permit genuine debate on substantive issues, but is
using up time. Indeed, it ill behoves the former
Speaker, the honourable member for Werribee, to
seek to frustrate with bogus points of order Or COG HILL (Werribee) - Mr Speaker - Mr STOCKOALE (Treasurer) - There is a point
of order before the Chair. I recall the honourable
member for Werribee The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Werribee is seeking a withdrawal of
remarks, I will hear him.
Or COGHILL (Werribee) - That is exactly what
I am seeking. I find the words used by the Treasurer
both factually incorrect and offensive and I seek his
unqualified withdrawal.
Mr STOCKOALE (Treasurer) - I make an
unqualified withdrawal. Further on the point of
order, Mr Speaker, there is only one party that is
guilty of frustrating the Parliament, and that is the
opposition. It is ludicrous that we have had 16 hours
of divisions, predominantly on the issue of time. The
duration of debates on that issue has gone far
beyond anything this Parliament has heard
previously.
There were numerous occasions in the past when
the coalition in opposition sought to debate time, but
on no occasion that I can recall has there ever been
such a deliberate attempt to simply frustrate debate
as has occurred over the past two weeks.
The only guilt lies with the Labor Party for its
flagrant abuse of forms of the House. It is about time
the Parliament got to substantive debate. This
motion is an attempt to deliver substantive debate
on this important Bill.
An Honourable Member - For how long?
Mr STOCKOALE - You would have had plenty
of time had you not again frustrated debate.
Mr Speaker, I draw the attention of the House to the
fact that this Bill removes a tax. If the Labor Party is
opposed to that measure let us take these tactics to
the limit, but let us not have any more pretence that
it is being done in the name of democracy -it is
being done to frustrate!
Or COGHILL (Werribee) -On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, one can only be kind and assume
that the Treasurer did not observe the events which
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led to the raising of this point of order because, if he
had observed them, he would not have been able
truthfully to have used the words he used and to
have put the argument he put to you.
The fact is that the honourable member for Coburg
was absolutely correct in pointing out that the
Leader of the House moved the motion before the
Clerk had announced the next Order of the Day,
Order No. 9, the Transport Accident (Amendment)
Bill. That is the first and most crucial point in
relation to the point of order. The facts are that the
proper processes as laid down in the Standing
Orders were not followed in this case. I can see from
his embarrassment that the Leader of the House is
aware of that, although I do not expect him to eat
humble pie and admit it.
Even more important than that infringement of the
Standing Orders is this further extension of the
assault on the forms, effectiveness and functioning
of the Legislative Assembly. Never before so far as I
have been able to determine and so far as the House
has been advised has there been an occasion on
which this procedure has been followed before the
House became aware of the contents of legislation.
How can any honourable member of this House
seriously argue that this is a proper Parliamentary
procedure - proper in the sense of propriety which allows the House to take an informed and
intelligent decision.
The House has to know the content of the Bill before
it can make an informed and intelligent decision on
whether it should be treated as an urgent Bill. The
honourable member for Broadmeadows read the
reference in May. I will not repeat it, but I remind
honourable members of the words quoted by the
honourable member for Broadmeadows from page
409 of the 21st edition of May's Parliamentary Practice.
It makes it abundantly clear that the process is not in
accord with Standing Orders, is utterly unacceptable
and is repugnant to Parliamentary principles.
Mr Slockdale interjected.
Dr COG HILL - The Treasurer has some
difficulty in understanding Parliamentary
procedure; he seems to think that frustration of the
government is to be equated with frustration of the
House. The two are distinct and separate. The
honourable member may say that he feels frustrated
by the procedures permitted in the House, but the
procedures outlined in the Standing Orders are there
for a good reason, as outlined at page 409 of May.
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Considering the time the Treasurer has been in the
House, it is to be expected that he would understand
the need to respect the Chair, the House and the
procedures of the House. He appears to be either
incapable of self-control or unaware of and lacking
in understanding of the Significance of this
institution of which he is a part. I can see from the
expressions of honourable members sitting behind
the Treasurer that they understand that they are
members of a significant institution.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member should narrow his debate to the point of
order.
Dr COG HILL - The integrity of the House is
dependent on recognition of and respect for the
issues raised in the point of order. As soon as those
issues are undermined and subverted the whole
system of government in Victoria is undermined, as
are the constitutional provisions for Parliamentary
government in Victoria. Some government
frontbenchers seem to think it is a matter of no
consequence and think, '1sn't this terrific, we have
the numbers and will use them however we like".
The Leader of the House has a particular and special
responsibility. If he feels he is unable to accept that
responsibility, he knows what to do about it. So long
as he continues to hold that office he, more than
anyone in the House, is responsible for the integrity
of the House.
The Leader of the House is acting in a way that
undermines the integrity of the House and will
undermine the system we have in Victoria. That is
the point of order raised by the honourable member
for Coburg and supported by the honourable
member for Broadmeadows.
Mr Speaker, the issue you are being asked to
consider is whether you will defend the basic
principles that provide for this House to operate in
an effective manner. The choice ultimately is yours;
you can go along with the government and allow it
to subvert Parliamentary government in Victoria, or
you can stand up for the principles and honour the
words by which the Premier committed the
government when he congratulated you on election
to your high office by ensuring that the point of
order is upheld and that the procedures which are
the subject of the point of order are void because
they were not followed. You, Mr Speaker, can
ensure by your leadership of the House that never
again will the procedures be manipulated in such a
way as to subvert the rights of honourable members
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and ultimately the effective operation of
Parliamentary government in Victoria.

Mr W. o. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - Yes, Mr Speaker.

The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard argument
on the point of order raised by several honourable
members as to whether the Leader of the House was
in order in moving that this Bill be considered an
urgent Bill before it was called on for its second
reading.

Mr KENNAN (Broadmeadows) - On a point of
order, Mc Speaker, you asked whether the motion
had been seconded and no-one stood up, and it was
only belatedly - -

I understand that what he did was in order. The
other night I asked the Clerks whether it was proper
for the Leader of the House to move the motion
before a Bill was called on for its second reading, as
listed on the Notice Paper.
I was assured that the moving of the motion ''That
this Bill be considered an urgent Bill" can be moved
at any time under Standing Orders. It is not a
question of my following one side of the House or
the other. It is my job to see that the Standing Orders
are strictly adhered to.
On advice, the Leader of the House can move the

motion ''That this Bill be considered an urgent Bill"
at any time. While May says that to do so could be
considered unusual, it has occurred many times
before and the precedent has been established in this
place. I do not uphold the point of order.
Or COG HILL - On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, the honourable member for Coburg
raised two issues. You have ruled on whether there
was an infringement of the Standing Orders as a
result of the Leader of the House moving the
guillotine motion prior to the matter being called on.
The second matter is the one raised by the
honourable member for Broadmeadows who
referred to page 409 of May.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already ruled on
that point. While it is unusual, it is not against
Standing Orders. The point of order raised by the
honourable member for Werribee has been covered
by my ruling. There is no pOint of order.
Mr GUOE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the time allotted for the remaining stages of the
Bill be untill a.m. tomorrow.

The SPEAKER -Order! Is the motion seconded?
Mr RaPER (Coburg) - No.

The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order.
Mr KENN AN - I believe the motion was
belatedly seconded, and unless the Deputy Leader
of the Government wants to talk further on some
other pOint, your ruling was belated. We are quite
entitled, despite what the government says, to draw
your attention to proviSions of the Standing Orders,
and although we do not agree with your previous
ruling we will abide by it for the time being. We are
not quarrelling with that, but I put on record that if
advice is given by the Clerks that the practice is one
thing, irrespective of what the Standing Order
proVides, that advice, in our view, is wrong and will
not ultimately be upheld.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition is venturing into shoal waters very dangerous indeed. As previous Speakers have
found in the past, the way to proceed is to listen to
advice from the Clerks and make up their own
minds. I made that ruling of my own volition and
the honourable member knows that he can disagree
with it by the forms of the House. Is there any
further point of order?
Mr KENNAN - Yes, Mr Speaker. You are
impartial as Speaker, which is a matter of fact and
appearance that is clearly set out. I suggest that the
authority for that is to be found in May as a matter of
commonsense.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNAN - Do I have to be constantly
interrupted like this? The fact of the matter is that
you are obliged to rule within a reasonable time,
Mr Speaker. Another fact of the matter is that when
a seconder was called for no seconder appeared
within a reasonable time and, consistent with your
responsibilities to ensure impartiality, the
appearance of impartiality and that the procedures
of this House are not such tha t there is an
oppression of the majority by the minority, you
ought to have ruled promptly. Had you done so
there would have been no seconder; it was your
failure to rule promptly that is the issue, and you
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ought to recall your ruling and rule that there was
no seconder and that the motion lapsed.
The SPEAKER - Order! I can rule very easily on
this point of order. Speakers, chairmen and judges
from time immemorial have had to ask two or three
times whether there is a seconder. It has been and is
quite a common practice. I asked once and I asked
twice and got an answer. I believe the motion has
been seconded and there is no pOint of order.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - Mr Speaker, I ask for
your guidance in relation to the practices of this
House given that the government has not yet read
this Bill a second time so the House is not aware of
its contents and has allowed only until 1 a.m. to
have the Bill not only read a second time but
debated and considered in Committee.
The matter I draw to your attention by this point of
order is that normally the Speaker leaves the Chair
for supper at about midnight or thereabouts. Given
that the government proposes almost no time for the
consideration of this legislation, I ask you to
consider, firstly, whether we should ensure that
there is no recess for supper - and the Premier
laughs when adopting the normal process would
carve into more than 25 per cent of the already
available time - or, secondly, whether you can call
a conference on business to ensure that there is
adequate time for this debate.
The SPEAKER - Order! The same problem
came up last week when debate on a Bill was
guillotined and the Chair, defending the rights of the
opposition, declined to take supper until the time
had expired. While I might have appeased the
opposition, I did incur the wrath of the domestic
staff of this place because they were seriously
inconvenienced. Unless somebody does something
about it, it is my intention to run the debate through
until the time allotted. The question is that the time
allotted be until 1 a.m.
Mr ROPER - On the question of time.
The SPEAKER - Order! On the question of time,
certainly.
Mr ROPER - The matter I wish to raise -and
again the Premier laughs, just as he laughed at the
100 000 people outside - The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
speaker just concentrate on the question of time and
ignore interjections.
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Mr ROPER - The circumstances of this
particular guillotine are unprecedented - certainly,
so far as I am aware, in this Parliament - in that the
guillotine has been moved prior to the House having
any knowledge of the legislation.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already ruled on
that point. You quoted May, arguing that it was
unusual for the guillotine to be moved until the
second-reading debate had taken place. I ruled that
under the Standing Orders it was in order for the
Leader of the House to move his motion,
irrespective of whether the second reading had been
moved. Is the honourable member raising another
point of order?
Mr ROPER - I am not raising another pOint of
order. I am saying that it is ludicrous for this House
to be allowed only one and three quarter hours to
debate legislation without the opposition and the
House having any knowledge of what is actually in
the legislation. That is the matter I am raising.
I am making it very clear that it is highly
undesirable for this House to be determining that all
the proceedings relating to this would be finished by
1 o'clock when, in fact, firstly we do not know what
is in the Bill, and secondly, there has been no
opportunity whatsoever for anyone outside a select
number of members of the government to know
what is in the Bill.
It may well be that when the Bill is examined and

considered by the parties and people outside they
will have no objection to it, but that is not the state of
knowledge of the House at the moment, nor is it the
state of knowledge of anyone who may have an
interest in the legislation. It seems to me and, I am
sure, to others, that to determine the length of time
of a debate and say it will be one and three quarter
hours when we do not even know what is in the Bill
is the resolution of a government that has absolutely
no interest in the way the Parliament operates; that
simply wants to come in here, ram through its
legislative program and get out. That is what one
would expect a government that has that view to do.
The opposition has made it clear, Mr Speaker, that if
Parliament needs additional time to sit so that this
legislation can be considered properly -and it is
being brought in at the end of what the government
says is this sessional period - the opposition is
prepared to meet for that additional time.' It is very
important that Bills are considered properly. The
Treasurer may well interject about credibility, but I
do not think I saw him today walking out to meet

